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PREFACE

TO THE FIRST EDITIOy.

^HE Sermons contained in tins volume liave

little in common ^tli each other beyond a

certain apologetic character, such as is suggested

by the title At one time the Tvi^iter had intended

to employ the opportunities afforded to him during

the course of the last t^vo years, in an attempt to

show that some prominent ideas, which, in their

apphcation to secular and material interests, form

the strength and staple of the system or com-

plexion of thought vaguely described as " Liberal-

ism," are originally traceable, directly or indirectly,

to a Christian source, and are realized by none

so completely as by the faithful children of the

Church. This intention is here alluded to, in the

hope that some one else may be led to consider

the subject, and, if expedient, to discuss it in the

University pulpit or elsewhere. The Sermons

which stand as second and thii^d in this pubhca-

a " Some Words for God/' prefixed to the First Edition.
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lion are a partial, but only a partial attempt to

follow it out. The plan of attempting any thing

like a course of Sermons was abandoned in de-

ference to what seemed to be a higher duty in a

Christian Preacher, that, namely, of dealing as

well as he can with such misapprehensions re-

specting truths of faith or morals as he knows to

be actually cu.rrent among those whom he has to

address.

The reader will bear in mind that this is a

volume of Sermons. It makes no pretension to

be a volume of Essays. An Essay belongs to

general literature : a Sermon is the language of

the Church. A Sermon is confined within narrow

limits ; and its necessarily rhetorical character

renders an economical use of its scanty oppor-

tunities impossible. Each Sermon must suggest

many topics which it cannot afford to discuss.

And so far are any Sermons in this volume from

professing to deal exhaustively with the subjects

of which they treat, that they are purposely

restricted to those particular points which hap-

pened at the time of their deUvery to excite

interest or to cause difficulties among persons

with whom the Preacher was more or less ac-

quainted. Some great omissions will at once

occur to every reader. For instance, the real

office and capacity of the Moral Sense—as on the
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one hand predisposing ns to faith in Our Lord,

from its perception of the Beauty of His Charac-

ter, and as being, on the other, itself educated

and controlled by the truths which He authorita-

tively discloses to it—is not entered upon in

those Sermons which insist upon the claims of

dogmatic truth. Again, the connexion between

the Atonement and the Eucharist is not men-

tioned in the Sermon for Good Friday : although

the text of that Sermon might naturally have

suggested it, and so precious a truth was by no

means forgotten.

Among sources to which the writer owes ideas

or illustrations, for which his obligations are not

already acknowledged, he desires to mention the

Bishop of Oxford, two or three volumes of Felix's

Conferences^ and Schleiermacher's Precligten. Of

the Sermons themselves two have already ap-

peared in a separate form ; and the few alterations

which have been made in them before repubhca-

tion are confined to points of taste or expression.

One indeed of these was not, strictly speaking,

''preached before the University''." Moreover, it

repeats, to a certain extent, considerations which

are urged more fully in two others. But, as it

was addressed to an audience consisting for the

most part of University men, it may be allowed to

^ Sermon VII.
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appear in this volume. Of the opportunities for

preaching those Sermons which did not fall to the

writer's turn as Select Preacher, two are due to

the kindness of the present Vice-Chancellor of

Oxford, and three to that of the Dean of Christ

Church.

It only remains for the writer to express his

fervent hope that by God's grace this volume may

be of service to those who have desired its publi-

cation, and that, whatever its crudities or minor

errors, it may be found to contain nothing incon-

sistent with simple submission to the mind of

Holy Scripture as set forth in the teaching of the

Church

Cueist Church,

Michaelmas. i86f.



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION,

fJlHIS volume was originally published under tlie title

Some Words for God/^ In the present Edition that

title is dropped^ as being open to misconstruction_, and in

deference to the opinion of critics for whose advice and

indulgence the writer has every reason to be gratefiiJ.

Christ Chtjech,

Easter, 1866.



PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

rpHB present Edition contains three additional Sermons

which have been preached within the last two years,

and published separately. The subjects appear to suggest

that one should be inserted as third in the series, and

the two others at the end.

Cheist Chttech,

Advent, i8t>Ji.
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SERMON 1.

GOD AND THE SOUL.

Psalm Ixiii. i.

0 God, Thou art my God.

IN this short sentence we may study a feature of tlie

soul^s liiglier life_, common in a measure to all of God's

true servants, but distinguishing some of them beyond

the restj and, among these, in particular, King David.

Ewald% indeed, would exclude this Psalm from that

small number of sixteen in which his arbitrary criticism

still consents to recognize the thought and style of the

son of Jesse. But scholars, Hke Delitzsch^, deem this

estimate nothing short of a literary Vandalism which

would sacrifice even the certainties of Biblical science to

its own morbid di-ead of a traditional position. The title,

'^A Psalm of David when he was in the wilderness of

Judah,'' is in the strictest harmony with the contents of

the Psalm itself. The poet is a king, and a fugitive

:

enemies are on his track, and are bent on his destruc-

tion He is in " a dry and weary land without water ^,''

amidst the wild beasts who will, as he predicts, prey

a Dichter der A. B. ii. 152.

^ " Die Ueberschreibung, so gefasst, liclitet den ganzen Ps., dessen David.

Abfassung zu laugnen der unwissenschatllichste iiberlieferungsfeindiiclie

Vandalismus ist."

—

Delitzsch, Psalmen, i. 465.
c ver. II. 9. a yer. 1.

ft
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on his conquered foes®. He longs after communion
with God in Sion_, where in past years he has enjoyed

revelations of the Divine Presence^. All this is suit-

able to David's circumstances^ immediately after the

outbreak of Absalom's rebellion; when the king, in his

flight from the capital_, passed over the brook Kidron

towards the way of the wilderness ^Z' And it may be

added_, that no other period, either in David's life, or in

any other life, that no other set of general circumstances,

recorded in the history of Israel, so fully satisfies all the

3onditions under which the Psalmist writes. Moreover, the

style and turns of the language, and especially the phy-

siognomy and order of the thought, seem to connect this

Psalm with those which are universally ascribed to David.

In some expressions, as in that translated, ^^I will seek

Thee," the ideas are remarkably condensed ^ after David's

manner. In others, such as ^^lips of jubilee there

.sparkles a vivid beauty which is very characteristic of

David, We may observe, too, in this Psalm a connexion

of thought rather than a connexion of expression and

form. The thoughts succeed each other so rapidly, as

almost to produce the effect of a single thought which

steadily underlies and interpenetrates the successive

variations of language. And the sharp contrast between

the last end of the good and' of the bad, is here asserted

in a tone of intuitive certainty, which seems to rise higher

than the faith, strong as it was, of later Psalmists. Here,

too, are sentences full of a spii^itual light and force which

is peculiarly observable in David's Psalms. Mark, as one

instance, the extraordinary beauty of the Hne, " Thy
lovingkindness is better than life

Considerations, such as these, might help to form a

decisive impression in favour of the Davidic origin of

^ ver. lo, f ver. 2. fc' 2 Sam. xv. 23.
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this Psalm. Even if sucli considerations did not cany

full conviction^ it would be obviously unwarrantable to

erect a few Psalms^ whicb have mucii in common, into

absolute tests of the style and mind of an author who
lived many years, and who wrote under very various

circumstances. The constant tradition of the Synagogue

and of the Church cannot reasonably be overlooked.

And those who beheve that the writers of Holy Scripture

were supernaturally inspired to write, will be prepared to

find in their writings a greater variety and resource of

thought and language than would naturally be looked for

in a merely human author. Sixteen Psalms can be sup-

posed to represent the spiritual legacy which the Church

has inherited from David with as much justice as four of

his Epistles can be imagined to contain all that is left to

us of the thoughts and words of the great Apostle of the

Gentiles.

The text might form a motto for what is termed, in

the modern phrase, personal religion.^^ No religion, of

course, can deserve its name, if it be not personal at

bottom, if it do not recognize as its basis the case of the

personal soul face to face with the personal God. But,

even with a view to the perfection of the individual

himself, rehgion may, nay, it must, embrace other interests

besides his own. Each time that, in the earliest creed,

we formally profess our belief in God, we also profess our

behef in the Catholic Church and the Communion of

Saints. For a well-balanced Christian mind, there can be
• as little danger of a strong sense of his personal relation

to the Source of all life issuing in a selfish forgetfulness

of others, as there can be of his forgetting what is due to

the needs and culture of his own soul, while he "walks
about Sion, and marks well her bulwarks, and tells the

towers thereof^^' A man need not lose sight of his

' Ps. cxlviii. 12.
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solitary spiritual bearing towards God, because he is

interested in tlie progress_, the organization, the imperial

majesty of the Eealm of Christ. It would be as untrue

to say that the writer of the Imitation was insensible ™

to the needs, whether of the Church, or of humanity at

large, as to argue that the authors of the De Civitate

Dei^' or the "Ecclesiastical Polity" must have over-

looked the sorrows and aspirations of the human soul.

This does not pi-cclude the admission that the undue pre-

dominance sometimes of public and corporate interests,

and sometimes of interests exclusively personal and sub-

jective, may create dangers for individuals, or for par-

ticular ages or portions of the Chm'ch, against which it is

necessary to take precautions.

But at least in David we have a notable example of u

sensitive, tender, self-analyzing soul, living in sustained

communion with God, while yet deeply sensible of the

claims of the civil and religious polity of Israel. David^s

years, it is needless to say, were spent in devotion to a

large and exacting round of public duties. And in this

Psalm public misfortunes do but force him back upon the

central strength of the life of his spirit. For the time his

crown, his palace, his honours, the hearts of his people,

the love of his child, whom he loved, as we know, with

such passing tenderness, all are forfeited. The Psalmist

is alone with God. In his hour of desolation, he looks up

from the desert to heaven. 0 God,^' he cries, " Thou
art my God." In the original language he does not repeat

the word which is translated ' God."* In Elohim ^, the ^

true idea of the root is that of awe, while the adjectival

Dean Milmau's well-known estimate of this work almost seems to lose

sight of its real object, which is, not to insist upon the whole cycle of

(Christian duties, but to strengthen and intensify, in view of our Lord'n

example, the sense of our individual relationship to the Father of Spirits.

Lat. Christ, vi. p. 484.
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form implies permanency. In Eli °, the second word em-

ployed^ the etymological idea is that of might,, strength.

We might paraphrase, " 0 Thou Ever-awful One, m_y

Strength, or my Strong-God art Thou.-'^ But the second

word Elij is in itself nothing less than a separate revela-

tion of an entire aspect of the Being of God. It is

indeed used as a proper and distinct Name of God. The

pronominal suffixes for the second and third persons are,

as Gesenius has remarked, never once found ^dth this

name El ; whereas Eli, the first person, occurs very fre-

quently in the Psalter alone. Every one will rememtar
it in the words actually uttered by our Lord upon the

cross, and which He took from a Syriacized version of Ps.

xxii.P The word unveils a truth unknown beyond the

precincts of revelation. It teaches us that the Almighty

and Eternal gives Himself in the fulness of His Being to

the soul that seeks Him. Heathenism indeed in its

cultns of domestic and local deities, of its Penates, of its

Oeol e'7Tij((opLOL, bore witness by these superstitions to the

deep yearning of the human heart for the individualizing

love of a higher power. To know the true God was to

know tha-t such a craving was satisfied.

^^My God." The word does not represent a human
impression, or desire, or conceit, but an aspect, a truth, a

necessity of the Divine JsTature. Man can indeed give

himself by halves ; he can bestow a little of his thought,

of his heart, of his endeavour, upon his brother man. In

other words, man can be imperfect in his acts, as he is

imperfect and finite in his nature. But when God, the

Perfect Being, loves the creature of His Hand, He cannot

thus divide His love. He must perforce love with the

whole directness, and strength, and intensity of His

Being ; for He is God, and therefore incapable of partial

and imperfect action. He must give Himself to the
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single soul with, as absolute a completeness as if there

were no other being besides the soul which He loves.

And, on his side_, man knows that this gift of Himself by

God is thus entire ; and in no narrow spirit of ambitious

egotism, but as grasping and representing the literal

fact, he cries, '^''My God/' Therefore does this single

word enter so largely into the composition of Hebrew
names. Men loved to dwell upon that wondrous relation

of the Creator to their personal life which it so vividly

expressed. Therefore when God had so loved the world

that He gave His only-begotten Son, that whosoever

believed in Him should not peris'h but have everlasting

life,'' we find St. Paul writing to the Galatians as if his

own soul, in its solitary anguish, had alone been redeemed

by the sacrifice of Calvary ; He loved me, and gave

Himself for me
But here let us observe that there are two causes within

the soul which might indispose us for looking more truly

and closely at the truth before us.

Of these causes, the first is moral : it is the state of

unrepented wilful sin. The gravest mischief of sin does

not lie in the outward material act, especially when
estimated from a merely legal or social point of view. It

consists rather in the introduction of a permanent habit

or attitude of the will. Of this attitude each outward act

of sin is at once the symptom and the aggravation. The
foul eruption is less serious in itself than as evidencing the

hold which has been laid upon the moral constitution by
the invisible disease. The principle and spirit of rebellion

has its seat in the will. Thence it penetrates, as the case

may be, either into the sphere of thought, or into that of

outward actions. But whether it be weakened, or warped,

or enslaved, the will which is deliberately tolerant of the

presence of sin is necessarily hostile to a sincere assertion

<J Gal. ii. 20.
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no less of the love than of the rights of God. It is averse

from Him. It has other ends in view which are so many-

denials of His supreme claims upon created life. It

cowers with involuntary di-ead at the sound of His voice

among the trees of the garden. If the depraved and

sinful wiU_, still clinging to its sin, could conceivably

attain to a spiritual embrace of the All-Holy God, so

intimate, so endearing as is that of the Psalmist; such

nearness would be to it nothing less than repulsive ; it

would be scarcely less than an agony. ^
The other cause is intellectual. It may, without offence,

be described as the subjective spirit, which is so charac-

teristic and predominant an influence in the thought of our

day. In plain English, this spirit is an intellectual selfish-

ness, which makes man, and not God, the monarch and

centre of the world of thought. Man is again to be, as

of old with the Greek Sophist, the measure of all things.

God is as but a point on the extreme circumference of His

creature's thought. Nay more, in its more developed form,

this temper makes God Himself a pure creation of the

thought of His creature ; and, by doing so, it at length

denies His real existence. But even where it stops very

far short of this fatal and culminating wrong, it accustoms

men to see in religious truth the colouring or the produc-

tions of the human mind so exclusively, as to eat out the

very heart of true religious life. For we men can no more

worship that which we deem to be a creation of our own
or of another man's mind, than we can knowingly worship

the carved and painted workmanship of human hands. If

God has spoken to us through human souls and in human
language, it is when He has assm^ed us independently,

that while the instrument was human, the truth which it

conveyed was Divine. But when in Christian doctrine

we have learned to see nothing but successive evolutions

or incrustations of human thought, and in the Christian
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Scriptures notliing but a history which represents man^s

successive and increasingly successful efforts after know-
ledge of and communion with the Infinite and Eternal

Being, then we never can once bring ourselves to say of

any one truth that comes before us. What does this truth

say to me ? We hold no one truth with sufficient tenacity

to make a practical application of it to our own case, to do

or to suffer something at its bidding. For the truth is to

us false, or imperfect, or provisional, as the case may be.

Even if we cannot "mistrust the clear intuition whereby we
apprehend its reality and force, we still stand outside it

;

we contemplate it from a distance, we do not close with

it ; we do not surrender ourselves to it ; we do not submit

to it. And until this—the viraKor) iriaTeoi)^ of which St.

Paul speaks once and again —be the attitude of the soul

towards the Word of God, it is strictly impossible that the

life of worship and of love in which the souFs true per-

fection consists, and in which its highest capacities have

their play, can even be said to begin. We cannot worship

some hypothesis or some compound of truth and error

:

so we refuse His rights to God, lest perchance we should

be giving them to idols. The whole energy of the soul

passes off in a prior speculation as to the amount of truth

which may possibly be contained in a doctrine assumed to

be of human growth. Such a speculation may indeed be

justifiable or necessary. But it can of itself do nothing

for the heart, the will, the central being, the truest excel-

lence of the man who undertakes it. An educated man of

the present day who would look God really in the face,

has perhaps no greater intellectual difficulty to contend

with, than the trammels and false points of view which

strictly subjective habits of thought have imposed upon

his understanding. While these habits are dominant in a

man, God may be a portion, nay the most considerable

r Rom. i. 5 ; xvi. 26. Cf. Acts vi. 7.
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portioii_, of the apparatus and embellislimeiit of his

thought : but God will not be in any true sense throned

in the man's soul as the recognized Author and object of

his being ; He will not really be the man's God, before

\Vhose awful Presence he moves with deep reverence

within the sanctuary of his secret life, and to the doing of

Whose will he consecrates each inner faculty and each

outward opportunity at his disposal.

Among the many truths which the Supreme Being has

disclosed to us men about Himself, there are two which,

beyond others, are peculiarly calculated to enable us to

realize our real relation towards Him. The first, the truth

that God is our Creator. The second, the truth that He
has made us for Himself, and is Himself the end and the

explanation of our existence.

The most simple and obvious truths are, as a rule, the

most profound] ; and no apology is needed for asking each

one of you to reflect steadily on the answer to this ques-

tion. Where was I one short century ago ? Most of us

indeed, in putting to ourselves such a question, might name
a much shorter period. The sun in the heavens, the face

of the earth, the general conditions of human life, were

then what they are at this hour. The civilized world with

its great cities, and its leadiag ideas, and its general cur-

rents of effort and movement, were then what they are

now. England was here. Our neighbourhood, our family,

it may be our home, were known. These very benches

were filled by a generation which observed our Church
formalities and used our devotional language. Others, it

may be, were then living who bore the very names which
distinguish usamong men, and whose forms and faces might
have almost seemed to antedate our own personal life.

But we, each one of us, were as yet nothing. All the

thought, and feeling, and passion, and effort which centres

at this moment in, and is part of, our separate selves, did not
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then exist. The lowest and vilest creatures were more
than we ; in that to them a being had been given^ while

as yet we were without one ®.

But at this moment we are in possession of that blessed

and awful gift which we name '^life/ We find ourselves

endowed with an understanding capable of knowledge^ and

with a heart formed for love. Our nature is active as well

as affectionate and intelligent ; it possesses high capacities

for service ; it is endued with a power of shaping means
to endsj and with an hereditary empire over the beings

which live around us. But how comes it that we do thus

exists and under such conditions ? The idea of blind

^ chance/ we know_, is not less proscribed by science than

by faith. Our parents were but the channels of vital forces

which flowed from a Source beyond them. An intense

homage paid to the productive powers of Nature, and

issuing in a moral degradation of the idea of worship with-

out a parallel in the history of the world, may have been

natural to an Oriental imagination, and to the sensual ten-

dencies of Phoenician blood But we, if we are true to

our higher knowledge, cannot thus ascribe personal and

self-dependent existence to those uniform modes of work-

ing which we observe in the physical universe. If within

the narrow limits of our observation they seem to be in-

variable, they witness not to any objective force resident

in nature,^ but merely to that presiding law of order

which characterizes the action no less than the Being of

the real Agent. Each of us is a separate product of the

mystery of creation. After the Being of God Himself,

creation is perhaps the greatest, as it is in time the first of

mysteries ; it is, it must be ever, the master-difficulty for

8 Cf. " Manrese : Exercises Spirituels," pp. 21, 22. On my mistake witli

respect to this and two similar references, see the Theological Review, Nos.

six. and xx. I would here express my ohligations to a writer in that Maga-

cine, for pointing it out.

t Compare Dr. Pusey's Preface to Hosea; Comm. Min. Prophets, pt. i. p. j.
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the mind of man. Tliat innovation on what had already

been for an eternity, that new companionship of depen-

dent beings thus welcomed, nay summoned, into His Pre-

sence by the Solitary, Self-sufficing, Ever-blessed Grod, is

a marvel which may well prepare the soul, even for belief

in the Divine Incarnation. Yet if God did not create all

that is not Himself, if in the essential simplicity of His

Being He is not utterly distinct from His creation, if in

creation He was not a free and conscious agent, if He did

not at the first give being to that which before was

nothing—mark it well, my brethren—He is not a Being

Whom you can worship as your God. Belief in creation

is an integral part of belief in God : and He Who made
the universe made each one of us. " Thine Hands have

made me and fashioned me Thine Eyes did see

my substance, yet being imperfect ; and in Thy book were

all my members written, which day by day were fashioned,

when as yet there was none of them".'''

But there is a wide interval between admitting the

dogma of the creation in the abstract, and realizing

sharply and accurately that all and each of the faculties

of our own souls and bodies have been created. You
may read in the face of many a man whom you meet in

the street that he has never faced the truth that he is a

created thing, and that One Being exists to Whom he

owes literally all that he has and is. The warning of the

Psalmist, that it is God Who hath made us and not we
ourselves, is not superfluous. For here, as elsewhere in

rehgion, the truant action of the will interferes with the

clear and direct intuitions of the intellect : and we un-

consciously limit our range of view because we fear the

practical consequences of too wide and -perfect a vision.

We cling to phrases which represent nothing, and to

theories which must fade and vanish before one movement
" Ps. cxix. 73; cxxxix. i6-
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of clear and earnest thought ; because these theories and
phrases reheve us for the time being of much that is

implied in the direct and overwhelming sense of being

simply creatures. We speak, and think, and form judg-

ments, as if we were the authors of our own existence

;

not as believing ourselves seriously to be so, but simply

because we shrink from facing all that is involved in the

alternative, namely, that we are products of the creative

love and will of our God.

Certainly God did not need any one of us : we were not

indispensable to His happiness or His glory. He can

have foreseen nothing in such as we are which forced

Him to create us. Why did He then draw us out of that

abyss of nothing ? Why did He give us this existence

which He has denied to so many possible beings, able

better to herald His glory and to do justice to His

love? Why did He place us at the summit of the

visible creation rather than at its base ? Why did He
make us men instead of brutes, or trees, or stones ? Why
did He give us a soul, made in His image, and a complex

nature which every where bears the lively imprint of His

attributes ? The answer is to be found in a revelation

which was made, in the early years of his ministry, to the

disappointed prophet of the falling kingdom of Judah,

and upon which he fell back as the shadows of approaching

ruin darkened around him. I have loved thee,^^ God
had said of old to Israel, " with an everlasting love

And St. Paul teaches that the Father hath chosen us

Christians in Jesus Christ before the foundation of the

world, that we should be holy and without blame before

Him in love y. It was His infinite love which, when God
was self-sufficing, and all-blessed in His solitary eternity,

poured around Himself the countless forms of created

life. And to this self-same love alone we individually

^ Jer. xxxi. 3. y Eph. i. 4.
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owe our existence. ^VMle as yet we were not, and while

on earth men knew as little of us as we know of those

who will take our places in this churcli a century hence,

we each of us had a home and a recognition in the Thought

and Heart of God. His purpose to give us life was, like

Himself, eternal. And now that we live He preserves

our life from moment to moment. He is, as the Psalmist

says, the Strong God of each one of us. He sustains our

life as a complex whole ; He upholds each one of its

constitutive powers and faculties, so truly and so un-

ceasingly, that did He for one moment withdraw His

hand our being must dissolve, and fade away into that

nothingness out of which. He has taken it.

This is one of the cardinal truths of that earlier

revelation which was committed to the Jewish Church,

and it is unnecessary to remind you how profoundly it

interpenetrates the whole mind of the Old Testament.

Sometimes it is stated directly : more frequently it under-

lies the aspirations of psalmists or the warnings of

prophets. We may fearlessly say that it was as certainly

an integral part of the Psalmist's thought in the words
before us, as it is of ours when, in the General Thanks-
giving, we Christians bless God for our creation, pre-

servation, and all the blessings of this life.'''' The text

may be fairly paraphi^ased, " 0 God, the Creator of all

things. Thou hast created, Thou preservest me.""

But this involves an admission with the most direct

bearing upon life and conduct. As the Creator, God
must have rights over the creature. These rights are

more imperious and urgent tban those of a sovereign

over his subjects, or of a parent over his children, or of

an artist over Ms work. As the Apostle's question

reminds the factious teacher at Corinth, we have literally

nothing which we have not received We simply

7- I Cor. iv. 7.
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belong to God. We are His property in a more absolute

sense tban can be implied by any illustration drawn from

human life. We can retire into no depth or centre of

thought and being where we do not meet Him, or where

we can meet Him on equal terms. Such indeed are God^s

rights over us, that He Himself cannot waive them. He
need not have created us, but having created us. He
must ' needs claim us as His property. He cannot autho-

rize us to hve for any but Himself. Nothing can happen

to suspend His claim. Men have no claims upon us but

those which He has given them. We originally belong

to God, and all human rights over us must be strictly

subordinated to, as flowing from. His ownership and His

supremacy. As all that we are comes from Him, so we
belong to Him without exception or reserve. The senses

of our bodies, the powers of our souls, the successive

ages of life, thought, feeling, resolve, all are His. He is

the undisputed master of our health, of our fortune, of

our very life; and against Him we have neither plea

nor remedy. Nay, we are bound, by the terms of our

existence, to accept with submission all of His appoint-

ments. St. Paulas illustration of the cases of Pharaoh

and Esau, as viewed apart from their responsibihty, may
be applied much more widely ^. The pot cannot say

unto him that formed it. Why hast thou made me thus ?
"

Human rights perish at death. But God's claims, which

begin in time, continue in eternity : the grave does not

touch them. Escape Him we cannot. We must live

under a dispensation of His love or a dispensation of His

justice. We can nowhere be independent of Him. We
may now and here choose between a free and joyous

service, and a punishment which is as certain and as

enduring as the being which He has given us. These

rights of God over His creatures, thus resistless, thus
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absolute, tlius supreme, are confessed by the Cliurch

alike on earth, and in heaven. 0 come let us worship

and fall down, and kneel before the Lord our Maker ^/^

Thou art worthy, 0 Lord, to receive glory, and honour,

and power, for Thou hast created all things, and for Thy

pleasure they are and were created ^
In the truth that God has created us, we see much of

the meaning of the Psalmist^s words. But we see even

more when we reflect that He has created us for Himself,

That which would be selfishness in a creature, is in the

great Creator a necessary result of His solitary perfection.

'*^The Lord hath made all things for Himself''. He could

not have done otherwise : He could not abdicate that

place which belongs to Him as God. It is equally true

of the highest of the Intelligences of heaven, and of the

least and lowest forms of animal, or vegetable, or mineral

existence, that they are made for God. The material

world, indeed, sets forth His praise by its silent obedience

to that law which He has given it. There are heavenly

bodies which can complete their orbits only after the

lapse of ages, and which then reappear with unfailing

precision at the point from which they started, as if to

present themselves to Him who sent them on their way.

Certainly the laws of the vegetable and animal kingdoms
are more complex than those which rule the heavens.

But they do not less invariably yield the tribute of an

absolute homage to the One End of all created life. Nor
was it to have been otherwise with man in the design of

his Creator. But on the frontier of the moral and human
world we encounter a power in free-will, of which nothing

but a precarious and feeble shadow can be traced among
the lower creatures. God willed to be the object of a

b Ps. xcv. 6.

^ Rev. iv. II. Cf. for the whole passage, Manrese, pp. 24, 25.

Prov. xvi. 4.
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conscious and deliberate choice on tlie part of the gifted

creature whom He placed at the summit of the visible

creation. Yet man would not have been free to choose

his Maker as his end and portion, unless he had been also

free to reject Him, and to fall back on some lower end or

ends at variance with the true harmonies and law of his

being. We know how God^s generous bounty was first

abused ; and at this hour we note how the majestic unity

of aim and movement, so conspicuous every where in those

spheres which yield their object-matter to the physical

sciences, ceases on the confines of the region which is the

province of morals.

/ Yet, though we witness around us the wreck of serious

/ convictions, and the despair of true and noble hearts, and

the triumph of false theories, and the additional difficulties

of our daily struggle with unseen foes, and (it may be)

with the results of our own past unfaithfulness to light and

grace ; we have but to look within ourselves to trace

without doubt or misgiving the true law of that life

which our God has given us. By gathering up the

scattered fragments of the shattered statue, we can

recover, if not the perfect work itself, at least the ideal

which was before the Bye of the Artist. In this place

we are sufficiently familiar with the presumption that

there must be a correspondence and proportion between

a faculty and its object. Why then does the human
intellect crave perpetually for new fields of knowledge ?

It was made to apprehend an Infinite Being ; it was made
for God. Why does the human heart disclose, when
we probe it, such inexhaustible capacities for love, and

tenderness, and self-sacrifice ? It was made to correspond

to a love that had neither stint nor hmit ; it was made for

God. Why does no employment, no success, no scene or

field of thought, no culture of power or faculty, no love of

friend or relative, arrest definitely and for all time the
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onward, craving_, restless impulse of our inner being?

No other explanation is so simple, as that we were made

for the Infinite and Unchangeable God, compared with

Whom all else is imperfect, fragile, transient, and un-

satisfying.

This indeed is the true moral of that wonderful book

Bcclesiastes, in which a superficial and unspiritual criticism,

which can only move compassion when it does not com-

mand assent, can see nothing but the doubts and con-

fessions of a jaded Epicurean®/^ All that is not God is

vanity, in that it yields no true response to the deep and

irrepressible cravings of the soul of man ^. And the truth

of which the kingly Preacher gives us the negative side, is

exhibited positivelybythe great St, Augustine, in that work

which perhaps more than any other introduces us to the

characteristics of his heart and thought. St. Augustine's

Confessions combine the closest analysis of motive and

experience with the charm of that exquisite unselfishness

which the true sight of God alone can give. The leading

idea of the Confessions is this ;—that man is made to know,

to love, to serve his God; and that until such a true

knowledge, and love, and service has been attained as the

regulating law of his life, man is condemned to find in

the unsatisfied cravings of his soul, no less than in the

feebleness and poverty of all that attracts his admiration

and pursuit, that which is his education rather than his

punishment. Augustine tells us how neither the grati-

fication of sensual passion, nor the prospect of influence

and social position, nor the intellectual fascinations of a

heresy which, like Manichseism, gave large employment

e Such passages as Eccl. ii. 14, vii. 15, viii. 14, ix. i—3, 6, as well as

ii. 16, iii. 19, are an appeal to the surface facts of life as they meet the eye,

not a statement of the writer's creed.

^ Cf. Eccl. i. 2, 3, 8, 14, 18; ii. 2— 11, 16—19, 21, 23, 26; iii. 19, 20;
iv. 4, 8, 16; V. 10; vi. 2, II, 12; vii. 6; viii. 10; xi. 8, 10; xii. 8. Com.,
pare xii. 13, 14.
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and impetus to thouglit^ could satisfy a soul, made for

Himself by tlie Great Creator, and never utterly insensible

to tlie true secret of its destiny. Fecisti nos ad Te, et

inquietum est cor nostrum donee requiescat in Te^."

These all-embracing words might well be the motto of

the work by which this great Father is most closely

linked to the heart of Christendom, while they are only

an expansion of the thought of the Psalmist, " 0 God,

Thou art my God
This truth, if it be mastered, will furnish the answer to

many questions upon which we waste an unnecessary

-amount of time and thought. The knowledge, and love,

and service of om- Maker is not, like the indulgence of a

sentiment or a taste, a matter of choice. For every man
who looks God and life steadily in the face, it is a stern

necessity. We can do without large incomes, and a high

social position, and a name among men. Length of days,

and health of body, and elasticity of mind are great bless-

ings
; yet they may be dispensed with. But once born,

we must serve God. Not to serve God, is to be in the

moral Vv^orld that which a deformity or monster is in the

world of animal existence. It is not only to defy the

claims of God. It is to ignore the plain demands of our

inner being, to do violence to the highest guidance of our

mysterious and complex life. We may fearlessly say that

we men are of too high a lineage to give the strength of our

thoughts and hearts to any beneath the throne of Him
Who made us \ No mortal man, no angel, no creature

however noble and exalted, may claim in its own name
and for itself the homage of a soul which, living once, lives

ibr ever. Our true end in thought, and affection, and

' St. Aug. Conf. i. I.

St. Augustine's complete teaching on the nature of the Supreme Good
is strikingly worked out by Nourrisson, Philosophic de S. Aug. vol. ii. c. 6.

' Aug. de Civ. Dei, x. c. 3.
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effort must be none other than tlie end for which the best

of men, for which the angel, for which our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ, for which the Almighty God Him-
self, lives, and thinks, and loves, and works. For whom
does God live ? For Himself ; that He may contemplate,

and love, and glorify Himself^. And such is the high

honour that He has put on us men, that the end of our

being is none other than that of His own ; nor can we re-

fuse to love and to serve Him without forfeiting our true

patent of nobility among the creatures of His Hand.

C And is it not plain that for us Christians the words of

^ the Eang of Israel have a deeper sense than they could

have conveyed to the worshipper within the courts of the

temple, who claimed the God of all creation as the Author

and the Object of his personal life ? Within the kingdom
of the Incarnation the true law of man's hfe is no longer

an ideal which eludes and disheartens us. It may be

realized. That His creatures might no longer shrink from

Him in their weakness and pollution ; that He might be

their strong God more hterally than He could be the

strength of David ; that Christians might fold Him to their

inmost souls with a wondering yet triumphant sense of pos-

session, with a trembling yet endearing intimacy of touch,

which else had been inconceivable ; the Incomprehensible

has submitted to bonds, the Eternal has entered into con-

ditions of time, the Most Holy has been a Victim for sin.

This is the central, the essential, the imperishable faith of

Christendom. It makes God the God of those who cling

to Him in self-renouncing confidence, after a manner and
measure which they only can know who have the happiness

to do so. For such as these the past is pardoned through
the Atoning Blood. For such as these the problems of

life are few and simple. The sky above their heads may
be overclouded by a passing storm, but they carry within

^ ]Majir^se, p. 28.

C 2
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themselves Him tlie very tokens of Whose Presence are

commonly hidden from other men. Through the Spirit

and the Sacraments they lay true hold upon that Perfect

Manhood in "Wliich dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead
bodily. Christ in them is the hope of glory ^ Their

thoughts^, their affections, their resolves are gradually in-

terpenetrated by the Intellect, and Heart, and Will of the

Son of Man They live, yet not they, but Christ liveth

in tliem". He is at once their philosophy, and their robe

of righteousness, and the internal principle of their pro-

gressive sanctification °. They are made to sit with Him
together in heavenly places P; they live beneath His smile

;

they partake of His bounty ^. They know that if only

they be true to Him, He will not leave them'^; and that in

the land which lies beyond that horizon of time on which

the strained eye of their souls rests with eager hope, they

will be His, and He will be theirs, yet more intimately,

and indeed for ever ^ J

In this place we rightly count it a point of educational

honour to restrain and discourage all that is exaggerated,

whether in language or feehng, and to impose a stern re-

serve upon ourselves rather than risk the approach to it.

Nor can we, when seeking, or when proclaiming truth, be
too careful ourselves to aim at being simply and severely

true. But pardon me for adding, that language which to

faith represents a living and energetic truth must often

seem to doubt or to half-belief only the repulsive jargon of

an unintelhgible rhetoric. In the same way, from a worldly

point of view, the conduct of Christ's servants may be
deemed an irrational fanaticism, while in reality it pro-

ceeds upon the calmest and most unimpassioned survey of

facts and their attendant obligations.

' Col. i. 27. m I Cor. ii. 16. n Gal. ii. 20. « i Cor. i. zo.

V Jiph. :i. 6. q Phil. iii. 8, 9. ' Rom. viii. 38, 39.

St. John xii. 26; xiv. 3 ; I Thess. iv. 17.
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Is God the Author and the End of our existence ? Is

it a solemn truth that by the Incarnation and Death of

the Everlasting Son we have been redeemed from dis-

obedience to the true law of our being, and that we are

really free to serve our God? Is this redemption cha-

racterized by a prodigality of tenderness which must

appeal, if to nothing higher, to our mere natural sense of

generosity ? Then we may not sit still, interested indeed

but passive, as if these central and soul-stirring truths

were addressed merely to our speculative faculties. There

is such a thing as giving ourselves to God. It is not a

dream of the past, a beautiful but impracticable aspiration

for such as we, who are the children of a modern civiliza-

tion, and who inherit modes of thought and feeling which

our fathers knew not. The changes of the human spirit

can no more touch the rights of the unchangeable God
than they can affect the real conditions of life and death.

Sitting high above the waterflood of human opinion, and

remaining a King for ever, our God still whispers to the

ininost conscience of the men of our day the mystery and

secret of their destiny. He bids you, my brethren, on

whom He has shed blessings denied to the vast majority

of your countrymen, to use the light and hberty which He
has given you by a free consecration of yourselves to His

perfect service.

Do not so misunderstand this as to suppose that you

are being urged indiscriminately to take Holy Orders.

Certainly the lowest and least of us who have the hap-

piness to wear Christ^s livery in the priesthood, and to

minister to His glory and to the souls of men, if only we
be faithful to the spirit of our commission, may claim a

higher place than can be given to any who share not the

toils and responsibilities of our service. Yet beyond a

doubt, of those who will reign with Him for ever in

heaven, the vast majority, it may be (as St. Chrysostom
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seemed to tMnk^ by reason of tlie perils of clerical service)

the great relative majority, will be laymen. It is as

dangerous to pass tlie threshold of the sanctuary without

a true secret call from Him Who reigns there, as it is to

hold back, in obedience to human opinion or to worldly

considerations, when He beckons us forward. It is said

that the Apostle^s description of the members of the

Church at Corinth is becoming applicable to those who
seek Holy Orders in the Church of England; ov rroXkol

aocpol Kara adpKa, ov iroXkol Bvvarol, ov ttoXKoI €vy€V€L<; * "

It is said that intellect, and influence, and station, give

less than they gave ten years ago to the one cause which

has a first claim upon the thought and heart of a Christian

country. If indeed it be so, the loss is not His, WIio can

uphold as at the first He reared His Church by feeble

hands, amid the scorn and against the anticipations of the

thoughtful and the strong. They really lose who have

much to give, and who thoughtlessly or purposely refuse

to give it.

The question of self-consecration to God is prior to any

inquiry into the form which He may ultimately bid it

assume. It is a question for us ; not as being candidates

for Orders, but as being Christians, aye, as being men.

Is the God of heaven and earth to be, by virtue of our

personal self-surrender to His service, as He is already by
the tenour of His creative and redemptive relations, our

God ? . . . We cannot insure ourselves for the future

;

Ave cannot command one movement of the heart or of the

will beyond the actual present. . . . Amid these solem-

nities there is not matter for many words. The deepest

waters glide silently onwards. The soul's truest and

most intimate converse with its Maker must command
a reverential reserve, and cannot without risk of injury be

forced into language. . . .

t I Cor. i. 26.
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But, believe it, we can only glorify God by yielding

ourselves to Him. No other conduct on our part does

justice to His claims. We can only become holy by
giving ourselves up to Him, since notbing less than this

master effort can ensure tbat pliancy of the will which is

essential to sanctification. Only thus, can we imitate

Jesus Christ, since this absolute surrender of His Man-
hood to His Father's glory was the predominating law of

His earthly life. Only when we have sincerely given

ourselves to the Holy God does the moral teaching of the

Gospel justify itself in detail to our inmost conscience, as

the serious exhibition of what a creature should be be-

neath the eye of His Creator. Only when we have given

om'selves to the all-wise God can we, without hesitation

or fear, aye, with the utmost intrepidity, engage in

inquiries reaching down to the very base of truth ;

because then we carry with us into every argument a

premise which never lets us for one moment forget our

real place and capacities. Only when we have freely

given ourselves to the most merciful .God do we know
what it is indeed to pray, to speak to God with that

trustful yet reverent familiarity which becomes children

who feel that they have and can have no secrets to hide

from their Father in heaven. Only when we have presented

om'selves unreservedly to God as a living sacrifice, can we
taste the joy of an untroubled conscience, and of a true

inward peace of soul, and of a moral assurance of sal-

vation, through His most precious death. Who makes our

self-oblation an acceptable reality. In short, only when
by a real moral act we have restored to God the freedom

which He has given us, do we enter even distantly into

the full meaning of the Psalmist's words, " 0 God, Thou
art my God.''

For it is certain that at the last God gives Himself co

us in a measure proportioned to that in which we have
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offered ourselves to Him. We may, in lifers journey,

have met witli those, who, in a spirit of boisterous self-

will, have made a grand tour of the world, and after

tasting of all the sensualities and all the scepticisms, after

resisting no form of moral or intellectual temptation, and

finding satisfaction, as they must find it, nowhere, return

while yet they may, in the late evening of their days, to

offer to their Maker and Redeemer the scanty relics of a

wasted life. Even for such, we know, there is a smile of

recognition and a word of mercy. But for those who,

with the Psalmist, seeking Him early and diligently, give

Him the hopes of their youth and the strength of their

manhood; for those who give intellect when it is now
expanding to the full measure of its grasp, and affections

when they have as yet lost nothing of their freshness and

purity, and will when it has learnt by obedience some-

thing of that freedom, and rectitude, and strength of

movement in which its perfection consists ; for a Samuel,

for a David, for a Saul of Tarsus, for a Timothy, aye, for

an Augustine, He prepares, even in this world, a lavish

acknowledgment ; He bestows on such as these a fulness of

blessing, and joy, and peace, which the eye of nature hath

not seen, nor its ear heard, nor the unrenewed heart of

man conceived to tell

^^Then Peter said, Lo, we have left all, and followed

Thee. And He said unto them. Verily I say unto you.

There is no man that hath left house, or parents, or

brethren, or wife, or children, for the kingdom of God^s

sake, who shall not receive manifold more in this pre-

sent time, and in the world to come life everlasting

° 1 Cor. ii. 9. " St. Luke xviii. 28—30.
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THE LAW OF PROGRESS.

Phil. iii. 13, 14.

Brethren, I count not myself to have apprehended : hut this one thing I do,

forgetting those things which are behind, and reachingforth unto those

things which are hefore, I press toward the marJc for the prize of the

high calling of God in Christ Jesus.

IN these fervid words the Apostle is correcting a mis-

apprehension whicli miglit have been occasioned by his

previous language. If we may argue from the absence of

censure and the warmth of commendation which distin-

guish this Epistle, the Church of Philippi in point of

spiritual attainments must have been in the first rank_, if

not absolutely first, among the Apostohcal Churches.

Yet even the Philippians needed a passing warning.

Active and mischievous teachers were abroad who would

fain have placed the Sacrifice of Calvary and the Sacra-

ments of the New Covenant on the level of the legal

shadows which pointed to them, and who would have

imprisoned the Catholic Chm-ch within the narrow pre-

cincts of their national synagogue. St. Paul appeals

to his own case against the Judaizers. He had actually

enjoyed those distinctions of race and blood, of exact com-
pliance with the prescriptions of the ancient ritual, of high

religious standing, of public consideration and personal

character which they so earnestly coveted or recommended.
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At the bidding of Heaven_, he had taken the true measm^e

of these things_, and had renounced them. " K any other

man thinketh that he hath whereof he might trust in the

flesh [i. e. the outward legal privileges insisted on by the

Judaizers], I more : circumcised the eighth day, of the

stock of Israel, of the tribe of Beniamin, an Hebrew of

the Hebrews; as touching the law, a Pharisee; concerning

zeal, persecuting the Church
;
touching the righteousness

which is of the law, blameless. But what things were

gain unto me, those I counted loss for Christ*.''' This

estimate he proceeds to justify by enumerating some dis-

tinctive and counterbalancing privileges and attractions of

the Gospel. He first names Christ's gift of a divine

righteousness received by the hand of faith ^. Then,

Christ's Resurrection-power raising man's whole moral

nature from the tomb of sin and selfishness. To these,

writing from his Roman prison, the Apostle adds the

mysterious privilege of fellowship with Christ's awful

Sufierings, which soothe, sweeten, sanctifv, ennoble

human pain, and transform it into a renovating moral

force °. Hereupon, there follows a hope, not very confi-

dently phrased ; el' ttco? KaTavTrjcrco. " If by any means I

might attain unto the resurrection of the dead*^ !

"

Did then this one mighty moral act by which St. Paul

had passed from nature to grace, from error to truth, from

Judaism to the Church, so epitomize and contain in itself

his whole spiritual history as to make all further aspira-

tions, movements, efi*orts, superfluous ? Something of

this kind has at various times moved the minds of un-

spiritual men, who have desired by one great sacrifice to

compound with Heaven, and so to escape from the respon-

sibility, from the wearing and commonplace trials of a

daily struggle. They have taken it for granted that the

probation of a soul, instead of being continued to the hour

» Phil. iii. 4 - 7. b ibid. q. c ibid. 10. d lh\0. 11.
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of death, is practically limited to one heroic action, to

one sharp pang of suffering in mind or body, to one

sacrifice cheerfully accepted for the sake of Christ. They

have accounted conversion to be not merely a renunciation

of the past, but an insurance of the future beyond risk of

forfeiture.

Not thus, however, was it with the great Apostle. He
protests against the thought of his having already

attained, or being already perfect^.''' At his conversion;

he maintains, Christ had laid hold on him to enable him

to attain that for which he was still striving. Atco/co) el

KOLi KaraXd^ci), c5 koI Karekrj^Orjv vtto tov Xpt<7T0V^.

This first protest is followed up by a second, yet more

earnest and emphatic, both in its disavowal of satisfaction

with present attainments, and in its energetic description

of the onward upward impulse of an Apostle^s life. The
language is sensibly coloured by the image of the Greek

racer, and we are reminded of the more detailed elabora-

tion of the metaphor in the Eirst Epistle to the

Corinthians^. The race is undecided: "I count not

myself to have apprehended^.''' In the eager pressure of

the struggle, the racer cannot measure the ground which

he has already traversed ; he forgets those things which

are behind. He reaches forward to those things that are

before
; eiretcTeLvofievo^ ;

" the bodily attitude exactly pic-

turing the mental impulse both in its posture and direc-

tion\" He presses forward towards the mark, for the

prize with which He Who had called him from heaven was
at length to bless him. The things behind (to- ottlctco),

which he forgets, are not merely the external prerogatives

of Judaism. As the metaphor would itself suggest, they

are the earlier struggles, the past experiences, the incom-

plete attainments of the Christian. He may by and by,

e Phil. iii. 12. f Ibid. g I Cor. ix. 24-27.
h Phil. iii. 13. 1 Ellicott in loc.
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witMrL (as it would seem) three montlis of Lis martyrdom,

pause and drawbreatli_, in tliemoral assurance of victory. " I

have finished my course,, I have kept the faith : henceforth

there is laid up for me a crown of righteousness Be it

however remembered that when St. Paul is writing to the

PhiHppians, that entire section of his life which is described

in the Acts of the Apostles is already past. What had

been at first a more external and human appreciation of

his Saviour has long yielded to a profoundly spiritual

recognition of His glory; "he knows Christ after the

flesh no more^." Already he has written his greatest

Epistles; he has founded his noblest Churches. I^ay

more, he has even been caught up into Paradise and

heard unspeakable words ^ Yet he forgets those things

that are behind and reaches forward. For his life iu true

to the law which is obeyed by the highest as by the lowest

of the true servants of Christ; it is a life of progress.

In the Apostle^s words we seem, within the sanctuary,

to catch the echo of one of those most familiar and most

powerful watchwords which from time to time rally

around them the thoughts and determine the activities of

the great outside world of men. In each age public

human life has its watchwords ; it has its representative

language no less than its representative men. These

watchwords do, as a matter of fact, shape the thoughts

and efforts of multitudes. Even the practical, unspecu-

lative spirit of Englishmen does not afford a guarantee

against their influence. They are proclaimed with an

accent of sincerity and conviction by the earnest few.

They are echoed, in an indolent, an imitative, or a self-

seeking spirit, by the less thoughtful many. They claim

notice at the hands of Christians just so far as they may
seem to affect the higher, that is, the moral and eternal

interests of man. No watchword can become the rallying-

i 2 'lim. iv. 7, 8. ^2 Cor. v. iG. ^ loid. 4.
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cry of large masses of men, who differ in temper,, interests,

station, and blood, without containing a certain germ of

truth, however that truth may be misapplied, overlaid, or

even caricatured. To sever the original truth from the

later misapplication, to give freedom to the principle

which has been maliciously or accidentally imprisoned

within the bands and folds of a parasitical error, may be

difficult, but is surely just. Such an attempt, however

unsuccessful, is at any rate in harmony with the special

work of those who, here or elsewhere, speak for Christ to

the generations of men.

In our bwn days no rallying-cry has gained more pro-

minence or exerted more power than the demand for

Progress. The most opposite aspirations, aye, the most

earnest and determined antagonists, range themselves

simultaneously under the banner of Progress. Govern-

ment, society, art, science, even religion, are in turn

challenged, reviewed, judged in the name of Progress.

Here indeed in Oxford, the tradition of a thousand years

still overshadows our life with rich and varied memories

of the past : and to this day the Church of God wields

among us a social and moral empire, and protects, how-

ever imperfectly, the souls of men against the licence of

intellectual caprice and of animal rebellion. But even

here we are no strangers to a language which is echoed

by all the tongues of Europe. In order to recommend a

measure, a book, an opinion, a man, we too insist on the

necessity of Progress. In order to stamp on a party, or a

line of thought, or an institution, or a social or hterary

combination, the brand of modern society, we too, as

befits the disciples of Progress, mutter a characteristic

anathema; we call it reaction."

It has indeed been suggested that Progress is one of

tj20se modern ideas which confront the Church of God at

this hour, under conditions somewhat similar to those
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which brought her face to face with the Northern Bar-

barians on the Rhine and on the Danube at the break-up

of the great Empire of Rome. The savage, we are told_,

is hostile, but he is also generous ; you may educate his

natural nobleness and raise it into chivalry
;
you have but

to exorcise the evil spirit that is in him
;
you have but to

baptize him, and he will become the founder of a more

vigorous and Christian civilization; he will be the eldest

son of the Church.

But this representation cannot be seriously admitted as

true. For between the abstract idea of Progress and

the claims of religious truth there is not merely no anta-

gonism, there is an intimate and essential harmony.

This harmony may be traced no less in the reHgious

instincts of the soul than in the historical manifestation

of revealed religion.

The source and motive of Progress is a sense of want,

of short-coming. It is the very voice of truth, which

confesses imperfections and yearns to rise. This true,

this humble sense of actual imperfection is provoked and

kept alive by a vision, an ideal of possible perfection,

which haunts the secret soul of man, and which is a relic

of Eden. Man was created for God; and the depths of

the human soul, even in its ruin, bear witness to the

original greatness of human destiny. The unreflecting,

unruffled contentment • of the creatures around us, con-

trasts sharply with the unsatisfied yearnings of man.

The placid repose of the brutes is never troubled by any

impulse or attraction which leads them to yearn for a

state higher or nobler than their present existence. But
in man, something, be it a memory or an anticipation, is

perpetually protesting against the actual attainments of

human life, and stimulating him to seek a more perfect

and higher condition. Underlying sin, sense, miscon-

ception, weakness, this shadowy perception of an ideal
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greatness, this craving for a beauty which transcends the

reahties of experience, is continually upheaving thought

and society ; it is pouring itself forth, whether in gradu-

ated movements or in volcanic eruptions; it is allying

itself often with all that is true and noble, and not seldom

with the destructive energies of pure evil. Even Robes-

pierre was sincere in his pursuit of an ideal which his

crimes have buried out of sight ; and all the seven deadly

sins, one after another, have claimed to be the agents of

Progress. But however various and perverted the result,

the original impulse is from God. It is the creature,

craving—whether in morals, or society, or art, or specu-

lation, or whatever department of man's activity—for

something beyond its actual attainments. It is the

eflbrt to satisfy an unquenchable thirst for the Infinite.

Allied to this sense of ideal perfection is the mighty

power of hope. Hope nerves man's arm while it gladdens

his heart. Hope is the lever which moves human nature.

Without hope, man's knowledge may be but the measure

of his despair. Doubtless this desire for an unattained

perfection, this sanguine reaching after a still distant

blessing, may fail, and fail grievously, of securing its true

object. It may be seduced by attractive insincerities,

and prostituted to odious and irreligious endeavours.

Yet its very errors bear witness to its strength, while

they may not blind us to the greatness of its origin.

But is not this same yearning for an unattained per-

fection, joined to a hope that such anxiety will not be

disappointed, among the dispositions which most readily

welcome Revelation to its throne vdthin the soul ? Was
not Revelation itself for long ages a perpetual Progress ?

Was it not a Progress from Eden to Moriah, a Progress

from Moriah to Sinai, a Progress from Sinai to Calvary ?

Did not the whole form and spirit of the Patriarchal faith

declare plainly that the first fathers of Israel sought a
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country ? Was not tlie Law a servant ™ charged with

the duty of leading the Jew to the school of Jesus Christ,

both by discovering to his conscience its moral needs^ and

by typically foreshadowing the Atonement, the Spirit,

and the Sacraments which would satisfy them ? Wei-e

not the Prophets_, each and all^ mmisters of Progress?

Their predictive gift pointed towards the future; their

moral energies carried men forward^ whether from cere-

monialism to a truer service, or from scepticism to faith,

or from despair to energy, or from sheer ungodliness to

the natural virtues, or from the ordinary level of the

natural virtues to the height of the heroic and the super-

natural. Certainly when He came, to Whom, directly or

indirectly, by implication or explicitly, all His prophets

pointed. He brought from heaven a Body of Truth;, cod-

taining whatever we now know in respect of questions

which must always possess the deepest interest for tho

human soul. He told us all that is to be apprehended

here concerning life and death, and God and eternity.

Thus the essential faith of Christendom is fixed. No
advance is possible in the way of distilling its spirit from

its dogma, with a view to rejecting the dogma while we
retain the spirit. The spirit of Christianity is in fact in-

separable from the Christian faith. No advance is pos-

sible in the way of enlarging the dogmatic area of the

Creed by a process of accretive development. For the

Eevelation made and delivered by our Lord and His

Apostles was final and sufiicient But the Faith, itself

"1 W.a.iZa-^ui'^hs TjiJ.a>u yeyovev els Xpiar6v. Gal. iii. 24.

^ St. Jude 3. So Bellarmine, Disp. de Verbo Dei non Scripto, iv. c, 9,

Op. vol. i. p. 193 :
*' Non novis revelationibns nunc regitur Ecclesia, sed in iis

permanet, quie tradiderunt hi qui ministri fuerunt sermonis, et propterea

dicitur (Ephes. ii.) 'sedificata super fundamentum apostolorum et prophe-

tarum.'" Kuhn contrasts this with Staudenniaier's statement that "der hi.

Geist als Princip der Wahrheit nicht nur das von Christus ausgegangene

gottliche Wort erhalte, sondern auch durch fortgehende Inspirationen
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unciLangeable and divine, lias nevertheless become both,

in tbe world at large and in separate souls, a principle

of Progress. On tbe one band, through the Church it

leavens the world so gradually, that only in our own days

and with notorious difficulty is it completing its triumph

over the long-tolerated evils of duelling and slavery.

On the other, the Apostle in the text is himself a sample

of its progressive and elevating power within the pre-

cincts of the human soul. That it has enriched and is still

enriching human thought, that it has ennobled and is

ennobling human character, that it has given an original

impulse to entire sciences, and created virtues which were

impossible without it, are simple matters of fact. No
hostility to Christian doctrine can justify indifference to

the truth, that the world owes to Christianity the matured

idea of Progress, and the one serious attempt to realize it.

But at this point it becomes necessary to reply more pre-

cisely to the question, what it is that we mean by Progress.

I. First, then, it will be at once conceded that a true

Progress must be the Progress of man. I say, of man
himself; as distinct from the organization, appHances,

or embelhshments of his life ; as distinct, in short, from

any thing which is properly outside him.

Contrast this obvious and vital truth with one of the

most general conceptions of Progress at the present day.

What is too often meant by our public writers and public

speakers when they periodically celebrate the triumphs or

stimulate the energies of Progress ? Surely they mean,

first and chiefly, that which ministers comfort, enjoyment,

dignity, well-being to man^s outward hfe. To promote or

Wahrheiten aufs Neue immer wieder erzeuge." (Christliche Dogm. i. s. 19.)

Yet Staudenmaier's principle seems necessary to account for the recent

growth of the Roman Creed, however much more truly Bellarmine maj
represent the mind of antiquity, in his adherence to the * quod semper ' of

Vincentius of Lerins. Compare Dr. Mill's remarks ;
" Five Sermons on the

Nature of Christianity," pp. 17— 20.
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to rivet man^s empire over the world of niatter_, to organize

limnan life in such. sort_, tliat you secure to the individual

the highest amount of personal enjoyment which is com-

patible with the interests of the community at large ;

—

that is Progress. Political reforms^ great constructive

efibrts, rapid locomotion, sanitary improvements,, vast

accumulations of capital, seconded by vast outlays, inven-

tions which economize labour, or which relieve pain;^

—

these are Progress. Egypt with her colossal public

works, Greece with her freedom of personal action, Eome
with her imperial organization. Tyre or Corinth with

their industrial activities—these, rather than Jerusalem,

are the chosen types of Progress. Progress is almost a

marketable commodity; it can be measured, weighed,

valued. Mental speculation that does not invent or that

cannot be utilized, morals which do not sanction this or

that economical theory, or subserve the lower instincts of

an Epicureanized society;—these are the enemies of Pro-

gress. We are bidden compare English life of to-day, in

its outward aspects, with the life of Englishmen in the

fifteenth or sixteenth centm*ies, or with the life of our own
grandfathers. We are referred to the growth of the na-

tional Constitution, continued through centuries, and still

in process of development ; to the marvellous productive-

ness of the daily press ; to the foundation of cities and

colonies, on the other side of the Atlantic or beyond the

Equator, which in a few years have achieved improvements

and successes that had cost Europe centuries of labour and

suffering. " See,''^ cry the prophets of material Progress,

" how we are gradually completing the conquest of nature

and putting all things in subjection under our feet. From
city to city, from country to country, from continent to

continent, the electric wire flashes forth our thought or

our resolution almost with the accuracy and swiftness of a

bodily sense or of a mental faculty. Our art is no longer
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bound down to the slow and disappointing travail of the

brush or of the pencil ; the light of heaven is itself an

artist ready to our hand, and a likeness of faultless accu-

racy, which would have been impossible even after years

of labour to the miniature painters of the last generation,

can be ensured by our chemistry with mechanical certainty

in the course of a few seconds. Steam power, as if it

were a Hving creature which we had trained and harnessed,

has rendered us wellnigh independent of distance and of

fatigue ; we do not consult, we all but control the winds

and the waves. We descend into the bowels of the earth;

we draw forth from its hidden caverns the gas or the pe-

troleum ; we reverse the original arrangements of Provi-

dence, and we turn the night of our great cities into day.

But, forgetting those things that are behind, we look for-

ward to those things that are before. New discoveries, new
inventions, new triumphs await us or our children. There

are yet secrets which may be wrung from nature ; there are

yet playing around us, above us, beneath us, awful and subtle

powers or properties which may in time become the slaves

of man. We reap to-day only the earlier harvests of the

Baconian philosophy ; we are but keeping time with the

first footsteps of the mighty march of the modern world.

It is true that, as contrasted with our grandfathers, we
are great and powerful

; yet for our descendants there is

reserved a land of promise, compared with which our

modem civilization is but as the desert. Our children

will assuredly witness an advance of man^s power over the

materials around him, which will throw the achievements

of the present time utterly into the shade ; the attain-

ments of which we are so proud to-day will be deemed by
our posterity as little better than the higher efforts of an

effete barbarism

o Of this temper the recent work of M. About, " Le Pro j^i-es," is a fair

sample. In his "Le monde, tel qu'il sera" (Paris, 1859), AI. Emile Sou-

D 2
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To these entliusiasms tlie Church of God repKes in no

narrow or unfriendly spirit_, as if she were committed to a

Manichsean heresy on the subject of matter, and could see

in its useful employment and development nothing but a

triumph of evil. She has not so forgotten the blessing of

Eden, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth,

and subdue it p," as to look with a jaundiced eye on the

various and mighty products of the hands and brains of

the sons of men. Nay more, we Christians do not grudg-

ingly admit, we vehemently assert, on the part of Eeh-

gion, that material progress does contribute real although

indirect service to the higher, that is, to the moral interests

of man. And it will be noted with especial thankfulness

by those who have at heart something of their Lord^s love

of the poor and feeble, that the lower you descend in the

scale of society, the more distinctly can you estimate the

greatness of the debt which the soul of man owes to pro-

gressive improvements, whether in the ordering of society

itself, or in the utilization of matter.

But, at the same time, let us never forget it, society may
be wejl organized, while man himself is barbarous and self-

ish. And yet more certainly, man^s conquests over matter

are no adequate measure of the true progress of man. For
man, although dwelling in a material form and on the con-

fines of a world of matter, is yet in himself an imperishable

and spiritual being, linked by his higher nature to an imma-
terial world. Man can analyze, mould, and employ matter,

precisely because he is superior to it. He cannot himself,

in his inmost being, be raised by that which is beneath him,

and which yields to the vigour of his thought and of his

hands. Comprehend, my brethren, your matchless dignity

vestre shows himself sufficiently alive to its occasional exaggeration and
absurdity. Cf. also Felix, Conf. i. 190, sqq., to whom several of the thoughts

in this sermon are due.

P Gen. ix. i.
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in your ' Creator^s world. Each of you haSy nay ratlier

each of you is, that with which nothing material_, be it

force^ or magnitude^ or law, be it fluid or mineral, be it

atom or planet, can rightly challenge comparison. Each

of you is, in the depth of his personality, a spiritual sub-

stance. This substance is without extent, without form,

without colour, unseen, impalpable. This substance is so

subtle, that in its mysterious and inaccessible retreats '.t

can be detected neither by the knife of the anatomist nor

by the keen observation of the psychologist. This sub-

stance is so hving and strong, that each member, each

nerve of your body, each fold, each tissue of your brain^

is at once its insti'ument, and the proof of its presence, and

its empii'e. The human soul ! who that has pondered,

oven superficially, over the mysterious depths of life within

him—depths of which he knows so Httle, yet which are

so intimately himself—can submit to the falsehood and

degradation of the theory which makes man^s real pro-

gress to consist of a mere succession in the external modi-

fications of senseless matter ?

Let it be thankfully and joyfully granted that as a means

to a higher end, material improvement is a healthful con-

dition of human life, and a blessing from Grod. But its ex-

aggeration, at the expense of that which it should subserve,

is a curse, than which none is more fatal to the progress of

man. When the sense of the Unseen and the Eternal and

all the finer sympathies have been crushed out by the dead

weight or worship of matter, man sinks in the creation of

God, even though he should learn to wield more and more
power year by year over the dead atoms around him. Mr.

Buckle remarkably illustrates one side of this position in

that able chapter of his work on Civilization, in which he

traces the almost exclusive interest in physical studies,

combined with a wide-spread scepticism, which charac-

terized the intellectual movement of France in the period
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immediately preceding the culminating atrocities of the

great Revolution *i. A Hgli material civilization does but

arm the human brute with new instruments of his lust or

his ferocity, unless it go hand in hand with a power that

can penetrate his heart and mould his will. Corpulence

is not the evidence of health ; it is the certain symptom of

disease. When the ruling tendencies and studies of so-

ciety are materialized, the human soul is condemned to an

inevitable degradation. There is a subtle law of assimila-

tion whereby man_, in his deepest life, receives an impress

from the object on which his gaze is habitually fixed.

Those who gaze heavenward are, as the Apostle tells us,

changed by the Image of Perfect Beauty from one to

another degree of glory. Those who look downwards and

earthwards receive as certainly the stamp and likeness of

the things beneath them ;
they lose their hold by a pro-

gressive declension on all that sublimates and ennobles

human life. They sink downward and deeper, till at

length they discover in man himself nothing but the

anatomy or the chemistry of his body. They seek at

length, and they find in themselves and in their brother

men the mere animal
;
they positively can see before them

nothing but the animal, gifted doubtless with strange ac-

complishments, yet after all, and at bottom, only the self-

seeking, brutal, lustful, cruel, perishing animal. They

reckon the very idea of a moral and spiritual destiny or

q Hist. Civilization, i. pp. 788, sqq.j especially p. 796: "In France

during the latter half of the eighteenth century this [one great idea at work]

was the inferiority of the internal to the external. It was this dangerous

but plausible principle which drew the attention of men from the Church

to the State; which was seen in Helvetius, the most celebrated of

the French moralists, and in Condillac, the most celebrated of the French

metaphysicians. It was this same principle which, by increasing, if I may
say so, the reputation of Nature, induced the ablest thinkers to devote

themselves to a study of her laws, and to abandon those other pursuits

which had been popular in a preceding age."
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capacity to be but a mere freak of human conceit_, or a

snare of priestly impos tion ^. AMien we consider these

depths of what is, alas ! far from being an imaginary de-

gradation, we learn to estimate at its true value the doc-

trine of a mere material progress. TVliatever else may be

said of it, it cannot be said to be human ; it cannot be

pressed on our sympathies and attention on the ground

of being the progress of man as man.

2. A second canon of Progress is this ; it must embrace

the whole of human nature. It must not consist in the

undue development of a single power or faculty, to the

prejudice of other sides or capacities of man's complex

being. Let me suggest a single illustration of my mean-

ing from our experience and circumstances in this place.

We have no violent temptations here to sacrifice higher

interests to industrial or material ones. AVe have, for in-

stance, no sympathy with men of whom it has been said,

that their names might be found in the Book of Life, if

the Book of Life could be supposed to be a ledger. If

not by the grace of G-od and the illumination of His truths

yet at least by the generous impulses of a liberal educa-

tion, we desiderate some higher form of progress than

that which solely consists in refashioning and utilizing

matter. Thus to some among us the progress of man
seems to be exactly coextensive with the gi'owth of his

mind. Only inform, exercise, strengthen, sharpen,

widen, unfold, develope the human intellect, and the

human intellect will become the instrument of a true and

necessary progress. A doctrine, which, be it what else

it may, is at least familiar, and indeed certain, for obvious

reasons, to find acceptance and welcome in this home and
sanctuary of high education !

Xor would I be so altogether misunderstood, that you

should construe any words of mine as a caution or protest

' Spe, for example. Dr. Biichner, Kraft und Stoff, pp. 139, sqq. (French ed.)
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against liigli intellectual culture. It cannot be God's will

that His ministers should counsel neglect of that which^

after His supernatural grace^ is amongst the very noblest

of His gifts to man. Certainly^ my younger brethren^

your highest work in this place is not the mere accu-

mulation of facts ; it is the education of faculties j it is

eminently the discipline and development of intellect.

For intellect is not merely the tool which you will

presently use for the business of life. Intellect is the eye

which may be tutored accurately and truly to see truth

;

it is the faculty which, quickened by adoring love and

sanctified by grace^^is for an eternity to have as its object

the Eternal and Infinite God. You especially, whose

happiness it is to receive joyfully and intelligently the

doctrines of the Church, and who propose to devote your-

selves to the service of her altars,—^you assuredly have

the very highest and strongest motive that men can have

for the energetic cultivation of your minds. It is your

privilege, your duty—your sacred duty—to cultivate

intellect. Aye, cultivate it long and well. Not indeed

that it may, in its strength and beauty, be merely the

pledge of a selfish temporal advancement, which shall win

you a larger income or a higher position than your

brethren, to be clutched for a few years at best, and then

as a paltry bauble to be buried in your graves. But
cultivate intellect rather as an instrument of your religious,

your life-absorbing work, which has to be wrought within

your own souls no less than without them. Cultivate it

as a consecrated weapon entrusted to you by Heaven,

that here you may devote your best energies to whetting,

polishing, testing, strengthening it, until at the momeiix

of your ordination, in a spirit of disinterested loyalty,

you place it absolutely and for ever at the disposal of that

Eternal Lord Who gave and Who deigns to use it.

Yes, the development, the religious development of
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intellect, is unquestionably a prominent feature of true

liuman progress. But it is only a feature, and not tlie

whole. Wlien intellectual activity is substituted for

moral and spiritual energy; when a man^s mind is

developed at the expense of his heart and of his will;

still more, when he has learnt to estimate his fellow-

creatures only by an intellectual standard, he deserves, I

will not say active censure, but at any rate a very sincere

compassion. There is a well-authenticated tradition of a

famous argument between that great scholar and divine

Bishop Horsley, and one to whom I may be permitted to

refer with something of the reverent admiration due most

assuredly from the members of a great society to a name
which it must ever cherish with love and honour—Dr.

Cyril Jackson, Dean of Christ Church. They sat, it is

said, late into the night, pouring forth thoughts for which

men would have given one of them at least scanty credit.

They were debating the question whether God could be

better reached by His creatm-es through the exercise of

their intellects, or through the exercise of their affections.

UnwiUingly, but step by step, the Bishop, who advocated

the claims of intellect, retreated before the arguments of

his friend, till at length, in a spirit which did no less

honour to his humility than to his candour, he exclaimed,

''^Then my whole life has been one great mistake

Certainly that conclusion had been already anticipated

by St. Paul, as notably in that marvellous Epistle which

the Church reads to-day*; and the extreme antagonist

theory, whether put forward by primitive Gnostics, or by
paradoxical schoolmen, or by the cold sceptics of the last

age, has nexer found an echo in the great heart of the

human family. For men perceive that a pure intel-

lectualism is apt to fall short even of the lower measures

s I am indebted to Dr. Pusey for this account : he received it from Bishop

Uoyd. t I Cor. xiii.

Ill
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of duty. WHen it is unbalanced by a warm heart and a

vigorous will, the mere cultivation of mind makes a man
alternately selfish, and vfeak. Selfish ; if, for instance, to

the prosecution of a private speculation or to the assertion

of a private theory, the faith, the moral vigour, the

broadest and highest interests of others are sacrificed or

postponed. Weak; when the entire man is cultivated

intellect and nothing else, neither love nor resolution;

when the clearness of intellectual perception contrasts

grimly with the absence of any practical efibrt; when
mental development, instead of being the crowning grace

of a noble character, is but as an unseemly and unpro-

ductive fungus, that has drained out to no purpose the

life and strength of its parent soul. Pardon my too eager

freedom, my brethren, if I ask whether any where else so

many and such high gifts of natural genius, raised by

cultivation to yet greater heights of power and beauty, are

so frequently resultless as in this place ? Is intellect any

where as in Oxford so often unfolded in all its strength and

subtlety only to reveal its practical incapacities, only to be

poured forth on the very soil like water, while the great

work of the Church and of the world so urgently needs it ?

And if so, why ? Why but for this reason, among others ?

Instead of protecting and illustrating that Truth which

really nerves the will for action, intellect has too often

amused itself here with pulverizing all fixed convictions.

It has persuaded itself that it can dispense with those

high motives, without which it is itself too cold and incor-

poreal a thing to be of practical service in this human
world. It has learnt to rejoice in its own selfish if not

aimless energy ; but it really has abandoned the highest

work of which it was capable ; it has left to an unintel-

lectual enthusiasm, to men of much love, if of inferior

mental cultivation, the task of stimulating and guiding

the true progress of mankind.
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3. A third rule of Progress. It must embrace,, or at

least recognize, the attendant facts, the outlving conditions

of human life,

(a.) Thus the fact of the Fall, with its moral and intel-

lectual consequences, must be frankly admitted by an

adequate doctrine of human improvement. Undoubtedly

th.at fact is energetically denied by several of the schools

of modern unbelief. But it is plainly taught, and yet

more widely implied and presupposed in Holy Scripture ^,

as it is invariably asserted by the Cathohc Church. How
rarely do the secular theories of human progress con-

descend to recognize this solemn fact, even when they do

not in terms reject it. Yet there are witnesses to its

truth and cogency beyond the precincts of theology, and

in regions of inquiry more welcome to the genius of anti-

religious thought. There is the pagan doctriue—so true,

yet so unaccounted for by paganism—of the difficulty of

virtue ^. There is the very sense of the word virtue itself;

it vtnpHes force, vigour, something higher than the dead

level of man^s ordinary life. There is the spontaneous

tendency to evil, profoundly imbedded in humankind,

and admitted even by unchristian writers, when they are

off their guard and not ahve to the consequences of the

admission. Consider^ again, man's undeniable aversion

for his brother man when in a state of nature; it is a

fierce, truculent passion, unless it be checked or con-

trolled by ties of interest, of friendship, or of blood.

So that when man's life is organized into human
society, and society is furnishing itself with government,

it can only secure itself against tyranny and corruption

^ Job xiv. 4. Ps. li. 5. Isa. liii. 6. St. John ii. 24, 25; iii. 3. 5, 6;

Rom. iii. 9. 23; V. 12; vii. 18. Eph. iv. 22, &c.
3t At. Eth. ii. 3. 10 : irepl Se rb xaX^-nwT^pov ael koL rex^V 7t»'eTat koI

aper-f}. Cf. Eth. ii. 6. 14; ii. 9. 7 ; iii. i, 9 ; iii. 9. 2 ; iv. i. 9; iv. 3. 16 ;

V. I. 18; V. 9. 13— 16, &c.
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by a meclianical system of checks and counter-checks.

Why should this be so^ but because human nature knows
itself too well not to provide against its native instincts ?

There is indeed the theory of the French philosopher^

"That man is born good, but is depraved by society y.

But that doctrine is now only referred to as a curiosity.

It is interesting as illustrating the intellectual mis-

fortunes of men who wish to be true to the facts of human
natui'e_, while they refuse to accept the doctrines of the

Gospel.

(/3.) Then, again_, look at the wonderful phenomenon of

grace. Grrace is not that mere barren, inoperative senti-

ment of good-will or favour on the part of the Supreme
Being, which a secret anthropomorphism in the Socinian

theologians led them to ascribe to Him, mainly because

they were familiar with a like shadowy benevolence in

themselves. In God, to will is to act, to favour is to

bless ; and thus grace is not simply kindly feeling on the

part of God, but a positive boon conferred on man.

Grace is a real and active force ; it is, as the Apostle says,

" the power that worketh in us illuminating the intel-

lect, warming the heart, strengthening the will of re-

deemed humanity. It is the might of the Everlasting

Spirit renovating man by uniting him, whether imme-

diately or through the Sacraments, to the Sacred Manhood
of the Word Incarnate^. Here again is a fact, contro-

verted by scepticism, but certain to faith, which can be

as little omitted in any comprehensive and adequate

doctrine of Progress, as the law of attraction could be

y Rousseau. See his " Emile." ^ Eph. iii. 20.

a Hooker, Eccl. Pol., V. Ivi. 8 :
" That Which quiekeneth us is the Spirit

of the Second Adam, and His Flesh that wherewith He quiekeneth."

Therefore (ibid. V. 1. 2), " we all admire and honour the Holy Sacraments,

not respecting so much the service which we do unto God in receiving them,

as the dignity of that Sacred and Secret Gift which we thereby receive

from God."
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Ignored by a physical philosopher who was explaining the

system and movements of the heavenly bodies.

(7.) Again, there is the fact of immortality_, of an

eternity beyond the grave, of an eternal heaven and an

eternal hell. Can any theory of human progress dare to

claim our attention, which, while not venturing to reject

these tremendous truths, yet does in practice proceed as

if they were uncertain or improbable ? What a poor,

what a narrow, what an unworthy conception of man's

capacity for progress, is that which sees no horizon

beyond the tomb ! In what terms would you yourselves

stigmatize a plan of education which should treat a pupil as

if he were to be always a child, and as if there were no need

for anticipating the powers and the opportunities, or for

guarding him against the dangers, of his coming manhood

!

Yet sm-ely this error is trivial when compared to theirs,

whose sense of the mighty future is so feeble or so false,

that they would deal with an undying being as if he were

more shortlived than many of the perishing beasts and trees,

amid which he prepares himself for his illimitable destiny.

Only He, dear brethren. Who at the first gifted our

race with the instinct of Progress, and Whose kindly

Providence has never left us in our wanderings to the full

measure of our degradation and our shame, enables us

really to deal with this question. Our Father in Heaven
has, by His Blessed Son, made plain to us the true line of

human Progress. He teaches us the secret of Progress,

whether it be that of society in the aggregate or of the

individual man. Jesus speaking to His followers, spake

likewise to the nations and to the ages of Christendomj

nay, to the whole human family; "I am the Way, the

Truth, and the Life." He is indeed our only path to the

Heart and Mind of God; He is Truth which guides,

and the vital Energy which strengthens every successful

traveller. He, our Lord and Saviour, is the Only Leader,
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the Only Law^ the Only Impulse along the sacred way of

real improvement.

For_, mark it well_, the highest progress of man is moral.

The human soul is too noble and too great a thing^to

move forward and to expand; except when it moves
towards, and is raised by, the Being Who made it.

Moral Progress is the real elevation of man, not the

culture of matter. Moral Progress insures the elevation,

the progress of man's whole nature; his intellect opens

sympathetically but necessarily in obedience to the needs

of his growing conscience and of his stronger will. By a

true and ejffective moral Progress, the kingdom of God is

set up within a man, and all other things are added unto

it. How largely the Church, the focus and home of this

true Progress, has likewise contributed to those lower

interests of human life which would fain monopolize the

claim to promote them, has in our day been generously

and largely admitted by philosophical historians ^. In

moral Progress man's actual history and his real dignity

are recognized. For moral Progress must start from a

true basis, and therefore it must recognize the fall of

man. It must admit the weakness and incapacity of un-

assisted nature. Thus it falls back on the atoning Sacri-

fice of Calvary, and on the graces which flow from our

ascended Saviour. It must do justice to that sense of

immortality which is so inextricably bound up with our

personal life, and which proves so powerful a motive to all

moral action that raises and ennobles us. It must, in short,

consent to train us for our duties on earth, by undertaking

zX the outset to train us for heaven.

Upwards and onwards, along the blessed yet thorny

road which his Lord had shown him to be the true road

of Progress, the great Apostle is moving in the text.

" Brethren, I count not myself to have apprehended : but

b As by M. Guizot.
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this one tMiig I do, forgetting those things which are

behind, and reaching forward to those things which are

before, I press forward toward the mark of the prize of

my high calling of God in Chi'ist Jesus/^ Behind him

are the scenes, voices, associations of boyhood ; for he too

was once a boy. Behind him are the eager sympathies

of his opening intellect, and his early generous affection

for the polity and religion of his fathers. Behind him is

the moral and mental agony of that wrench, whereby he

had torn himself, six and twenty years before, from the

fold of the national Judaism, and had passed into the

bosom of the Church of God. Behind him now too are

the toils, the sufferings, the persecutions, the misunder-

standings, the separations, the disappointments, the

triumphs, the prodigious victories of that long and

chequered time which followed, and which may be said

to have closed when he became a prisoner in Rome.

Among the things that are behind there is, moreover,

a vast inward and spiritual history ; the resistances, the

struggles, the failures, the self-masteries whereby, one after

another, each faculty and power of that mighty soul

was subdued in very deed to the truth which came from

Chi-ist. All this and more he heeds not; they are not

blotted out of his thoughts, but they have fallen into the

background ; the Apostle is pressing onward eagerly ; he

must forget the things that are behind.

The things before ;—on these his eye instinctively rests.

Possibly he has some dim presentiment of that last brief

agony by which, on the Ostian Road six years later, he

is predestined to gain his crown. More surely, he is

gazing on the heights yet to be scaled, the enemies yet

to be conquered, the graces yet to be won in his secret

soul, on the deepening, purifying, strengthening yet mori)

perfectly that personal love for the Lord ^Yho had bough'^^

him from bondage and death. That love is in verv deed
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the secret and tlie principle of Ms life. He is pondering

how best lie may win for and impart to thought, to

affection_, to resolve, new and ever-widening capacities

;

so that, as his lifers stream shall ebb and his natural forces

shall decay, he may be enriched within and incalculably

by a secret strength that will be sent from heaven.

Who indeed shall decide what at that moment was the

complete grasp and scope of this great Apostle's vision of

the eternal world, upon which he has now long since

entered, to gaze in uninterrupted rapture upon the throne

and Face of Christ ? Who shall guess how far his

illuminated vision embraced the future of that Church

for the triumph of which he lived and died ? Who shall

say how truly he measured the full impetus and range of

those mighty influences which he had, as a chosen vessel,

embodied and carried forward, and which, for ourselves,

at this day and in this country, are the only soHd ground

of hope for the true Progress of man ?

Our lot, brethren, is cast in an age of movement, when
the pulse of life beats more quickly than in the days of

our fathers. Be it so ; it is the Will of God. Be it so;

this restless, tossing, strugghng, seething mass of life,

whatever be its efforts or its direction, does but speak to

a spiritual intelligence of the deep yearnrug of the creature

for its true end in God. And therefore we Christians

have no prejudices agaiust, rather have we every sympathy

for, those generous aspirations of our time which are really

reconcileable with the Law and with the Truth of Christ.

Certainly all movement is not necessarily movement in

the right direction; all that claims the name of Progress

does not therefore necessarily deserve it. Yet in society,

in government, in art, in education, in all strictly human
fields of thought and speculation, there is undeniably room
for Progress ; precisely because man is finite and erring,

lad at no point of his work or of his history may truth-
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fiilly and wisely presume ttiat lie lias readied perfection.

The living soul is ever growing in the Life of God. Again,

the outward action of the Church upon the world, the

incidental details as distinct from the divinely-ordered

principles of her apostolical organization, the literature

through which she impregnates an age or a country with

Christian ideas, the methods by which she Christianizes

education, the degree in which she commands the homage

and the activities of art, the relations which she maintains

with the political power, are all subjects in which pro-

gressive improvement is possible, and to be desired. For

progress in love, joy, longsuffering, for progress in active

intercommunion between separated sections of the Church,

for progress in the great work of evangehzing the world,

there is ample scope.

And if the essential faith of the Church were, as unbe-

lievers assert, only a human speculation, it also would be

subject to this law of Progress ; it too might be expected

to grow, or even to decompose, with the lapse of ages.

But resting, as it rests, on the authority of God, it is

exempt from this liability. It is a reflection in human
thought of Him with ^Vhom is no variableness, neither

shadow of turning "^.^^ The surface criticism of Scripture

may vary from age to age, but the main lines of inter-

pretation, like the main verities of the faith, are far less

likely to undergo change than is the sun to fail in the

heavens, or the everlasting hills to melt. The Gospel as

it was taught by the Apostles was a final and perfect

revelation. Statements of doctrine may vary in difi'erent

ages ; new statements may be necessary to meet new
modes of thought, or fresh forms of evasion, or virtual

denials of the Original Truth. But the number of

Christian doctrines cannot really be added to, nor can

the area of any one Christian doctrine be in any degree

St. James i. 17.

E
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enlarged. The Atlianasian formulae only unfold logically^

they do not add to, tliat wMcli was in the mind of the

Apostles of Jesus Christ. In the true creed of His

Church, as on His throne in heaven, Jesus Christ is the

Same yesterday, to-day, and for ever^. And how re-

latively slight are the differences which separate the three

great branches of the Church from each other, nay, even

the Church herself from most of the voluntary and self-

organized communities of Christians around her, is well

understood by those who have stood on this or that side

of the yawning abyss which severs the worshippers of

Jesus, truly God no less than truly Man, from those who
see in Him merely one, though it be the highest of oui'

human race.

Some, alas ! there are, who, in the name of Progress,

would refuse Him that adoration which He has claimed

from fifty generations of Christians. They would tell

you that He, the Eternal Truth, was in His day the

ignorant patron of worthless and even immoral legends.

Others, again, there are, who, since they no longer profess

to bend the knee before Him, would fain stoop from their

assumed superiority of knowledge or culture, to refashion

the Sacred Form of Him Whom we meet and worship in

the New Testament. They are eager to disentwine from

His bleeding Brow that crown of thorns which is at once

the sign of His redemptive love and of His sublime and

severe morality. They would fain bring Him forth to the

modern multitudes crowned with laurel or crowned with

roses; since the Christ of the new theology, like some
pagan god, must smile an approval upon the unbeliefs and

the immoralities of the actual European world, which the

Christ of the Gospel and of the Church has already con-

demned. Yet what is this vaunted Progress but the very

triumph of a real reaction ? Surely it is reaction against

Heb. xiii. 8.
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the purest Light wMch can lighten the h^iman under-

standing, against the kindliest Love that can open and

warm the human heart, against the truest Law by sub-

mission to which the human will may gain its strength

and excellence. Surely it is reaction against the pro-

gressive work of Christ our Lord in human society, and in

the human soul. A reaction assuredly, which, if it be not

checked by the faith and love of Christians who hope to

live and to die in the peace of Christ, will carry us back

first to the uncertainties and the despair of a paganized

philosophy, and then, in due time, when all that elevates

man has been fairly swept away, to the ferocities and lusts

of a paganized society.

And if at times our thoughts wander into these more
anxious forebodings, let us be well assured that He Who
reigns in heaven is Lord also of the wills and hearts of

men. Let us be certain that the years to come are our

own, no less, yea, rather than the years which are gone
past ; if we will only trust Him. K the past of England
and of Europe is om's, so, if we will, ours shall be also

the future of the world. For we Christians are no mere
archseologists ; we are men of hope ; we are men of

Progress.

Let us then endeavour to curb all mere feeling and
unproductive demonstration, and sternly resolve to give

a practical turn both to our fears and our enthusiasms.

Are we endeavouring each to do his best within his own
sphere, however humble and narrow, for that which we
know to be the cause of Progress ? Are we striving,

with a view to our future work in life, to do with all our
hearts our direct and obvious duties in this place ? Are
we true in this humble yet most certain sense to the
interests of Progress ? Are we longing, struggling,

praying to conquer in ourselves all that retards it ? Are
we waging war upon selfishness, idleness, sensuahty, in-

E 2
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difference^, frivolity, gambling, effeminacy, unbelief ? Are

we making a conscience of the effect of example,

of the effect of conversation, of the effect of intercessory

prayer ? Are we less satisfied with scant and unworthy

thoughts of our Great Creator, such as were almost

necessarily our thoughts in boyhood, now at a time when
our powers are more fully developed, now while our

minds are still widening to embrace new and wider fields

of knowledge? Are we substituting for the formalities

and the irreverences of our childish devotions, a habit of

prayer which, in its keenness and its warmth, shall be less

unworthy of Him Who deigns to hear it ? Are we dis-

covering in His Scriptures and His Sacraments the

treasures which have ever been so prized by the greatest

of His saints and servants, and which will help us forward

towards the mark of our high calling ? Are we sincerely

desiring to face and to dwell upon the thought of God,

the thought of death, the thought of eternity ? Is a

personal love of, a personal devotion to our Lord and

Saviour, Who has redeemed us by His atoning death, and

Who loves us and blesses us, while we pray to Him in

heaven, more and more the central principle of our lives ?

Are we, in short, anxious beyond aught else, to be humbly,

earnestly, fervidly, intensely Christian ?

If indeed it be so, then, by God^s mercy, we are on

the true line of Progress, and have fallen into the ranks

of that mighty movement of redeemed humanity which,

as it traverses the ages, follows the uplifted banner of the

Cross, and when it would sing its hymn of human Pro-

gress, repeats instinctively the creed of the Apostles.

The unknown future, the career which awaits the Church,

the country, the race of man, depend, in various degrees,

on our exertions, but are beyond our ken. These great

concerns are hidden with God. We may leave them in

His hands with hopeful confidence. But meanwhile be it
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ours to ^' add to our faith virtue_, and to virtue know-
ledge ® to grow up unto Him in all tHngs wMcli is

tlie Head_, even Christ ^ to put forth_, at His bidding and

in the strength of His grace^ first the blade^ then the

ear^ then the full corn in the ear ^ to find at the last in

the retrospect of a blessed experience that the path of

the just is as a shining lights which shineth more and more

unto the perfect day

e 2 Pet. i. 5.

g St. Mark iv. i3.

^ Eph. iv. 15.

Prov. iv. 18.



SERMON III.

THE HONOUR OF HUMANITY.

I Petee ii. 17.

Honour all men.

IT has been observed tbat more attention is commonly

given to tbe specific tban to tbe general precepts of

Holy Scripture. Thus^ in tbe verse from whicb my text

is taken_, there is a particular precept, to honour the

king/^ which has attracted and does attract more notice

than the wider principle,— Honour all men/^ The reason

is this : The vast field of action which opens before us,

when contemplating a general precept, is so fatiguing to

the imagination, that we are tempted to give up the task

of considering it in something like despair. We may have

felt a like embarrassment in looking for the first time at

great historical paintings, such, for instance, as those of

Paolo Veronese j where the' mind is distracted between

the efibrt to master the idea of the whole, and the effort

to sympathize with the action and figures in detail. Who
has not hailed the relief of turning from the vague, un-

manageable impression thus gained, struggling to be at

once definite and comprehensive, to the sharp and clear

idea which is yielded by some single face, or form, or scene ?

It is at first sight with morality as with art in this matter.

The specific precept presents us with a single point of
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duty, as to wMcli tlie particulars of place, and time, and

person are either stated expressly or are easily ascertained

;

so tliat there can be no mistake as to whetlier we obey or

disregard it. Tlie wide inclusive precept unfolds a very

panorama of possible obligations, over wliich tbe eye

wanders languidly in its weary effort to compass at once

the full scope of the precept and tho particular duties pre-

scribed by it. Every body attaches some definite meaning

to the precfpb of honouring the king, when occasion offers.

But who shall say, at fii^st sight, what is and what is not

meant by so wide an obligation as that of honouring all

men?
Nor is this the only reason for the practical disad-

vantages of general, as compared with specific precepts.

As morahty is too often taught, these general precepts are

rested upon considerations too abstract, too remote from

the most cogent motives to action, to exert a real influ-

ence upon average men. A general precept, like that

before us, must be based on an energetic conviction, in

order to give it the needful vividness and force. Now
the great moral precepts of the Gospel, which are enforced

by the Church of Chi-ist, do rest upon such convictions.

They do not hang in the air, like the sayings of ancient

heathen sages, while men make appropriate remarks on

their profundity or their beauty, and di'op a conventional

sigh over their unattainable range. They grow out of

and rest upon fundamental and vital truths of faith,

—

truths into which, at each challenge to act, they strike

their roots,—truths from which, in all genuine Christian

souls, they di'aw day by day, hour by hour, their strength

and their vitality.

Of this the precept before us is an eminent illustration.

We only bring it down from the neglected region of

moral proprieties, we only begin to understand it, we
only learn its living and working power, and give it a
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clotLing of flesli and blood, when we place it in the light

of the great Christian doctrines of which it is the practical

and animated expression.

What is honour ? It is, first of all, a sentiment which

prompts ns to acknowledge, and to do homage to, some

form of truth. Like all other healthy moral movements,

it must itself be based on truth ; it must result from con-

viction. It must spring from a sense of merit of some

kind in the object which provokes it ; and, therefore, it

must begin from within. The outward insignia of honour

are a cruel mockery of their object when they do not

express and illustrate a Living feehng that the respect

which they represent is due. Honour, then, in the first

place, is a genuine movement of the soul
;

but, secondly,

it is often a substantial expression of that movement in

the outward visible world of sense. Whether it be

embodied in a gesture, or in a title, or in a gift of money,

it is at bottom an acknowledgment of superior worth,

attaching, it may be, to an individual, or to an oJffice, or

to an institution. St. Paul tells Timothy that the presby-

ters who preside over churches well, especially those who
labour in the word and doctrine, are to be counted worthy

of double honour'^; and there can be little doubt that he

really means a double income. This income, as the word
implies, is to be paid, not as a commercial equivalent for

services rendered, but as an acknowledgment of ministerial

worth. It is a practical expression of the sentiment of

honour, quickened into activity by a worthy object.

When, then, St. Peter says that we are to honour aU

men,^^ he means, no doubt, that if opportunity arises we
are to give practical expression to the disposition to honour

them. But he means, first of all, that this disposition

should itself exist. And it is here that we reach the

point at which the need is felt of basing the precept upon

» I Tim. V. 1 7.
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a conviction. Why should we thus be disposed to

honour all men ? That question must be answered_, if

at all satisfactorily^ by the doctrines of the Church of

Christ. For it is obvious^ my brethren, that this disposi-

tion to yield honour to the whole company of our fellow-

creatureSj is not natural to man, being such as he is. Our

first instinct is not to honour, but to depreciate our

brother-men. This tendency is part of that self-assertion

which, in sinners, is a leading result of the fall, and which

is impatient of rivahy, even where there is no reason to

fear opposition. The gentle depreciation of others is a

more welcome form of self-assertion to a refined society

than is the boisterous and coarse glorification of self.

And, therefore, as this age depreciates the last, and this

country foreign countries, and this University other

Universities, and this or that college other colleges; so

this individual—you or I, left to our natural instincts

—depreciates other men ; not men indiscriminately, but

those particular classes of men who come naturally into

some sort of competition with ourselves. Even in quar-

ters where what we term advanced Liberal opinions are

professed on social, pohtical, educational, and theological

questions, it is sometimes possible to discover the least

generous and most depreciatory judgments of the worth

and motives of others. And what is yet more humbling
is that, where the law of Christ is acknowledged as a bind-

ing and imperial power, the old instinct continually re-

asserts itself, and Christians refuse 1o men in general,

nay, to their brethren in Christ, that tribute of honour

which is due in some sense to every human being.

It is clear that if man is left to himself, he is by no
means disposed to " honour all men.''^ ^Vhy is he bound
to make head against this natural inclination ?

Is it in deference to a sense of self-interest ? to a belief

that courtesy is a cheap thing, which if it does not make
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friends, yet keeps clear of making enemies ? No ! For
this superficial courtesy is not honour. As it is thrown

down upon the great counter of human life and inter-

course, its hollow ring betrays its worthlessness, and men
only do not take umbrage at such coin being tendered

because it forms so large a proportion of the social

currency that it cannot be dispensed with. The honour

which the Apostle prescribes is not an insincere con-

ventionahsm, but a true expression of inward respect.

Are we then to honour all men in deference to the mere

instinct of race ? This is the answer which a great many
men would give to the question before us, as a matter of

course. And, perhaps, if man is but a superior kind of

animal, it is the only answer that can be given. If the

difference between man and the lower creatures consists

only in this ;—that in the course of a vast series of ages,

those instincts apd capacities which we see in their ger-

minal forms distributed among the brutes around as, have

been developed and trained by man into the intellectual

and moral powers by which he now rules the earth ;—
^if

in short, there be no radical difierence between the highest

brute and the lowest man, it is hard to see why we should

^''honour all men.-*^ Let it be granted that the animal

processes whereby man is brought into the world, and the

chemical processes whereby his body dissolves at death,

are in no way different from those observable in the case

of the lower creatures. But if it should therefore be*

argued or implied that this world, this existence of birth,

and flesh and blood, and decay and death, be man's all

;

then I fail altogether to see any substantial reason for

honouring all men. You say that, at least, in this case

man should honour his brother man as a reproduction of

himself. Does then one brute, nay, the most intelligent

of the brutes, honour other brutes ? Does it appear that

there is any instinct among the lower creatures—as
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distinct from the instinct of association for the purposes

of reproduction and mutual protection—^which leads each

member of a species to hold the rest of its kind in any-

special respect ? And if man be but a cultured brute,

whose old ferocities and innate sensualism are only draped

by the usages and civilization of ages, it will be hard to

persuade him that he ought to honour other creatures of

his kind. They stand in his way; they obstruct the

enjoyment of his desires ;
they attract the attention which

he covets; they herd with the other human animals

whom he admires
;
they eat the food which he wants.

Why should he honour them ? They are only rival

animals, whose tastes and instincts are, in truth, just as

degraded as his own.

This is the common-sense view of the invitation to

^'honour all men,^' when it is based simply upon the in-

stinct of race. There is nothing in a second animal, who
is a mere reproduction of my animal self, which properly

commands this tribute of honour ; while there is much in

him which might incline me to refuse it. But here comes

a teacher who repeats the injunction under a new formula.

"When I name the Positivist Philosophy, I name a system

of thought more really antagonistic to Christian truth

than any other in the modem world. Yet the Positivist

Philosophy is honourably distinguished in two respects

from some less pronounced forms of anti-Christian specu-

lation. It is, in its own way, constructive; and it has

endeavoured to elaborate and to practise a high ideal of

one section of moral duty. Though it has made a clean

sweep of the supernatural and, in all real senses, of the

spiritual world, yet, at least, it does not mock the deepest

needs of man by the cynical refusal to admit any cer-

tainties whatever. K it has discarded the certainties of

faith, yet, at least, it makes much of what it calls the

certainties of experience. If it has dethroned God, and
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denied tlie immortality of tlie soul, yet, at least, it lias

felt tlie need of filling tlie void, so far as it could, with the

phantoms which it has summoned from the realms of sense.

The Positive Philosophy, then, paraphrases the Chris-

tian precept " honour all men by the formula Worship
Humanity/' There is no God in the sense of Christen-

dom : the God of Christendom belongs only to the

theological or infantine period of human thought.

Humanity is the god of Positivist thinkers ; man is the

highest being whom the consistent philosophy of ex-

perience can consent to recognize. Humanity is to be

worshipped with the ardour of inward devotion, and, if it

may be, with the appropriate splendour of a visible

ritual. Man himself is the rightful, the adequate object

of his love, of his aspirations, of his hopes, of his en-

thusiasms. Man in his collective capacity, the organism

humanity,'^ is to be worshipped by each individual man.

And from this new cultus, we are told, there is to flow

forth a morality, which, in its spirit and its objects, shall

be enthusiastically human ;
against which, as we are fur-

ther assured, the inferior ethics of Christendom, weighted

with the dogmatic teaching of the creeds, will struggle

in vain for supremacy in the Europe of the future.

But what is the real meaning of this cultus of humanity ?

Is humanity an abstraction, or is it the sum total of all

human beings who have lived and are living on this earth?

If the former, experience is not in favour of the per-

manence of any enthusiasm which can be excited for a

moment by an abstract unsubstantial idea. If the latter,

we have at once to encounter a wholesale sacrifice of the

moral sense. For to worship actual humanity is to wor-

ship, not merely love and courage, and truthfulness and

purity, and disinterestedness ; but hatred and cowardice,

and falsehood, and grossness and selfishness. Taking

humanity as an actual whole, it is to worship that, in
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which the immoral decidedly preponderates over the

moral, the false over the true, the bad over the good.

This doctrine is, in point of fact, only a philosophical

consecration of the undiscriminating animal instinct of

race; and yet it is an effort in the direction of truth,

which Christianity has at once proclaimed and satisfied.

For the Christian law Honour all men is based neither

upon the instinct of selfishness nor on the instinct of

race. K we consider its real motives, we shall be able to

determine its spirit and its range.

I. What, then, are the motives which should lead a

Christian to honour all men ?

I. The first is, that all men are made in the image of

God. God created man in His Own Image, after His

likeness''." This image and likeness consist in the

fact that, first of all, man is an intelligent being, con-

scious of, and able steadily to reflect upon, his own
existence; and, next, that his will is free. In each of

these respects he is unlike any one of the lower creatures

;

in each he is like God. The lower creatures have a

measure of intelligence ; but they cannot make themselves

the object of such intelligence as they possess. They

take theii' existence for granted
;
they cannot turn their

thought back upon itself; they cannot reflect; their

thought is ever directed upon objects without them.

Much more are they incapable of arriving at any thing like

a theory of their own existence. And their wills, if the

term may be used, drift before instinct and circumstance

so entirely, as to be incapable of real moral choice. God,

on the other hand, is the One Being Who ever con-

templates Himself, and sustains the contemplation; Who
ever acts, in conformity of course with the eternal laws of

His own Being, yet thus with aji unfettered freedom.

Man's true position is that of a reflection among the

Gen. i. 27 ; v. i.
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creatures of tlie self-contemplating and self-determining

life of God. "WTiile by his lower natm-e man is linked

to tlie animals aroun.d him, Lis higher nature associates

him with all the orders of the immaterial beings above

him, and it constitutes his likeness to God by its double

endowment of intelHgence and freedom.

Man as man is intelligent and free. He is not merely

an animal organism endowed with life; he is a spu-it

capable of comprehending the significance of its own
existence, capable of knowing the Author of its being,

capable of freely deciding to obey or to defy Him.

This is the first great reason for honouring all men. All

men are endued with an immortal, conscious, self-deter-

mining principle of life. Or rather that principle is each

man's true self, around which all else that belongs to him

is clustered, and to which it stands in the relation of a

property, or it may be of an accident.

What need is there to say, brethren, that to the mass of

men, this elementary truth is practically unknown ? They

know much of society around them, much of its rules and

laws and tendencies, much, it may be, of the outward

universe, much of the various subjects which concern and

diversify man's material well-being on the surface of this

planet. But they carry within themselves that which is

more wonderful than any thing which meets their eye; and

of it they know nothing. They think indeed and resolve

;

but it is, as if they were imitating the lower creatures,

without reflection, and in the way of iustiuct and routine

;

they do not consider what is really involved in these vast

powers of thought and resolution. That the inward life

from which their whole mental and moral action proceeds

is made in God's image, and is destined as such to a

futurity beyond the grave, is a truth which, generally and

practically, is shrouded from them by mists of intellectual

blindness and moral weakness. And what they do not
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see in themselves, they do not see in others. Other men are,

in their eyes, not immortal spirits, moving round them,

robed in a di'apery of flesh and blood ; but mere forces or

counters with which they have to deal, and of which they

think habitually only so far as such forces may bear on

their own daily life of thought and feehng and purpose.

Now it was one great object and result of the ministry

of our LoED, that it revealed to man his true dignity.

Jesus Christ always dealt with men as being what they

are. He did not fix His eye upon dress, or income, or

position, or bodily mien and form; His glance pierced

straight through to the personality, the character, the

spirit within. To Him, Pilate, Herod, Nicodemus, the

rich young man, the woman of Samaria, the Magdalen,

were not merely high office, royalty, learning, wealth,

degradation, social disfranchisement. They were these in

the eyes of common men, but before Jesus Christ they

were each and all immortal spirits, in varying states of

spu'itual life or disease ; and the outward distinctions,

which made them what they were in the social world of

Palestine, were before Him as if they did not exist,

except so far as such distinctions might enhance or

detract from personal responsibility.

This is the meaning of our Lord^s constant violation of

worldly standards of social propriety ; He sacrifices them
to the higher demands of man^s real dignity. He attends

the feast given by the converted pubhcan to his friends

and acquaintances ; He permits the woman that is a sin-

ner to wash His feet; He lingers in conversation with
her of Samaria, whose career of vice was so well known
to Him; He will not tarry to see His Mother and His
brethren, since He finds near relatives in all that do the

will of God ; He calls Herod a fox ; He weeps over Jeru-

salem. Pharisees condemn Him in language of grave
surprise; disciples are baffled and cannot understand Him.
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But He goes on His waj_, revealing man's true self to

man
;
proclaiming that it matters little if the whole world

be gained and the true life be lost
;
proclaiming tnat if

the inwardly-apprehended kingdom of Righteousness be

really sought_, all the outward accidents of man^s passing

existence will_, in the highest sense, be added to it. And
therefore it is that_, since the days of Jesus Christ,

Christians, so far as they have been Christians indeed,

have honoured in all men, that possession of the image of

God which is man's real inalienable self. For Christ had

taught them its significance and beauty by His precepts

;

and yet He had done more than this ; He had taught

them its inestimable worth by His bitter death.

2. Our Lord's Death upon the Cross is a second reason

for honouring all men. His death was indeed a true

sacrifice offered to the Justice and Majesty of God : but it

was also an act of homage and honour to the worth of the

human spirit. Certainly, in order to understand this,

we must believe in very truth that He who suffered on

Calvary is truly God. If He were a mere man, then so

far would His death be from having any atoning virtue,

that it may be fairly questioned, nay, it has been ques-

tioned, whether such a death was not morally indefensible,

as being in fact an act of voluntary self-destruction; since

He might have avoided the encounter with Jewish opinion

which more immediately precipitated the action of the

Sanhedrim. But being, as He is, Yery and Eternal God,

He imparted to His passive as to His active obedience a

priceless value; and He wrought out, in intention, the

salvation of the whole race of men, when He hung dying

upon the Tree of Shame. .
He did not die only for the

elect; He died for all. And yet His world-embracing

intention neither put force upon the wills of men, nor was

independent of their wilKngness to be saved by Him.

"He died for all, that they which live should not henceforth
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live unto themselves '^/^ There is one Mediator between

God and Man^ the Man Christ Jesus, who gave Himself

a ransom for all'^.''^ ^'K any man sin_, we have an advocate

with the Father^, Jesus Christ the Righteous, and He is the

Propitiation for our sins

And therefore it is that at the foot of the Cross we
learn the honour which is due to all men. It was to en-

lighten the conscience of man, it was to purify man^s soul

from the stains, and to free it from the burden of sin, it

was to restore man to his true and native dignity among the

first-born of Creation, that our Saviour died. His anguish

of spirit. His night of insults and of shame. His weary

bearing of the instrument of His death, the spitting, the

buffeting, the Crown of Thorns, the wounds, the words,

each and all, which He uttered upon the Cross, are one

long testimony to the truth enforced by His Apostle;—that

man, under all circumstances, man in his utmost degrada-

tion, man as man, is to be honoured among Christians by
a homage which will even express itself in the sacrifice of

the holiest of lives.

3. From these two motives a Christian will gather a

third, which must lead him to honour all men, both in

feeling and in act. I refer to the capacity of every man,

be he who or what he may, while in this world, for im-

provement, for goodness. This generous faith in humanity

3j5 a creation of the Gospel. It is not that the Gospel con-

descends to flatter man ; it alone, among all religions, dares

to tell him the full truth about himself and his destiny.

It teUs him that he has fallen
;
and, at first sight, this

announcement might seem fatal to the encom-agement of

such hopes as I am describing. But the Fall of Man con-

sists rather in the privation of God^s supernatm-al grace

than in a positive corruption of all his faculties, such as

lias been imagined by some modern divines ; and as the

e a Cor. V. 15. d 1 Tim. ii. 5. e i St. Jolin ii. i.. a.
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doctrine was understood by tlie Ancient Cliurcli,, the Fall

left human nature dismantled indeed, but something less

than a shapeless ruin. Adam could not transmit the grace

which he had forfeited and which the Second Adam could

alone restore ; but in each of Adam^s children the Divine

image was still traceable_, in its twofold features of intelli-

gence and freedom, although the one was darkened and

the other impaired.

And now, that which brightens the hereditary and the

actual condition of mankind in the eyes of a Christian is

the gift of His grace by the ascended Christ. Socinianism

has contrived to empty the idea of grace of its whole value,

by representing it as a mere inoperative ' favour ^ towards

His creatures on the part of the Supreme Being ;
whereas,

in reahty, it is in the spiritual world as real an agent as is

electricity, for example, in the world of matter. Grace is

the actual communication of Christ's quickening Manhood
—the recreative principle of the New Covenant—by the

agency of the Spirit, chiefly through the medium of the

Sacraments, to the souls and bodies of His members. It

is this stupendous gift which at once discovers and stimu-

lates man's capacity for an existence, in which humanity

will be really what, apart from Christ, it is only in idea.

The glory, the sinlessness, the inefiable Majesty of the

Ascended Christ is therefore the measure of the hopes of

man. Throned above the highest intelligences of heaven,

adored by all that is purest, and strongest, and wisest, in

the Universe of God, the Sacred Manhood of the Lord

Jesus gives a point to our enthusiasm on behalf of our

race. We Christians accept the taunt of an ancient heresy;

we are avOpcoTroXdrpai. We can worship Humanity with-

out violating our moral sense, without feeling that we are

wronging God, or worshipping a dead abstraction; wo

adore man's nature in Jesus, the Holy, Harmless, Undefiled

One, who is Most High in the glory of God the I ather.
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And from tliat throne of His in the highest heavens there

descends upon the race which He has ennobled,, and which

He yearns to glorify and to save, an interest, a radiance in

Christian eyes, an inlieritance of a title to honour, which

has made the precept of the Apostle one of the main factors

of the moral life of Christendom.

II. But is the precept to be understood HteraUy ?

Does all men'' mean all members, all classes of the

human family ?

Let me ask, in return, ^Yhy not ? Let us look at some

of the barriers which have been raised against man's

universal right to honour by the prejudices of man.

1. There is, first of aU, and, morally speaking, lowest

of all, the barrier of wealth. Wealth honours wealth

;

income pays respect to income ; but it is wont to cherish,

in its secret heart, an unmeasured contempt for poverty.

This barrier is apt to be raised to a great height by
the successful classes in a commercial countiy; till at

last wealth comes to be 'almost identified with virtue,

and poverty with vice. K it were only meant that labour

which produces wealth is vii'tue, and that idleness which

creates poverty is vice, there would be no ground for dis-

sent. But the feeling of a plutocracy is something very

different from this ; it is the possession of wealth and of the

social power whick is conferred by wealth, which, consti-

tutes, according to this standard, the title to honour. To
believe that a man with £60 a year is just as much deserv-

ing of respect as a man with £6000, you must be seriously

a Christian. A philosophical estimate of men and things

is not really proof against the inroads of the sentiment

which makes the possession of mere income the standard

of honour. We have only to recall the feelings with which

bible clerks and servitors have been heretofore regarded

in Oxford; we have only to reflect upon the scope and
Bpirit of arguments which are constantly put foi'ward even

t 2
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now, against recognizing poverty-qualifications " for

educational privileges—as if likeness to our Lord^s out-

ward condition in this world was tg count for a disgrace

among His followers—^in order to be satisfied tliat the

honour of income, as distinct from and opposed to the

honour of man, is still a real antagonist, which disputes

the ground, inch by inch, with the ethics of the Gospel

Do not misunderstand me. Wealth has its necessary pri-

vileges, as, much more, it has its responsibihties. But to

refuse honour to an immortal spirit, because here in its

-state of probation, it is not encrusted with material wealth,

implies a failure to apprehend the true dignity of life so

prodigious, that I must not attempt to characterize it.

Eather let me ask you to consider what was meant by our

Lord^s words of counsel to the rich young man.

2. A second barrier is the spirit of station or of class,

founded whether upon success in life, or upon the cir-

cumstances of birth. That an aristocracy has, in God^s

providential government of Society, distinct and great

functions to perform, is a position which is not for one

moment to be denied; since the experience of history

seems to show that society creates a higher class by a

natural process, and we in England know how largely

such a class may, if it will, serve its country. But when
it developes an exclusive spirit, which divides humanity

into two sections, those within and those without the

imaginary barrier, it comes into collision with the teaching

of the Gospel. Certainly this spirit is frequently found

in its greatest intensity, not so much among those who
succeed to high station by the inheritance of birth, as

among those who have secured it, whether by unforeseen

circumstances, or by secret influence, or by personal

exertion, and who too often have seemed to view in-

dulgence in self-assertion as the real charm of their new
position. But in any case such a spirit is a repudiation
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of man^s true title to honour. Tlie Divine Image, ex-

pressed in man^s intelligence and freedom; the Atoning

Blood,, giving the measure of man^s preciousness in the

eyes of God ; the glorified Manhood of Jesus, revealing to

man his capacity for glory ;—these are the privileges of no

class or station ; they are the right and the possession of

humanity.

3. A third barrier is that of race or country. Patriot-

ism, no doubt, has its providential purpose; and the

instinct of race is but an expansion of the instinct of the

family. Both are based upon a natural foundation and

have a Divine sanction; but in their exaggeration both

may foster sentiments which are crimes against humanity.

From our insular position, we English have in past years

been disposed to intensify the healthy sentiment of

patriotism into a vulgar prejudice against all foreigners as

such. It was the bitter sneer of Yoltaire that the

English thought that God had become incarnate for the

Anglo-Saxon race. And if this exclusiveness is giving

way beneath the influences of culture and travel, it is no

credit to our Christianity that it has not done so before.

But those who have ceased to think that honour should

be refused to Frenchmen or to Germans, still erect, at a

further distance from home, barriers which exclude even

large majorities of the human family from the tribute of

honour. Sometimes it is European civilization; some-

times, as with Positivism, it is a fraction of that civilization

arbitrarily denominated "the West;^^ sometimes it is

'^Europe, and America, and the Colonies which are to

bound our respectful sympathies. And physiology and

philology are implored to bring their reluctant succour to

the instinct of exclusion, by pronouncing that this or that

race of men is a race of essentially distinct animals, with

whom it is impossible to deal as being seriously members
of the human family. It is only one step further to deny
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to such races all human riglits_, to handle them as property

that may be bought and sold, to treat them as we treat

the animals around us, to bid them consider it their

noblest privilege to be hewers of wood and drawers of

water to our higher necessities.

Against this inhuman, this accursed spirit, the Church

of Jesus must ever utter her emphatic protest ; she must

ever brave the cynicism and contempt of those who would

honour not man, but mere material civilization and

organized society and pride of race; she must ever

range herself side by side with the lowest types, so

to term them, of the human family; and in her Master's

name, bid the races who are what they are, only in con-

sequence of the training which she has lavished on them

for centuries, to learn the full meaning of the Creation

and of the Cross, and to honour all men/^

When we hear of the African savage who a few months

since floated his canoe in a lake of human blood, that he

might fitly observe his father's obsequies, we may for a

moment look hard at the precept to honour all men. Yet,

all crime being, in the eyes of Absolute Justice, strictly

relative to opportunities, it may well be that this Pagan

prince stands higher before heaven than do you or I,

when we lose our tempers in conversation, or say oup

prayers without thinking of the solemn work in which we
are engaged.

4. The absence of intelligence is often held to con-

stitute a fourth barrier against this honour of man as

man. Many who are indifferent to wealth and station

cannot bring themselves to respect the unintellectual.

They will not honour any thing human that does not take

its place at the marriage-feast of intellect. Dulness is the

one heresy which merits excommunication : brilliancy,

even the most superficial, is like the charity of the New
Testament ; it avails to cover a multitude of sins.
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If, indeed, by the lionour of intelligence be meant the

honour paid to cultivation of the mental faculties, such

honour is in the highest sense legitimate, since it is really

paid to those moral quahties which are inseparable from

work. Only it ought also in consistency to be paid to the

peasant who cannot read, and who day by day earns an

honest livelihood by the sweat of his brow. K by intelli-

gence be meant the original gift of God^s image in reason,

talent, or genius, which has been developed in this case

by opportunities, while in that case it has lain iinavoidably

dormant, the honour paid to it is really paid to the oppor-

tunities, not to the endowment itself. The lowest savages

possess in an undeveloped form the powers which charm

the most cultivated minds in Europe ; and if the original

endowment be the object of honour, it should be honoured,

whether it be developed or not. To make intelligence, in

the sense of cultivated intellect, the real test of a claim to

honour, would secure such honour to Yoltaire, and (may

we not add ?) to Satan, while denying it to the Apostles

of Christ. To make intelligence, in the sense of the

common faculty which is capable of reflecting on self and

of knowing God, the ground of that claim, is to own that

a debt of honour is due to the whole human family.

The precept before us, however, is not adverse to our

recognizing the specific titles to honour which individuals

or classes may possess. It only insists upon a broader

basis of such right to honour than that which any of

these titles suggest. It is entirely in harmony with the

honourable recognition of moral worth, because mora]

worth enriches and intensifies what is best in humanity,

namely, the freedom and power of man^s will. It does

not force us to condone either the wilful propagation of

eiTor or the guilt of crime. It does not imply indifference

to the interests either of truth or virtue. Suppose that

we take St. Paul's advice, and '^reject a man that is an
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heretic after the first and second admonitionV do we
therefore neglect St. Peter's injunction to honour all

men? Surely not. What is it that we reject? The

error surely, not the man. We may even honour the

man while rejecting the error; we may honour him in

spite of the error ; we may think the best of him we can,

and yet feel it a duty to truth to dissociate ourselves from

him. Suppose, again, that society, acting on a Divine

sanction and in self-defence, takes the life of a murderer.

Here, at any rate you say, in this death of ignominy and

pain, there is a limit to the honour of humanity. The

criminal, you urge, has forfeited human rights, and

society cannot draw fine distinctions between the re-

pression of crime and the punishment of the offender.

But the Church waits at the foot of the scaffold, that she

may honour in its last agony the freedom and the intel-

ligence of a human soul. It may be necessary that the

culprit should forfeit his life : but it may also be true that

the real guilt is, in the eyes of a higher Equity, shared

between the criminal and society at large. Society, by
its prevailing tone of lax morality, and by its unchristian

neglect of responsibilities towards the ignorant ^ and the

poor, has helped to produce the crime, though its instinct

of self-protection forces it to smite the hand that actually

did the deed. The Church represents, in some sort, the

Eternal Justice, and persists in honouring where society

has condemned. Even in the extreme case of madness,

when all that marks the moral and mental life of the soul

has been darkened or paralyzed. Christians have felt that

even a special honour is due to the sad wreck of humanity.

Christian charity has been prodigal of a peculiar and

tender respect for an affliction, which, if it involves a

lifelong dislocation of faculties, does not of itself imply the

final ruin of a spiritual being.

1 Tit. iii. lo.
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It is not a little remarkable^ that tMs very Epistle,, wliich

bids us bonour all men/^ is one of tbe five Apostolic

Epistles containing directions to slaves respecting tbeir

duties to their masters. At first sigbt^ there seems an

intrinsic incompatibility between the precept^ and such

an indirect sanction of an institution which was its

standing violation. But this incompatibility is rather

apparent than real. If the Apostles did not provoke the

horrors of a social revolution by at once proscribing

slavery ; if they left it to die^—a lingering deaths it is true,

—at the hands of the generations to come, penetrated

by a sense of its violation of the law of Christ, and of the

rights of man;—this was because they felt themselves in

possession of a principle so strong, that it would purge

slavery of its worst evils, before destroying it. That prin-

ciple was the dignity of man, created in God^s image, and

redeemed by Christ. Conscious of this dignity, the slave

could rejoice to copy the humiliations of the Divine

Master T^Tio had really ennobled him. Conscious of this

dignity, the master could not but respect his slave, as a

brother in Christ, side by side with whom he too was
himself waiting for judgment. In the presence of these

sublime reahties, the outward inequalities of life fade

away from the soul^s sight : the eye is fixed only upon
that which does not change. A few years of service or of

command are equally unimportant to a being who has

Eternity clearly before him, and who measures human
greatness by the standards which it supplies.

III. The practical bearings of this suggestive precept

are so numerous that it will be necessary to confijae our-

selves to the following, by way of conclusion.

I. "Honour all men is a fitting motto for the spirit

of much of our study in this place. T\liatever may have

been of late years, whatever may be in years to come, the

modifications introduced into our educational course, it
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cannot be doubted that to the school of Literce Humamores
there must always be assigned a place of special im-

portance. How full of meaning is the title of that school

!

It carries us back to the close of the Middle Ages. It

expresses the rising reaction against that scholastic

method which had penetrated into and stiffened all de-

partments of human thought. It represents a craving

for_, or a new admiration of, a literature, more human in

its interests than were the dialectics, in which the sub-

stance of thought and feeling had seemed to evaporate

in the culture of intellectual form. It embodies the con-

viction that in the works of the historians, the orators,

and the poets of antiquity, the minds and hearts of men
were laid bare with a breadth and fulness which must

ever make them worthy objects of the closest human
study. If there is much in these writers with which no

Christian can sympathize, much which degrades and

brutalizes human nature; yet St. Basil had pointed out

that they afforded that special preparation for the study

of the faith which is needed by those who would effectively

show how it meets the sympathies and wants of man. If,

from the thirteenth century onwards, in consequence of

an educational movement of like nature to that which took

place in Imperial Rome during the second centmy, the

" humanities had fallen into discredit; yet in earher

ages, throughout those great' schools of the Benedictine

Order with which are associated the names of St. Boniface,

and Alcuin, and Rhabanus Maurus, and Venerable Bede,

they had been cultivated with the utmost enthusiasm. It

may be a natural wish in those who are looking forward to

serving God in Holy Orders to desire to abandon the study

of Pagan writers, and to live in an intellectual atmosphere,

fed by the words of Holy Scripture, and by the great

Teachers of the Ancient Church. But, in truth, like the

Jewish law, the Greek and Latin classics are a pedagogue
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whose especial duty it is to lead us down to the school

of Christ. They show us the human soul in the freshness

and beauty and strength of nature,, yet also in the

weakness and degradation which must mark the absence

of gi'ace. K there is much in them to regret^ there is

much more to admire ; if none of them, not even the purest

of the Stoic moralists, can approve himself absolutely to

a Christian judgment, yet they all, in different degrees,

are marked by that beauty and meaning which belong to

every thing truly human, and which we honour in our

tribute of honour to man,

2. Honour all men/^ Here is the Christian rule for

social intercourse. Honour high station ; honour autho-

rity ; honour genius ; honour courage ; honour even suc-

cess, if you will ; but do not Kmit your honour to these

things. If you honour the representative men of hu-

manity, those who embody and intensify its great quali-

ties or interests, do not forget that that which you honour

in them is shared in a measure by all.

If, indeed, our intercourse with each other were con-

stantly penetrated by the recollection of what we really

are and of the respect which is due to the sanctities of the

soul^s life, how different would it be ! Not necessarily

less bright and genial ; but certainly more earnest, more
thorough, more full of meaning. As it is, we too often

retain the forms of Christian courtesy, while we have lost

the sense of their power. How altered, too, would be our

bearing towards servants and social inferiors, who in fact

superadd, in addition to other titles to honour, that of

correspondence, in the circumstances of their outward life,

to the condition of Our Loed Himself. If only we could

see in all with whom we deal, beings who, like ourselves,

are for a brief while on their trial, and who share with us

the awfulness and the blessedness of existence ; how vivid

and keen, how tender withal,, how full of attention and
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respect would be not merely our outward manner, but onr

inmost feelings towards them

!

Nor can I refrain from saying tbat^ in tlie days wMch
are opening upon us in England, we shall find this social

spirit, eminently Christian and ever obligatory as it is,

nothing less than a political necessity. If in the new
distribution of power among our countrymen in years to

come, we are to escape from collisions of class with class,

leading on, it may be, even to revolutionary violence, it

must be, under God, by an earnest effort on the part of

those who represent the higher orders of society to culti-

vate and to practise a deeper, more earnest respect for

human beings as such. It is upon your determination in

this matter, my brethren, more than upon that of the re-

presentatives of any other class in this country, that our

future depends. In the absence of this spirit, an old

society like that of England, based on feudal and Tudor

traditions, must obviously have very much to fear ; with

its increase, we have assuredly every thing to hope.

3. Lastly, in this precept we may discover the true

spirit of Christian works of mercy. All the plans which

Christian charity really devises and sets on foot are based

on the principle of respect for man. Christian charity

refuses to deal with human beings like counters and in

masses; she leaves it to other agencies to sweep the

refuse poverty of society into its workhouses, and its re-

fuse labour into the hold of an emigrant ship ; while note

is taken of each unit only so far as is needful in order to

secure the accuracy of the official return, and to supply his

data to the statistician. Christian charity relieves poverty,

not as conferring a favour, but as satisfying what is in

some sense a right;—the right of humanity to live, and to

ask in God^s name at the hands of property the means of

livelihood. Christian charity refuses to acquiesce in the

inhuman dogma that men or races are incurably bad or
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degraded; she treats the lowest as still bearing witliiii,

the stamp of the Divine Likeness^ as still capable,, through

supernatural grace, of the highest elevation She bends

respectfully to tend the foulest wounds ; she kneels upon

the pavement side by side with the Eternal Christ, that

she may wash the feet which have been soiled in tra-

versing the wastes of time ; she bows herself to the very

earth that she may take the sinner out of the dust, and

lift the beggar from the dunghill and then ^''set him

with the princes, even with the princes of the people of

Christ. Especially, in the little ones who fill her schools

she respects and tends the image of God, and that sprink-

ling of the Holy Blood, which has not yet been forfeited.

But whether she instructs the young, or feeds the hungry,

or clothes the naked, or provides labour for the unem-
ployed, or offers shelter to the homeless, or an asylum to

the deranged, or a refuge where the fallen may find aids

to rise, or a bed where the sick may die in peace, tended

by the hand of love,—every where she stands before

humanity, not as a patroness, but as might a loving and

faithful servant, who is too loyal, too enamoured of her

master's name and birthright, to be other than affection-

ate and respectful in the hour of his poverty and his

shame.

Associate yourselves then, dear brethren, with this sub-

lime charity of the Church. Endeavour during this season

of discipline and repentance to give a practical turn to the

honour which you owe to all men. Honour, indeed, those

for whom you can do nothing in the way of outward

service ; honour your betters in Church and State, your

superiors in acquirements or in station ; but honour also

the poor, the fallen, the sick, the ignorant. Honoui' these,

if not in person, at least by proxy. There are peniten-

tiaries, hospitals, schools around, where an unmercenary

g Gal. iii. 27, 28. ^ Ps. cxiii. 7, 8.
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love, wMch. money can neither create nor buy, relieves

human wants, bodily and spiritual, in the name of Christ,

and therefore with the tenderness of respect. Assist

some one of these works of mercy, by denying yourselves

something that you will really miss ; so that when Easter

comes you may have part in that joy whose sweetness is

proportioned to the Sacrifice that precedes it—a Sacrifice

ofiered to God, in the interests and for the honour of

man.



SERMON IV,

THE FREEDOM OF THE SPIBIT.

2 CoE. iii. 17.

Where the Sjpirit of the Lord is, there is liberty.

Fthe confessedly difficult passage which, precedes these

wordsj the Apostle is contrasting the ministry of the

Law with that of the Gospel. The glory of the legal

ministry had shone forth in rays of light_, visible to the

eye of sense, from the countenance of the great Lawgiver_,

as he descended from the Mountain of Revelation. " The

children of Israel could not stedfastly behold the face of

Moses for the glory of his countenance ^.^^ But the

glory thus symbolized was of an altogether inferior order

to that of the New Covenant. As a rule of life, without

the Atoning Blood to pardon sin and without the grace of

the Spirit to make obedience possible, the Law had been

but a ministration of condemnation. As a typical system,

it had been destined to pass away on the appearance of

the Antitype which fulfilled it. In either respect it con-

trasted disadvantageously with the Gospel, which was at

once endowed with perpetuity and a ministration of spiri-

tual righteousness. Hence there was an important differ-

ence between the mental and spiritual perceptions of the

Jew and those of the Christian. Moses had veiled his

» 2 Cor. iii. 7.
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face_, it was true ; because when Aaron and all tlie cHl-

dren of Israel saw that the skin of his face shone^ they

were afraid to come nigh him^/^ But^ according to the

Apostle^ the immediate motive of this act did not exhaust

its far-reaching significance. The veil did not merely

shroud the glory" of the law from the eyes of the

terrified Israelites. It also protected the early dispensa-

tion from a too penetrating scrutiny^ which might have

revealed in the very history of its introduction a Higher

Object beyond itself. " Moses put a vail over his face,

that the children of Israel could not stedfastly look

to the end of that which is abolished*'.''^ More than

fifteen centuries had passed since the revelation of Sinai,

but in the days of St. Paul the face of Moses was still

shrouded from the eyes of Israel. The Tallith, used

during prayer and the reading of the Law, perpetuated

the symbol in every synagogue. And that which met
the eye too truly pictured the spiritual fact which the eye

could not reach. Even unto this day when Moses is

read the vail is upon their hearts ^.''^ The darkness, how-

ever, was not to last. " When it [the heart of the people]

shall turn to the Lord, the vail shall be taken away.'^

This was the promise. It is explained by the assertion

that where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty

For the Spirit of the Lord dwells with all who are really

converted to Christ, since " the Lord is That Spirit.''^ In

other words, to possess the Lord Jesus Christ is to possess

the Holy Ghost, Who is the Minister and Guardian of

Christ^s Presence in the soul. The immediatie and prac-

tical conclusion is, that those who are converted to Jesus

Christ, have escaped from the veil which darkened the

spiritual intelligence of Israel. The converting Spirit is

the som^ce of positive illumination ; but before He enhght-

b Exod. xxxiv, 30. ^ 2 Cor. iii. 13.

<i 2 Cor. iii. 15. « Ibid. iii. 16, 17.
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ens thus, He must give freedom from tlie veil of prejudice

v^'kicli denies to Jewish tliouglit the exercise of any real

insight into the deeper sense of Scripture. That sense is

seized by the Christian student of the ancient Law, because

in the Church of Jesus Christ he possesses the Spirit; and

where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty/^

In this interpretation of the passage some hesitation

may be felt as to the construction of the words, "The

Lord is that Spirit." According .to St. Chrysostom, the

three Greek fathers who follow him, our own Bishop

Pearson^, and others, the Spirit " is here the subject, and

the Lord " the predicate of the proposition ; which thus

becomes an assertion of the Divinity of the Holy Ghost.

But this construction would seem to detach the words too

violently from their preceding context, to which they
• lainly stand in the relation of an explanation. On the

:lier hand, "the Spirit" (to Trveu/ia), explained as it is

T the following to irvevfia Kvpiov, cannot mean merely

e sense, mind, drift of the Law, or of the Gospel, or

^y thing else or less than the personal Holy Ghost Him-
self. And the preceding verse is decisive in obnging us

to understand by " the Lord," Jesus Christ our Saviour?.

" The Lord Jesils Christ is that Spirit." But the Cathohc

Creeds, not to mention other passages of Holy Scripture

itself, forbid tis to recognize here any assertion of absolute

personal identity. Moreover, the law of the copula does

not compel ns to adopt a construction which would imply

such an assertion. The point of view of the whole pas-

sage is so plain as to have mr.de a more accurate expres-

f Pearson on the Creed, i. 374. The Socinian theologians against whom
Pearson wrote were right in referring 6 Kvpios to our Lord Jesus Christ, but

wrong in the inference which they based on it. Their interpretation of tI

vyfvfia was as uncritical as it was rationalistic. Cf. Meyer in loc.

S Verse 16, " When it [the heart of the people" shall turn to the Lord,"

ue. to the Lord Jesus Christ, by conversion to His Gospel.

G
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sion unnecessary^. To have communion with Christ is to

have communion with the Holy Spirit_, and communion

with the Holy Spirit is freedom. The Holy Spirit is the

Spirit of Christ, the living principle of His indwelling

and of His action, both in the soul and in the Church.

He is called the Spirit of Christ, because He is sent by

Christ, and for the purpose of endowing us with Christ's

Nature and Mind, and of knitting us into the unity of His

sacred Body, as in other ways, so pre-eminently through

the Sacraments. His presence does not supersede the

Presence of Christ : He co-operates in. He does not work

apart from, the mediatorial work of Christ. To regard

the workings of the Holy Ghost as altogether separate

from the mediatorial actions of the Redeemer, would be

to suppose that there is some other name than that of

Christ given under Heaven, whereby we might be saved^^'

If Christ is the Head of the Holy Body, the Eternal Spmt
is that living Soul by which the members of the Body are

bound together^. To possess the Holy Spirit is to possess

Christ ; to have lost the Holy Spirit is to have lost Christ.

Accordingly our Lord speaks of the Gift of Pentecost as

if It were His own second coming :
" I will not leave you

comfortless ; I will come to you^.^' And after telling the

h Cf. Meyer in loc. :
" Der Herr zu welchem sich das Herz bekehrt

(beachte den Artikel) ist nicht verscLieden vom heiligen Geist, welcher

namllch in der Bekehrung empfangen wird. Dass diess nicht von absoluter,

personlicher Identitat, sondern nach dem Gesichtspunkte gemeint sei, dass

die Gemeinschaft Cliristi, in welche man durch die Bekehrung tritt, die

Gemeinschaft des Heiligen Geistes ist, verstand sich dem Glaubensbewusst-

sein der Leser von selbst, und wird auch durch das folgende tJ) -KVivfia,

Kvpiov ausser Zweifel gesetzt. Christus ist aber in so fern der Geist, als

Er bei der Bekehrung und sonst im Geiste sich mittheilt, und der heilige

Geist Sein Geist, das lebendige Priucip der Wirksamkoit und Einwohnung

Christi ist."

' Wilberforce on the Incarnation, ^vd ed., 8vo, p. 287.

^ I Cor. xii. 12, 13. 27. Eph. i. 22, 23 ; v. 23.

1 St. John xiv. 18.
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Romans that ii' any man have not the Spirit of Christ he

is none of His/' St. Paul adds^ Now if Christ be in you^

the body is dead because of sin Here Christ's " being

in '' the Christian, and the Christian's " having the Spirit

of Christ/' are equivalent terms. In like manner, as our

Lord had taught the Jews, " If the Son shall make you

free, ye shall be free indeed"/' so here His Apostle says

of the Spirit A^Tio administers His kingdom and perpetuates

His Presence, ^'Wliere the Sj)irit of the Lord is, there is

liberty."

The specific liberty which is here more particularly in

question, consisted in the "taking away of the vail,"

which had hidden from the Jew the deeper, that is the

Christian, sense of the Old Testament. It is not merely

liberty from the yoke of the law. It is liberty from the

tyranny of obstacles which cloud the spii-itual sight of

truth. It is liberty from spiritual rather than intellectual

dulness ; it is liberty from a state of soul which cannot

apprehend truth. The Eternal Spirit still gives this

liberty. He gave it, in the first age of the Gospel, to

those Jews whom, like St. Paul himself. He led to the

knowledge and love of Jesus Christ.

But the text covers a much larger area than is requii^ed

for the particular conclusion to which it is a premise. It

is the enunciation of a master-feature of the Gospel. It

proclaims a great first principle which towers high above

the argument, into which it is introduced for the purpose

of proving a single point °. " ^Yhere the Spirit of the Lord
is, there is liberty." Freedom is not an occasional largess

of the Divine Spirit ; it is not merely a reward for high

^ Rom. viii. 9, lo. ° St. John viii. 36.

to So Meyer insists that the Ap. is speaking of " geistige Freihcit iibor-

haupt, ohne specielle Beschrankung" (in loc). He certainly means some-

thing more than " deliverance from the bondage of the Mosaic kw.'*—
Essar/s on a Liberal Edvcaiion, p. 343.

U 2
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services or conspicuous devotion. It is the invariable ac-

companiment of tlie Spirit^s true action. Or rather, it is

the very atmosphere of His Presence. Wherever He
really is, there is also freedom. He does not merely strike

off the fetters of some narrow national prejudice, or of some

antiquated ceremonialism. He does not descend from

Heaven to subvert an earthly despotism. He comes not

that He may provide for " the freedom of man^s outward

individual action, consistently with the safety of human
society His mission is not to bestow an external, poh-

tical, social freedom. For no political or social emancipa-

tion can give real hberty to an enslaved soul. And no

tyranny of the state or of society can enslave a soul that

has been really freed p. Nor is the freedom which He
sheds abroad in Christendom a poor reproduction of the

restless, volatile, self-asserting, sceptical temper of Pagan

Greek life, adapted to the forms and thoughts of modem
civilization, and awkwardly expressing itself in Christian

phi-aseology. If He gives liberty, it is in the broad, deep

sense of that word. At His bidding, the inmost soul of

man has free play ; it moves hither and thither ; it rises

heavenward, like the lark, as if with a buoyant sense of

unfettered life and power. This liberty comes with the

gift of truth ^ ; it comes along with that gift, of which in

its fulness the Eternal Spirit is the only Giver ^. He gives

freedom from error for the reason ; freedom from constraint

for the affections ; freedom for the will from the tyranny

of sinful and human wills. Often has human nature ima-

gined for itself such a freedom as this ; it has sketched

the outlines more or less accurately ; it has sighed in vain

for the reality. Such freedom is, in fact, a creation of

grace: the sons of God alone enjoy it. "Where the

Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty

On this day the Holy Church throughout the world

r I Cor. vii. 22. q St. John viii. 32. ' Ibid. xiv. 26.
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dotli " specially " acknowledge and adore " the Holy

Ghost the Comforter/^ as the Peer and Equal, in His

Divine Personality, of the Only-Begotten Son, and of the

Everlasting Father. To-day especially we remember how
in His condescension He became a gift to man, in order

that throug^h His blessed Presence we migrht be free. Mav
He deign to enable us to dwell reverently and truthfully

on that freedom which He bestows, as an essential feature

of our Pentecostal heritage ! May we learn to prize

highly or earnestly to long after this great gift, which it

is still and for ever His office and His good pleasure to

shed abroad in all its reality and beauty upon the great

familv of His resrenerate childi-en !
» o

The natural images which are used in Holy Scripture

to set forth the presence and working of the Holy Spii'it

are, in different ways, suggestive of the freedom which

He bestows upon the soul. The Dove^, which pictures His

gentle movement on the soul and in the Chiu'ch, suggests

also the power of rising at will above the dead level of

the soil into a higher region where it is at rest *. The
" cloven tongue like as of fire^ is at once hght and heat

;

and hght and heat imply ideas of the most unrestricted

freedom. "\^Tiat freer than the light, of which the many-

coloured rays, with theii' unequal undulations, dart thi'ough

space with the same astonishing velocity ? What more

calculated to exhibit a natural picture of the penetrating

action of Spirit in our active life, than the singular trans-

formations whereby, thi'ough well-known experiments, heat

is first resolved into mechanical force, and then mechanical

force or motion are again rendered back into equivalent

heat ? "The wind" blowing "where it hsteth, while thou

Ihearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it

Icometh or whither it goeth^;" the well of water in the

I s St.Matt.ili. 16. t Ps. Iv. 6.

I u Acts u. 3. X St. John iii. S.
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soul, springing up, like a perpetual fountain, unto everlast-

ing lifey; sucli are our Lord^s own cliosen symbols of the

Pentecostal Gift. Do not these figures speak, in a lan-

guage intelligible to all, not merely of a mysterious endow-

ment, but also of a buoyant self-expanding life ; of that

range of tbougbt, and joy of beart, and impulse and

strength of will, wbicb is tbe positive side of the gift of

freedom ? Tbe ligbt, tbe beat, tbe wind, tbe stream of

water, are images not merely of tbe Divine force wbicb

acts upon tbe soul, but of tbe movement of tbe soul

itself, as spiritualized and transformed by tbe Heavenly

Visitant.

And tbese figures prepare us for tbe language of tbe

xVpostles wben tbey are tracing tbe results of tbe great

Pentecostal gift in tbe Cbristian soul, or in tbe Cbristian

Cburcb. Witb St. James, tbe Cbristian no less tban tbe

Jew bas to obey a law, but tbe Cbristian law is " a law of

liberty "^.^ Tbe will of tbe Cbristian, regenerate and free,

rejoices to obey it. Witb St. Paul, tbe Cburcb of Cbrist,

tbe true motber of mankind, is tbe Jerusalem .wbicb is

*'^free*/' sbe is contrasted witb tbe bondwoman, wbose

cbildren Cbristians are not^; tbe Cbristian is to standfast

in a Hberty witb wbicb Cbrist bas freed bim^ : be is free

from tbe "yoke of bondage'* wbicb was imposed by tbe

Synagogue. He is, if indeed be is alive unto God, free

from a yet beavier yoke ; be ' is " made free from sin, and

become tbe servant of rigbteousness^.*' St. Paul com-

pares tbis freedom, " tbe glorious liberty of tbe cbildren

of God," witb tbe "bondage of corruption^/' be contrasts

tbe " law of tbe spirit of life in Cbrist Jesus,'' wbicb gives

us Cbristians our freedom, witb tbe enslaving " law of sin

and deatb^" According to St. Paul, tbe Cbi-istian slave

y Ibid. iv. Tj.

^ Gal. iv. 26.

<i Rom. vi. i8.

5^ St. James ii. 12 : cf. i. 25.

^ Ibid. 31. c Gal. V. T.

e Ibid. viii. 21. ^ Rom. viii 2.
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is essentially free, even while he still wears his chain ^.

The New Testament every where represents the gift of free-

dom as of the essence of the Gospel. Freedom of thought,

which voluntarily submits to absolute truth ; freedom of

affection, which hastens to embrace the Eternal Beauty

;

freedom of will, which yet moves harmoniously with and

in submission to the Will of Him "Whose service is

perfect freedom/' For "where the Spirit of the Lord

is, there is liberty."

I. The kingdom of the Spirit, then, is the home of

mental liberty. From the first God has consecrated

liberty of thought, by withdrawing thought from the

control of society. Society protects our persons and

goods, and passes judgment upon our words and actions.

But it cannot force the sanctuary of our thought. That

mysterious world which lies open to God and to conscience

can only be revealed to our fellow-men by our own
voluntary act. And He AYho came from heaven to-day

that He might enrich the human soul by His Blessed

Presence, raising it to new and supernatural capacities,

came not to suspend, but to recognize, to carry forward,

to expand, and to fertilize almost indefinitely the thought

of man. He has vindicated for human thought the

liberty of its expression against imperial tyranny, and

official superstition. The blood of those saints and

martyrs of the first three centuries, whose names live for

ever in the heart of the grateful Church, witnessed to the

truth, that, where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is, not

merely moral, but mental liberty. For when the illumi-

nation of the Perfect Truth had been shed by the gift of

Pentecost upon human thought. Christians became con-

scious of a new power, almost of the presence of a new
sense, in their perception of the supernatural. The
thought which God had thus admitted to share after a

tf I Cor. vii.
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measure His counsels and His Mind could not but be

free.

In otlier days^ other features of tlie Cliurcli's system,

the severe morality of the Gospel, tbe organic structure of

tlie bierarcby, tlie unalterable principles or tbe consecrated

traditions of the life and worship of the Churches children,

have been separately arraigned as the foes of liberty.

The main currents of human interest have for the most

part swept past the bed of these now wellnigh antiquated

controversies ; and as the objections and replies, so

familiar to theologians of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, die away upon our ears in the distance of history,

we find that we have been carried onwards to a point at

which the whole colour of controversy has suddenly

altered, and the issues have become vastly more mo-

mentous. For now a central, inalienable feature of Chris-

tianity, which has been always accepted alike by Rome
and Lambeth, and by Lambeth and Geneva, as a common
premise, as an axiomatic principle, is called in question.

A principle which was equally admitted by Bellarmino

and by Calvin, however they may have difiered as to the

range of its application, has come to be regarded by one

considerable section of the thought of our day as the dis-

tinctive enemy at least of intellectual freedom. So that

while I am insisting upon liberty as a Pentecostal blessing,

methinks I hear the murmurs of an unexpressed objection

rising around me, which it is not difficult to shape into

words. ^ Others,^ the objection might seem to say,

—

^ others may speak of liberty, but not you. Others, who
' are committed to nothing, and who have professed
^ nothing

; they who inquire, who think, who doubt, who
^ deny, may rightly speak of freedom. They indeed may
^ be supposed really to enjoy it. But to wear the livery

' of a Church, to accept the championship of a Creed, and
' to rejoice in your portion,—these conditions are incom-
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' patible with liberty. They imply adhesion to that which

'in the world of thought is its energetic antagonist;

' they commit you to the principle of dogma/

Undoubtedly, in the judgment of an influential school

of recent growth, dogma is the real enemy of religious

freedom. This idea, indeed, bids fair to exert no little

influence in our day and generation. It does not merely

lind expression in books which deal exclusively with

theological questions. You may trace it in the literature

of science, in the manifestos of politicians, in the many
works of fiction which are designed to interest the people.

Sometimes this idea seems to be asserted with all the

vehemence of an over-mastering passion. Sometimes,

too, it enlists in its service the resources of a style of well-

nigh unrivalled clearness and beauty. We are told that

dogma is " slavish " and arrogant that it is " barren

and " irrational that "it overlays the truths of Chris-

tianity that it is a " hard integument in which the

Churches are " cased.''^ To value dogma is invidiously

contrasted with setting a value on Christian character and

Christian life ; as though, in virtue of some necessary

law, the man who cares for the one must perforce neglect

the other. Dogma, it would seem, belongs to the Church

of the past; the Church of the future will practically

dispense with it. The Creeds, those monuments of its

ancient sway, may still be retained, upon archaeological

principles, or as a point of ecclesiastical honour. But in

the real life and heart of the Church, dogma will be by
degrees thrown into the background, and may in the

end pass practically out of view

Such is frequently in our day the language of really

generous spirits, whom it would be unjust to charge with

any conscious intention of assailing a fundamental prin-

ciple of revealed religion. The idea which is latent iu

b Prof. G. Smith on the Abolition of Tests, pp. 24, 43, 75, 76, 83.
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this objection to dogma is, that it must, from the nature

of the case, be untrue. Truth cannot be arrogant it

cannot overlay'^ truth ; it cannot be contrasted with

morality, as if morality were its antagonist; it is not

likely to pass away, since we know that ^^it endureth

from generation to generation Dogma is assumed,

rather than stated in terms, to be untrue. This as-

sumption is partly traceable to a weakened belief in the

reality of an objective revelation committed to the Church

of Christ. Those who believe such a revelation to have

been given, believe that its substance can be stated in

language, and welcome the statement when made by com-

petent authority.

But there are other causes at work among us which

help to account for this hostility to dogma. The hands

that direct the onslaught are the hands of Esau : but the

voice gives utterance to no native type of English thought

;

it is the voice of the philosophy of Hegel. Certainly the

main laws, the most cherished features of the system of

that thinker, are rarely presented to, and would not

readily be accepted by, English intellect. We English

do not readily enter into the statement that the real and

the rational are identical, so that the development of the

Idea regulates the development of Being; we do not

understand the asserted necessity which imposes upon

nature and history "the geometrical movement of the Idea

scientifically determined;^' we fail to see that logic and

ontology may be reduced to a single science ; we are not

often invited to consider the threefold rhythm of the

development of pure Being, that is, of nonentity. But

we do encounter, we may even have accepted habits of

thought, principles of criticism, with no obvious internal

connexion between each other, yet distilled, so to speak,

from the complete system of the philosopher, and generally

1 Ps. c. 5.
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hostile to tlie dogmatic side of Christianity. We need

not travel far to listen to some contemptuous rejection of

the very idea of personality. We are scarcely less than

famihar with the paradox that contradictories may be

identical. We are more or less acquainted with a

criticism of which the central feature is the conception

of an indeterminate Being, who under the double form

of nature and history, and through a succession of

phenomena, becomes determinate. We witness around

us, again and again, the entire surrender of all sense

whatever of a fixed truth; the diseased mind^s eye can

see at length nothing but the shadowy, fugitive forms of

universal change. There is no recognized rule for reason;

in human opinion all is true and yet nothing is true. All

truth is partial and limited; all statements of truth are

true and false at once. Contradiction is essential to real

knowledge; you only complete an assertion when you

have stated its contradictory. Truth does not admit

of simple positive statement; "its real utterances must
perforce flow in a ceaseless rhythm of antitheses.''^ Name
this temper of mind as you will ; it is in truth the genuine

spirit of Hegel. And such a form of intellectual activity

is necessarily hostile to the Christian principle of dogma.

This hostility moreover is reinforced from a very op-

posite quarter. The prevalence of experimental methods
of inquiry leads many minds among us tacitly to assume
that nothing is real, the truth of which cannot be

established and tested by observation. Never before in

the history of the world were the lower districts of

human knowledge so wonderfully enlarged, as has been
the case in our own day, through the astonishing triumphs

of the natural sciences. Never before in the history of

Christendom has it seemed as if those higher summits of

thought, which can only be reached by faith, were shut

out from the view of so many noble souls by a cloud of
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almost Pagan darkness. And wlien in tlie imperisliable

creeds of Christendom, essential dogmatic truth, like the

lightning flash playing around the mountain-peak,

discovers for a moment to some enthusiastic experi-

mentalist the existence of a higher world than that in

which he so meritoriously pursues his observations, he

is sometimes rather irritated than delighted and cheered

by the discovery. Because dogmatic Christianity is a

positive protest against the theory which sees no value

in any save experimental methods of inquiry, the ex-

perimentalist will not unfrequently join with the Hegelian

in denouncing dogma as the enemy of liberty ^.

Thus it is almost within our own day, that in obedience

to these and kindred impulses, a dexterous and active

rhetoric has associated this honoured word with the idea

of necessary assumption and falsehood. It has contrived

to invest a simple name with the power of a hostile and
popular argument. Yet after all, brethren, what is

dogma ? Certainly St. Paul ^ in two cases uses the word
more or less disparagingly of those Mosaic ordinances

which were falsely insisted on by the Judaizers. And
theological definitions, such as was that of the Im-

maculate Conception, might remind us that we too must

still use the word occasionally in an unfavourable sense.

But any such use of the word ought to be exceptional™;

since of itself it suggests nothing untrustworthy or

discreditable. Thus the term belongs to the language

of civilians; it is applied to the imperial edicts in the

^ Cf. Caro, Idee de Dieu, pp. 28, sqq.

^ Eph. ii. 15. Col. ii. 14 : comp. v. 20.

Dogma is used of heretical tenets in a bad sense, but with qualif)iug

words which fix this sense. Thus, ttjj aaefieias Soy/xaTa, St. Chrys. t. viii.

Serm. v. St. Augustine speaks of heretical dogmas as "pestifara et morti-

fera." (De Civ. Dei, xviii. 51.) The seventh decree of the third CEcumenical

Council describes the " dogmas" of Nestorius as iriKpa koi SieaTpafiufva.

(llouth, Opusc. vol. ii. p. q.)
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New Testament as elsewhere. It also finds a home in

the language of philosophy. It is the counterpart of the

auT09 e(/)a of her great names. And when Cicero_, in

reviewing the intellectual movement of centuries_, ex-

claims that " philosophy should now have confidence in

herself and in her dogmas ° we may reflect that his

advice is not even in our own day entirely disregarded,

since many philosophers who denounce the dogmatic state-

ments of the Gospel can hardly be described as un-

dogmatic, when they are elaborating their own social, or

pohtical, or cosmical theories.

But it is, as apphed to the decrees of the Apostolic

Council of Jerusalem p, that the word emerges almost into

its full ecclesiastical sense. That which seemed good
(eBo^e) to the Holy Ghost and to Apostolical authority

becomes a dogma. Certainly the contents of those

earliest Apostolical decrees are practical directions, and

not definitions of doctrine ; although they all illustrate a

great doctrinal principle. However, in St. Ignatius ^,

in St. Justin Martyr, ui St. Clement, in Origen, in the

ApostoHcal Constitutions, the word dogma is used of the

teaching of Christ and His Apostles, and of essential

Christian truth ^. And in Socrates the historian, in St.

Gregory ISTyssen, in St. Cyril of Jerusalem, dogmatic truth

is carefully distinguished from the tjOlkov /JLepo^i, or province

of morals ^

° St. Luke ii. i. Acts xvii. 7.

° Cicero, Quaest. Acad, Prior, ii. 9 :
" Sapientia .... neque de se ipia

dubitare debet, neque de suis decretis, quae pliilosophi vocant SSy/xaTa."

P Acts xvi. 4 : cf. xv. 20. 28.

Q St. Ign. ad Magnes. c. xiii. : CTrouSacraTe fie^aiudrivai eV to7s Z6yfxa(n

Tov Kvpiov Kol ru)v airoaToXwv.

' Orig. Cont. Cels. iii. 39. Eus. H. E. vii. 30. Compare the other

quotations in Kuhn, Einleitung, p. 191, note i. See also Suicer, Thesaurus,

hab voce; Baur. Dogmengeschichte, i. p. 10.

8 Socr. H. E. ii. 44, p. 132, ed. Oxf. The teaching of Meletius on
arriving at Antioch is thus described : 6 5e irpSirov fikv vepl Soynaros Ita-
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Dogma, then, is essential Christian truth thrown by
authority into a form which admits of its permanently

passing into the understanding and being treasured by

the heart of the people The greatest of acquirements/'

says St. Cyril of Jerusalem, " is the science of dogmas

For dogma is an active protest against those sentimental

theories which empty revelation of all positive value.

Dogma proclaims that Revelation does mean something,

and what^. Accordingly dogma is to be found no less

truly in the volume of the New Testament than in

Fathers and Councils. It is specially embodied in our

Kiy^aQai vireperideTO, n6vii\v 5e tV t]Qikt}V hiBatrKoKiav rois aKfjoarais irpocr-

i)K€iu. In St. Basil, rh rys QcoXoylas doy/xa is the doctrine of our Lord's

divinity; Orat. iv. in Hexaem. In De Sp. Sauct. c. 27, St. Basil uses "dogma"

in the narrower sense of secret traditional and mystical Church usage, and

he contrasts it with Kr]pvyixa, the substance of the Church's public teaching.

St. Chrysostom has to ttjs ^KKXticias BSyfjLara in the sense of the doctrine of

the Church. S. Greg. Nyss. Ep. vi. says of our Lord, that diaipwu els 5vo

T7]U Twu XpiaTiavaii^ troKn^iav, eis re rh rjQiKbv /xepos, Kal tt]v tuv hoyfxaruv

aKpl$eiav, rh fiev (rwTrjpiov S6y/xa iv rf) fiairr'iafxaTos irapa'B6(Tit KaT7](T(pa\l-

aaro, rhv 5e fiiov r]jxwu 5ia ttjs rrfp-fiaews ruv ivroKuv aurov KaTopdovaOuL

KeKiiei. In Gallandi Bibl. Patr. vi. p. 631. Cf. quotations by Suicer,

s. V.

t " De toutes ces verites revelees, on n'appelle dogmes, dans Ic sens

rigoureux du mot, que celles.. .. qui se rapportent a I'essence merae de la

religion chretienne, renferment la doctrine ayant pour objet Dieu et Son

rapport avec le monde et avec I'homme, et determinent a quoi et comment

le Chretien doit croire pour meriter son salut. Comme verites de la foi,

elles se distinguent de toutes les verites (ou regies ou principes) d'action; et

comme principes de la foi qui sauve, elles se distinguent de toutes celles des

verites de la foi qui sont sans rapport direct avec I'essence de la religion

chretienne, et le salut de I'homme."

—

Theologie Dogm. Orth. par Macaire,

torn. i. p. 7, Paris, Cherbuliez.

^ MeyiCTOv tolvvv kttiixo. iari rh Tcoy ooyfxdTwu fj.o.3rjij.a. In describing a

pious life, he observes that e'/c Svo tovtcov ffvueffTrjKe, SoyfidToiv evaefiuv

Kol irpd^ecou ayddwv.— S. Cgrill. Sieros. Cat. Led. iv. 2. ed. Reischl. p. 90.

St. Chrysostom says- that Christianity combines ixcto. ttjs tuv Soy/xdruv

6p66rr)Tos Kal iroKiTelav vyiaivovaav. (Hom. 27. in Johan. 3.)

" Es liegt in h6y}xa der BegrlflF des Wesentlichen und Xothwendigen, des

Fundamentalen und Principiellen, das als solches schlechthin anzuerkenuen

Lit und absolute Geltung hat."

—

Baur. Dogmengesch. i. p. 9.
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Lord's later discourses, in tlie recorded sermons of His

Apostles, in the Epistles of St. Paul. Tlie genuineness of

the fifteenth chapter of the First Epistle to the Corin-

thians is not disputed by the destructive school of

Tubingen. Yet this chapter is in its form and substance

quite as dogmatic as are the articles on the Resurrection in

the Summa of Aquinas, or in Pearson on the Creed. To

grant the existence of false dogma is not to deny the

existence of true dogma. And the question whether true

dogma exists at all is distinct from the question of its

extent. Enough, that He Who came to guide Christ's

people into all truth, to teach them all things ^,'' and to

bring all things to their remembrance whatsoever'^

Christ " had said unto them," gives us in such dogmatic

formularies as the Creeds the very mind of Christ. The

Divine Spirit, speaking through the clear utterances of

Scripture, and the illuminated and consenting thought of

Christendom, is the real author of essential dogma ; and

we know that 'Vhere the Spirit of the Lord is, there is

liberty y."

But you ask. Is not dogma, as a matter of fact, a

St. John xlv. 26.

y Hegel implies that the historical treatment of dogmas is fatal to belief

in them. " Das grosste Zeichen aber, dass die Wichtigkeit dieser Dogmen
gesunken ist, giebt sieh uns darin zu erkennen, dass sie vornehmlich his-

torisch behandelt und in das Verhaltniss gestellt werden, dass es die Ueber-

zeugungen seven, die Anderen angehoren, dass es Geschichten sind, die

nicht in unserm Geiste selbst vorgehen, nicht das Bediirfniss unsers Geistes

in Anspruch nehmen. "Was das Interesse ist, ist diess, wie es sich bei

Anderen verhalt, bei Anderen gemacht hat,— diese zufallige Eutstehung und
Erschcinung ; iibcr die Frage, was man selbst fiir eine Ueberzeugung habe,

wundert man sich."

—

Vorlesungen iiber die Phil, der Religion, Erster

Theil, p. 41. Doubtless the habit of looking at doctrinal truth /rom without

must issue in infidelity, unless we bear in mind Whose Truth it is which

we are considering, and our consequent duties towards it. But of itself

the historical study of doctrine need not make us unbelievers. Compare
Dr. Dollinger's V'ergangenheit und Gegenwart der Kath. Theologie, p. 34
sqq.
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restraint upon thouglit ? Unquestionably. But your

question implies a notion of liberty wliicli is impossible.

Surely a being is free wben lie moves witbout difficulty in

tbe sphere wbicb is assigned to bim by bis natural con-

stitution. If be can only travel beyond bis spbere witb

tbe certainty of destroying bimself, it is not an unrea-

sonable tax upon bis liberty, wbereby be is confined witbin

tbe barrier tbat secures bis safety. Now truth is ori-

ginally tbe native element of buman thought; and

Christian dogma prescribes the direction and limits of

truth, concerning God and His relations to man. Of

course I am not supposing that you dispute the truths

which are stated in the Creed ; I assume you to have your

eye upon that group of converging lines of evidence,

which, although separately unequal to prove the truth of

Christianity, are collectively so irresistible, that, like the

rays of a burning-glass, they light up in the pure soul

which seizes their true focus the flame of a life-long con-

viction. You admit then that revealed truths are true,

but you dislike their being stated dogmatically ? Why ?

If they are true, why not state them dogmatically ? You
reply that in this form they check the independence

of thought. Certainly, in a sense, it is true that they do

check it. In other words, while you deliberately admit

the truth of a position, you are not at liberty to deny it.

You cannot wish to do so. You cannot be loyal to known
truth, and at the same time ignore or defy her. When
you have discovered a fact of experience, you are not at

liberty to deny that fact; and you so far forfeit your

intellectual independence by your discovery. The dream

of an independence of thought, which owes allegiance to

no fixed truth of any kind, is at issue, not merely with

religion, but with nature herself. An entirely inde-

pendent force, whether mental or material, a force con-

trolled by no restraints and obeying no laws, exists
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nowhere beneath God^s throne. Certainly the physical

world does not teach us that obedience to law is fatal to

freedom. The plants and animals around us are subject

to stern and unchanging laws
;

yet their obedience to

these laws is compatible with the utmost variety of

gT0wth_, form^ colour, individuality, habit. The heavens

would cease to declare the glory of God/^ if the astro-

nomers were to destroy those invariable forces which

confine the movement of the swiftest stars to their fixed

orbits *. And when man himself proceeds to claim that

empire which God has given him over the world of nature,

he finds his energies bounded and controlled by law, in

every direction. We men can indeed transport ourselves,

to and fro only on the sui-face of this earth. Here we
live and move freely in an atmosphere, the elements of

(vhich are so combined as to preserve our life. But if in

an attempt to reach the skies we should succeed in

mounting to a region, removed only by an interval of

some few miles from the soil on which we tread, and

where animal life is impossible, we know that death

would be the result of our success. Meanwhile our

aeronauts, and even our Alpine climbers, consent to stop

short of the impracticable
; they do not " complain of the

tyranny of the air ^" Moreover, when we move within the

limits which God has assigned to us, the swiftness of our

movement is proportioned to our obedience to law. If,

br example, we will content ourselves with the modes of

Tavelhng known to our forefathers, we may undoubtedly,

is we journey hence to the metropolis, diverge from the

ligh road or from the rude pathway without danger, if

lot exactly without delay or inconvenience. But perhaps

76 sometimes represent to oui'selves the astonishment of

)xford men of the last or of previous centuries, if they

ould have been told that it would one day be possible to

• Bp. Wilberforce. • Felix.

H
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reach. London from Oxford in little more than an hour. Yet

after all, this truly wonderful result has been purchased

by what our predecessors might deem a sacrifice of liberty.

The engine that carries us forward cannot leave the iron

tramway which determines while it facilitates our course,

without plunging us, at the very least, into an agony of

helpless terror. So it is in the world of thought. Look

at those axioms which form the basis of the freest and

most exact science known to the human mind. We
cannot demonstrate them ; we cannot reject them ; but

the submissive glance by which reason accepts them is no

unworthy figure of the action of faith. Faith also submits,

it is true ; but her submission to dogma is the guarantee

at once of her rightful freedom and of her enduring

power.

No, brethren, a literally complete independence is

denied even to man^s thought, since thought too, in its

beautiful freedom, is a creature of God. To own alle-

giance to none is a prerogative of Deity. We cannot

conceive God as dispensing with the dependence of any

form of created life upon Himself, the Source of Life;

since this were to violate the primal law of His Beiug.

And in that highest of all subjects, God's revelation of

Himself to created intelligence, the presumptuous self-

assertion of the individual thinker, in dealing with His

message, can only be deeined a dream of folly. The

positive revelations of Scripture and the doctrines of the

Church's primitive Creed claim to be God's truth; they

are this, or they are falsehoods. That they are what the^

claim to be is a matter of detailed proof; but I am now
contending against the method of discrediting them

beforehand by denouncing their dogmatic form. Surely

we inflict upon ourselves no grave dishonour by bending

before the Thought of God
;

surely we move with suf-

ficient freedom, if in our freedom we move along the
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line of orthodoxy. It is the line which the Eternal

Reason has constructed to span the chasms and to pierce

the obstructions of thought. It is the line from which

we cannot deviate, if we advance at all, without courting

that ruin of all convictions which is the penalty of a too

presumptuous hardihood.

Certainly, submission to revealed truth does involve a

certain limitation of intellectual Hcence. To beheve the

dogma that God exists is inconsistent with a hberty to

deny His existence. But such liberty is, in the judgment

of faith, parallel to that of denying the existence of the

sun or of the atmosphere. To complain of the Creed as

an interference with liberty, is to imitate the savage who
had to walk across London at night, and who remarked

that the lamp-posts were an obstruction to traffic.

Speaking of the Hberty of the press, in his work on

American Democracy, De Tocqueville expresses his longing

for an intermediate position between an entire absence of

restraint and an absolute control of the organs of opinion,

as that which would be best fitted to the real interests of

the people. We Englishmen, almost alone among the

nations of the earth, have the happiness to realize in our

political Kfe the aspiration of the historian. We under-

stand the doctrine of the supremacy of the law, and we
enjoy the fullest personal freedom. In the Church of

Christ there is a similar alliance between freedom and

authority. This alHance may be disturbed by sections of

Christendom or by single theologians, who endeavour to

enforce an intellectual absolutism in matters which are

fairly matters of opinion. Or it may be destroyed by a

Rationalism which creates spiritual anarchy, only to lay

the foundations of a dogmatism difiering from that of the

Church in its entire lack of any respectable authority.

But "where the Spii'it of the Lord is, there is liberty.^'

The voice of the Spirit in the soul corresponds to the

H 2
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voice of the Spirit in Scripture and in the Universal

CLurcli; and obedience is felt to be synonymous with

freedom. A free people gladly pays obedience to those

laws which its conscience has recognized as the best

expression of social and political justice. The free intelli-

gence of the Church bows before the language of the Creeds,

because that language accurately guards a Truth which

the faith of the Church recognizes as of heavenly origin.

They only can suppose that Christian dogma is the

antagonist of intellectual freedom, whose misery it is to

disbelieve. For dogma stimulates thought, provokes

thought, sustains thought at an elevation which, without

it, is impossible. It is a scaffolding by which we climb

into a higher atmosphere : we must perforce think after

some fashion of the Infinite Being, and it teaches us how
to think with steadiness and certainty. It leaves us free

to hold converse with Grod, to learn to know Him, though

not as yet to see Him as He is. We can speak of Him,
aye, and speak to Him, freely and affectionately, within

the ample limits of a dogmatic definition. Besides this,

dogma sheds, from its home in the heart of revelation, an

interest on all surrounding branches of knowledge. God
is every where ; and to have a fixed belief in Him, is to

have a perpetual interest in all that reflects Him. So

that religious dogma is the. great intellectual stimulant

which really urges the friends, and even the foes of that

truth which it enshrines, along the various paths of know-

ledge. Do you whisper that dogma stimulates in its

earlier, but petrifies into uselessness in its later, stage of

existence ? Look, then, . at that glorious monument of

dogma, at that renowned Confession of Faith, which

passes among us, unhistorically no doubt, under the

name of the great Athanasius^. Hooker*' warned the

Cf. Waterland's Works, vol. iii.pp. 198-220.

^ Eccles. Pol., Bk. V. xlii. 13 :
" Which thing they very well know, and
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English Cliurcli that the Athanasiaii Creed had still a

work to do, in ages far removed from the Arian epoch;

and certainly this Creed has been a standing offence to lati-

tudinarianism from the days of Tillotson to our OTvn. Yet so

unprejudiced a witness as the present Bishop of Calcutta ^

has just told us that there are forms of Indian thought

which no other instrument so adequately confronts. This

very Creed enables him most authoritatively and effect-

ively to advance the missionary work of his Master.

Again, what composition can in reality be more dogmatic

than the Te Deum ? It brings before the soul the truths

of the Blessed Ti^inity and of the Incarnation, with close

theological precision. Yet as we use it, it stimulates

unbounded spii'itual movement. The soul ranges over

earth and heaven, plunges into the depths of its own
deepest consciousness, mounts to the very Heart of God.

The soul moves so freely, because it moves between fixed

certainties. It finds that the sublime truths which it

adores do not for one moment fetter the freedom of

its movement. No Christian who seriously believes the

doctrines that Jesus is God, that the Death of Jesus is a

world-redeeming Sacrifice, that the Eternal Spirit sancti-

fies the redeemed, that Scripture is the inspii'ed word of

God, that the Sacraments are appointed channels whereby

we partake of the Life of Jesus, can say that in himself

these truths have petrified, or arrested, or stifled thought.

Rather do they open out the widest views of the Divine

character, and of the destinies of man, and of the vast

I doubt not will easily confess, who live to their great both toil and grief,

where the blasphemies of Arians, Samosatenians, Tritheites, Eutychians,

and Macedonians are renewed ; renewed by them who, to hatch tlieii* heresy,

have chosen those churches as fittest nests where Athanasius' Creed is not

lieard."

d The :Most Rev. Dr. Cotton, late Metropolitan of India. See his Charge,

»863, pp. 38, 39.
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functions and profound mterest of the natural world ; so

that at length the swiftest thought finds its utmost range

exceeded^ and pauses to cry out with the Apostle_, " 0
the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge

of God ! how unsearchable are His judgments, and His

ways past finding out or with the Psalmist, " Lord,

what is man, that Thou art mindful of him ? or the son of

ma,n, that Thou visitest him ^ ?

II. And if the kingdom of the Spirit be in truth thus

friendly to mental freedom, much more is it the home and

refuge of moral liberty. In it, and in it alone, the will is

free. Faith in the invisible Christ, in the objective cer-

tainties of Scripture and the Creed, are the instruments

which the Spirit uses in the work of our moral eman-

cipation. Over the years of past life, during which

heaven has been closed to thought, because thought

has been unenlightened by faith, we can only sigh with

Augustine, Suspirabam ligatus non ferro aheno, sed

mea ferrea voluntate Perhaps it is so still with some

of us. We are bound with the bands of habit, of passion,

of prejudice. We hug our chains. Perhaps, like the

earliest Gnostics, we even dare to promise other men
liberty, while knowing ourselves to be really slaves ; while

feeling, in the misery of our secret souls, that we are our-

selves the servants of corruption^.^^

There is no such thing, believe it, as a resurrection from

moral slavery, except for the soul which has laid hold on a

fixed objective truth*. If, as M. Penan says, God be

merely the category of the ideal,^^ a " resume of the

supra-sensuous needs of man/^ then He is man^s creature

e Rom. xi. 33. f Ps. viii. 4.

g St. Aug. Conf. lib. viii. c. 5. h , St. Peter ii. 19.

1 " The salt of Christianity" (says Mr. Merivale) " has been Dogmatic

Belief in the Incarnation." Conv. of Roman Empire, p. 136. Compare a

striking passage in Mozley's Bampton Lectures, p. 171.
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instead of being man^s Creator^. The idealized god of

the school of Hegel is even less able to raise the prostrate

will of the creature^ the product of whose thought he is,

than is a brute animal,, or a sculptured idol, since these

at least have the merit of an existence independent of the

mind of the worshipper. But when, at the breath of the

Divine Spirit upon the soul, heaven is opened to the eye

of faith, and man looks up from his misery and his weak-

ness to the Everlasting Christ upon His throne; when
that glorious series of truths, which begins with the Incar-

nation, and which ends with the perpetual Intercession

and the Sacraments, is really grasped by the soul as cer-

tain ; then assuredly freedom is possible. It is possible

;

for the Son has taken flesh, and died,- and risen again, and

The passage to which I refer closes an article on Feucrbach and the new

Hegehan school. It deserves to be reproduced entire :

—

" A ceux qui, se placant au point de vue de la substance, me demanderont

:

Ce Dieu est-il ou n'est-il pas?—Oh ! Dieu! repondrai-je, c'est lui qui est, et

tout le reste qui parait etre. Suppose meme que^ pour nous philosophes,

un autre mot fut preferable, outre que les mots abstraits n'expriment pas

assez clairement la reelle existence, il y aurait un immense inconvenient a

nous couper ainsi toutes les sources poetiques ,du passe, et a nous separer par

notre langage des simples qui adorent si bien d leur maniere. Le mot Dieu

etant en possession des respects de Vhumanite, ce mot ayant pour lui una

longue pa*escviption et ayant ete employe dans les belles poesies, ce serait

renverser toutes les habitudes du langage que de I'abandouner. Dites aux

simples de vivre d'aspiration a la veiite, a la beaute, a la bonte morale, ces

mots n'auront pour eux aucun sens. Dites-leur d'aimer Dieu, de ne pas

offenser Dieu, ils vous comprendront a merveille. Dieu, Providence, im-

mortalite, autant de hons vieux mots, un peu lov.rds peut-etre, que la philo-

sophie interpretera dans des sens de plus en plus raffines, mais qu'elle ne

remplacera jamais avee avantage. Sous une forme ou sous une autre, Dieu

sera toujours le resume de nos hesoins supra-sensibles, la categcrie de

Videal (c'est- a-dire la forme sous laquelle nous concevons I'ideal), comma
I'espace et le temps sont les categories des corps (c'est-a-dire les formes sous

lesquelles nous concevons les corps). En d'autres termes, I'homme, place

devant les cboses belles, bonnes ou vraies, sort de lui-meme, et suspendu

par un charme celeste, aneantit sa chetive personnalite, s'exalte, s'absorbe.

Qu'est-ce que cela, si ce n'est o.diOVQv'?"— Etudes d'Histoire Religieuse,

pp. 4?8-i9.
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interceded with tlie Father, and given us His Spirit and

His Sacraments_, expressly that we might enjoy it. '^If

the Son shall make you free, ye shall be free indeed ^ It

is more than possible ; it is easy. The Blood of Jesus

Christ cleanseth from all sin"^.''' "Whosoever beheveth

in Him shall not perish, but have everlasting life

But then, we are to be enfranchised, on the condition

of submission. Submission ! you say, is not this slavery ?

No, beheve it, obedience is the school of freedom; in

obeying God, you escape all the tyrannies which would

fain rob you of your liberty. In obeying God, you are

emancipated from the cruel yet petty despotisms which

enslave, sooner or later, all rebel wills. In obeying God,

you attain not merely freedom, but moral royalty; for if

man is royal when he commands nature, and yet more

royal when he commands his fellow-men, his highest exer-

cise of empire is over himself, and he best learns to wield

it by voluntary submission. He bends in very deed the

knee to Christ. He prostrates himself before the mysteries

of Bethlehem and Calvary. He listens to the new com-

mandment as to the charter and secret of his freedom;

and he rises a king and priest to God and the Father; he

has free access to the courts of heaven ; he serves One
Whose service alone is perfect freedom

;
nay, " Cui servire

regnare est.''^ He reigns over himself; and the play of

thought, and feehng, and the movement of passion, and

the infinite variety of his activities, do but subserve the

invariable unity, the majestic force of his will. As in the

material world all expansion is proportioned to the com-

pression which precedes it ; so in the moral world, due

allowance being made for human self-determination, the

formula still holds good, and the will acts with a force

which is measured by its power of self-control. Those

who imagine manliness to consist in the repudiation of all

1 St. John viii. 36. i St. John i. 7. " St. John iii. 16.
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authority^, do not succeed in making tliemselves or others

really men. Tliey lielp to justify the sarcasm, that our

generation produces old children and boyish men ; that it

makes us men at sixteen and children at forty. They do

more ; they undermine the source of moral and spiritual

greatness, by sapping its very fundamental law. They

create a type of character, inventive it may be, and fasti-

dious in debate, but consistently weak in action. They

are really responsible for that lack of individual originality

and force, which the author of the Essay on Liberty tells

us is characteristic of our time, and which he, not less

than writers who believe with all their hearts the Creed

of the Church of God, regards as a matter of serious

anxiety in the immediate future °. Above all, they teach

a doctrine which is inconsistent with the first condition of

the highest liberty that is enjoyed either in earth or

heaven ; since in efi'ect they proscribe the duty, the privi-

lege, of a free submission to Truth.

As loyal citizens of that kingdom of the Spirit which is

also the kingdom of the Incarnation, you may be really

free. If the Son shall make you free, ye shall be free

indeed.'''' Pohtical hberty is a blessing
;
liberty of thought

is a blessing. But the greatest blessing is hberty of the

conscience and the wiU. It is freedom from a sense of

sin, when all is knovm to have been pardoned through the

atoning Blood ; freedom from a slavish fear of our Father

in Heaven, when conscience is offered to His unerring

Eye morning and evening by that penitent love which

fixes its eye upon the Crucified; freedom from current

prejudice and false human opinion, when the soul gazes

by intuitive faith upon the actual truth ; freedom from the

depressing yoke of weak health or narrow circumstances,

since the soul cannot be crushed which rests consciously

upon the Everlasting Arms ; freedom from that haunting

o Mill, Essay on Liberty, pp. 126-133.
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fear of deatli_, wliicli holds those who think really upon

death at all " all their lifetime subject to bondage/' unless

they are His true friends and clients Who by the sharp-

ness of His own Death has led the way and opened the

kingdom of heaven to all believers/' It is freedom in

time, but also, and beyond, freedom in eternity. In that

blessed world, in the unclouded Presence of the Emanci-

pator, the brand of slavery is inconceivable. In that

world there is indeed a perpetual service ; yet, since it is

the service of love made perfect, it is only and by neces-

sity the service of the free. For where the Spirit of the

liord is, there is liberty.''



SERMON V.

IMMORTALITY.

PSAXM Ixxiii. 26.

My flea's and n?f,' heart faileth, : out God is the strength of my heart, and

my portio7ifor ever.

THIS is one of many passages in tlie Psalter wliich show
how truly it was the life of eternity, which animated

the hopes, and sustained the courage of true servants of

G-od in ancient Israel. K the rehgious aspirations of the

Psalter had been really bounded by the horizon of time, it

would have been difficult to understand that instinct of

the Church of Jesus Christ, which has guided her from

the first ages to place these inspired poems in the hands

of her children. Here is a vast world-wide society, con-

stituted on the supposition of its possessing a revelation

of an endless life beyond the grave. Instinctively,

and in the first age of its existence, this society selects a

book which shall be daily upon the Hps, and, if it may be,

ID. the hearts, of its members, as the choicest expression

of their highest thoughts and strongest hopes. Now this

selection of the Psalter, as the devotional manual of

the whole Catholic Church, is not to be accounted for by
saying, that the Psalter is pre-eminently a prophetical

work, in which Christ our Lord is every where to be dis-

covered by the faith of Christians. For, in the ca'je of

those Psalms which are not certainly Messianic prophecies.
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the reference to our Lord is indirect, or at any rate it is

not immediately obvious. However certain of such refer-

ence we may be, it does not he upon the surface of the

Psalm. It does not force itself upon the ordinary Christian

reader. It cannot be put forward as a thing which

will be invariably recognized. We might then expect

that in the literal sense of the Psalter, as expressing the

aspirations and struggles of the Chi^istian no less than of

the Jew, the Church would find the justification of her prac-

tice. Especially might we expect that the true dignity and

the tremendous destiny of the human soul would be suffi-

ciently recognized in these valued pages to satisfy men
who had been illuminated by the revelation of Pentecost.

Such a presumption is warranted by the results of inquiry.

Thus in the Psalm before us, Asaph is embarrassed by the

difficulties which the prosperity of the ungodly presents

at first sight to every earnest student of the laws of

the Divine government of the world. The spectacle had

almost driven him into scepticism :
" My feet had almost

swerved,'^ he says, '^'^my treadings had well-nigh slipped.^'

" I was envious at the foolish

:

I beheld the prosperity of the ungodly.

For there are no pangs in their death,

And their strength is firm.

They are not in trouble, as frail men.

Neither are they plagued as human kind.

Therefore pride is on them as a necklace

;

Violence clothes them as a garment.

Their eyes stand out with fatness.

They swell over in thoughts of the heart

:

They scoff and speak Oppression wickedly ;

Loftily do they speak.

They have [as if God] set their mouth in heaven

;

And their tongue travels through the earth *.

# * * «

They say. How doth God know ?

a vers. 3-9.
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And is there knowledge in the Most High ?

Lo ! such are the ungodly

;

In eternal security they pile up wealth b."

Thus for a moment it seemed to the Psalmist^ who had

been " punished through the long day of life and chas-

tened morning by mornings that " he had cleansed his

heart in vain, and washed his hands in innocency^."

Yet to speak thus, he felt, was to offend against the

generation of God^s children. It was to abandon their

cause to the despair of unbelief. This conviction held

him in suspense, until he went into the sanctuaries of

God, and thought on the latter end of the ungodly'^.''' In

the privacy of sacred retreat from the world, where his

soul was face to face with and in communion with God,

Asaph turned his feeble querulousness into prayer. As a

consequence, his spiritual sight was purged of the film,

with which a sensitiveness that at bottom was selfish and

sinful had overlaid it. Asaph did not go into the sanc-

tuary, with a view to discovering new facts of experience,

that might counterbalance or set aside his previous ob-

servations concerning God^s providential rule. But he did

seek and win a more trustful, more resigned temper, and

a more commanding, more religious point of view from

which to study his difficulties
;
while, on the other hand,

those very difficulties themselves helped to fortify his faith

in an eternal world. For as he learned to believe in a

future state with a direct relation to this present life, his

doubts respecting God^s Providential Eule would be cor-

respondingly lessened. And it could not but be perfectly

clear to him that God^s government of the world is just,

when his faith had once gained sight of the endless life

beyond the grave. In the sanctuary, then, Asaph admits

vers. II, 12. Cf. Dr. Kay's recent translation of the Psalter; from

which, however, there are some variations.

^ ver. 13. d ^f^x. 17.
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tlie moral evil witliiii himself which had enhanced his

intellectual distress :

—

" Truly my heart had embittered itself,

I had pierced myself to my reins.

Yea, I was foolish and ignorant,

Even as it were a beast before Theee."

And simultaneously with this self-humiliation came the

return of light. Asaph, indeed, owns that he had neg-

lected observable facts which ought to have reduced his

difficulty to smaller dimensions^. The ungodly are set

in slippery places," only to be cast down and destroyed

;

their very prosperity is the instrument of their punish-

ment ; men may be momentarily dazzled by the shorthved

pageant of their vain frail life ; but

—

" Like as a dream, when one awaketh.

So, O Lord, when Thou arisest

Shalt Thou scorn Their shadowy image S."

Yet it is the future only that can give him complete re-

lief from the perplexities of the present ; he escapes from

time into the thought of eternity. God had thus laid

hold on his right hand God had saved him from the

abyss of doubt ; God would still guide His servant with

His counsel, and after that receive him to glory ^.

''^ Whom," he cries,

" have I in heaven but Thee ?

And there is none upon earth that I desire in comparison of Thee.

My flesh and my heart faileth ;

But God is the strength of my heart, and my portion for ever*."

Now the especial point of these last words, and their

bearing on the whole argument of the Psalm, lies in the

contrast which they present between the present and the

e vers. 21, 22.

^ Observe the force of Tf« in ver. i8, " Surely, after all, I was in error ; for

in slippery places Thou settest them," &c.

g ver. 20. h vers. 23, 24. » vers. 25, 26.
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fiiture, between tlie transitory and tlie eternal. His

bodily frame^ or 'flesh/ tbe Psalmist feels, is breaking

up. For the moment it might seem that his ' heart ^ was

partaking in the depressing, sickening sense of coming

dissolution. The ' heart ^ with the Hebrews means,

speaking generally, the centre or inner seat of life,

whether physical or spiritual. It is indeed used in one

well-known passage of the Psalter in the physical sense

of animal life-power which is quickened by food and made

glad by wine ^. More commonly it is the centre from

which the life-stream of thought and feeling pours

through the soul. Thus the heart ^ is said to ' speak/

to 'tliink,^ to 'conceive within self,^ to 'meditate/ to

' desire/ to ' cry out in song and jubilee V to be heated

Tilth intense thought ™, to be grieved °, to be desolate °,

to be smitten and withered like grass p, to be wounded "J,

to be broken ^ Especially is the heart' the seat of the

moral life, of its movement and repose, of its conquests

and failures, of its final victory or death. Thus the heart

is said to be ' ready,' or ' clean,' or ' fixed,' or ' whole

'

and ' perfect/ or ' converted,' or ' hardened,' as the case

may be. As the seat of the moral life the heart is

described as 'deep ^' God knows its mysterious secrets

^

Thus, then, in the passage before us, 'the flesh' is in

contrast to the ' heart,' as the animal frame of man might

be contrasted with the life of consciotisness, feeling, and

moral eS'ort. The former is yielding to the slow, certain

action of time, and has already upon it the presentiment

of death. The latter seems for one instant to lose the

sense of its real indestructibility in its profound sympathy

with the weakly body which yet encases it. But the

^ Ps. civ. 15. 1 Ps. Ixxsiv. 2. -^iv^. ^Ps. xxxix 3.

° Ps. kxiii. 21. o Ps. cxliii. 4. F Ps. cii. 4.

4 is., cix. 22. r Ps. cxlvii. 3. » Ps. Ixiv. 6.

t Ps. xliv. 21.
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darkness lasts for a moment only. My flesh and my
heart faileth : but God is the strength [or rock] of my
hearty and my portion for ever/^ The contrast is too

perfect to be evaded. On one side is the perishing body

that will presently be laid in the grave ; on the other, the

undying soul, triumphantly realizing its full sense of

immortality, as it clings in love and thankfulness to the

Unchangeable God. To be thus one with the Eternal

Being was already to have a certain pledge of endless

life. And it is the vision of this endless future—"my
portion for ever^^—thus presented to the eye of the

Psalmist in his retreat within the sanctuary, that com-

pletes the removal of his original difficulty with respect

to the ways of God. Had this world been all, that dif-

ficulty must have proved insuperable. It melts away

altogether beneath the rays of light which stream from one

cardinal truth ; it is solved by the doctrine of the immor-

tality of the soul of man.

I. Life and immortality, we are told, were brought to

light by the Gospel. The Gospel has opened a new and

Hving way^^ to heaven. It has converted the better

guesses and speculations of philosophy into certainties.

It has made the Creed of pious Jewish believers as to

the world beyond the grave the rehgion of civilization.

But the immortality of the soul was not first taught and

believed when our Lord confuted Sadducean unbehef,

or when He consoled His faint-hearted disciples on the

eve of His Passion. Even remote consequences of the

doctrine were perceived long before St. Paul enforced

the reality of the Kesurrection upon the Chm*ch of

Corinth, or heaven and hell were opened to St. John in

the retreat of Patmos. For Daniel had taught in the

plainest language the truth of a general resurrection to

endless life or to endless shame The services for All

u Dan. xii. 2. Cf. Dr. Pusey's Daniel the Prophet, p. 492, sqq., for a
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Saints' Day will remind us how the Alexandrian author

of the Book of Wisdom had described "the souls of

the righteous as being " in the Hands of God, where no

torment could touch them/' while the wicked Tsdth bitter

remorse confess the vanity and misery of their past lives ^.

The Maccabean brothers died for the older revelation,

with a confession of faith upon their lips which might well

have been used by Christian martyrs receiving their sen-

tence at the tribunal of a Roman proconsul y. Nor was the

idea of immortality only developed in the later history of

Israel; although, just as men give thought to rehgious

subjects when they fall into weak health, it is possible

that the political misfortunes of the later ages of Jewish

history led the national mind to dwell more seriously upon

the deeper truths contained in the Mosaic prophetical

revelations. Certain it is that even in Ecclesiastes

—

passages of which have been appealed to even in the

interests of materialism—we find an expHcit statement of

the truth of the soul's individuality, and of rewards and

punishments after death'; and the book of Job, what-

ever date be assigned to it, and whether its contents be

regarded as history or parable, is throughout a very hymn
of immortahty. If this world were all, all was lost for

Job ; God was a terrible enigma ; chance was God

;

Providence was but a name. But Job, in the depth of

his anguish, " 'knows that his Redeemer liveth, and that

from his flesh he shall behold God It seems that in

refutation of the rationalistic theory, that this belief came from the Zoro-

astrians.

* Wisd. iii. i-io; v. 1-13.

y 2 Mace. vii. 9, 14, 23. In the words of the youngest of these martyr-

brothers, they died "under God's covenant of everlasting life." (ver. 36.)

Compare the remarks of Tacitus respecting the later popular Jewish belief

as understood by intelligent Pagans :
" animas praelio aut suppliciis peremp-

torum aeternas putant." (Hist. v. 5.)
*

* Ecclesiastes xii, 7-14. Cf. Hengstenberg, in loc.

a Job xix. 25, 26. " Xo doubtful meaning of any '"singlejwords," says

I
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Job, as in the Psalter and Isaiah, the doctrine of immor-

tality is in close connexion with that of Sheol

—

" the

house of assembly of all living^/' So rooted, from a

distant antiquity, in the mind of Israel is the behef in

Sheol as the home of the departed, that, as a doctrine

which had long been popularized, it sometimes furnishes

to the Psalmists the imagery which describes national and

pohtical dangers. And if Isaiah pictures to his countrymen

the meeting between the soul of the king of Babylon and

the astonished spirits of the ancient dead he is not, like

Milton, mingling wild imaginings with serious truth; still

less is he, hke poets nearer our own day, decking up a

creed which he regards as extinct with the embellishments

of poetry. He is speaking, as of an actual fact, to the living

faith of Israel. For the theology of Isaiah and of the

Psalter (no less than their language) presupposes, and can

only be explained by, that of the Pentateuch. At the pre-

sent day, for various and some opposite reasons, the weU-

known paradox of Bishop Warburton, would find but few

apologists. The doctrine of Immortality runs through the

Bible. It underlies the history of the creation and of

the fall of man. It is involved in the statement that man
was created originally in the image of God *^. The penalty

which was the consequence of the Fall— Thou shalt

surely die'^—implies that the being to whom it was

addressed had been before, in body as well as in soul,

immortal. Adam^s body was not originally formed to be

Dr. Pusey, " can efface from this passage the doctrine of the resnrrection of

the flesh." For a proof of this statement, see his notes, Daniel the Prophet,

p. 504.

^ n^'iD n'3 Job XXX. 23. Cf. i Sam. xxviii. 15; Ps. Ixxxix. 48.

That Sheol does not simply mean the grave has been shown by Oehler, (Vet.

Test. Sententia de rebus post mortem futuris, p. 26, sqq.,) quoted by Konig,

Theol. der Psalmen, p. 330. Compare the passages quoted in an ai-ticle on

" Hades" in Herzog's Real-Encyclopadie.

« Isa. xiv. q. sqq. d (jf. Dr. Pusey, Daniel, p. 492.
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dissolved ; and tlie promise, that the Seed of the woman
should bruise the Serpent^s head, would have had no

meaning for Adam, unless his soul was to live on in an

unseen world, and was thus at length to share in that

promised victory. And as the blood of righteous Abel

was poured forth upon the soil, it did not merely cry to

God for vengeance upon his murderer, it created at once

and irresistibly in the conscience even of fallen man, the

moral argument for an immortality beyond the tomb.

AVhen it is said of Enoch that " God took him,'^ this

cannot mean that Enoch ceased to exist, any more than

the same expression can have any such force when it is

afterwards used with reference to Elijah ®. The desire for

nothing less than a heavenly country is the true keynote

to the lives of the patriarchs. Immortality is the charm

of the first great promise to Abraham^; immortality is

the idea which underhes Jacob's description of this life as

a pilgrimage^. The patriarchs speak and act as men who
sit loosely to all that makes their earthly existence dear;

and as each in his tui-n is gathered to his people*^, it

might well seem that their faith in immortality is traced

upon their rock-hewn sepulchres. The fervent aspiration

of Balaam for a death like that of the righteous is but a

pointless phrase, if Balaam or Moses believed death to be

extinction ^ ; and the severe laws which were promulgated

by the Hebrew legislator against charmers, consulters

with famihar spirits and those who, as the witch of

« Gen. V. 34: cf. 2 Kings ii. 3, 5, ^ Gen. xv. i. S Ibid, xlvii. 9.

^ Gen. XXV. 8, 17 j xxxv. 29; xlix. 33. Dr. Pusey observes that "this

expression does not intend a reunion of bodies in a common burying-placc.

Abraham was not buried with his fathers, nor was Ishmael. Jacob speaks

of being gathered to his people as something distinct from being buiied with

his fathers. Gen. xlix. 29."— 0» Daniel the Prophet, p. 496.
i Num. xxiii. 10.

J Deut. xviii. 10, 11. i Sam. xxviii. 3, 8, 11, 15. Exod. xxii. 18.

Lev. xix. 31 ; and xy. 27.

I 2
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Bnaor, professed to call up the dead by incantations,

show liow profoundly a belief in tlie souFs immortality

had in the early Sinaitic age sunk into the heart of the

people, although this belief was blended with an odious

superstition. Can we wonder that not merely moral per-

plexities, but worship, fear, confidence in God, penitence

for past sin, the sense of the emptiness of this world, the

desire to possess God, draw forth from the lyric soul of

the Psalmists, who represent and address the faith of the

people, the clear, sweet, exultant note, in which again and

again they sing of immortality ?

II. The authority of our Lord Jesus Christ, Divine and

Infallible^ is the true and sufficient basis of this doctrine

in the Christian soul. He sanctions the anticipatory

statements of the Old Testament, and the dogmatic

enunciations of the Apostles whom He sent. His own
utterances cover the whole area of what is revealed upon

the subject. He thus relieves His servants of responsi-

bility in teaching a doctrine, against which in its fulness

the unbelief and the passions of man would often have

especial and fierce prepossessions.

The arguments for the souFs immortality are very

various in their degrees of abstruseness or popularity.

Thus our immortality has been deduced by some thinkers,

as by Leibnitz, from an analysis of the nature of the

soul ^, By others it has been argued that the mere idea

of an Infinite God and of an endless life implies that the

k " Our soul is a substance : now no substance can entirely perish except

by a miracle of annihilation. And as the soul has no parts, it is not possible

that it should be dissolved into several separate substances; therefore the soul

is naturally \xs\\x\<yct2\."— System of Theology, ed. Russell, p. 159. In the

same way, Leibnitz argues that " the I, or principle of unity, is a thing

which cannot perish either in us or in brutes. For to perish always implies

dissolution : now the principle of unity, being without composition, is

iDcapable of dissolution."

—

Letter to M. de Boinehurg. Compare Butler,

Anal. c. i. p. 18.
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thinking being who has conceived it must be immortal ^

The universal desii'e for a deeper and more lasting happi-

ness than can be found on earth has always appeared to

Christian philosophers^ eminently to the great Augustine,

to point to that future of which the Psalmist sings.

When I wake up after Thy Likeness, I shall be satisfied

^dth it™." But the consideration by which the truth

before us is most frequently fortified, expanded, propa-

gated in the heart and mind of the people, is that of the

Psalm before us. AVhat are the precise natm^al facts of

human life, which first cause the Psalmist such keen dis-

tress, and then serve to reinvigorate his faith and hope ?

The answer is, that man suffers, and is also a moral agent,

and that between his moral action and his suffering there

is no regular correspondence, nay, rather, there is a per-

petual jar and disproportion. From age to age a Tiberius

wears the purple, while the pride and flower of human
virtue is being crucified between two thieves. In en-

deavouring to counterbalance the force of this perpetual

and universal fact, the formulae of an abstract logic are

powerless ; and the secret thoughts, and the accustomed

sayings, and the irrepressible emotions of men, mount
with the strong certainty of a moral intuition towards an

eternal world. Scepticism, indeed, points to the sufierings

of the lower creatures ; and Bishop Butler would seem to

concede the probability of their possessing some modified

form of being hereafter, correspondent to their imperfect

morahty °. But be this as it may, what an altogether dis-

tinct thing is human suficring from any form of mere

animal agony. How intense it is, how enduring, how
full of consciousness ! Like the flash of lightning which

^ " Je ne consols pas qu'une ame, que Dieu a voulu remplir de I'idee

de Son Etre Infini, et des ses verites eternelles, puisse etre aneantie."

—

La
Bruyere, c. 16, qu. by Nicholas, Etudes, i. 85, ed. Brussels.

™ Ps. xvii. 14, 15. n Analogy, c. i. p. 17.
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reveals to tlie shipwrecked seaman the waterj grave whicli

yawns to receive liim^ reason illuminates the horrors of

human pain. Reason forecasts pain, not by a vague and

precarious instinct, but on the strength of an infallible

induction. Reason perpetuates pain by committing it to

the care of memory. To suffer with reflection upon the

fact of suffering, is to suffer each moment with accu-

mulating sharpness of agony. To suffer as men suffer, is

to suffer, not as a mere disordered animal organism, but

with the moral intensity of a submissive or reluctant will.

What is such pain, when unmerited, but the very pledge

of an immortality which shall redress its unequal dis-

tribution ? Many a human life carries along with it, con-

tains within itself, the speaking revelation of an Eternal

Future. Search, if you will, among the classes who
people history ; and you shall find even at the summits of

society how the just man perisheth and no man layeth

it to heart,'^ how friends are betrayed, and hearts are

broken, and virtue is condemned to the monotony of an

apparent failure. But look also more immediately around

you; visit those cemeteries of human pain, where it is

buried out of our sight; visit our workhouses, our

factories, nay, I will add, our prisons. Mark that young

girl who is supporting a large family by toiling late and

early in a close room, and whose countenance even now
betrays the hectic flush of incipient consumption. Yisit

that dying pauper, who has worked hard and struggled

honestly against weak health, and for masters who have

treated him much as they have treated the cattle around

him. Enter the cell of that prisoner (and such there have

been) who is the elect victim of a social panic, and who is

sentenced to die for a crime of which he knows himself to

be innocent. Explain to these, the suffering classes, that

you have disposed of immortality on the authority of this

anatomist, or of that metaphysician ; and you will encounter
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a conviction, of wkich you suspect neither the strength

nor the majesty. That mass of unintelligible suffering

will look around it at the many who "come into no

misfortune like other folk_, neither are plagued like other

men '^/^ yet without doing or being any thing that could

merit exemption ; it will look up to that Heaven in which

God reigns, hidden indeed by the clouds of His im-

penetrable Providence, but in Himself, eternally and

unchangeably Just; and finally, after a moment of ter-

rible suspense, it will look you in the face to tell you that

your disbehef in immortahty is inhuman ; it will tell you

that there must be an eternity, even though it should be

too honest and too humble at once to add, with the

Psalnist, " My flesh and my heart faileth : but God is the

strength of my heart, and my portion for ever/'

IIL It is characteristic of a large section of contempo-

rary thought, more or less unfriendly to revealed religion,

that it is at once scrupulously conservative and fiercely

radidl. Eadical, in that its more logical and representa-

tive developments destroy nothing less than the very

foundations of rehgious truth and life. Conservative, in

that it often clings with tenacious and unaffected earnest-

nes to the consecrated language of the faith. The

unbelief of the last century attacked with iconoclastic zeal

tie terms which enshrined such truth as it rejected, no less

tlan the truth itself. The motto of rehgious destroyers

has generally been, "Destroy the nests, or the birds

nay return. Leave not the feudal castle standing, or it

nay again be tenanted by its natural occupants." Our

jwn age is too archaeological, too refined, perhaps too

self-confident, to act on such a maxim. Catholic cathe-

drals are decorated, as in Scotland and Switzerlg^nd, with

painted glass by their Presbyterian tenants; and some

very advanced disciples of unbelieving teachers enthusi-

o Ps. Ixiii. 5.
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asticaily retain the formal language of theology, since,, in

their hands, we are told, it has become the expression of

a higher truth than could attach to it when it was used

by the old theologians. Accordingly we hear of grace,

together with elaborate arguments against the reahty of

Divine influences ; of prayer, while the possibility of any

real action upon the Will of God is formally denied; of

the Incarnation, when nothing is less intended than the

glorious truth that the Infinite and Everlasting Hoi/ One

took our flesh in the womb of Mary ; of God, when God
has been pronounced to be identical with nature, and

when nothing more personal and living is meant thar an

abstract order of things, for which it is hard to select any

other equally satisfactory designation/^ Thus the old

language is dismantled ; it is emptied of its meaning and

its life : it is kept up like a venerable ruin, to enshrine a

sentiment, but not to give shape and impulse to a living

conviction. We are inclined for a moment to reseit the

semblance of a cruel equivocation. We say that we vould

rather have to deal with a foe whose hostility to our creed

was not masked beneath an appearance of formally con-

fessing it. But this judgment must speedily give way to

another more intrinsically accurate, and more welcome to

Christian charity and to Christian compassion. Remaik,

brethren, how in their use of the ancient terminology Df

the Church, men of decaying faith, or even men whose

faith has perished outright, yet pay the tribute of an ir-

voluntary homage to the beauty and majesty of her CreeG,

while in the very act of renouncing its authority. It is i

sad satisfaction to them to repeat the language, althougt

they have lost the belief of their forefathers. Conscious

of the qjching void within them, they cling desperately,

imploringly, to words which have been for ages, which are

still to millions, which once perchance have been to them-

selves, the symbols of a living certainty, the framework of
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a heavenly truth, that brightens, warms, elevates the

soul which really embraces it. Such men are in the

position of the shipwrecked seaman, who is battling with

the waves, and clinging in his strong agony to a timber of

what was once his home, while moment by moment he is

really drifting upon the surf or the rocks which will

presently mark his grave. Surely we do not tell him, as,

powerless to help him, we watch him from the cliffs, that

he ought to have kept off a dangerous coast, and that his

last hope is a mockery. Rather do we fall on our knees

and pray the good God in heaven to defeat our sad antici-

pations, and to bring help in a case where vain is the help

of man. But at least, in the interest of humanity, we
describe his misfortune ; we investigate, as far as we may,

its exact causes ; and if need be, we erect a lighthouse,

which shall help to save others from his fate. Those who
fi'om old affection misuse the language of the faith, may
well have claims on our compassion and sympathy ; but an

explanation is none the less necessary, if we are to claim

for Truth her ancient rights, and for human speech its

ancient meaning.

Certainly, in contemporary literature the word Immor-
tahty is clung to with a desperate tenacity which proves

how, in spite of their theories, men shrink from resigning

themselves to the naked idea of absolute annihilation.

Here, for instance, is a materiahst of the most advanced

school, who is nevertheless an ardent behever in immor-
tahty. ^^I beheve,^^ says he, ^''in immortality—the

immortahty of matter. Matter is really immortal, inde-

structible. Not any the smallest atom of the sum total

of existing matter can ever disappear from existence.

Modern chemistry teaches me that the birth and dissolu-

tion of the organic and inorganic forms around me do but
shift the combinations of matter, while they can neither

add to nor lessen the original mass. Matter is thus the
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scene of perpetual_, uninterrupted cliange; but its mass

and its quality are alike invariable. My body then,

althougb not immortal in its existing form, is immortal in

its constitutive elements. My body will turn to dust,

and my soul, wbich is only ^ an effect of several molecules

endowed with force,' will naturally cease with the cessa-

tion of its cause. But the dust itself is immortal, im-

perishable : it will enter into new combinations ; it will

subserve to all eternity new forms of life."

Nay, more, he will add, " I believe in a second immor-

tality, the immortaUty of force. Just as matter in the

judgment of my science can neither be created nor annihi-

lated, but only transformed ; so it is with force. Force

is self-existent, eternal, yet capable of infinite transmuta-

tion. Not any the least conceivable quantity of existing

force can cease to exist. Weight, mechanical force, heat,

light, electricity, magnetism, cohesion, affinity, these

forces are inherent in, and inseparable from, matter.

They constitute the world
;
they are, with few exceptions,

capable of reciprocal transformations. There ' is a circular

movement in force, the correlative to a similar movement

in matter.'' Thus, therefore, the forces which combine

a certain quantity of matter into that actual form which is

myself, must, I know, in the course of time enter upon

new functions and relations which will involve my previous

dissolution. But my consolation lies herein;—that these

forces themselves are immortal and indestructible; and

that, although my personal life is but a fugitive shadow

upon the surface of existence, the forces which have

resulted in producing it can never die p.^'

We believe," others urge, in immortality ; and in a

higher immortality than that of the elements of our

animal life. We believe in the immortality of man, of the

human race. We cannot doubt that our species will be

P So, for exaiTiple, Biicliner, Kraft und Stolf, cli. 2 and
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perpetuated for ever. AYliat if individuals die every "^liere

around us ? wliat altliougli we see not merely the old and

weak dropping like ripe fruity almost hourly iuto therp

graves, but strong, hale men cut off by disease or by

violence in the prime of life ? Does not life, nevertheless,

encroach perpetually upon the frontiers of death ? Is not

the great treasure of human existence ever being handed

on from sire to son ? Surely the individual may die, but

humanity survives; and as the generations which have

passed away yet Hve in the veins and muscles of us their

children, so we in turn are assured of a corresponding life,

after death, in the generations which will take our place

and name/'

Say others, " TV"e believe in immortality—the immor-

tahty of thought. We grant that little real consolation

is to be derived from that power of perpetuating our race

and kind which we share with the whole animal and vege-

table world. But surely thought, the product of our

human reason, is at once proper to man and properly im-

mortal. Our bodies may decay, but our souls will exist

iu the ideas which they have originated or transmitted.

Here is the incentive to generous effort ; here is the true,

the highest distinction. "We will conti-ibute something to

the stock of human thought j we will live for ever in the

thinking life of humanity. For, Hteratui-e too has its

heaven ; and while there are inferior rewards, meted out,

in a graduated scale of merit, to lesser celebrities, we may
dwell in the rapture of hterary aspiration upon the trans-

cendant glories reserved for a Homer, a Plato, a Shake-

speare, a Goethe
" We beheve," cries another band of believers, in im-

mortaHty ; but our ^ immortaHty ' must be truly human.
It must be moral. The immortals of thought wiU always
be a select aristocracy; whereas we desire an immor-
tality that may be the heritage of the people,—not that
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mere immortality of fame which was the ideal of Paganism.

Sm^ely conspicuous moral effort^ surely an example of

courage^ of disinterestedness^ of toil under discourage-

ments and in the face of difficulties, is a thing which lives.

We may om-selves succumb to the law of annihilation;

but let us at least enrich the race with a legacy of moral

force, or of moral beauty. Let us, whether in the palace

or the cottage, whether at the forge or in the library, cul-

tivate moral truth for its own sake, and be sure that no

moral truth ever really dies."

We believe," exclaim some leading representatives of

the Pantheistic school, " in immortality ; and our immor-

tality, be it observed, is real. We believe that the sub-

stance of the soul is immortal. We believe in something

higher than dead matter and dead force. A mere pro-

longation of the species, an immortahty of thought or of

example, does not content us ; because man himself is not

the species, nor yet the thought, nor yet the example,

and it is an imperfect satisfaction to him that these

survive if he himself is annihilated. We do not merely

maintain that the soul lives for ever; we assert that

it cannot die. ISTothing that exists can cease to be

;

since the idea of nothing involves a philosophical contra-

diction. There may be a transformation of the soul, but

it cannot be literally destroyed. The conditions of its

existence may vary, its substance must perforce endure.

That which makes up its ephemeral personality may give

way to other modes of being, but its actual self can never

perish, for the simple reason that it already exists."

Observe, brethren, that this, the Pantheistic represen-

tation, has from whatever causes, a peculiar and fatal fas-

cination for a large class of minds in our own day. It

escapes the repulsive and inhuman avowals of materialism ;

the creed of a Lucretius could never be largely popularized.

It keeps clear of such ansubstantial "immortalities" as
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those of race, or tliouglit,, or fame. It might even seem for

a moment to be almost radiant -witli Christian hope. And
as it bids us fear not to meet our last hour, in the philo-

sophical conviction that no spiritual essence which already

exists can really forfeit existence, we almost hear the great

Apostle chanting his hymn of the Eesurrection, " 0 death,

where is thy sting ? 0 grave, where is thy victory ^ V*

But this illusion dissolves On our perceiving that Pan-

theism, in obedience to its leading principles, while ad-

mitting the substance of the soul to be indestructible, yet

denies the immortality of the jpersonal soul. Let us sup-

pose that the metaphysical base, that the pure substance

of the soul could be thus detached, even in speculation,

from the conditions of its personal life. Let us imagine

that this living, but impersonal substance, this vague idea

of a common fund of being, were abstractedly possible.

Still, I would ask, is this immortality of Pantheism an im-

mortality, I will not say, in the ecclesiastical and biblical,

but in the human sense of the term ? Surely this imper-

sonal immortahty is only another term for annihilation.

Just as God^s existence is practically denied by the denial

of His Personality, so the immortality of the soul is denied

by the philosophy which strips from it all that gives unity,

identity, consciousness to our existence, and which asserts,

certainly the continuity of something, of some substance

or being, vague and indeterminate, of something which

may hereafter be pointed to as having been once myself,

but which I can as little hope ever to recognize for such

as any thing else in nature. At least, it is impossible to

feel any practical interest in a destiny so purely meta-

physical and abstract. The immortahty of the personal

soul, with its own history of thought, love, action,

struggles, sufferings, with its own enduring consciousness,

with its peculiar physiognomy, original and acquired, re*

q I Cor. XV. 55.
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cognized by others without, recognized by itself as before

God within_, is denied by Pantheism. And when this is

generally understood, a few phrases do not check the

advance of the common sense of mankind, and we proclaim

here a virtual denial of the immortality of the soul.

This, indeed, is practically conceded by a large body of

language in this class of writers themselves ; since they

lay but slight emphasis upon an immortality so devoid of

practical interest as that just noted, and address themselves

• to the culture of a kind of subjective immortahty which

leaves the question of the future altogether out of sight.

The true eternal life, we are told, is not to be looked for

beyond the tomb Immortality is not a form of future

existence ; it is strictly proper to our present life. K we
associate ourselves in thought with the Absolute, with the

Divine, we are thereby immortal. Our thought escapes

from the sphere of the contingent, and mounts to the

Eternal Substance which upholds and sustains it. While

thus upheld and sustained, it enjoys a sense of participa-

tion in the eternity of the Eternal Being. This sense of

participation is not merely a pledge of immortality ; it is

immortality. In this present life we enjoy immortality

;

its scene is our thinking and feeling soul. It were childish

to seek another immortality elsewhere, and hereafter.

Eeligious immortality,^^ cries even Schleiermacher, is

to feel, even in this finite world, that we are one with the

Infinite and Eternal Being, The man who understands

that he is more than his mere self, knows that he loses but

little, when he himself ceases to exist. Only he who is

conscious of a holier and grander ambition than that of

living on as an individual, has a right to immortality. He
alone comprehends that illimitable existence, to which we
ought without fail to raise ourselves by death

* So Herder.

8 Second Disc, on Religion, quoted by Caro, Idee de Dieu (Doctrines

Recentes), p. 365. Schleiermacher is apparently paraphrasing Spinoza.
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The question is, whether, if we do not live on as indi-

viduals, we can properly be said to live on at all. It is

doubtless difficult to reconcile the real permanency of

individual existence, with any current doctrine of the

identity of the finite and the Infinite. But to distinguish

the real soul, as the principle of bodily Hfe, and as destined

to perish with the body, from ideal soul, freed from the

actual soul by death, and then returning to God, to subsist

in Him imder the form of thought, is an expedient which

does not reassure us*. "Will then this thought, eternal

but impersonal, be my real self ? In this theory of an

impersonal future existence, there is an inevitable tendency

to fall back upon the present sense of immortality, as if it

were equivalent to the fact. The question really is this.

Is immortality a real thing, independent of our thought

about it, or do we in sober earnest create the fact of im-

mortahty by realizing the idea ? Certainly the growth of

the sense of our immortal destiny is an essential feature

of the Life of God in the soul. This is a truth which no

Christian would deny. But no Christian would admit

that the independent fact of our immortal existence de-

pends upon our grasping or ignoring the idea of it. "We

can no more make immortahty by thinking about it, than

we can create God by thinking of Him. The sense of im-

mortahty is one thing; the fact another. Fichte some-

where speaks of his '^realizing the life to come in the

present life, because he lives conformably to moral order."

If this means that a good man has in his conscience a

sweet and certain foretaste of heaven upon earth, every

Christian will agree with him. K we are informed that it

means, " that the thought of eternity is essentially immor-
tahty," we cannot but become aware that in point of fact

the future world is not really believed in at all. There is

nothing really to be looked for beyond this world of sense

and time, with the * idea ' of eternity, such as it is, in re-

t So Schelling.
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sei-vej as soinetliing to fall back upoii_, if we like to do so.

The 'idea' may still yield us an intellectual pastime; ib

can hardly be cherished as a serious consolation. It is one

thing to believe in immortality; it is another to assert

that man "possesses the power of conceiving the Eter-

nal/'

rV . The only immortality which can aspire permanently

to interest and influence mankind must assert that the life

of the soul in perpetuity is an objective fact_, altogether in-

dependent of our mental conceptions^ nay even of our

moral activities. And the Gospel does not say to us,

" Create an immortahty for yourselves by ' Hving con-

formably to moral order/ or by ^ thinking on the Eternal

and the Absolute.""' It says rather, "You are already,

whether you know it or not, whether you will it or not,

immortal beings. You cannot now be other than im-

mortal, for the simple reason that God has gifted you

with an indestructible principle of life. Strip, then, from

the eye of your spirits that earthly film which hides from

you the real dignity, the mysterious awfulness, the vast

capacities of this gift of life. Look to it, that the eternity

which is inevitably before you be an eternity, not of the

woe which you may merit, but of the bliss which has

been won for you by the Sanctity and Sufferings of your

Lord"

A real immortality is an objective fact : it is also the

immortality of a 'personal life. The ancient Pantheists

delighted in the illustration of the drop of life which re-

turns at death to its parent ocean, and which is undistin-

guishably blended with the boundless expanse, the un-

fathomed depths of Universal Being. But, suppose it

possible to say that an existence is really continued, from

which all that constitutes individuality has been withdrawn.

Suppose it possible to hold to and to rejoice in this pre-

,
sumed identity of the mere substance of being with what



once had been a living individual man. Still tlie question

must arise,, How can you hope to trace it ? Why insist

upon this identity, if it is too vague or too subtle a thing

to be verified ? Consider. How shall we recognize our-

selves hereafter? How shall we know that we have

existed previously on the earth ? How shall we, each one

of us, perceive and be assured of the intellectual and

moral continuity of our lives ? How shall we be convinced

that our place in another sphere is in any sense a result of

a previous existence ?

(a.) It is obvious here to refer to Bishop Butler's Dis-

sertation on Personal Identity. Such personal identity

will have to be tested first of all by the action of memory.

The doctrine of metempsychosis, which seeks a relief from

the moral perplexities of life in a new sphere of probation

for the sinful soul after death, forfeits this test of per-

sonahty when it makes the disembodied spirit drink of

the waters of forgetfulness. Memory may be suspended

in sleep and distorted in idiots, but destroy it utterly and

you destroy all power of appreciating personality. Even
in this world memory recalls circumstances, friends, states

of mind, forms of thought, so difi'erent from those of

which we have present experience, as to belong ap-

parently to a different life from our own. Yet memory
bridges over the chasm between the present and the

past; and we reaHze our living personality as we trace

the oneness of our personal history. In Butler's words,
" By reflecting upon that which is myself now, and that

which was myself twenty years ago, I discern that they

are not two, but one and the same self.'' Of course this

consciousness ^' ascertains," it does not constitute per-

sonal identity"." But life, which else were a series of

disconnected fragments, is thus exhibited to us by
memory as an organic whole : and as we plunge into

" Bishop Butler, Dissert, on Personal Identity. Works, vol. i. p. 308.
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the pastj and reconstruct the picture of our acts and

sufiferings in bygone years^ we gain a clear, sharp insight

into the fact of our personality, which has created that

history from which we are now so far removed. So,

only in an infinitely greater degree, will it be hereafter.

Memory, which is often thrown into the background of

the inner life by the more active importunity of reason,

imagination, and will, reserves herself for those crises

when a great fear or a great sorrow bids thought, and

action, and even fancy be still, that the past may return

like a flood upon that soul which has lived for years only

in the present. Memory waits awhile to flash forth at

the appointed hour her ever-latent revelations, often, a?

experience shows us, in the immediate anticipation of

death, certainly, as the Faith assures us, at the judgment-

seat of Christ. Sui'ely she will not then review the past

once for all, that she may dismiss it for ever ; she will

live to be the everlasting heart-ache of the lost, the

everlasting joy of the redeemed. To believe in the im-

mortality of the soul is to believe, I do not say in the

continuous activity, but in the continuous (although some-

times dormant) power of memory. Do you ask whether

amid the sublimities of the future world it will be possible

that we should dwell on the commonplace, insignificant

life of this ? Ask yourselves in turn, whether any human
life, which has before it, and must issue in, an eternity, be

really insignificant and commonplace ? Has real greatness

any thing whatever to do with outward circumstances ?

Will not the poorest cottage, the humblest, most mono-
tonous di'udgery of occupation, be everlastingly bright in

a saintly memory, if that cottage have been the scene,

that occupation the discipline, amid which a predestined

Boul has been training for the life of heaven ^ ?

* "W ho does not feel this, in reading that beautiful contribution to

Christian literature—the Journal of Eugenie de Gueriu ? Some oi'
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{fi.) Memory surely will recall ourselves to ourselves

for ever. But in doing sOj it will recall others. Dives

must remember not merely his good tilings/' but his

five brethren/' Others have acted upon us_, and we upon

them; and this reciprocated influence enters most in-

timately and every where into that history of life which

reveals its personality to the soul. We cannot but re-

member them : but—shall we merely remember them ?

Will our view of that past, so profoundly interesting to

ourselves, be a dry, passionless register of our relations to

those whom we knew on earth ? Impossible. The dead

whom we have loved on earth live at this hour, not merely

in our memories, but in our hearts. We do not merely

remember that we once loved them ; we love them now.

It is not memory which keeps love ahve. Love it is

rather, which cannot die, and which involves the per-

sistent life of memory. We should not know ourselves,

our earthly life would be to us strange and unintelligible,

if we could remember without emotion those whom we
have once really loved. And therefore we should only

retain a mutilated soul ; our soul would have forfeited its

identity, if it could have stripped itself of affection in the

act of dying, while it retained the cold, clear consciousness

of objects which had once reigned in the heart. Doubtless

this brings us face to face with an anxious question, which

has often been asked, about the continuance of such

earthly attachments, as will be seen hereafter to be in-

compatible with a perfect vision of the Sanctity of God.

And it must be admitted, that aU who have been loved

on earth cannot be everlastingly loved in heaven. But,

even in this life, the heart makes its necessary sacrifices to

the just demands of faith or of reason. Nor does this

admission really impair the substantial fact of the eternity

the thoughts in this Sermon—I cannot say which— arc, I doubt noti

hers.

K' 2
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of legitimate afiection as an integral feature of tlie souVs

personal immortality.

(7.) Besides memory and affection, tliat wMcli we term

cliaracter is a test of personality. As no two faces, so

no two souls, are absolutely alike. The Creator exMbits

His inexhaustible resources in moulding an unnumbered
series of individuals after a general type, without making
any one of tkem the exact counterpart of another. The
differences between soul and soul are greater than any

bodily differences of feature and stature. They are, it

may be added, independent of the vital and trenchant

distinctions which sever souls in a state of grace and

reconciliation with God from the sinful, and the unrecon-

ciled. Differences in the souFs physiognomy, differences

original and profound, sever race from race, sex from sex,

this individual from that. Here reason predominates,

feeling there ; here action, there passion ; in this quarter is

decision, in that tenderness ; on this side a daring impetu-

osity, on that a cautious or timid reserve. We find in

others the complement of what is lacking, or the cor-

rective of what is excessive in ourselves. But meanwhile

these peculiar capacities, dispositions, shades of feeling,

turns of thought, which have no moral colouring, are, in

their combination, part of. our individual inheritance of

the gift of life, and enter profoundly into our personality.

Can we surrender them altogether, and be still ourselves ?

Will there be nothing to distinguish St. John from

St. Peter in heaven ? Certainly " in Christ Jesus there is

neither male nor female ^ in that each sex is equally an

object of His Divine Kedemption; and those who live

with Him in His eternal Kingdom, will, as we know, be

conformed to the Image of the Son of God. But will

there be no line of demarcation hereafter between things

so unlike on eorth as the devotion of a saintly man and

y Gal. ii. 28>
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the devotion of a saintly woman? Are we to suppose

that original differences of spiritual structure,, so intrin-

sically interesting, so illustrative of the Divine Infinitude,

so essential to the maintenance of our perfect individuality,

will be annihilated in that world of beauty and glory, will

be sunk in the sameness of an absolute monotony, before

the very throne of the Great Creator ?

(8.) A spiritualist thinker who rejected revelation, yet

who believed seriously in the immortality of the soul,

must hold such immortality to be personal, and must,

upon analysis, admit the persistence of memory, affection,

and character, as tests of continued personal life. But he

would part company with the Church of Christ when she

professes her belief, not merely in the life everlasting, but

in the resurrection of the body. Yet may it not be true

that our Christian belief in the resurrection of the body is

but the logical consequence, the last and highest ex-

pression of the Christianas intense belief in, and reverence

for, the indestructible personality of man ? Would that

personality be entirely unmutilated, if at death the body

were to perish outright ^ ? Has not the body been for

2 Compare the language of South's Sermon on the General Resurrection

(vol i. p. 360, ed. Bohn, 1855) • "And therefore the opinion of the Socinians,

namely, that the soul, at the resurrection, shall be clothed with another and

quite different body, from what it had in this life (whether of ether or some

such like sublimated matter), moved thereto by the forementioned objections,

and the like, ought not to be admitted : it being contrary to reason and all

sound philosophy, that the soul successively united to two entirely distinct

bodies, should make but one and the same numerical person : since, though

the soul be indeed the prime and chief principle of the individuation of the

person, yet it is not the sole and adequate principle thereof; but the soul,

joined with the body, makes the adequate individuating principle of the

person. Nor will any true philosophy allow, that the body was ever

intended for the mere garment of the soul, but for an essential, constituent

part of the man, as really as the soul itself : and the difference of an essential

half in any composition will be sure to make an essential difference in the

whole compound. Nor is this Socinian assertion more contrary to the

principles of philosophy than to the express words of Scripture, which are
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years the companion^ the home,, the organ_, the expression

of the soul within ? And does this companionship point to

nothing but a higher freedom and perfection for the soul,

when soul and body shall have been parted by death?

Even the theory of a metempsychosis restores a body to

each disembodied spirit, but then it is a body altogether

different from that to which the soul was previously

united. The Christian faith bids us look forward to a

resurrection of that very body which has been throughout

our earthly life the instrument, the dwelling-house, per-

chance the faithful transcript of the personal soul within

it. And the risen body, transfigured, translucent with

spiritual glory, will still assert in the courts of heaven the

deathless endurance of our personality in its unimpaired

completeness ^.

Certainly the doctrine of an impersonal immortality

receives no support from the moral argument which

appeals to the unequal, unintelligible distribution of

human suffering. Let us suppose that death destroys

personality. It destroys in us, then, that which thinks

and wills, which knows that it thinks and wills, which

consciously apprehends actual existence, and which links

that existence by memory to a long and intricate past,

during which it is equally conscious of its own unimpaired

identity. But if personality be thus destroyed by death,

what remains in us which can be compensated, punished,

or rewarded ? The agent or the sufferer has been merged

not more positive in affirming a resurrection than in declaring a resurrection

of the same numerical person. And whereas they say, that they grant that

the same numerical person shall rise again, though not the same body, (the

soul, as tliey contend, still individuating any body which it shall be clothed

with), we have already shown, on the contrary, that the person cannot be

numerically the same, when the body is not so too ; since the soul is not the

sole principle of personal individuation, though the chief."

a Cf. Caro, Idee de Dieu (Doctrines Recentes), p. 440. I have largely

CoUowed this writer in parts of the preceding analysis.
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by the hypothesis in an ocean of universal life ; and, con-

sequently, it fares as well with the ungodly, whose eyes

swell with fatness, and who do even what they lust,'' as

with the Psalmist, " punished all the long day of life, and

chastened every morning^/' If we are to adopt these

formulae of Alexandrian or Indian speculation which have

in the present century met with so marked a welcome in

the heart of what was Christian Europe; then there is

certainly no after-woe for Dives; no rest in Abraham's

bosom for Lazarus; no real, tangible paradise for the

penitent who dies with his eye upon the Crucified; no
'Agoing to his own place" for Judas; no crown of

righteousness, except in his own bright imagination, for'

the aged Apostle. The threatenings of Eevelation mean
nothing worse than its promises; its promises point to

nothing better than its threats. All who live are assured

equally of an eternal life, which practically will be to all

an equal and utter annihilation.

V. "My flesh and my heart faileth: but God is the

strength of my heart, and my portion for ever." This in

aU ages is the exulting voice of the conviction, of the

instinct, of the sense of immortahty, in the servants of

God. He upholds them in being, and His eternity is to

be the measure of their own endless life. Yet they do not

lose themselves in Him. He upholds their distinct per-

sonahty ; " God is the strength of my heart He so folds

them to His Bosom, that theij possess Him ; " God is my
portion for ever." Already, in a measure, heaven is

within them, by anticipation. Yet their sense of an un-

dying existence does not create, still less is it a substitute

for, the reality.

The sense of immortality may be lost ; the fact, whether

for weal or woe, remains. The sense of immortality may
be gradually or violently killed out of the soul, by the errors

»' Ps. Ixiii 7, 14.
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of depraved infellect ; or it may be buried alive, beneath

the filth of animal indulgence. That soul must have parted

company with its God which is indeed altogether enslaved

to matter. It is the willing accomplice of a body whose

degradations sap the springs even of physical life. It

hastily shuts its eyes with sensitive apprehension against

the unwelcome shadow,, against the dreaded presentiment,

of an actual immortality. Truly such a soul is in love

mth death. It is sinking lower and lower, deeper and

deeper, into the moral and intellectual abyss. And as it

sinks it forfeits, without a pang, the perception of its own
powers, of its own reahty, of the unity, and simplicity, and

immateriality of its essence, of its past spiritual freedom

from matter, of its possessing, of its being an indestruc-

tible principle of life. It welcomes any philosophy which

will engage to overcloud the Face of the Sun of Right-

eousness, or which will assist it to bury itself decently in

the folds of sense, and to forget its true home and destiny

while it feeds upon the husks that the swine did

eat.

Can such a soul return ? can it rise ? Undoubtedly.

On this side of the grave there are no limits to the power of

the grace of God. And as the soul rises, it recovers its hold

upon those glorious truths which it lost in its descent.

Together with the sight of GodL, the sight of the true self

returns. The sense of immortality is deepened by all that

brings the personal soul, consciously, face to face with

the personal God Who made it. The sense of immortality

is deepened by penitence ; for penitence is the sincere

exercise of memory upon our past existence, under the

guidance of the love of God. It is deepened by prayer ; for

prayer is the voice of the inmost being consciously speak-

ing to its Maker. It is reinforced by such channels of the

Divine Power as are the sacraments : the earliest Fathers

spoke ofthe Eucharist, in allusion to the words of our Divine
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Lord_, as ^' the salve of immortality'^/-' It is stimulated by

acts of self-sacrifice^ wLich kindle into intense conscious-

ness the immortal germ of life; thougli they may for

awhile depress, at the bidding of eternal principles, its

earthly tenement. It prompts, and is strengthened by,

a genuine love of man as man. Doing justice to the

greatness of human destiny, it has no heart to dwell upon

the accidents of bii'th, or station, or income, or accom-

pHshments which overlie the mighty reality, upon which

alone its gaze is persistently fixed. But it attains its

greatest strength, it prepares for its loftiest triumphs, at

the foot of the Cross of Jesus ; since the Agony of the

Divine Victim reveals the price and yields the measure of

the life of the human soul.

Thus they who, like David, have gazed on the dying

Redeemer by the light of prophecy, or who, like St. Paul,

in the full sunshine of the Gospel, have determined to

know nothing but Jesus Christ and Him crucified —
have enjoyed in the highest degree the sense ofimmortality.

What the representatives of an advanced civihzation are

among a herd of savages, such are the saints of God
when we compare them with ordinary men. They have

higher aims, larger horizons, more commanding points of

view, a loftier, nay a totally distinct conception of life and

destiny. It is said that the Roman conquerors of the

c " The true tiiiderstanding of this fruition and union wliicli is bet\vixt

the Body and the Head, betwixt the true believers and Christ, the ancient

Cathohc Fathers both perceiving themselves, and commending to their

people, were not afraid to call this Supper, some of them, 'the salve of

immortality and sovereign preservative against death other, ' a deifical

communion;' other, 'the sweet dainties of our Saviour,' 'the pledge of

eternal health, the defence of faith, the hope of the Eesurrection other,

' the food of immortality,' ' the healthful grace,' and ' the conservatory to

everlasting life."'

—

First part of the Sermon concerning the Sacrament,

Homilies, p. 398, ed. Oxf. 1844. Cf. (pdpuaicoy adayzalas, ai/rlBoTos 70v fiij

uTodayeiy, S. Ign. ad. Ephes. c. 20.

^ I Cor. ii. 2.
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world carried in their faces the secret of the triumphs of

an imperial people. Much more do sincere Christians walk

the earth with the mien and bearing of a race of immortals

;

although the rays of spiritual majesty which stream forth

from the burning spirit within them, often do but illumine

the weakness of the body ^which yet encases it. Of such

it is literally true, that " whether they live they live unto

the Lord, or whether they die they die unto the Lord®."

They know that the few years of time are but a halt at the

gate of Eternity; and that true wisdom consists in prac-

tically understanding the ineffaceable distinction, which

parts that which perishes before our very eyes from that

which must last for ever.

e Rom. xiv. 8.



SERMON VL

HU^MILITY AND ACTION.

Peov. iii. 6.

Tn all thy toays acJcnotoledge Sim, and He shall direct thy paths.

ACHAEACTERISTIO of the Old Testament Scrip,

tures, wliicli results from tlie genius of tlie Hebrew
language, is specially observable in the Book of Proverbs.

Instead of tbe copious, versatile, precise, and in so many
respects unrivalled instrument wliicb the Greek wields

wben expressing his thought, the Hebrew writer has at

command a language possessing by comparison only a

few and simple words. But, among these, many are

words of the widest range and applicability. They are

words containing depth below depth of meaning. They
are words which include and anticipate all that a more

elaborate language attempts by such resources as com-

position. Such words only escape from being vague and

indefinite, because they are, and were felt by those who
used them to be, the expression of thought which is as

earnestly positive as it is plainly comprehensive. Of

these pregnant words, the immediate context is generally

the sufficient interpreter. It often summons forth, from

among the treasures of thought which underlie the word,

that one variety or shade of meaning which is thus shown
to be most prominent in the inspired writer^s mind. But
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it also not unfrequently leaves us embarrassed by the

abundance of meanings wbich suggest themselves, and

whicli are doubtless intended to teach us the depth and

many-sidedness of the sacred language through which we
attain so large an insight into the Will of God. Hence
it results that the Old Testament Eevelation, particularly

in matters of morals_, covers much more nearly the same

area as the New, than we may have been in the habit of

supposing. The precepts of the New Testament are often

in point of fact specific applications of some more general

precepts which are found in the ancient Scriptures. These

applications were always and literally latent in the thought

of the Old Testament writer ; but they are only brought

out into distinct relief and detail by the language of some

Apostle or Evangelist.

Now the text furnishes us with a sample of this almost

untranslateable pregnancy and power of Hebrew speech.

The English word ^ acknowledge ^ represents only one of

the many meanings which are to be found in the original

word ^IJ. This word, originally identical with elZuv and

videre^ came to signify that which results from sight,

unless the sense be imperfect or the understanding im-

paired, namely, knowledge. It exhibits knowledge at

all its stages of growth. It stands for a knowledge of

isolated facts, and for a knowledge of facts in their

largest combinations. It describes a mere act of percep-

tion, an unsuspected discovery, a stern experience in-

flicted upon the dull understanding; it pictures casual

acquaintance and the closest possible intimacy ; it is used of

knowledge by name and of knowledge face to face. It is

used of the moral sense recognizing moral good or moral

evil; and of the affections gaining knowledge of their

object through being exercised on it. It depicts the

movements, not merely of the heart and intellect, but

also of the will. It thus represents sometimes the watch-
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fill, active care of God^s loving Providence, sometimes the

prostrate adoration of a soul, in which knowledge of its

Divine Object has passed into the highest stage, and is

practically inseparable from worship^. As used in the

passage before us, it describes nothing less comprehensive

than the whole action of man^s spiritual being when face

to face with the Eternal God. To know God in truth,

is " to beHeve in Him, to fear Him, and to love Him, with

all the heart, with all the mind, with all the soul, and with

all the strength ; to worship Him, to give Him thanks,

to put our whole trust in Him, to call upon Him, to

honour His holy Name and His Word, and to serve Him
truly When, then, we endeavour to extract from this

broad idea of knowledge some one practical and

specific application, our minds first of all wander over

that vast field of moral and mental action which is pos-

sible to a created spirit, consciously and religiously moving
in the presence of its Creator.

Now in the fii'st division of the Book of Proverbs,

which embraces the first nine chapters, there is a marked
sequence and continuity in the thought of the sacred

writer. And this coherence of the subject-matter notably

contrasts with the loosely connected or totally discon-

nected maxims of later portions of the Book. We are

• In justification of these statements, of. Gesenius, Thesaurus, s. v. yT for

examples. It need scarcely be added that in the case of words which, like

the present, express movements of the spiritual life of the soul, neither the

grouping of meanings nor the translations of passages which are frequently

suggested by that accomplished scholar would always appear satisfactory to

a believing Christian. The highest philological attainments sometimes fail

to discover the intimate sense of Scripture, which nevertheless is at once

obvious to a spiritual instinct. The Christian finds the living interpretation

of Scripture language in his own experience. And the consenting and
illuminated thought of Christendom, as represented in the language of the

early Church, is the safeguard against any presumptuous over-reliance on
private experiences.

Church Catechism.
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fherefore justified by the general character of that portion

of the Book, to which our text belongs, in seeking for a

limitation of the idea of knowledge in the verses

which immediately precede and follow it.

Trust in the Lord with all thine heart

;

And lean not unto thine own understanding.

In all thy ways ' acknowledge' Him,

And He shall direct thy paths.

Be not wise in thine own eyes :

Fear the Lord, and depart from evil."

Here plainly a contrast is suggested between a man^s

leaning to his own understanding and being wise in

his own eyes on the one hand, and a specific form or

result of real knowledge " of God on the other. It is

iin-esistibly implied, that to know God truly, to have a

full sight of God before the soul, is something more than

mere head-knowledge, that it is knowledge in act. It is,

in short, to be out of heart with self, to distrust self, to

abase and crush and forget self ; we are sensible of the Pre-

sence of a Being Who discovers to self its insignificance, or

its pollution. The text thus includes, besides much else,

such specific exhortations as that of St. Peter'', '^Be

clothed with humility.''^ It may therefore serve to guide

our thoughts on an occasion when, as you are aware, the

preacher is bound by the custom of the University'^ to

invite his hearers to cultivate the eminent and charac-

teristically Christian grace—thus explicity prescribed by

the great Apostle, thus impHcitly but really suggested by
the royal Hebrew moralist.

I. Not long since the question was discussed, whether

c I St. Peter v. 5, 6. It is plain from the context that humility here

means (i) specifically, submission to God's providential appointments in the

hierarchical distinction of ministers in the Church; (2) more generally,

absolute submission to God, as being the creature's duty towards his Creator.

Cf. especially ver. 6.

Preached on the morning; of Quinquagesima Suuday.
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a viitue can ever die. A brilliant but paradoxical writer

decided, "not only tbat virtues may die_, but tbat the

death of some virtues and the birtli of others are among

the most startling and instructive conclusions to which

the philosophy of history leads us." He observes, by way

of iUustration, that the virtues peculiar to a Eoman pro-

vincial governor present a picture to which mediaeval

Etirope can offer no parallel ; and again, that such

mediaeval virtues as poverty, chastity, and obedience

" have ceased to be the typical vii^tues of modem hfe."

Without inqtiiring how far these mediaeval virtues were

based on direct precepts or counsels in the New Testa-

ment, or again how far the mediaeval form which such

virtues may have temporarily assumed is to be distin-

guished fi'om their essential and imperishable spirit ; the

writer pronounces them all to be dying or dead. TTith

respect to the last of the catalogue, ''obedience,^ he

fervently exclaims :
" Submitting intellect to authority

seems to us merely childish : it is no longer intellect if it

does not work its own way. If ever a virtue was dead,

this of obeying intellectually is past and buried

Looking to the writer^s general position, we must dis-

tinguish between historical fact and moral obhgation.

Certainly particular relative excellences do characterize

particular races, epochs, stages of social progress. They
appear

;
they shine forth

;
they cast lustre on an age or a

generation
; they wane and fall back into obscurity

; they

vanish outright. Moreover, the outward mien and dress,

the living aspect, the practical appKcations even of im-

perishable virtues, may and do vary with the varying con-

ditions and phases of human society. These are simple

facts which lie upon the surface of the history of human-
kind

; but the historical fact may not for one moment be
confused witji the moral judgment which a Christian

= iSaturday lievietc, Xov. 14, 1863.
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must pass on it. Doubtless there are forms of virtuous

action suited to human life at one stage of its development

whicli do not fully express or answer to its wants and

aspirations at another. But the question does not concern

the mere modification of the outward expression of a

virtue 3 we are discussing the actual disappearance of the

virtue itself from the life of a generation. When such

disappearance takes place, are we to condemn the genera-

tion or to condemn the virtue ? Was the virtue an excel-

lence, or was it a superstition ? Is the generation which

has lost it really to be congratulated on having achieved

a step towards moral freedom ; or is it to be mourned over

as being the victim of a moral misery ? On this issue a

well-informed Christian and the writer before us would

take opposite sides. The writer contends that_, ''if we
act in a particular way_, we ought not to be willing to

admit that we are wrong meaning apparently that when
modem society has discarded a virtue,, it is justified in

assuming itself to possess a kind of practical infallibihty,

which condemns the virtue and justifies itself. But a

Christian has before him a higher and more reliable

standard of goodness than is supplied by the accidental

and shifting opinion of contemporary society. /_He has in

his hands a revelation of moral truth, correspondent

indeed to the pm-est intuitions of his moral sense, but

itself infalliblej He knows that every true virtue is based

on truth; and that a truth of morals, when pursued by

analysis to its abstract form, is just as indestructible a

thing as a truth of mathematics. Once a virtue, always a

virtue : that which is absolutely right now was always

right, whether it was recognized for such or not : that

which was ever really right is right at this hour ; what-

ever may be the transient attitude of our opinion or our

practice towards it. If practical applications may vary,

imperishable principles must live. Purity, justice, the
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love of God_, tlie love of humankind, unselfishness ;—these,

and such as these, live for ever. The Roman provincial

governor may have attained to a type of natural excellence,

the precise physiognomy of which was determined by the

exceptional and stimulating circumstances of his position.

But whatever was good or true in Pagan ethics lives on in

the Divine morality of the Church, and is incorporated

with the foundations of a moral code which unassisted

nature can no more realize in practice, than she could,

even in the best days of the later Stoicism, have even

sketched in theory.

Be well assured, brethren, that a virtue cannot really

die. It may indeed be neglected, forgotten, depreciated,

denounced ; but it cannot be absolutely extinguished by
the verdict whether of a school of thought, or of a country,

or of an age, or of an entire civilization. K indeed it be

a virtue at all ; if it ever deserved the name ; if it was

ever more than a strictly relative form of excellence ; the.^'

assuredly it is an imperishable force. The pledges of its

immortality are to be found on earth and in heaven \ as

high as the Eternal Mind of God, as deep as the inmost

conscience of regenerate humanity. Society may deter-

mine that the hour of that virtue is come ; society may
beheve it to be, may speak of it as being, dead and buried.

Literature may make its sepulchre sure, " sealing the

stone and setting a watch.-'^ But no true virtue was ever

buffeted, condemned, crucified by the injustice of opinion,

without the certainty of a coming resurrection. Js'o such

tragedy as the social extinction of a virtue was ever perpe-

trated by an infatuated people, without an accompanying

Divine assm-ance, gi-anted to loyal and faithful hearts, that

the conscience of man should one day gaze in self-accusing

love and adoration on that very form of moral beauty

which man's malice or his ignorance had dared to pierce.

The opinion which views intellectual submission as a
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dead virtue^ could hardly ascribe any strong vitality to tlie

grace of humility ; since submission of the intellect under

justifiable circumstances, such as the presence of an ade-

quate authority_, is related to the generic virtue humility,

as one of its specific varieties^ or as the necessary result

of its controlling principle. Still there is an interval

between the denial of a specific form of a virtue and a re-

pudiation of the virtue itself
;
and, to do justice to our

age, we have not yet reached a point at which humility is

described in terms as an old-world and efiete virtue.

Indeed, our age lays particular stress upon modesty, which

may be described as the social aspect of humility detached

from its internal principle ; and which is related in point

of value to the original virtue for which it is often sub-

stituted, much as a plaster-imitation of an antique statue

is to the statue itself.

Yet there are tendencies abroad which seem to be

converging towards the proscription of humility by

modern opinion. ^ Our conquests in the world of matter

and in the world of thought are held to justify an attitude

of mind widely different from that of the genera^tions who
have passed away

.J
It was theirs, we think, to cultivate

virtues which might beseem the babyhood of civilization

;

it is ours to practise the modes of thinking and act-

ing which are natural to its manhood. If they in their

ignorance did well to be self-distrustful, we in our know-

ledge and our power do better to be self-reliant and

self-asserting. This is the thought and tendency rather

than as yet the avowed language of a school which is

exercising a very powerful influence in the formation of

character and opinion. It is often said that Oxford men
of the present day are more self-reliant than their pre-

decessors of fifteen or twenty years ago
;
and, if this be

ao, it only amounts to saying that you, my younger

brethren, have sufiered from the action of intellectual
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causes whicli doubtless are at work in all classes of

Englisli society. You may meet with those who will

congratulate you on the fact^ if unhappily it be a fact;

but no man could do so who was speaking to you from

this pulpit in the Name of Jesus Christ oui- Lord. You
will pardon^ nay you will welcome^ a frankness which is

not so much the right as the necessity of a sincere

ministry of the Truth, and which is due not less to

yourselves than to Him ^Yhom here we represent; but

it is possible that some of you may be disposed to ask

why it should be implied that humihty is a vii'tue thus

absolute and indispensable. I must answer by asking

you to reflect on the only possible condition of its ceasing

to be so. K God could be pronounced non-existent or

dead; if Positivism or Pantheism were new revelations,,

at whose bidding that Living Being Whom we Christians

worship should vanish as if He were but the Great Pan
of an expiring heathendom; if there were no governing

Providence on earth, no Throne raised high above all

other thrones in heaven ; then there would be no room,

no justification for humility. Man, however he might

have come into existence, might then seriously suppose

himself to represent the highest existing life; and the

man who possessed a keener intellect or a stronger arm
than his fellow-men might naturally demean himself as if

he were God.

Certainly, in the absence of belief in the hving God,

there would be no occasion for the culture of humility.

But, whatever other questions are being agitated around

us, at least we are not yet inquiring whether God exists

or not. Nay, our Christian lips still profess to ascnbe
" Glory to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy
Ghost ; as it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall

be, world without end.^^ We have not yet ignored the

First ai:d Highest of all facts. We still confess the

L 2
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existence of One Being, Wlio is utterly and awfully

unlike all others. We are sure tliat tlie Lord He is

God/^ that '^it is He that hath made us and not we
ourselves f that " we are His people and the sheep of

His pasture^." We, the work of His Hands, live

consciously beneath the Eye of our Creator. He alone

is Almighty, alone Eternal, alone and literally Incom-

prehensible. Creation as it lies, in all its marvellous

beauty spread out before Him, with its countless worlds,

its innumerable orders and forms of life, its vast,

unimagined, unexplored materials, and forces, and laws,

is to Him as a toy, which in the fulness of His Almighty

freedom He fashioned but yesterday. It exists, as it was

framed, simply by His Will. He alone is Self-dependent;

He alone needs nothing from other beings ; He is the

One Being Whom nothing can impoverish. Whom nothing

can enrich. Whose greatness and blessedness are altogether

beyond the reach whether of loss or increase ^. He, our

God, and He alone, is essentially holy. In the highest

and most saintly of His creatures He beholds the taint

of moral imperfection, of folly and they, in turn, offer

Him the tribute of a perpetual adoration which proclaims

that He is altogether, in His essence, beyond and unlike

themselves ^.

^Depend upon it, brethren, the knowledge which a

Christian inherits in the Church of such a Fact as God
cannot be only head-knowledge.J It tells at once, for

for good or for evil, on the moral nature. It provokes

rebellion, when it does not suggest reverence, awe, love,

humiKty. For simple, truthful, earnest men, to see God

f Ps c. 2. g Dr. Pusey.

^ Exod. xxiv. 17. Deufc. iv. 24 ; ix, 3. Heb. xii. 29. Rev. v. 8; viii. 3, 4.

St.. James v. 15. Burning incense is the symbol of the sin-covering power

©f prayer—like the cloud that filled the temple. Keil on i Kings viii.

10, 11.
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truly with tlie soul's eye is to lie in tlie very dust before

Him. So it was witli holy Job; so it was with, the

entranced prophet Isaiah ; so it was with St. Peter and

St. John '^when they beheld the glory of the Only

Begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth " 1

have heard of Thee by the hearing of the ear, but now
mine eye seeth Thee. ^Therefore I abhor myself, and

repent in dust and ashes " Woe is me, for I am a

man of unclean lips, . . . . and mine eyes have seen the

King, the Lord of Hosts '''Depart from me, for I

am a sinful man, 0 Lord'".''' ^'AYhen I saw Him I fell

at His feet as dead ^" Such in all ages is the language

of the saints; the language of those to whom God is

not a phrase or an hypothesis, but a Living Fact, in

the light of "Which man learns to recognize his real

self.

/ If, then, humility is dying out, this is because the idea

of God has been impoverished or impaired in the thought

of our day. ; If we do see Him as He has revealed Him-
self, we must surely bend in unrestrained prostration be-

fore Him. To see God is not barely to gaze at Him. It

is to yield Him that absolute submission which is due from

a creature who owes every thing to Him, and whose life is

moment by moment in His Hand. It is to pay a relative

submission, whether of thought, or feeling, or will, or out-

ward action, to all on earth on which He has set the stamp

of His moral greatness, or to which He has delegated

aught of His truth or of His authority. Humility is but

the sincere acknowledgment in thought, in language, in

i St. John i. 14. k Job xlii. 5, 6.

• Isa. vi. 5. Compare even the language of Gideon (Judg. vi. 22), and of

Manoah (Judg. xiii. 22), after seemg what was probably only a created

angel, who reflected the Divine glory. See Dr. Mill's note on the ' Captain

of the Lord's Host,' Chr. Adv. Publication for 1841, pp. 92, sqq. (Mythical-

Interpretation, edited by Webb, p. 354).

^ St. Lnke v. 8. n Eev. i. 17.
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action, of tlie First and most commanding of all facts : it

is tlie sincere acknowledgment of GodJ And as long as

the Gospel-revelation unveils God in His awfalness and in

His beauty to the soul of man, so long Jesus Christ will

be followed to Heaven by generations of the humble.

II. All this, my brethren, you will admit : no one who
sincerely believes in God can well do otherwise. Yet, it

may be, in the background of your thought there lurks

an unconfessed suspicion which impairs the heartiness of

your admission. ^Theoretically speaking, humility must

of course be right. But look, you would say, to its prac-

tical effect. Does it not interfere more or less with activity

and success in life ? Is it not secretly hostile to the claims

and efforts of vigorous and cultivated intellect ? Can we
be sure that to acknowledge God in the sense which

has been pointed out, does really lead to a direction

in ^Hhe paths of life,^'' that will be compatible with our

social usefulness and our mental improvement ? J|

Of these questions, it must be granted, that the first

has often been answered in a manner which would increase

your apprehensions; and the Gospel, the only religion

which has ever popularized humility, has been specially

reproached with a tendency to withdraw its votaries from

the interests and duties which belong to us as members of

civil society. Self-distrust, self-abasement, the devotion

of time and thought to a solitary, unseen labour within

the precincts of the soul, the yearning, the struggle for

inward peace, the calm delight of sustained communion
with God, issuing always and only in a deeper self-pros-

tration before Him;—all this is represented as a selfish

and enervating substitute for the struggles, the duties, the

burdens, the anxieties, the aspirations of public and poli-

tical life. ^A'Vhat is Christian humility after alV it tas

been said, ''but an attempt to make sloth, and cowardice,

and pusillanimity look respectable ? If humility be not a
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vice or a weakness draped in the garb of a virtue,, what is

it, after all^ but a virtue so merely personal, so anti-social,

as to be scarcely distinguishable from a vice ?
^

It was probably in part due to some such prejudice or sus-

picion which floated along the current Pagan opinion in his

day, that even Tacitus, with his earnest hatred of tyranny,

and his sympathy for oppressed innocence, has not one

word of protest against the oppressions and cruelties which

were inflicted on the Church by the earlier Cassars. And in

the eighth book of Origen^s great work against Celsus, it

may be gathered, as well from the attack of that Platonic

rather than Epicurean^ thinker, as from the counter-state-

ments of Origen^ that Christianity was then regarded by

Eoman society as unpatriotic, because it was not an active

political influence at the service of the State. Origen partly

admits the justice of the imputation when he observes

that Christians could not then take part in many public

offices, without sanctioning by some phrase or ceremonial

the popular Paganism which coloured so pervadingly the

public as well as the private life of ancient Rome p. But

he argues that the Church rendered the highest services

to the Empire by her educational and moral activity ; and

he shows how her own hierarchical institutions fostered,

in the interest of a nobler cause, those very qualities

which are developed by political life*i. Tertullian indeed,

apparently having an eye to the progress of the Church in

o Origen calls him an Epicurean. But see Bishop Cotton's art. * Celsus*

in Smith's Diet. Ant.

P The Senate always met in a temple, or some other sacred edifice. " The
innumerable deities and rites of polytheism were closely interwoven with

every circumstance of public and private life."—Note in Gibbon, vol. ii.

p. 48, ed. Bohn.

q Origen, Cont. Cels. viii. 73, 74, 75. Dean Milman, when describing the

agitations which preceded the elevation of Damasus to the Roman Chair,

speaks of the " Roman populace" as " quickened by a new principle of

freedom" after its long subjection to the despotism of the Empire. Lat.

Christ, i. p. 67.
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Western Africa_, takes bolder ground in a well-known

passage of liis Apology. We Christians/' lie exclaims,

'^are but of yesterday, and yet we are every wbere among
you ; in your cities, your islands, your castles, your town-

sbips, your committees, in your very camps ; we are found

in all divisions and classes of the population, in tbe palace,

in tbe senate, in the forum : we leave you to yourselves

only in your temples And it would appear from the

first book of Saint Augustine's work on the City of God,

that when Kome was sacked by the hordes of Alaric, the

misfortune was traced by the Pagan society of the time to

a neglect of the worship of the gods, rather than to any

anti-political feature in the Christian character. But the

eighteenth century witnessed a reassertion of the objec-

tion which is answered in the Apologists of the second

and third. An entire school of infidel writers set them-

selves to contrast Christianity disparagingly with the

ancient Paganism. The political inferiority of Christian

civilization, the political incapacity of a true Christian, is

a sort of indirect moral which Gibbon suggests perpetually

in his celebrated work^; while in Voltaire's "Essay on the

Manners of Nations," this judgment is developed, and

defended with more warmth and distinctness. Unhappily,

it would not be accurate to add, that the language of these

celebrated sceptics has never found an echo in our own
day.

Now, of all the features of the Christian character,

humility has very mainly to bear the brunt of this attack.

Yet it seems that, however unintentionally, the true idea

of humility is lost sight of by those who would thus

represent it as hostile to the claims of civil and public

interests. For after all, what is humility ? Humility is

not a ^xiKpo-^vyia. On the contrary, the true Chi'istian is

r Apol. 37. Comp. c. 42.

" Cf. especially Decline and Fall, 1 5, § 4, s. fin.
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the genuine ^e^ako-^vxo^ te is pre-eminently tlie man
of large soul and noble instincts. / Humility is not a want

of enterprise, a subtle resource of idleness. The man in

the parable with one talent was not a humble man : the

Apostle was humble, who yet cried, "1 laboured more

abundantly than they all
;
yet not I, but the grace of God

which was with me ^.'\J Humility is not a lack of

courage; it is not the poverty of spirit which shrinks

from encounter. It is not an abandonment of inalienable

responsibilities : to God alone we must make account for

what we believe and do. Still less is it a false, artificial

posture of the soul, a kind of dramatic attitude; or, as

men have imagined, an ecclesiastical grimace, the putting

on language, and looks, and a demeanour that might

belong to something which is not really felt. Beyond
every thing else, humility is the victory of truth in the

soul and character; it is truth, daring, determining to

recognize the insignificance and pollution of a man^s real

self beneath the purity and majesty of God. But, being

such as this, humility is not an isolated excellence ; it

does not jostle against or undermine other forms of

goodness, which equally with itself are integral portions

of moral perfection. It is part of a great moral whole.

Instead of proscribing, it promotes the growth of vu'tues,

unlike, yet not unfriendly to itself. /_A humble man, for

example, may well have a burning zeal for the welfare of

his fellow-man, or an uncompromising hatred of moral

evil, or the coui^age which is strong to work, to struggle,

or to suffer. / It is very certain, that the force which is

apparently forfeited by the destruction of self-reliance in

the character, is more than recovered when the soul rests

in perfect trustfulness on the Strong Ai-m of God.

Moses, who is described as "very meek"," and who
shi'ank back in evident agony from that leadership of

I
i Cor. XV. 10. u Numb. xii. 3,
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Israel to which he was called by Providence, yet sternly

vindicated his mission against the rebellious Korah^_, as

he had previously inflicted a sharp vengeance upon the

idolaters whom he found worshipping the calf on his

descent from Sinai y. St. Ambrose did all that in him lay

to dechne the perilous dignity of the see of Milan_, which

was forced on him by the sufirages of a whole clergy and

perople;—then as now, for tender consciences, the lining

of the mitre was but the crown of thorns. But when, at

the gate of the Portian Basilica in Milan, Theodosius

dared to ask for the communion of the Church, while his

hands were yet red with the slaughter of Thessalonica

;

this humblest of Bishops knew what was due to that God
of peace and justice Whom he represented, and the

master of the Roman world stood rebuked before the

lowly servant of Jesus Christ^. /JSumility, so far from

destroying moral force, protects and strengthens it: it

sternly represses the petty vanities through which the

strength of the soul evaporates and is lost ; it keeps even

a St. John the Baptist in the deserts till the day of his

showing unto Israel and then, when the hour is come,

it opens upon the world the force of a soul which is

strong precisely because it has been humble. It is then

inaccurate to say that the Gospel, which undoubtedly

discourages selfish ambition and petty vanity, is therefore

chargeable mth the moral fault of unfitting men for the

public duties of life, or for the service of their country.

X Numb. xvi. 28-30. y Exod. xxxii. 25-28.

z For a vivid account of the scene and of the circumstances w^hich led to

it, see Mr. Bright's "History of the Church from the Edict of Milan,"

p. 206. Even the scornful Gibbon admits that "posterity has applauded

the virtuous firmness of the archbishop; and that the example of Theodosius

(in submitting) may prove the beneficial influence of those principles which

could force a monarch, exalted above the apprehension of human punishment,

to respect the laws and ministers of an invisible Judge."

—

Decline and Fall,

vol. iii. p. 256, ed. Bohn.
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Nor here in Oxford is it necessary to name the honoured

name of one—a statesman and philanthropist of the last

generation—at whose bidding England made a vast

material sacrifice that she might be rid of the curse of

slavery_, and who notoriously carried into all the public

and private relations of life, the sincerity, the charity,

above all, the humility of a true Christian. And in our

own day there are living evidences of the truth that the

service of Christ by true and noble souls is no bar to the

service of the State. "We need not look beyond our ovm
University in order to be assured, that the most compre-

hensive schemes for the moral and material welfare of the

people, and for the inauguration or the development of a

great policy, may go hand in hand with the culture of a

sensitive conscience, and with the filial yet free submis-

sion of a lofty intellect to the dogmatic teaching of the

Church.

But surely,^ you urge, humility is the enemy of intel-

lectual enterprise. HumiHty may very well become the

indifference which has no heart for inquiry, or the con-

scious weakness which shrinks from attempting it. But
if intellect is to win its way, it must trust itself; it may
acquiesce in the speculations of others, but at least it must
bend before no master; it must hold itself, as did the

Sophist, to be the measure of all things; its ambition,

like that of the Epicurean poet, must be

" munita tenere,

Edita doctrina sapientum, templa serena,

Despicere unde queas alios passimque videre

Errare, atque viam palantes quserere vitse a."

Not otherwise can our civilization pursue its opening

career of victory; since the humility which was a

temper well suited to the ages of ignorance is a drawback

and a curse in a day like our own, when man need only

•Lucret. ii. 8-1 1.
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trust himself to be speedily master of the world and of his

destiny/

^ No^ brethren—'^in all thy ways/^ in the sphere of

intellect no less than in that of public active life, acknow-

ledge God, and be humble.^ Such humility as we learn

upon our knees is the best foundation of all solid

knowledge. The acknowledgment of God,—the Highest

Truth, the First of facts,—leads us to love and to seek

fact and truth every where, and to reap the intellectual

reward of doing so. Who is the really good scholar but

the man who, when young, has been thoroughly grounded

in his grammar? Those years of drudgery, those years

of careful humble acknowledgment of philological facts,

end in the creation of an instinct, almost of a new sense

of scholarship,—an instinct so fine, so true, that it can

afibrd to dispense with grammar and dictionary. But
the triumph is precisely proportioned to the degree of

humility which has submitted itself implicitly to the dis-

cipline of facts ; and there is no short road to such high

and rare accomplishment. What was the method of the

Baconian philosophy but a moral as well as an intellectual

triumph when for the wide assumptions which had kept

physical science for centuries in its cradle, it humbly sub-

stituted the basis of individual and specific experience ?

The late Mr. Buckle unintentionally eulogizes physical

inquirers in England, when he complains that they spend

their energies in an unceasing round of observation and

experiment^, and that they do not allow sufiicient play

to the imagination in the construction of hypothesis.

Certainly, if physical science, especially when dealing

with those delicate and interesting problems which lie on

tbe frontier that separates her own empire from the pecu-

liar territory of Divine revelation, should be tempted to

become unhappily imaginative, and should commit her-

^ Hist, of Civilization, vol. ii. p. 502 dqq.
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self to a series of imposing hypotheses, ornamented with

rather than sustained by incidental facts ; it would be,

speaking intellectually as well as religiouslv, a sad day

for the future of England. /.A well-ascertaiued fact must,

indeed, command the reverence of every man who wor-

ships the God of truth : he may be unable to harmonize

it with other facts ; but he does not therefore endeavour

to explain it away, as though it did him a wrong and

he bore a grudge against itj A Christian of course has

knowledge of another order of facts, distinct from and

beyond those which he can see, and feel, and smell;

but he does not sacrifice facts of sensible experience to

facts of revelation, any more than he sacrifices facts of

revelation to facts of experience. And when it seems to

him that there is a contradiction between the two, he

waits patiently; conscious as he is that he is himself

below truth and not above it, and that he is in no posi-

tion to conclude that the seeming contradiction is cer-

tainly real. But to reverence the majesty of fact, is one

thing; to render to mere tentative and ambitious hypo-

thesis that honour which is due only to fact, is quite

another. Theology can but welcome the facts of Science :

she may reasonably be jealous of the occasional encroach-

ments of scientific hypothesis. And by this jealousy she

does good service to the real interests of science itself;

since the temper which indulges in the luxury of frequent

and premature hypothesis, is the very opposite of that

industrious, because humble, perseverance which per-

petually enriches science with a larger and larger com-

mand of fact.

^Humility, then, is the ally of intellect instead of its

enemy, because humility is both a moral instinct which

seeks truth, and a moral instrument for reaching truthj^

Humility leads us to base our knowledge on truth; it

also leads us truthfully to recognize the real measui-e
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of our capacity. Why lias Aristotle, with his com-
paratively materialistic mind, been on the whole so

much higher an authority in the schools of Christendom

than the more spiritual Plato ? Because Aristotle more
humbly and truthfully confines himself to the discussion

of questions which can really be discussed without the

aid of a supernatural revelation, Why ^-^^ intellectual

progress of Christian countries so superior to that of any

known Pagan civiKzation Because the Incarnate Christ

has popularized, even to a certain degree among those

who reject Him, a virtue which is essential to the

highest intellectual development. Why did such

princes of intellect as Pascal and Leibnitz bend in

such true faith and worship before the Feet of the

Crucified ? Because that very virtue which had taught

them to base their knowledge on truth, had also taught

them the limits of created intellect, and had pointed to

a sphere in which the highest reason employs its ener-

gies in bringing every thought to the obedience of

Christ. 1. Submission of the intellect is only folly if God
has never spoken, and if on the highest subjects that can

interest mankind, we possess nothing more trustworthy

than a human speculation^ But those who teach that

intellect should never yield submission, do not, at least

uniformly, profess to reject the fact of a Revelation. This

is not the occasion for insisting on the evidence which

proves that such a fact exists. I am merely observing

that no evidence, however strong, would suffice to re-

commend religion where it is discredited beforehand by

a theory which proscribed the truthful instinct of hu-

mihty. Gibbon speaks*^ of the "incurable suspicion"

c See Gibbon's account of the Catholic confessors of Tipasa, in Africa, who

continued to speak after their tongues had been cut out by the Arian Count

Hunneric. Gibbon enlarges, with evident enjoyment, on the completeness,

as he himself considers it, of the contemporary testimony, both Christian and
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wkicli protects the mind of " an infidel'^ against undis-

pnted but nnwelcome facts; but this suspicion can

Pagan, to this miracle. ..." This miracle," he savs, " is attested hy Victor,

an African bishop, who published a histon.* of the persecution within two

vears after the event. * If any one,' says Victor, * should doubt of the truth,

let him repair to Constantinople, and listen to the clear and perfect language

of Restitutus, the subdeacon, one of those glorious sufferers, who is now

lodged in the palace of the Emperor Zeno, and is respected by the devout

Empress.' At Constantinople we are astonished to find a cool, learned, and

unexceptional witness, without interest and without passion, ^neas of

Gaza, a Platonic philosopher, has accurately described his own observations

on these African sufferers. * I saw them myself : I heard them speak

:

I diligently inquired by what means such an articulate voice could be formed

without any organ of speech : I used my eyes to examine the report of my
ears : I opened their mouth, and saw that the whole tongue had been com-

pletely torn away by the roots; an operation which the physicians generally

suppose to be mortal.' The testimony of JEneas of Gaza might be confirmed

by the superfluous evidence of the Emperor Justinian, in a perpetual edict

;

cf Count Marcellinus, in his Chronicle of the times ; and of Pope Gregory

the First, who had resided at Constantinople as the minister of the Roman
pontiff. They all Hved within the compass of a century; and they all

appeal to their personal knowledge or the public notoriety for the truth of a

miracle which was repeated in several instances, displayed on the greatest

theatre of the world, and submitted during a series of years to the calm

examination of the senses." Gibbon then proceeds :
" This supernatural

gift of the African confessors, who spoke without tongues, will command the

assent of those, and of those only, who already believe that their language

was pure and orthodox. But th.e stubborn mind of an infidel is guarded hy

secret incurable suspicion."—Decline and Tall, vol. iv. c. 37, pp. 148-9.

ed. Bohn.

In the Lancet of Jantiary 27, 1866, Professor Syme, of Edinburgh, relates

how, "twelve months ago the tongue of a patient had been completely

removed by excision. On the loth of September, 1865," continues Prof.

Syme, "the patient unexpectedly made his appearance, and seeing that I

did not recognize him, he announced his name in a loud clear voice. My
surprise was not lessened on learning that while travelling in the Highlands,

he had dined at talles-d'hoie, and had entered into conversation, without

betraying the deficiency under which he laboured ... I requested a num-
ber of my medical friends to join me in examining the state of matters.

Professor Goodsir, Mr. Nasmyth, and Mr. Annandale having satisfied them-
selves that no vestige of the tongue remained, various observations were
made with regard to articulation, and other functions of the absent org^.
... In ordinary speech his words are wonderfully dear and distinct, and
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hardly aid the infideFs real intellectual growth. And it

is no paradox to say that a believing Christian, recog-

nizing the facts which invite or compel belief in Reve-
lation, so far from forfeiting mental strength by doing

so, is intellectually stronger than a sceptic, who determines

to ignore their reality or at least their significance. The
Christianas humility is in reality the cause of his mental

energy.

III.j But, beyond controversy, humility is indispensable

to the true life of the soul.J There are graces which may
be given or withheld ; there are experiences, assurances,

raptures, ecstasies. These are the accomplishments,

rather than the needs of the Christian. But no man ever

went to heaven without learning humility on this side of

the grave.

Except ye be converted, and become as little children,

ye shall in no case enter into the kingdom of heaven

Without humility, that is, without the victory of truth in

the conscience, no soul ever really turned to God. It is as

he can sing without any difficulty. ... It has been long known that large

portions of the tongue may be removed without destroying or materially

impairing the power of articulation, but I am not aware of any case on

record in which it has remained so perfect after complete removal of the

organ." The eminent physician to whom I am indebted for the above

reference, adds that many such cases are on record, with some of which

Gibbon might have been expected to have made himself acquainted. The

case of Margaret Cutting, for example', is fully detailed in the Philosophical

Transactions for 1742 and 1747. The ancient physicians "do not appear

to have been aware of the fact that a person may speak after his tongue

has been cut out;" and it is therefore not surprising that the case of

the African Confessors was regarded by antiquity as certainly miraculous.

Whether that particular case was or was not miraculous may indeed still be

doubtful ; but, however it be explained, there can be now no doubt about

the fact itself. And supposing the fact to admit of a natural explanation,

Gibbon's way of regarding it is not a less pertinent illustration of my
argument. On that supposition, the " infidel's secret incurable suspicion

"

*' guards" him, not against a conclusion of faith, but against a fact certain

to physical science.

«i St. Matt, xviii.
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hard for us now-a-days, as for tlie barbarians on tlie Rhine

of old^ to learn, at the bidding of our Heavenly Lord, " to

reverence what we have burned, and to burn what we
have adored." When, then, God by His grace converts

a soul. He reveals Himself to it sufficiently to make it

humble. Without humility, a contrite heart, and a pre-

vailing prayer for pardon, are impossible. Without

humility, though we be scarlet with sin, we only ^^'go

about to establish our own righteousness, not submitting

ourselves to the righteousness of God^." We try to

forget our real selves, by dwelling on the good but mis-

taken opinion which others may have formed of us. All

is hollow beneath the surface of the character, but we hug
the delusion that all is sound. We shrink from that sight

of God, and of ourselves, from that simple acknowledg-

ment of fact, which, when we face it, must leave us in our

shame, trembling indeed before the Infinite Purity, yet

not without a hope and a remedy at the bar of Infinite

Mercy. It is only when the proud heart is broken, that a

man casts himself at the Feet of our Crucified Saviour, to

pray that the Atoning Stream of Blood may wash out

his deep stains of guilt, and give him peace in giving

him pardon.

i- Without humility, religious progress is impossible.

Pride is the destruction of the principle of progress ; it

whispers to us continually that we are already all that

could be desired; or it points our attention to high

positions and ambitious efibrts, beyond the scope of other

men^ Now the true growth of the soul is not to be

measured by our attempting many or extraordinary

duties, but by our power of doing simple duties well ; and
humility, when it reigns in the soul, carries this principle

into practice. It bids us who work with our brains iu

e Rom. X. 3.

I
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this place^ to hallow our work^ especially whatever may
be to us hard or distaseful work, by doing it as a mat-

ter of principle. It reproves us when we are neglecting

our plain duty, the plain duty of reading for our

degi^ee, on grounds such as that of our being anxious

to begin without fui^ther delay to read for Holy Orders.

It guides our religious thoughts to a deeper mastery of

the Central Truths of Faith rather than to the study of

those intricate problems which lie on the outskirts of

theology. It counsels us_, when on our knees, to use

simple prayers. We do well to retain the very prayers

which we used as children, however we may add to them

;

and to throw our whole soul into each separate clause and

word. It enriches common acts of neighbourly and

social kindness with that intensity of moral effort, which

is due to every act, the deepest moving power of which

is the Love of God.

Once more, without humility no soul that has turned to

od, and is learning to serve Him, is for a moment safe^

The whole life of the living soul is the work of Divine

grace ; and while pride claims merit for self, and therefore

goes before a fall, humility confesses day by day, " By the

grace of God I am what I am.^^ The higher you climb

the mountain-side, the more fatal must be your fall, if you

do fall.Ji If you would look over the giddy precipice

without risk, you must first stoop to lay firm hold on the

rock of humility. Brethren, it is not imagination, it is

not rhetoric, it is a ten^ible fact,—again and again in-

flicted upon our understanding by the actual experience of

life,—that there are no depths ofmoral degradation to which

a man may not sink, who neglects this, the most neces-

sary, if not the chief, of virtues. The mark of the beast

is traced in every generation on the features of Babylon

the proud. For humility is the condition and guarantee

of grace
; and, as St. Angustine says, there is no reason,
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apart from the grace of God_, wliy the highest saint should

not be the worst of criminals.

When we honestly consider the conditions of this life,

so feeble, so frail, so short ; when we feel the pressure of

that sense of sin, which, like pain in the body, is the proof

and safeguard of surviving or reviving life in the soul ; it

might seem easy to be always and perfectly humble. But

he who knows his own heart, knows that as pride was the

first sin which sullied the moral world, so it is commonly

the last which is violently expelled from the soul of a

regenerate Christian. There are virtues of the natural

order, such as justice, temperance, courage, prudence,

which we may be led to cultivate by simply ascertaining

what is socially or materially best for ourselves. It was

indeed thus that these virtues were cultivated of old by
our Pagan forefathers. But if we would be really humble^

we must be students in the School and worshippers in the

Church of Jesus Christ; since humility is a grace which,

in its higher forms. He Alone creates in the human soul.

Here then may be our most appropriate work for the

coming season of Lent. He ^Vho is very God of very

God, " took upon Him our flesh, and sufiered death upon
the Cross,^'—for other reasons, indeed, but also,

—
^''that

all mankind should follow the example of His great

humility ^" He bids us come and learn of Him, since He
is meek and lowly of heart. The Human Nature which

He wears in Heaven at this very hour, throned as He is

at the right hand of the Everlasting Father, is of Itself a

pledge to faith, that the grace of humility never can die.

The Gospels, wherein it is told us how He once emptied

Himself of His glory, have an inexhaustible power, a

bloom and freshness that defies criticism and decay. The
Sacraments which He left on earth to be the organs and
channels of His quickening Manhood, are still as they

* Coll. for S. next before Easter. k Pliil. ii. 7. kavrhv e/ceVwae.
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have ever been since He lived and died in Palestine,

channels of spiritual force and life. We may, indeed, be

humble, if we will. And Jesus, ^Hio speaks to us in His

Word, and Who strengthens and refreshes us at His

Altars, assures us, that if we will indeed acknowledge

Him as our Master and our Saviour, He \vill direct our

paths through the struggles of active lifo, or through the

wearinesses and triumphs of solitary study, up to that

gate of Heaven where He waits to welcome us. Bat the

only passport that can warrant the boldness of faith, when,,

in the supreme moment of her victory and her bhss.

she mil claim an entrance through His prevailing merits,

will be none other than this grace of a sincere humility.



SERMON VII.

THE CONFLICT OF FAITH WITH UNDUE
EXALTATION OF INTELLECT.

2 Cor. X. 5.

Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itselj

against the Jcnoicledge of God, and bringing into captivity^every thought

to the obedience of Christ.

HEEE is an Apostle of the Lord Jesus wlio uses the

language of a soldier. He is planning a campaign

;

nav^ rather lie is making war : he glows with the fire of a

genuine military enthusiasm. The original Greek which

he uses has in it a vigour and point which is lost_, to a

great extent^ in our Enghsh translation. The wi'iter

might almost be a Eoman general^ charged to sustain the

honour of the Empii'e in a revolted province or beyond a

remote frontier_, and bent upon illustrating the haughty

maxim which defined the duty of an imperial people,

—

" To spare tlie vanquished, but to crush the proud."

Indeed, it has been urged that the recent history of Cilicia

itself may have well suggested this language to St. Paul.

The Apostle's native country had been the scene of some
very fierce struggles in the wars against Mithridates and

the pirates ; and we are told that the latter war was only

ended, not sixty years before the Apostle's birth, by the

reduction of one hundred and twenty strongholds and
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the capture of more tlian ten thousand prisoners The

dismantled ruins may have easily and naturally impressed

the boyish imagination of Saul of Tarsus with a vivid

sense of the destructive energy of the military power of

Kome; but the Apostle of the nations only remembers

these earlier impressions to give them a spiritual applica-

tion. The weapons of his warfare are not carnal; the

standard under which he fights is a more sacred sign than

that of the Caesar; the operations which he projects are

to be carried out in a territory more difficult of conquest

than any which kept the conquerors of the world at bay.

He is invading the region of human thought ; and as he

fights for God, he is sternly resolved upon conquest. He
sees rising before him the lofty fortresses of hostile

errors
; they must be reduced and razed ^. Every moun-

tain fastness *' to which the enemy of Light and Love can

retreat must be scaled and destroyed ; and all the thought

of the human soul ^ which is hostile to the authority of

the Divine truth, must be ^*^led away as a prisoner of

war^^' into the camp of Chi-ist. Truly a vast and un-

accountable ambition ; a dream—^if it were not, as it was,

a necessity; a tyranny—if any thing less vigorous and

trenchant had been consistent with the claims of the

Truth of God, or equal to the needs of the soul of

man.

The particular opposition to the work of Christ which

the Apostle encountered at Corinth was indeed less intel-

lectual in its form than the Galatian Judaism, or than the

theosophic angel-worship which was popular at Colosse,

or than the more sharply-defined heresies of a later time

a Stanley in loc, who quotes Appian, Bell. Mith., 234—238.
b Ka0o«poDt'Tey, the military term for reducing a fortress. See Wetscc/u

in loc; Eisner, Obs. p. 152, quoted by Meyer.
c ui//w/ia is apparently the Hebrew n^3. Stanley in loc.

^ xay v6-nfMa. Cf. Meyer in loc. ^ alxt^a^f^ri^pvifi.
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which^ as we know from the Pastoral Epistles, threatened

or infected the Churches of Ephesus and Crete. St. Paul's

Corinthian opponents resisted, depreciated, disowned,

beyond every thing else, the Apostle's own personal

authority. This, however, was the natural course of

things at a time when single Apostles well-nigh imper-

sonated the whole doctrinal action of the Church; and

feeling this, St. Paul speaks not as one who was re-

asserting a personal claim of any sort, but merely and

strictly as a soldier, as an organ, I might say, as a func-

tion, of the truth. The Truth had an indefeasible right

to reign in the intellect of man. The Apostle asserts

that right, when he speaks of bringing the whole intelli-

gence of man into the obedience of Christ. Now, as

then, Christ's Church is militant here on earth, not less

in the sphere of thought than in the sphere of outward

and visible action; and St. Paul's burning words rise

above the temporary circumstances which called them
forth, and furnish a motto and an encouragement to us

who, after the lapse of eighteen centuries, fight in the

ranks of the same army and against the same kind of foes

as he did.

Remark, first of all, that it is the undue exaltation of"

intellect, with which the Church of Christ is in energetic

and perpetual conflict. With intellect itself, with really

moral and reasonable intellect, with the thought of man
recognizing at once its power and its weakness, its vast

range and its necessary limits, religion has, can have, no

(|uarrel. It were a libel on the All-wise Creator to

suppose that between intellect and spirit, between

thought and faith, there could be any original relations

other than those of perfect harmony. Paradise could

have been the scene of no such unseemly conflict as that

which we are considering; and here, as elsewhere in

human narure, we are met with unmistakable traces of
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the fall of our first parent. A range of granite mountains^

whicli towers proudly above tlie alluvial soil of a neigh-

bouring plain and above the softer rocks at its immediate

I )ase, speaks to the geologist of a subterranean fire that at

some remote epoch had thus upheaved the primal crust of

the earth with convulsive violence. And the arrogant

pretensions of human thought in the children of Adam
speak no less truly of an ancient convulsion which has

marred the harmony of the faculties of the soul^ and has

forced the mind of fallen man into an attitude which

instinctively disputes the claims of revelation. But that

attitude is no part of the Creator's handiwork; it is due

to the creature's own abuse of the perfect freedom of his

will. For originally intellect is the ally and discoverer of

truth; it finds its highest employment as the instrument

of religious truth ; and Jesus Christ, Who restores the

harmony of our nature, speaks, through His Church, a

wisdom,'' or philosophy, among them that are perfect^;"

a wisdom of which illuminated intellect is the student

and guardian, and which amply recognizes the high and

abundant honour which the Creator has put upon His

creatm-e's thought.

But the Fall did not merely deprive human reason of

the hght of grace ; it so disturbed the original structure

of our nature as to make reason generally the slave of

desire instead of its master. And therefore the intellect

which exalts itself against revelation is often in reality

not free intellect, but intellect working at the secret

bidding of an irritated passion. Not that intellect is

itself usually conscious that it is thus acting under

orders. The passions, like some women, know how to

disguise, and even how to recommend, their despotism by

the graceful movements and gentle courtesies of a well-

simulated obedience. Or at best, intellect is but half

f I Cor. ii. 6.
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conscious tliat it is not free ; and tlierefore it asserts its

freedom with that exaggerated vehemence which persons

who feel their place in society to be a little doubtful are

apt to employ when putting forward their social claims.

Certainly intellect never vaunts its freedom with such

nervous eagerness as when it is in conflict with the Eeve-

lation of God. For instance, we do not say to ourselves_,

again and again, that we are the champions of free thought,

if we are engaged in the study of pure mathematics.

Mathematics do not touch our moral nature ; we suspect

nothing; we solve an equation as dispassionately as if

we were ourselves pure reason, and nothing else
;
beings

without passion, without conscience, without will, without

a moral history. But revelation, by its every doctrine and

every precept, at once challenges the activity of will and

conscience ; and the passions are like those watchdogs who
rouse the sleeping tenants of remote country-houses at

the approach of a stranger; the passions sound an alarm

within the soul at the first signs of the coming of the

Son of Man. Thus natural intellect meets the heavenly

Visitant, sometimes with a movement of sudden sharp

irritation, sometimes with a stern but unavowed resolu-

tion to resist Him, generally without frankness and real

freedom of welcome. Natural intellect when brought face

to face with Jesus Christ, behaves at best like a person

who feels it necessary to be upon his guard, and to main-

tain an attitude of secret if not of defiant saspicion.

Look around you, brethren, and take note of the varieties

of intellect which enter in various ways into this conflict

with religion. There is, first of all, mercenary intellect.

This intellect writes or talks at the rate of so much per

annum, and on a given understanding. *'^You take so

much, and you write up that minister ; you advocate that

line of policy
; you denounce this institution

; you attack

that theory; you blacken that pubhc man."
—

''Doue.'"
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Necessity^ it may be said^ knows no law ; and there is an

unexpressibly sad proverb about poverty, to tbe effect

that it cannot afford to have a conscience. We need not

care to examine that saying too narrowly. Some of us

perhaps have kno'vvn cases, in which really noble souls

have bent to a degradation from which they shrank in

secret agony; and from which, long since, they would

have torn themselves away, if the comfort and even the

life of others, near and dear to them, had not been

dependent on their sad, unworthy toil. Gladly indeed

would I here be silent. But sometimes this hired in-

tellect, in bondage to sharp necessity or to the mere

spirit of gain, passionately asserts its monopoly of free-

dom. It even tells us, the ministers of Christ, who have

freely entered His service, and who rejoice in what it calls

our fetters, that we are not free. We ought not to be

surprised, upon understanding the situation in which such

intellect is really placed ; but we may be permitted to

protest. Certainly we may admit that, under the circum-

stances, conflict with religion is sufficiently natural. If it

were nothing besides, it is at least an expedient for

asserting the appearance of freedom, at little cost, and

with considerable dramatic effect.

Again, look at self-advertising intellect. Here is a

vain man, who has certain powers of thought and ex-

pression. This intellect is ' bent on achieving a reputa-

tion, no matter how. It will write something startling,

or, as it would say, original. It will deny all that has

been affirmed, and depreciate all that has been held in

reverence. When it asserts that this or that Book of the

Divine Scripture is but a collection of foolish legends, it

will take a certain pleasure in thinking of all the varied

perplexity, and vexation, and distress, and bustle, and

deliberations which will be caused among the religious per-

sons who may chance to meet with its irritating produc*
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tion. Probably it has no wish to inflict unnecessary pain.

But its object is notoriety; and notoriety is only witbin

its reach under these conditions.

Again_, there is sensualized intellect; intellect under

the guidance and command of animal passion. This is

no fancy species. It would not be difficult to point to

whole literatures,, characterized by the greatest fertility of

thought^ by ample power and beauty of language, whose

entire drift and purpose is to rouse in the imagination

and veins of man those fiery passions which are his worst

enemy.

Again, there is the self-reliant or cynical intellect, too

independent to be mercenary, too proud to be vain, too

self-respecting to be the slave of sense. Yet it is just as

Httle free as is the most mercenary, or vain, or sensualized

thought; since in truth it is the slave of a sublime

egotism. But its enslavement is well disguised; and
its cold, clear, incisive energy passes among men for

the very bloom and majesty of perfect intellectual free-

dom.

We need not examine other varieties. Nor may we
forget that here and there, among the earnest opponents of

the Gospel, souls are to be found which glow with a pure

and devoted love of truth. These are souls, whom adverse

circumstances have for awhile bewildered and misled.

Their true home is in the camp of Christ. They have not

yet found the road to Damascus ; but we may safely leave

them to the love and providence of the Good God. But
with or without them, it is plain that we are in presence

of a body of active thought, not the less vigorous because
it works for hire, or for vainglory, or for sensual delight,

or for some refined or magnificent ambition ; not the less

vigorous because it is a slave ; but which, as being enslaved
to powers who are instinctively opposed to the Gospel, is

certain to find itself, sooner or later, in conflict with the
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living, working power of that Gospel among the minds

and hearts of men.

It is noteworthy, and indeed it is implied in the Ian- •

giiage of the Apostle, that intellectual opposition to

Eevelation, except on great occasions, and under the

leadership of distinguished captains, does not usually seek

us Christians in the open field. I do not, indeed, forget

Celsus, or Porphyry, or Voltaire, or Strauss. But look at

scepticism in the second generation, or as we meet it in

everyday life. Its customary instinct is to take refuge on

some natural heights, or behind some artificial earthworks.

In plain terms, it screens its advance under the cover of

some disputed principle, or of some unproved assumption.

To cast down these imaginations may be less exciting

than the whirl and tumult of a general intellectual engage-

ment. But it is the everyday and practical aspect of the

conflict which we are considering. And if with limited

time, and in so vast a field, it is here necessary to resign

one-half, or more than one-half, of the outline before us

;

let us proceed briefly to notice one or two of the most con-

spicuous among many false principles and assumptions

which now oppose the work of Jesus Christ our Lord in

the souls of men. Much will be thereby lost to the sub-

ject in the completeness of speculative treatment. More,

it may be, will be won ; if any Christian who listens, is

better enabled to understand and to take his part in the

unceasing and mighty struggle, between human error on

the one side, and the Truth which came from heaven

eighteen centuries ago, on the other.

(a.) Now a primary characteristic of sceptical intellect

is its unwillingness to make room for faith, by acknow-

ledging the existence of a true province and sphere of

Revelation. Such intellect assumes itself to command the

whole field of truth. It grudges the admission, fchat there

may exist a higher world, beyond its ken, and over which
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it has no real range of vision. Above the sphere of mere

sense, there is the province of natural reason. That is

granted. But it is tacitly assumed that there is no higher

sphere accessible to man. Men do not object to saying

with the Apostle, that the Christian is a thi-eefold being,

composed of body, soul, and spirit ^. Yet it is held that

spirit, our highest and most ennobling characteristic, has

no object-matter beyond that which can be ministered to

it by the natural intelligence of the soul. The reason is

because natm-al intellect feels itself humiliated, if it be

supposed to be debarred from the sight of any spiritual

fact. And since not more than a few facts of a strictly

spiritual character are dimly discerned even by the highest

natural intelligences, men deem it essential to the sup-

posed dignity of their reason to deny the existence of an

order of things which uniUuminated reason does not

see.

Among students of the natural world, we find no such

unworthy sensitiveness respecting the power and range

of the bodily organ of sight. Look towards the heavens,

and ask the astronomer whether beyond the stars and

suns that reveal themselves to his telescopes, there are

stars and suns which even his most powerful instruments

cannot as yet enable him to detect. He wiU tell you that

by calculations based upon his observations he can deter-

mine the existence and movements of such purely invisible

bodies with the unerring certainty of mathematical reason.

Ask him once more whether there are yet other bodies in

the infinitude of space, too remote to be apprehended with

exactness and in detail, even by the most penetrating of his

formulte. He will reply, not merely that the existence of

such bodies is possible, but that the analogies of his

acience lead him to regard it as nothing less than certain.

Aak, on the other hand, the entomologist, whose micro-
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scope lias discovered to him, the strange forms which

people each drop of water^ or each fraction of a cubic inch

of atmosphere,, whether he has yet reached the last term,

the most minute embodiment of the principle of life. He
will hesitate to assume that he has yet done more than

ascertain the existence of an order of creatures who may
be as very monsters in the eyes of an invisible population

of beings around and beyond them. It is no discredit to

the organs of sense, that even when they are thus stimu-

lated and strengthened by a scientific apparatus, they fail

us, at a point where we cannot but feel, that beyond their

reach there lies a world which a higher power than sense

must discover, and which we explore as best we may under

the guidance of inference. Nor should reason be jealous,

if, in encountering the weightiest problems that surround

our earthly human existence, she herself cannot always

satisfy us. She may not complain, if as we ascend the

mountain of thought, she reaches a region at which she

must leave us in sheer bewilderment to the perilous

guidance of imagination ; unless indeed she is content to

entrust us to the well-attested authority, to the practised

eye, and to the sure guardianship of Divine faith.

Reason, indeed, can do much, even beyond the province

in which she confessedly reigns. She can prove to man
that he possesses an immaterial soul; that his will is

really free ; that deep in his secret heart there is the

mysterious but indelible law which distinguishes right

from wrong. Reason, as she studies human society, can

give shape to those principles of justice and order, which

are essential to its stability. She can even attain to a

certain shadowy knowledge of the First Cause of all.

She can demonstrate His existence by two or three lines

of argument. She can infer that He is One, that He is a

personal Being, that He is infinite in His perfections, and

unfettered in His action and His will, and that His
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creatures are under tlie strongest possible obligations to

seek and obey Him. Certainly reason is peculiarly

happy^ if without, at least,, tlie indirect guidance of a

supernatural Revelation she can reach as far as this ; and

she knows well that each step of her advance is certain to

be disputed. But she can penetrate no further. Her
highest conquests do but suggest problems which she

cannot solve; they only afford glimpses of a world on

which she may not presume to enter. She has at best

discovered enough to make Hfe a dreary mystery, and the

prospect of death a frightful nightmare. What knows
she of the inner life of God, as He has opened it to the

faith of Christians in the august doctrine of the most
Holy Trinity ? What can she tell us concerning the real

nature and effects of sin, concerning the law of its action,

or the law of its removal ? What can she determine on

the all-important and pressing question, whether any and
what communion is possible between the human soul and

God ? What, in other words, has she at command that can

meet the needs of the soul of man, as they are met by the

Christian doctrines of the atoning Death and mediatorial

work of Jesus Christ, of the work of the Holy Spirit, the

power of penitence, the power of prayer, the power of the

Sacraments ? Certainly she has her own sphere and

province. We may not ignore it. We may not depre-

ciate it, in the supposed interests of faith; as if faith could

only reign when reason was insulted. But reason must

accept her providential place. She must make room for

faith. She must act as faith^s handmaid, not as faith's

substitute ; or her pride will sui'ely prepare for her a

terrible chastisement. There is no saying how low an

intelligence may fall, which, persevering in its deter-

mination to rise no higher than the range of its natural

powers, voluntarily condemns itself to tenant its own
dark prison-house, and sinks deeper and deeper mio the
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abyss, as it madly flies from the true knowledge and love

of the Infinite God.

{13.) But when the possibility^, the need, and even—to

take a long stride—the fact, of a supernatural revelation

has been admitted, the rebellious intellect of man renews

the conflict at a point beyond. At least," it is urged,

a stipulation must be made, as to the contents of reve-

lation. Revelation must not include mysteries. Whatever

may be revealed, it shall not elude our full mental grasp.

We must assume ourselves to possess a verifying faculty

which shall eliminate from revelation all that wears the

air of mystery; since mystery is inconsistent with that

intellectual dignity which becomes us men, even when we
are listening to the Most High God."

It would be natural to insist, with Bishop Butler, on

the unreasonableness of determining beforehand, what a

revelation from God ought or ought not to contain ; since

we men are in no position to speculate with any success

or safety upon such a subject ^. But let me ask a simple

question. What do we mean by mystery ? We have,

it may be, invested the word with some damaging sense

that does not in reality belong to it. Mystery, it may
be imagined, is but another name for a confused state-

ment, or for a contradiction, or for an impossibility, or

for a purely unintelligible process, or for something

which is believed on no .sufiicient grounds whatever,

h Analogy, ii. 3, p. 173. " My design at present is to observe in general,

with respect to this whole way of arguing, that upon supposition of a reve-.

lation, it is highly credible beforehand, we should be incompetent judges of

it to a great degree : and that it would contain many things appearing to

us liable to great objections ; in case we judge of it otherwise than by the

analogy of nature. And therefore, though objections against the evidence

of Christianity are most seriously to be considered
; yet objections against

Christianity itself are, in a great measure, frivolous; almost all objections

against it, except those which are alleged against the particular proofs of its

coming from God."
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or for a reverie of the heated religious imagination. No^

believe it^ a mystery is none of these things. A mystery

is a truth, but a hidden truth ^ It may be_, as the Scrip-

tural use of the word often implies,, a truth which was

hidden in past times but is manifested now. It may be,

as the ordinary modern use of the term would suggest, a

timth hidden, in whatever degree, whether from the eye of

sense, or from the direct glance of natural reason. We see

some tiuths directly, just as in the open air we gaze with

our bodily eye upon the sun shining in the heavens. We

' Theodoret "adapts" the classical sense of the word to the New Testa-

ment idea : /iva-T-qpiou Kiyerai rh fi^ iraai SrjXovfj.evoi', aWa novois rots

<pl\ois dappovfifvov. (In cap. xv. Ep. i. ad Corinth.) The word is used in

the New Testament : (i) Of a profound sense which does not lie upon the

surface of language, Rev. xvii. 5 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 2. (2) Of the internal

character and laws of a system, whether Divine (St. Matt. xiii. 11, St. Mark

iv. II, St. Luke viii. 10) or diabohcal (2 Thess. ii. 7). (3) Of the hidden

meaning of a symbolical representation. Rev. i. 20 ; xvii. 7. (4) Of Divine

counsels, hidden for ages in the Mind of God and at length disclosed, such

as the design of making one family out of the inhabitants of earth and

heaven, Eph. i. 9, and that of bringing the Gentiles to share along with the

Jews the blessings of the Gospel, Eph. iii, 3, 9. (5) Of Revealed Truth as

containing depths which are with difficulty expressed in language, Eph. vi.

19; so that, after all, much remains mysterious, i Cor. ii. 7. (6) Of some

profound doctrines in particular, which stretch away into the region of the

Incomprehensible, such as the Incarnation, i Tim. iii. 9 ; the change which

will pass instantaneously upon the bodies of the living at our Lord's Second

Coming, I Cor. xv. 51 ; the mystical union between Christ and His Church,

as signified by marriage, Eph. v. 32. (7) Of the deposit of Doctrine and

Sacraments committed to the stewardship of the clergy, i Cor. iv. i. For

instances of the application of the word to the Sacraments, particularly to

the Eucharist, by the Fathers of the Church, see Suicer, Thes. s. v. Com-

pare the Language of our Communion Service :
" Consider the dignity of

that Holy Mystery"—" He hath instituted and ordained Holy Mysteries"
—"Thou dost vouchsafe to feed us who have duly received these Holy

Mysteries with the spiritual food of the Most Precious Body and Blood of

Thy Son our Saviour Jesus Christ." It is observable that in each of these

three passages the compilers of our Liturgy are using their own language,

unless (which is very doubtful) in the last passage cited, they are borrowing

from an Eastern source ; certainly they are not translating from the Saruirs

Missal in any one of the three.
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know other truths indirectly^ just as we know that the sun

is shining, from observing the ray of sunlight which streams

in at the window of the room in which we are sitting.

Now a mystery is a truth of the latter kind. It is appre-

hended 9-8 true, it is not comprehended. It does not lie on

the sm'face of things. It cannot be seen in itself. It can

only be known from the evidence or symptoms of its

presence. Yet the evidence, whatever it be, proves to us

that the truth is there ; and the truth is not the less a

truth because it is itself shrouded from our direct gaze.

Thus St. Paul speaks of the mystery of the Incarnation,

and of the mystery of the calling of the Gentiles, when

alluding to the fact that these divine purposes were hidden

for ages in the mind of God, and at length revealed. And
he describes marriage as a great mystery, meaning that

it embodies a secret correspondence to the union between

our Lord and His Church, which is not immediately sug-

gested by the ordinance itself. And the clergy are stew-

ards of the mysteries of God,^' that is to say, specially of

the Sacraments, each of which is an outward and visible

sign of an inward and spiritual grace although the

presence of the inward grace is inferred, not necessarily

from experience, but always from our Saviour^s promise.

In short the Christian religion surrounds us with

mysteries, that is to say, with truths, the real presence

of which is obvious to uS;, but the internal nature and

complete range of which we cannot comprehend.

But it is at least equally clear that the wonderful world

in which we men pass this stage of our existence, whether

the higher world of faith be open to our gaze or not, is

a very temple of many and august mysteries ^. You will

Cf. Bp. Butler, Analogy, p. 191 : "Little, surely, need be said to prove

that this [the Christian] system, or scheme of things, is but imperfectly

comprehended by us. The Scripture expressly asserts it to be so. And
Jndppd one cannot road a passage relating to this great mystery ofgodliness,
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perhaps, to-moiTOW afternoon into the country ,

and here or there the swelling buds^ or the first fresh

green of the opening leaf, will remind you that already

Spring is about to re-enact before your eyes the beautiful

spectacle of her yearly triumph. Every where around

you are evidences of the existence and movement of a

mysterious power which you can neither see, nor touch,

nor define, nor measure, nor imderstand. This power

lives speechless, noiseless, unseen, yet energetic, in every

bough above your head, in every blade of grass beneath

your feet. It bursts forth from the grain into the shoot^

from the branch into the bud; it bursts into leaf, and

dower, and fi'uit. It creates bark, and fibre; it creates

height, and bulk ; it yields grace of form and lustre of

colour. It is incessant in its labour ; it is prodigal of its

beauty ; it is uniformly generous and bountiful in its gifts

to man. Yet, in itself, what is it ? You give it a name

;

you call it vegetation. And perhaps you are a botanist

;

you trace out and you register the variety of its effects,

and the signs of its movement. But after all you have

only labelled it. Although it is so common, it is not in

reality familiar to you. Although you have watched it

unthinkingly from your childhood upwards, and perhaps

see in it nothing remarkable now, you may well pause in

wonder and awe before it, for of a truth it is a mystery.

What is it in itself,—this power which is so certainly

around you, yet which so perfectly escapes you when you

attempt to detect or to detain it in your gi-asp ? What is

it, this peiwading force, this life-principle, this incompre-

hensible yet most certainly present fact, but an assertion

but what immediately runs up into something which shows us our ignorance

in it ; as every thing in nature shows us our ignorance in the constitution

of nature. And whoever will seriously consider that part of the Chi"istiaa

scheme which is revealed in Scripture, will find so much more unrevealed as

will convince him that, to all the purposes of judging and objecting, we
know as little of it as of the constitution of nature."
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of tlie principle of mystery which robes the soil of God's

earth with life and beauty^ that every where it may cheer

the faith and rebuke the pride of man ? Yes_, when next

you behold the green field or the green tree, be sure that

you are in the presence of a very sacrament of nature

;

your eye rests upon the outward and visible sign of an

inward and wholly invisible force ^

Or look at those other forces with which you seem to

be so much at home, and which you term attraction and

gravitation ™. What do you really know about them ?

1 In bis chapter on 'Christianity a scheme imperfectly comprehended'

(Anal. ii. 4), Butler cites "the change of seasons, the ripening of the fruits

of the earth, the very history of a flower " as analogies in nature to " the

long series of intricate means" whereby God was pleased to work out the

recovery and salvation of the world. " It is certain there is somewhat in

this matter quite beyond our comprehension ; but tbe mystery is as great in

nature as in Christianity, p. 196. It is not more astonishing that the world

was not redeemed by a flash of Divine Light than that a plant does not

grow up in a second. We know as little really about one as the other.

™ Cf. Bp. Berkeley's Minute Philosopher, ed. 1732, vol. ii. Dialogue 7,

pp. 145-8. " Euph. Let us examine what idea we can frame of force

abstracted from bodj', motion, and outward sensible effects. For myself

I do not find that I have or can have any such idea. Ale. Surely every one

knows what is meant by force. JEuph. And yet I question whether every

one can form a distinct idea of force. Let me intreat you, Alciphron, be not

amused by terms, lay aside the word force, and exclude every other thing

from your thoughts, and then see what precise idea you have of force.

Ale. Force is that in bodies which produceth motion and other sensible

effects, JEuph. It is, then, something distinct from those effects. Ale. It

is. Euph, Be pleased now to exclude the consideration of its subject and

effects, and contemplate force in itself in its own precise idea. Ale. I pro-

fess I find it no such easy matter. JEuph. Take your own advice, and shut

your eyes to assist your meditation. Upon this Alciphron having closed his

eyes, and mused a few minutes, declared he could make nothing of it. And

that, replied Eiiphanor, which it seems neither you nor I can frame an idea

of, by your own remark of men's minds and faculties being made much

alike, we may suppose others have no more an idea of than we. Ale. We
may. JEuph. But, notwithstanding all this, it is certain there are many

speculations, reasonings, and disputes, refined subtilties and nice distinctions

about this same force. And to explain its nature, and distinguish the several

notions or kinds of it, the terms gravity, reaction, vis inertice, vis insita, vis
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Tou name them : perhaps you can repeat a mathematical

expression which measures their action. But after all

you have only named and described an eflfect
; you have

not accounted for^ you have not penetrated into^ you have

not unveiled its cause. Why^ I ask_, in the nature of

things^ should such laws reign around us ? They do reign,

but why? what is the power which determines gravi-

tation ? where does it reside ? how is it to be seized,

apprehended, touched, examined ? There it is : but there,

inaccessible to your keenest study, it remains veiled and

buried. You would gladly capture and subdue and

understand it; but, as it is, you are forced to confess

the presence of something which you cannot even ap-

proach.

And you yourselves,—fearfully and wonderfully made
as you are,—what are you but living embodiments, alike

in your lower and your higher natures, and in the law of

their union, of this all-pervading principle of mystery ?

The life-power which feels and moves in your bodies

successfully eludes the knife of the anatomist, as he lays

bare each nerve and each muscle that contributes to the

perfection of feeling and movement. Yet how much
more utterly mysterious is your human nature when you

impressa, vis moriua, vis viva, impeius, momentum, sclicitatio, conatus, and

divers others suchlike expressions have been used by learned men ; and no

small controversies have arisen about the notions or definitions of these

terras. It has puzzled men to know whether force is spiritual or corporeal,

whether it remains after action, how it is transferred from one body to

another. Strange paradoxes have been framed about its nature, properties,

and proportions : for instance, that contrary forces may at once subsist in

the same quiescent body : thit the force of percussion in a small particle is

infinite : for which and other curiosities of the same sort, you may consult

Borellus de vi percussionis, the Lezioni Academiche of Toricelli, the Exer-

citucions of Hermanus, and other wi-iters. . . . Upon the whole, therefore,

may we not pronounce, that excluding body, time, space, motion, and all its

sensible measures and efiects, we skall find it as difficult to form an idea of

force as of grace ? Ale. I do not know what to think of it."
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examine its liiglier aspects ; when you analyze mind_, and

personality^ and that marvellous mystery of language,

wlierein thought takes nothing less than a physical

form, and passes by means of a sensible vehicle from

one immaterial spirit to another ! Truly if it were possible

to linger here, it would be hard to terminate the catalogue

of mysteries ; so extraordinary, so familiar, so near to us

always and every where, yet always and every where so

above our comprehension. But I forbear.

My brethren, you will pardon me if I say that to object

to mystery as a feature of a Divine Revelation is at least

irrational. Surely, as we mount in the scale of being,

we must expect an increase both in the number and

magnitude of these hidden truths! And, when we reach

His throne VTho is the Summit and Source of all ; we

can hardly suppose, that, because He has deigned to lay

bare to us some of the secrets of His Nature and some

of the laws of His action upon our life, this His revelation

will differ from the natural world which reflects Him,

in that it will altogether discard the presence of mystery.

Yet when it is no longer a secret objection against the

doctrine of the Most Holy Trinity, or of the Incarnation,

or of original sin, or of the Satisfaction which Jesus

offered on the Cross, or of the efficacy of the Sacra-

ments, that these doctrines in various ways embody, as

they do, the principle of mystery ; the soul has in very

deed succeeded in casting down an ^ imagination,' an

entrenched fortress with formidable powers of resistance,

which too often " exalts itself against the knowledge of

Grod f and it is, so far, in a fair way to '''bring its " whole

thought into the obedience of Christ/'

(7.) But there is a third line of resistance upon which

the wayward reason of man falls back in its opposition to

revealed truth. It grants that a revelation has been given.

It allows that portions at least of the revealed truth are
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mysteries; that tliey are in themselves mysteries,, although,

their existence is revealed. ^ But at least,^ it exclaims,

^ revelation shall not be dogmatic. If she is still to meet

with public acceptance^ Christianity must abandon the

pretension to offer a fixed^ sharply-defined body of truth

to the acceptance or rejection of the soul of man/ Let

the religion of Jesus only come to the men of our time

as a finished poem ; and they will read^ they will learn,

tliey will love it. They will not inquire too accurately

whether it be Hterally true. Nor will it put such force

upon their thought and will as to make any violent or

serious change in the natural current of their life. They
will indeed be much as they would have been without it.

And yet, it will exercise a kindly, gentle sway over thought

and society. It will breathe upon human character a soft,

yet elevating influence. And if it exacts little intellectual

homage, and exerts no tangible moral force, it wiU at

least have the merit of provoking no keen resistance.

Such, we are told, must be the religion of our day. In-

tellect has condemned the principle of rehgious dogma

;

and religion is accordingly bidden to accommodate herself

to the changed circumstances and imperious necessities of

the time.

On close inspection it ^vill probably be found that the

dislike of clear doctrinal statements is only a disguised

form of opposition to the truth which those statements

embody. K, for instance, a man believes in the existence

of one Supreme Being, he has no objection to saying ex-

phcitly that there is One God. It does not occur to him,

that in making that statement he is guilty of an intel-

lectual narrowness, or of a want of perfect good taste. Nor,

supposing him to be a serious theist, does he hold it neces-

sary presently to balance the profession of belief in God by
some other statement which shall reduce his assertion to

the level of an uncertainty. Yet to say that there is One
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God is to make an essentially dogmatic statement. Every

man wlio makes that statement intelligently,, knows tliat

it has a tremendous bearing on the belief of millions^ alas !

of the human race at this very moment. Yet the man
makes the statement for the simple reason that he has no

doubt of the truth which it embodies. If, then, he pre-

sently hesitates to say that Jesus Christ is truly God as

well as truly Man, or that the Death of Jesus on the cross

was a Propitiatory Offering for human sin ; this, we must

suppose, is because he does not believe the truths which

are thus stated in human language. If he urges that a

dogmatic statement is more or less unsatisfactory in that,

owing to the imperfection of human speech, it leaves un-

answered, or rather it suggests, many concomitant ques-

tions ; it may be rejoined that this is no less true when
you assert the Unity of God, than when you assert the

Godhead or the satisfaction of Jesus Christ. If he dis-

likes dogma because, forsooth, dogma is the " stagnation,^^

or the "imprisonment,'' or the "paralysis'' of thought;

the substance of his objection may be unnoticed for the

moment, while we observe that it applies to his statement

that there is One God, just as much as to any other pro-

position in the Nicene or Athanasian Creeds. When he

confesses that there is One God, he voluntarily renounces

the right and the wish to entertain the idea of two gods

or of many gods. And when we Christians profess our

belief in the Atoning Virtue of our Saviour's Death, or in

the mighty regenerating power of His baptism, we re-

nounce with all our hearts the desire to suppose that the

Death of Jesus was a mere martyrdom, or that baptism is

a graceful, but, speaking spiritually, a useless piece of

ceremonial. In either case, faith finds in the dogmatic

statement its support. In either case, unbelief can see in

the statement which it disbelieves nothing but a fetter or

a prison wail. Faith discerns in dogma the regulation of
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its thought, not its stoppage, not its imprisonment, not its

petrification ; just as the mathematician finds in the axioms

which are the base of his science, the fixed principles

which guide his onwardprogress, not the tyrannical obstacle

which enthralls and checks him. And unbelief decries

dogma, not because dogma is really an impediment to

faith, but because it is faith's true and trusty friend. The

real crime of dogma is, that it treats as settled and certain

that which unbelief would fain regard as doubtful or false.

If you beheve a thing to be true, you have no objection to

saying so. And when Christianity is warned not to be

dogmatic, it is irresistibly implied, that however beautiful

she may be, she must not assume her creed to be abso-

lutely true.

Here is the third *^^high thing which exalts itself

against the knowledge of God''' in this our day and

country, namely, the dislike of fixed doctrinal state-

ments. No one will deny that false dogmas have been,

and are being proposed to the faith of this or that

body of Christians. All will admit that even true

dogmas may be upheld by incompetent authority. But
these are questions of detail; and the point before us is a

broad question of principle. K with the Apostle we
beheve in the everlasting Gospel, we rejoice with him to

proclaim its truth. Nay more, when he exclaims,
*^ Though we or an angel from heaven preach any other

Gospel unto you than that which we have preached

unto you, let him be accursed °,'^ we answer tenderly,

seriously, firmly, A -men/'

You are repelled, it would seem, by this last, this

crowning exigency of Divine truth. Yet your prejudice

against dogma is the last stronghold of the enemy ; it is a

position from which he must be dislodged at any cost, or

all previous victories may soon be forfeited. Surely it is

n Gnl. i. 8.
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of little avail to grant that a Eevelation lias been given,

and even tliat this heavenly gift is replete with mystery,

if no one revealed truth may be stated in terms as abso-

lutely certain; if the range, the powers, the effects of no

one mystery may be presented to the vision of the believ-

ing soul. If religion is to be a practical thing, it must

depend, not upon beautiful thoughts, but upon clearly-de-

fined certainties. Its truths must come to us in a form

which enables us to carry them with us, and to bring them

to bear upon our motives in the hour of temptation. When
tempted we need something solid to fall back upon ; not a

picture, not a mist, not a view, not an hypothesis, but a

fact. For eighteen centuries, Christianity has responded

in various ways to this supreme necessity of the soul of

man. And we may be sure that if she had done other-

wise, she would long ago have ceased to command interest

at the hands of those who seek in religion, not an amuse-

ment for the passing hour, but a kind friend, with a firm

hand, who will guide them through the changes and

chances of this mortal life to the gate of that other world

which we must all, in whatever guise, reach at last.

You may naturally ask, my brethren, what place in a

Lenten course of sermons there can reasonably be found

for considerations so abstract, so apparently removed

from the immediate and pressing wants of the penitent

and struggling soul, as have been some of the foregoing.

It is enough to reply by pointing to the actual circum-

stances of our own day, and especially in this place.

Penitence presupposes at least a certain measure of faith.

And faith is proscribed by that undue exaltation of intel-

lect which leaves no room for it, and which denounces the

principles of mystery and dogma. Before a man can

kneel with a broken and contrite heart beneath the Cross

of the Redeemer of the world, these high things which

exalt themselves against the knowledge of God must be
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levelled, and his thought must be brought into the

obedience of Christ. The great conflict which rages

between the pride of natural intellect and the claims of

faith_, is fought out on no remote or imaginary battle-

field. Every thoughtful mind, in this our distracted and

anxious day_, is the scene upon which these hostile princi-

ples engage in fierce and deadly combat. And upon the

issue of that combat to many a man who hears me, may
depend nothing less momentous than the salvation of his

soul, and his place in eternity. There are men who are

shielded from coarse forms of outward temptation, and

whose passions have never risen up with impetuous fierce-

ness to break the resolution or to mar the purity of their

spiritual life. Happy, indeed, are such privileged souls.

• Yet it may be that their probation still turns upon the

question, whether or no they will make a sincere act of

intellectual submission to the Reason, the Love of their

Grod. Assuredly the loftiest created intellect may submit

to that Reason without degradation ; assuredly the most

blameless soul will need in its day of trial, at the bar of

Infinite Purity, the tenderness of that pardoning Love.

A time must quickly come when the struggle which yet

waxes fierce will have ceased for ever ; when the hopes,

and watchwords, and theories, and enterprises which

dazzle the eye, as it gazes on the busy tangled scene,

will have passed with the generation which has projected

them into , the silence of eternity. And the loftiaess of

man shall be bowed down : and the haughtiness of men
shall be made low : and the Lord alone shall be exalted in

that day Beyond the weakness and agony of the last

sickness, beyond the darkness and corruption of the

grave, there rises the vision of a Throne of Judgment and
of an everlasting world. Think of it well, brethi'en, and
take your parts. Believe it, there is a submission of

o Isa. ii. ^7.
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thouglit wliicli is not slavery; and there is a hauglity

mental independence wliicli, alas ! knows itself to be any
thing but true freedom. They do not really suffer defeat

who make their submission to God: they who^ while

opposing Him^, seem to conquer, can win but a perilous

and shortlived victory. On this side is Paul, first a perse-

cutor, then an Apostle; and Justin, once a philosopher,

then an Apologist and Martyr; and Augustine, who out

of a sensualized heretic and free-thinker, is raised by
Divine grace to be a Saint and Doctor of the universal

Church. On that side is Julian, Emperor and Apostate,

with endowments of character and gifts of intellect so

calculated to win our highest interest and admiration;

yet ending a reign in which rare accomplishments, and

consummate address, and vast political power had been

vainly employed against the Gospel, with the despairing

confession, " Thou hast conquered, 0 Galilean p.^'

In this short life we see only a small portion of the full

results of thought and action. But another world already

casts its shadow across our path ; and we often anticipate

the endless future with a keen presentiment which is not

less than tragical. Assuredly intellect has its rights, its

privileges, its duties, its triumphs. But faith has likewise

her own province and her unshared capacities ; and while

all around her is change and uncertainty, she gazes un-

falteringly upon the Unseen and the Eternal. She knows

that for the Object on which her eye is fixed, all else, if

need be, may well be sacrificed, since all else will one day

pass away. She knows that God hath so loved the

world that He gave His Only-begotten Son, that whoso-

ever believeth on Him should not perish, but have

everlasting life ^.^^

P Theod. iii. 35. 1 St. Jonn iii. 16.



SERMON Vm.

LESSONS OF THE HOLY MANGER.

St. Luke ii. 12.

And this shall be a sign unto you; Ye shall find the Bale wrapped in

swaddling clothes, and lying in a manger.

THUS does tlie Angel end his message, when an-

nouncing our Saviour's Bnth to the shepherds of

Bethlehem. Here and to-day it might be deemed un-

necessary to observe that the apparition and lang-uage of

the Angel, as well as the persons and conduct of the

shepherds, are matters of historical and literal fact.

Still, it is not uninstructive to observe how earnestly the

unbehef of men has striven to escape from this con-

clusion. The earher Rationahsts maintained that the

Evangelist was describing only an ordinary occurrence,

which had been invested with supernatural interest and

meaning by the ignorance and the superstition of a devout

peasantry. According to one writer of the Naturahstic

school, the Angel was a messenger from Bethlehem, who
carried a Hght which caught the eye of the shepherds;

and the chanting of the heavenly host was only the

merry song of a party of friends who accompanied the

messenger^. According to Paulus, the Blessed Virgin

* Eck. Vevsuch iiber die Wundergeschichten des N.T., quoted by Strauss,

Lub. Jesu, Erst. Tb. c. 4. § 33,
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had been staying with a herdsman^ and had communi-

cated to the members of his family her expectations of

giving birth to the Messiah. For persons living in or

near the city of David this communication would have

possessed very deep interest. It happened that one

nighty whilst engaged in watching their flocks^ they

observed a luminous appearance in the atmosphere.

They naturally interpreted this phenomenon to mean

that the stranger who was lodged in their foddering-

stall was delivered of the Messiah; and to their over-

excited minds the movement of the meteoric light

appealed to represent a choir of angels singing hymns
of praise. On returning home they found their anticipa-

tions confirmed by the event; and what had been in

reality a conjectural explanation of the natural object

^hich had met their eye^ was now believed to have

been a heavenly message which had been actually

delivered to them by heavenly messengers ^.

Strauss himself exposes the weak points of this last

representation with characteristic acuteness. It rests^

he observes, on an assumption which contradicts the

exjress statement of St. Luke. It assumes that the

shepherds were previously acquainted with Mary^s ex-

pectation of giving birth to a Messiah. But St. Luke

does not any where describe the manger as belonging to

the shepherds. He does not imply any the slightest

communication between the shepherds and the Holy

Family, previous to our Saviour's Birth. After giving

the narrative of the ^N^ativity, he goes on to speak of the

shepherds, as of a new and distinct subject, wholly discon-

nected with the manger. There were in the same country

shepherds^.''' The holy reserve of the Blessed Virgin,

which led her to conceal her expectations even from her be-

to Paulus, Ex. Handb. § 180, quoted by Strauss, ubi supra.

^ St. Luke ii. 8 : 'iroifxeues, not oi -noiixiv^s.
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trothed husband, would surely have led her to be equally

silent on the subject when in the presence of these

peasants, even if she reaUy had conversed with them

at all, in the way presumed by the imagination of Paulus.

But, moreover, St. Luke states that the shepherds first

learnt the birth of a Saviour from the Angel who
appeared to them. They might test the truth of the

AngeFs message by visiting Bethlehem, where he had

told them that they would find the Babe lying in the

manger. K the shepherds had previously heard from

St. Mary that she was to be the Mother of the Messiah,

they would have seen a confirmation of her statement

in the (so termed) meteoric appearance : whereas, on the

contrary, according to St. Luke, they were to find in the

Holy Babe a proof of the truth that the apparition

itself and the accompanying message had not been an

illusion.

In this way the naturalistic attempt to explain the

Gospel account of the appearance to the shepherds at

Bethlehem has failed. Such attempts must invariably

lead to the discredit of the narrative which they are put

forward to justify. That narrative teems with miracle,

and to deny the miraculous facts which it records is

effectually to discredit it. Moreover, as Strauss else-

where observes of the naturalistic method of Paulus, it is

driven to substitute miraculous coincidences for Divine

mii^acles"^. Strauss indeed himself sees in this evangelical

history not a narrative of what actually took place, but a

mythus which represents the after-thought of Christen-

dom. To construe the history hterally would, according

^ L. J. vol. i. p. 142. " So hat Paulus hier nur ein g5ttliches Wunder in

ein Wunder des Zufalls umgewandelt. Ob aber gesagt wird ; bei Gott ist

kein Ding unmoglich ; oder : dem Zufall ist kein Ding unmoglich, ist beides

gleich precar und unwissenscbaftlich." Quoted by Mill, Chv. Advoc. 1841,

p. 6 (Mj'tb. Int. ed. Webb, p. 93).
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to Strauss, be impossible; since suob construction in-

volves a necessary admission of tbe real existence and

ministry of the lioly angels. Wlien_, however, it is

asserted that angels are not mentioned in any Jewish

writings before the Maccabean period, and that the names
and order of the heavenly hierarchy were imported into

Jewish thought from Babylon; it may suffice to reply

that in no other assertions has the advanced Rationalism

shown itself more recklessly insensible to facts than m
this ®. The real objection lies not merely against angels,

but against the whole principle of the supernatural. No
evidence of particular facts caa make head against the

force of an invincible prejudice which has already con-

demned them. But while Strauss^s real objection is thus

fundamental and antecedent to all considerations of detail,

he argues against this particular angelic apparition on the

ground of its uselessness. Was it designed to inform the

nation at large of the birth of a Messiah? But it was

still unheard of in Jerusalem, when Jerusalem was visited

by the Wise Men. Was its aim limited to an immediate

effect upon the minds of the shepherds? But of that

effect no traces are preserved in the evangelical narrative.

Was it intended simply to set forth the glory of Messias ?

But Strauss presumes to think that such an object would

be unworthy of Almighty God. These arguments may
safely be left to themselves. But the question may be

asked seriously why such an apparition, if it took place at

all, was never subsequently appealed to by our Lord in

proof of His Messiahship ? Why did He not refer to a

testimony in His favour so entirely above suspicion, so

independent, as it might have seemed, of Himself and of

His Family, so likely to have become a public and popular

tradition respecting Him ?

Now it is admitted that the Greek of St. Luke proves

e Cf. Dr. Pusey'a Daniel the Prophet, pp. 513 sqq., especially pp. 540 546.
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tliat lie believed himself to be writing history, and it is

strange that this "highly educated''^ Evangelist should

have failed to perceive the asserted inconsistency be-

tween his earlier and his later narrative, if any such in-

consistency existed. But, in truth, while his critics spin

their fine-drawn theories, St. Luke writes with (and he

assumes his readers to possess) a knowledge of human
natui'e. The Evangelist had lived among men who had

witnessed greater wonders than the vision of Bethlehem.

Those wonders, although wrought before their eyes, had

had no sort of efi*ect in forcing them to believe in the

mission of the Worker. Was it likely that the pre-

judice which could ignore or discredit a present miracle,

would believe, upon the testimony of a company of

shepherds, a past supernatural occurrence pointing to the

same unwelcome conclusions ? Was it to be expected

that our Lord, Whose appeal to prophecy in support of

His claims was rejected with contempt, would appeal

to the witness of these simple peasants, when their story,

like the evidence of the man born blind ^, would only and

certainly be accepted as an illustration of their own
rehgious ignorance? There were very sufficient rea-

sons, we know, for treasuring such a narrative in the

Holy Family. She who kept all the sayings which had

reference to her Divine Son, and pondered them in her

heart ^, would assuredly have so treasured it. But it is

abundantly clear why no such history would have been

appealed to by our Lord in the course of His public mi-

nistry. The accounts we possess of the prevailing temper

of the Jewish mind during that period show how little

such an appeal would have answered its purpose.

In itself the mythical theory of Strauss present?

greater difficulties than the naturalism of Paulus. It

^ St. John ix. 34. g St. Luke ii. 19.

O
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is indeed sufficiently difficult to suppose tliat St. Luke
is merely describing a beautiful impression, wliicli, by
a singular altliougli_, as we are told_, natural coincidence,

was present at one moment to the minds of a whole

company of sheplierds, without being occasioned by any

corresponding sight that met their eyes, or by any

sound that fell upon their ears. But it is still more

difficult to account for the insertion, by a serious writer,

of a large block of purely legendary matter in a most

precious record, the general character of which is

admitted to be historical. And this difficulty is further

mcreased when it is remembered that the presumed

insertion must have taken place, if at all, in an age

far removed from those primitive times when the ima-

gination of a heathen people might be expected spon-

taneously to produce mythical narratives, and moreover,

beneath the eyes of critics, generally keen, always

hostile, but at the time of this insertion, as it would

appear, unaccountably supine and uninterested.

(a.) By simple attention to the terms of the Scripture

narrative, we may understand the true purpose of the

appearance to the shepherds at Bethlehem. It was

indeed designed to announce the Birth of the expected

Chi'ist. But it was also intended to moderate, or rather

to correct, those false expectations concerning Him which

were rife in the Jewish opinion of the time. That

opinion would have been shared in their measure by

the shepherds not less than by other classes of the peo-

ple. In an Asiatic society a shepherd would have

occupied a different position from any which European

standards would suggest; and in the Jewish theocracy

this mode of life had been in more than one instance

signally honoured. It was when " Moses kept the flock

of Jethro his father-in-law,^' that the angel of the Lord

appeared unto him in a flame of fire out of the midst
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of a bush ^. And in an after age the Lord chose David

His servant; and took him away from the sheepfolds.

As he was following the ewes great with young ones He
took him, that he might feed Jacob His people and

Israel His inheritance'/' Amos of Tekoah was im-

trained in any of the prophetical schools; he was a

shepherd and a dresser of sycamore trees when ho was

called by God^s Holy Spirit to prophecy ^. To a religious

Israelite, then, it would have seemed that the shepherds

were the natural recipients of an explanatory vision.

And like the disciples of a later day, the shepherds

would have looked for a powerful and conquering Prince.

They expected a national deliverer; they looked for the

inmate of a palace, for the heir of a throne. The first

words of the Angel, so markedly alluding to the well-

known prophecy of Micah ^, might have encouraged such

an expectation : Behold, I bring you tidings of great

joy, which shall be to all the people; for unto you is

born this day in the city of David, a Saviour, the Lord's

Christ™/' But there was another side of the pro-

phecies concerning Messiah, which had been generally

forgotten amid the political wrongs and popular im-

pulses of a conquered race. It was easy to dweU on the

picture presented by the second or the seventy-second

Psalm; it was not easy to understand the meaning of

the twenty-second. Yet it was undeniable that the

picture of a Sufferer in the one Psalm was as truly a part

of the Messianic predictions as the pictures of a Prince

conquering His foes and administering a world-wide

empire in the others. Daniel's description of the Son

of Man, brought in glory to the Ancient of Days °, would

have been to the people at large more welcome than

Exodus iii. i, 2. i Ps. Ixxviii. 71, 72.

^ Amos i. I ; 14, 15. 1 Micah v. 2.

™ ot. Luke ii. 10, II. ° Dan. vii. 13.

O 2
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Isaiah's language about One Who "had a Yisage more

marred than any man, and a Form more than the sons

of men And therefore the first announcement of the

Angel was followed by words which,, if they did not

convey a passing shade of disappointment, at least must

have been words for which those who heard them can

hardly have been prepared. " This shall be a sign unto

you ; . Ye shall find a Babe wrapped in swaddling-clothes

and lying in a manger." There is no trace of any shock

to the faith of the shepherds ;
although the lowly manger

where the cattle were fed would not have been the ideal

throne on which the imagination of these countrymen

would have expected to find the Prince of Israel. It

is possible that in that humbled Royalty they may have

seen into the deeper sense of prophecy. Already they

may have discerned a presentiment of the coming Suffer-

ing, Humiliation, Sacrifice. The " sign" was at any rate

a practical direction, which admitted of being verified.

The heavenly choir, after singing a hjnnn of triumph

around that favoured seraph who was privileged to

announce his Master's Birth as Man to the men of

Bethlehem, melted from their gaze, while vanishing, as

it seemed, into the remote heights of heaven. And
forthwith "the shepherds said one to another. Let us

now go even unto Bethlehem, and see this thing that is

come to pass, which the Lord hath made known unto us.

And they came with haste, and found Mary and Joseph,

and the Babe lying in the manger p."

In sharp contrast with the penury and lowHness of

the scene which met the eyes of the shepherds, in what

Justin Martyr, writing about the middle of the second

ceiitury;, calls " a certain cave very close to the village

o Isa. Hi. 14. i> St. Luke ii. 15, r6.

q St. Justin. Mart., Dial, cum Tr^;^h. c. 78. When our Lord was boni
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of BetMehem^ was the living faith of the people touching

the Person and dignity of the coming Messiah. For us

Christians, the whole of the Old Testament is, in different

degrees and senses, Christian ground. We see Christ

every where in Scripture, as we see God every where in

Nature. We therefore experience a certain difficulty in

seizing with perfect accuracy that line of demarcation

between Messianic and non-Messianic predictions which

was recognized by the Jewish interpreters. There is no

necessity for dwelling here on the promised seed of the

Woman, on the promises of the patriarchal period, or on

those great classical places in the prophets which Jews

and Christians alike refer to the King Messiah. But we
observe in the pages of such a writer as Schottgen, that

the doctrine of a coming Messiah was in itself among the

Jews a very highly elaborated doctrine. Prominent

among the various beliefs that were combined in it was

the belief that He would be superhuman. "V\nien, indeed.

He is called the King, Shiloh, the Shepherd, the Light,

the Redeemer, the Angel of the Covenant, the Angel of

the Face of God, the Angel of God, Michael, the Servant,

we detect varying anticipations of His ministerial or

redemptive work. Again, names such as David, the Son

of David, the Son of Man, the Shoot, the Man of little

countenance or stature, point clearly to His real

Humanity. But such titles as the First One, the Son of

God, the Schekinah, Jehovah, the Holy and Blessed God,

the Word of Jehovah, must be explained by reference to

His Divinity ^ The Messianic doctrine, in its popular, as

distinct from its Scriptural form, had taken full shape

before the Christian era. It had undergone modificationSj

suggested by the disasters of the Jewish people ; but its

'Justin says), St. Joseph, unable to find a lodging in Bethlehem, eV anijXaicf

-ivi (Tvveyyvs rvs Kw[x-r\s KareXviTi. See Ellicott, Hist. Lect. p. 62.

r Schottgen, Hor. Heb. vol. ii. de Messia, lib. i. c. i. pp. 4-17.
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main features were intact. It was not confined to the

Kabbinical scbools; it roused and was moulded by

popular enthusiasm; tbe people, even more tban their

teachers, had debased it in the later age of their annals^

by a political and earthly colouring. The Gospel history

alone shows that, at the period of the Incarnation, this

doctrine was a matter of general interest and discussion.

The shepherds would doubtless have expressed their

belief in it less accurately than the doctors of the law.

But deep in the heart of the people, and strong enough

to maintain itself against adverse appearances, was this

expectation of a great Deliverer. He may have been

chiefly looked for as a Redeemer from political bondage;

but His Spiritual claims and, above and underneath aU,

His Divinity were only lost sight of, they were not alto-

gether forgotten, under the pressure of national mis-

fortunes. '^A Saviour which is Christ the Lord,'' the

received reading of the Angel's words, is not then really

larger in its theological implication than the critically

questionable substitute the Lord's Christ ^" The shep-

herds knelt before the Child of Mary ; for like us Chris-

tians, they might have seen in Him One Whose Name
is called Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty God, the

Everlasting Father," no less than One in Whom human

tenderness and Divine foresight combine as in ''the

Prince of Peace

And if on any day in the year, it is on Christmas Day

that the Church of Christ owes to our Lord and Saviour

an especial acknowledgment of His Divinity. At Easter,

He is shown to be the Son of God with power ; His God-

head flashes through the radiance of His glorified Man-

hood. On the Ascension festival. He returns to His

heavenly throne as the Eang of Glory. Even on Good

Friday, while it is His Godhead that imparts its infinite

» Tisch. has 6 Xpjo-Tbs Kupios.
'

^ Isaiah ix. 6.
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value to His Sacrifice^ the moral heroism of the Great

Sufferer is felt to illumine the darkness and to transfigure

the shame and degradation of the Cross. It clothes His

Death with the spoils and emblems of victory. But
within the precincts of the manger at Bethlehem, the

weakness,, the dependence of infancy is relieved by no

recorded miraculous distinctions. Nor, unless faith be

at hand to remind us Who the Child of Mary really is,

are we conscious of the ineffable moral beauty of this

profound self-abasement of the Infinite and Eternal

Being. Therefore never is it more necessary than to-

day that the truth of our Saviour's Godhead should be

clearly present to faith. It has been remarked, that no

creature when young is so abject in its dependent help-

lessness as man. But our Lord accepts the feebleness,

the defencelessness, the peculiar and relatively unmatched

humiUation of human infancy. The first Adam, His

creature and His prototype, had issued from the Hand of

God with fully developed powers of mind and body. But

Jesus, when coming " to take om^ nature upon Him, and

as at this time to be born of a pure Virgin will not

shroud His earliest human life from the race which it

ennobles. He will not retire behind a veil of silence, still

less behind a veil of legend. St. Mark, and even St. John,

shall not alone be His biographers : He will proclaim His

infant weakness to all the ages of the Chm-ch from the

pages of St. Matthew and St. Luke. The shepherds are

but the pioneers of the sixty generations of Christendom

;

and with them, year by year, the Church gazes into the

depths of the Incarnation, at the manger-bed of her

Infant-Lord. With them she adores His glory, as she

listens to the angels who herald His Nativity ; with them

she marvels at His self-humiliation, as she visits in spirit

and in truth the stable of Bethlehem.

" Collect for Christmas Day.
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There are those who, not comprehending the moral

greatness of such humiliation, have wished it had been

otherwise. Docetism is nearly as old as Christianity.

And the cry of Marcion, Aufer a nobis pannos et dura

praesepia/^ was but an anticipation of feelings which have

led some modern writers to attempt the erasure of the

story of the Infancy from the pages of the Gospel. For

such men, the swaddling-clothes and the manger of Beth-

lehem are too energetic an illustration in history of the

statement of St. Paul, that Christ Jesus emptied Him-
self of His glory ^. Yet if it is easy to wrong God by

denying His greatness, it is easier to wrong Him by deny-

ing His condescensions. When once the Incarnation is

believed at all seriously, its successive degrees of humilia-

tion become relatively insignificant. And when, as at the

manger of Bethlehem, the mind can discover nothing of

the greatness, nothing but the weakness of human life,

the countervailing reahty of our Saviour^s Godhead should

be most thankfully and clearly confessed.

My brethren, Jesus Christ is God. His Divinity is not

any acquired decoration of His Human Soul in His

maturer years. It is not merely the highest degree of

creaturely likeness to the Universal Father. It is not the

reward and fruit of a tender and delicate spiritual con-

science. It is not the faultless and royal lustre of a soul

perpetually communing with God. Our Lord^s Divinity

is not the mere crown and beauty of His Manhood ; it is

not the moral beauty or power that went forth from Him,

when as Man He had in His sublime perfection reached

what other men account the superhuman. Still less is it

either the reflected admiration of a loving and grateful

disciple, or the idealizing efi'ort of an infant Church, warm
in its reverential love, and too intent on worship to be

capable of reserve or of criticism. It is not a metaphor,

» riiil. ii. 7.
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it is a foct. Tlie Godhead of Jesus is the great and solemn

fact which makes the record of the Life of Jesus in the

Gospel unhke any other record in the world. This fact it

is which underlies and illuminates the Gospel history

throughout. It is as true that Jesus Christ is God_, when

He Hes in the manger at Bethlehem^ as when the Resur-

rection and the Ascension have witnessed to His indestruc-

tible Life_, and He reigns at the Right Hand of Power.

His own references to His pre-existence are as really

proofs of His Divinity as are His more explicit declara-

tions of this truth
;
since^ (as was again and again shown

by the great Father who^ under God, carried the Church

through her struggle with Aj.'ianism_,) if you admit Chi'ist^s

existence before His Incarnation, you must perforce

accept the doctrine of His Consubstantial Oneness with

the Father, or you must fall back upon a theory which is

really polytheistic—the theory of a superior and of an

inferior deity y.

How carefully does the Church remind us in the Epistle

and Gospel of to-day of the true dignity of our Blessed

Saviour. As children, we may probably have wondered
why it is that on Christmas Day the story of the Birth of

Christ is banished to a lesson^. Indeed, it is remarkable

that the Gospel and Epistle, one of which, on all the other

high festivals of the Chm-ch, seems to make especial pro-

vision for the j^oung and for the poor by narrating the

event of the day, are on this most popular and, if the

phrase be allowable, most homely of festivals, difficult and
elaborate statements of abstract doctrine. It might be
thought that such arrangements proved little, or were

matters of chance. But this opinion could only satisfy

y e. g. Cf. S. Atban. Ep. de Synod. Arim, et Seleuc. c. 3, § 24, where he
is pressing this argument on the Semi-Arians. So Orat. contr. Arian. ii. c. 2 ^,

§ 10.

2 Second Lesson for Morning Service. St. Luke, chap. ii. to verse 15.
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those, who have given scant attention to the connexion

between early liturgical traditions and the belief and love

of Primitive Christendom. It might be urged that in the

pre-Eeformation service for Christmas Day there were two

other sets of Epistles and Gospels_, in which the usual law

of selection is complied with. But this would be no

apology for the actual provisions of our Eeformed Liturgy.

Nor would it account for the fact that at the great mid-

day service of the feast, our present Epistle and Gospel

have been used for at least fourteen centuries. Can we
fail to recognize the real principle of the selection ? Is it

not an earthly copy of that heavenly economy, whereby

at each of the great humiliations of the Son of Man there

was a vision of angels, sent, as if to redress the over-

weighted balance, and to offer to Jesus, before the eyes of

His creatures, some sort of reparation ? To-day our dull

spirits might see nothing beyond or beneath the swaddling-

clothes. We might fail to detect those rays of shrouded

glory which lighten the gloom and gild the sombre

poverty of the manger at Bethlehem. Therefore the

Church warns us from the Epistle to the Hebrews that

we are in the presence of the Brightness of the Father's

Glory and of the Express Image of His Being*. She pro-

claims that He is higher than the highest intelligences of

heaven by virtue of His regal offices and majesty, and yet

more by His oneness in Divine Nature with the Source

and Fountain of Godhead^. She bids us observe with St.

John, that it is the Eternal Word or Keason of the

Father Whose existence was a happy guess of Platonism,

a tradition ofEabbinism, a truth of the Old Testament, now

folly revealed as the Father's Peer and Equal in Eternity,

in Creation, in Providence, Who is made flesh and dwells

» Heb. i. 3. For this earlier meaning of virSarraffi^, cf. MiJl, Nature of

Christianity, p. iii; Bp. Forbes, Nicene Creed, p. 137
b Heb. i. 4-14. ^ St. John i. i, z.
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among us^. Faith may now behold His glory, and man
may become the child of God^. On this day, when His

Human Nature moves our human sympathy, I had almost

dared to say our human compassion ; we may not, we dare

not forget, nay, we are constrained, we rejoice to acknow-

ledge the Godhead of our Incarnate Saviour. For us

Christians this confession of the Deity of Jesus is no lifeless

formula or dead dogma. It is not an unwelcome admission,

grudgingly yielded by us in obedience to the pressure of

orthodox formularies, or to the sterner necessities of honest

criticism. It is a living, an intense conviction, resting at

once upon authority and upon conscience. It is a con-

viction to part with which is to part with all that can

really brighten the dark prison-house of the human spirit,

since to deny the Godhead of Jesus, is to forfeit the

essence of Christianity. Surely on this day the whole

voice of Christendom makes one confession; the whole

heart of the Church warms with the glow of one glorious

truth. In the humblest village churches, and in the

noblest cathedrals of Eui^ope, the Christian world bends

with the shepherds before the Babe in the manger, and

rises to complete its Gloria in Excelsis. Thou only art

holy ; Thou only art the Lord ; Thou only, 0 Christ, with

the Holy Ghost, art Most High in the glory of God the

Father

!

II. ^^And this shall be a sign unto you.^^ While

kneeling to-day before the cradle of Christianity, we may
observe something of the predestined form both of

Christian doctrine and Christian life. In the bud we
trace the probable shape and colour of the coming flower.

When standing at the source of a river we can determine

at least the general direction of its course. In the Sacred

Infancy, too, we may discern, without risk of indulgence

in over-fanciful analogies, a typical portraiture of the

d St. John i. 14. e Ibid. 12-14.
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Ckristian Creed, and a precious lesson for good Christian

living. To tlie theologian and to the practical Christian,

the sign of the manger and of the swaddling-clothes is

at least as full of meaning now as it was of old to the

shepherds of Bethlehem.

(a.) Look, then, at the Creed of the Church. Look at

the historical form which the religion of our Saviour has

from the first taken in the thought of man.

It has two sides, two aspects. It is one thing to sight,

and another faith. To sight, it is wrapped in swaddling-

clothes and laid in a manger. To faith, it is revealed from

heaven as being supernatural and Divine. What is the

Bible ? To sight, it is a book that may be read like

any other book it is a vast, a beautiful, but a human
literature ; it is human in its sympathy, human also in its

imperfections. To faith, it is throughout inspired and

unerring ; it is the very Voice of God speaking in human
language to His Listening children. AVhat is the Church ?

To sight, a human polity; perhaps a mere creature or

function of the State ; a department of the Civil Service

;

a ^''theological fiction^^ which is upheld by the law.

Sometimes the Church is described as being after all only

a voluntary association ; sometimes she passes for scarcely

more than a literary club, designed to comprehend the

wildest varieties of divergent speculation ; sometimes men
notice her as an antique product of highly organized

opinion, that may be expected in time to pass away. But

to faith, the Church is a Divine society, with a Divine

organization ; she is the pillar and ground of Truth she

is " the Body of Christ ^ she is the " fulness of Him that

fiUeth all in all^.^' Wliat is the Crucifixion? To sight,

it is a harrowing tragedy; it is the death of the most

innocent of sufiferers. It is at best a moral triumph,

where it is seen to be something higher than a spectacle

f
I Tim. ili. 15. g Cel. i. 24. i Cor. vi. 15. ^ Epbes. i. 23.
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of mere bodily agony. To faitli^, it is tlie pouring forth

of the Atoning Blood before the Face of Heaven ; it is the

Oblation of a world-redeeming Sacrifice to the Eternal

Father by His sinless Son. What are the Sacraments ?

To sight; here a drop of water^ there a little bread and

wine_,—the honour paid to a holy memory,—an instructive

symbolj—a touch of poetry. To faith, the sacramental

signs are the instruments of a heavenly Gift, or the veils

which but thinly shroud a heavenly and an awfal Presence.

To faith, the Sacraments are the revealed points of contact

between the quickening Manhood of the Saviour and the

race which He came to renew and to save. This contrast

runs throughout revealed religion. Sight can see only the

word, the symbol, the form, the material institution, the

official representative of a human system. Faith detects,

remembers, dwells on the spiritual effect, the thing really

signified, the supernatm-al force, the heaven-sent authority.

Sight lives in presence of the manger and of the swaddling-

clothes; so does faith. But faith recalls, nay, she never

forgets, she has always in her eye, the appearance of

the Angels to the shepherds on the hills of Beth-

lehem.

Let us observe here how completely Christianity ac-

cepts, embodies, insists upon, postulates the principle of

mystery. It is difficult indeed to understand how any

real Eevelation of God, as distinct from a mere human
speculation about Him, could avoid doing so. But it is

notoriously a common ground of objection to religion, that

it " thrusts''^ mysteries on our acceptance. Yet do we
avoid mystery so entirely in the realm of nature ? Is there

nothing in the natural world which recalls the scene in the

manger at Bethlehem, as that scene is illumined by the

doctrine of oui^ Saviour^s Godhead ? What is mystery but

a truth lurking behind some other truth which suggests

yet shrouds it ? What do we know of the law of con-
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nexion between our bodies and our souls ? That such a

connexion exists, we are perfectly assured. But what are

its conditions? Whj does the nerve or the limb in-

stinctively and Tiniformly express the will of the imma-

terial spirit which rules it ? Again, what do we know of

the analogous connexion between thought and language ?

Why should language have the prestige and power of

conveying thought? What is the necessary connexion

between variations in sounds produced in the atmosphere,

and variations in thought, of which those varying sounds

are nevertheless the perfectly representative expression ?

Does it not strike us as extraordinary that immaterial

thought should thus perpetually pass by such a medium

of conveyance from one human spirit to another ? No

;

we are so familiar with the mystery, that we simply do not

reflect on it. We do not observe, as we might observe, in

the connexion between soul and body, or between thought

and language, how God, present in nature, is ever educating

His children to recognize His closer presence in the King-

dom of Grace. Man has lived so long in the temple of

nature, he is so at home with its forms and colours, that

he forgets its sacramental, its mysterious character. His

science is provoked into activity by the dread solemnities,

by the unfathomed mysteries around him. Yet the

deeper he penetrates the more certainly is he encountered

by solemnity and mystery; only as he advances, they

meet him on a frontier more and more remote from his

point of starting. He seems to be continually encroaching

upon the province of mystery ; and yet at each step mys-

tery stands before him to dispute or to solemnize his

progress; his most adventurous science is always

pausing before the swaddling-clothes of a higher truth

beyond her.

Even thus it is in Divine Eevelation. God's way is

in the sea, and His paths in the great waters, and His
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footsteps are not known All that is mysterious is not

true ; but the Highest Truth_, the Truth of God's Being

and Action revealed to the finite thought of man^ is

necessarily mysterious. It comes to us as we can bear it,

shrouded beneath symbols and encased in formulae.

These are the swaddling-clothes of the Everlasting. If the

inventor or the reformer of a religion should seek to win

our sympathies by rashly offering to dispense with mys-

tery, we might perhaps have reason to admire the hardi-

hood or the ingenuity of his enterprise. But if we could

in any degree trust the common sense of mankind, we
should be sure that a religion of this description could not

pretend to a heavenly origin. Its god would be nothing

more than an intellectual image, forged and shaped in the

workshop of a human brain. We might admire a work of

art; we certainly should not suspect the presence of

Deity. The true, li\^g, Incomprehensible Creator is

necessarily mysterious, even amid His largest and most

condescending Revelations ; and the created mind to

which He discovers Himself knows full well, that this very

note of mystery marks the mighty interval which separates

His Infinity from its own finite self.

Remark also, as you kneel in the manger of Bethlehem,

the unrivalled capacity of the Gospel for addressing itseK

alike to educated intellect and to the poor. The Gospel is

at once a rehgion and a theology. One side of it is familiar,

easy of comprehension to all, popular, concrete. But it

has another side, in which it appears as a system of abstract

truth, difficult of mastery even to practised and sanctified

intellect. Here it has relations neither few nor unim-

portant with history, with language, with the physical

sciences, with psychology, with metaphysics. It is itself

the sdentia scientiarum, the queen of sciences, the meeting-

point of all the ways of thought, the ultimate arbiter of tha

i Ps. Ixxvii. 10.

I
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many questions whicli move tlie mind of man. Thus it is

digested into treatises; it creates entire literatures; it

affords play and occupation for tlie most keen and earnest

thinkers ; it is nothing less than a vast intellectual power.

Reason^ imagination, the sense of truth and the sense of

beauty_, are all entertained by it. So urgent are its claims,

so commanding is its attitude, that to regard it with

neutral feelings is impossible. And when in other fields

of knowledge investigations are being pursued with what

might at first sight seem to be dispassionate impartiality,

the investigator in reality keeps his eye steadily fixed upon

the Christian theology ; he measures the real value of his

inquiries by their hostile or friendly bearing upon those

formal assertions of doctrine for which the Chm-ch is re-

sponsible. Thus theology is a focus of intellectual activity

:

it is ever being attacked; it is ever enveloped in an atmo-

sphere of conflict ; it is continually adapting its termino-

logy and its literature to the successive phases of human
thought ; it is always and jealously guarding the integrity

of that Divine deposit which was committed to the

Apostles^. Looked at on this side, it presents itself as

the most comprehensive, as the absolute philosophy^,

which is designed to invite the interest and allegiance of

the highest and most honest thought among the sons of

men.

But the Gospel has another aspect. It is not merely

proclaimed by the higher intelligences ; it is wrapped in

swaddling-clothes, and laid in a manger. The Gospel is

something more than a philosophy ; it is a religion. It is

the religion of mankind ; it is the religion of the unedu-

cated and of the poor. To the poor it was especially

preached by our Lord™, and He drew attention to the fact

as being one of significant value. The common people

k I Tim. vi. 20. Tit. i. Q. ^ I Cor. ii. 6.

St. Matthew \i. ^.
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heard liim gladly His Apostles were uneducated men.

His friends and worshippers were to be found in the

Suburra long before they made their way into the senate^

or into the palace of the Caasars. And the people, the

toihng and suffering people, the men who live by the

sweat of their brow and by the rough labour of their

hands, the people do in truth and reality find the Christ

of Bethlehem in the Christ of Chi-istian doctrine. The

Gospel comes home to them; it comes home to their

hearts and thcrughts. It is presented to them wrapped in

swaddling-clothes ; it makes its appeal to their daily wants

and to their deepest sympathies. It speaks in plain words

of the sense of sin, of the atoning Blood, of the power of

the Blessed Spirit, of the power of the Sacraments. It

speaks of the presence, of the providence, of the love of

Jesus. It brightens the present evil world, which presses

sorely upon their spirits and their strength, by pointing to

a world beyond the tomb, where the fondest imaginings

of happiness are more than realized, and where the most

cruel wrongs and woes are amply and for ever redressed.

The Gospel is eminently the property of the people. In

its popular exhibition it is dogmatic, without scientific

accuracy; it is simple, without devising treason against

the principle of dogma. It is wrapped in the swaddling-

clothes of broken language; it is visibly expressed before

the face of heaven through the medium of a worship and a

ritual, which to the unreflecting might seem childish or

unnecessary. It may perchance be held guilty of many
offences against the laws of " good taste." Yet He, om*

Lord, is there, in the Divine simplicity of His wonderful

Revelation. The same adorable Sa\^our is there in His

aianger ; the Infinite Truth is lodging Himself, amid this

asy language and these simple instructive forms, in the

leart and intellect of the people. Often, too, He finds
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among the people a home and a welcome, when He is re-

fused one by the fastidiousness, or by the false philosophy,

or by the pretentious self-assertion of the higher classes.

He is laid in the manger because there is no room for

Him in the inn ^'.^ Thus, as in the days of Tertullian, the

simple children of the Church can solve the questions

which confound the philosophers. This is not because

poverty generally implies ignorance, while ignorance is

docile and asks no questions. Nor is it because the

Church has no message for educated intellect. The

Church ere now has spoken to an Origen, to an Augustine,

to an Aquinas, to a Hooker, to a Pascal, to a Butler, to a

Newton. These great masters of human thought bend,

like the multitudes around them, before the uplifted Cross,

Certainly all religions that can be popularized are not

therefore true. But no religion can pretend to be the

religion of humanity, and yet be incapable of being so

stated and exhibited, as to be understood by, and made

welcome to the thought of the people. The Gospel is

indeed the possession of no race, of no class. It is not a

mere philosophy, which you cannot translate into the

idiom of the many. Still less is it a popular legend, which

Avill not bear the light of scientific analysis. It is the

Voice of the Great Father of the human family, speaking

to the whole company of His children. It comes to all;

so that none should shrink from it ; it is designed to

unite all in a common faith and a common adoration.

But it comes with provisions for the needs of the many,

as well as for the needs of the few. It is concrete and

external, no less than spiritual and abstract. The Truth

which comes from Heaven is wrapped in swaddling-

clothes, and laid in a manger ; and to thoughtful minds its

seeming humiliation is the very sign of its Divinity.

o St. Lukt' ii, 7.
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(/S.) We pass to consider tlie moral import of tlie

manger-bed of tlie Infant Jesus.

By tlie allusions at the beginning of tlie second and

tliird chapters of his Gospel_, St. Luke, alone among the

Evangelists,, connects our thoughts of the Birth of the

Redeemer with the contemporary history of the Eoman
world. The pames of Augustus and Tiberius Caesar

almost jar upon the ear, while the soul is lingering around

the precincts of the Holy Home at Bethlehem. And yet

the moral contrast which those names suggest is healthful

and bracing. It brings before us with singular clearness

the moral revolution which was to follow upon the In-

carnation. It brings before us the great ^Yorld-empi^e

at the height of its fortunes, yet sensible of a profound

want, and secretly apprehensive of an approaching change.

Could Rome, we ask, the mistress of the nations, yet lack

any thing in that her age of glory? What was needed

that she should complete her triumph, or enhance her self-

content ? Not wealth : her coffers had been enriched with

the spoils of a conquered world. Not literatm'e : many of

those great writers whom we study as models of taste and

method were yet living or scarcely in their graves. Not
art : she had become through her victories the central

museum of a vast empire and of realms beyond it. Her
streets and her palaces were beautified by the accumulated

products of their skill. Not large outlays of capital on

public works. Our own gi'cat advance in material civiliza-

tion has only taught us to look with increased respect upon

the aqueducts, the roads, the triumphal arches, the palaces,

the vast and varied constructive efforts, which, even in

their ruins, at this very hour, remind civilized Europe of

the genius and energy of the Roman. Nor did Rome need

new and wiser legislation. Already that vast system ol'

law was taking shape, the later codifications of which are

fitill preserved to us, and are admii-iiigly quoted by our

P 2
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modern jurists as a splendid monument of administrative

genius. Nor did the people live uncared-for by tliose

who possessed wealth and power. Modern life presents

no parallel to those costly but cruel and wasteful enter-

tainments which for a day enabled the population of a

vast metropolis to share the riches, while they flattered

the ambition, of their rulers p. The Eome of the early

Caesars, the Kome of the age of the Incarnation, the

Rome which ruled and which represented the fairest

portion of the inhabited world, gave numerous signs of

mental and material progress. She was wealthy. She

was refined. She was the home of the fine arts, the home
of literature, the mart of commerce. She was the minister

and mistress of luxury and of enjoyment. She was the

seat of empire. But she craved for a something which

as yet she possessed not. She had lost public liberty,

because she had parted with private virtue. Roman
society was in reality a living commentary upon the words

of St. John, "All that is in the world, the lust of the

flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not

of the Father^.

The principle known in treatises of formal theology

as concupiscence,'' and to popular language as active

selfishness, was every where dominant. It was embodied

in the whole social and political fabric of the Empire

:

it was thus the real prostitute of the Apocalyptic

vision"^;—she who made the nations drunk with her

deadly draught. It was displayed in its triple form of

unrestricted sensuality, unchecked covetousness, and un-

bounded self-assertion. As sensuality, it was preying

upon the strength and manhood of the people. As covet-

ousness, it was drying up the wealth of provinces and the

P Sec the vivid and \vithal painful description of Bollinger, Held, und

Jud. viii. 2, 5.

y I St. John ii. 16. Rev. xvii. 2, 5, 15; xviii. 3, 7.
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sources of enterprise. As pride^ it was every where in

active conflict with personal and social liberty. But
these effects, outward and political, were harmless com-

pared with the degradation inflicted by unchecked self-

worship upon the human soul within. When man is his

own centre, his own ideal, his own end, his own God ; when
the indulgence of passion, and the acquisition of income,

and general self-assertion are leading and uncontrolled

principles of action ; the human character sinks to a point

of degradation which language can shadow out, but which

it cannot describe. The Roman Christians must have

recognized the society around them, the men and women
with whom they had daily dealings as fellow-citizens, in

the dark and terrible touches of that first chapter ' of the

Epistle addressed to themselves by the Apostle of the

(jentiles. But St. PauFs indictment against the pagan

life and manners is supported, nay, it is outdone, by the

testimony of observant pagans like Juvenal, w^ho laugh

bitterly at the moral ruin of the time, but who know not

the secret nor the cure of the disease. If that disease

could have been cured by a natural morality, higher in

some respects than man had ever known before, it might

have been cured by the later Stoicism, expounded by
writers like Seneca and Epictetus, and illustrated in

practice by a rare example of philosophical integrity on

the throne of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus. But the Stoic

philosophy was selfish at bottom, and unequal to dealing

with the whole area of human nature It was, as far as

it went, a beautiful theory. But its designers never

supposed that it could be put into practice, except by a

few educated persons under very favourable circumstances

It had as little effect upon the masses of mankind, as

have the midnight speculations of an astronomer who is

pacing the roof of his observatory upon the thought and

« lioui. i. 28 -31. Cf. Dollinger, Heid. und Jud. Lx. li. 2. t Felix.
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habits of tlie sleopiug cottagers around him. The world-

wide principle of spiritual death needed to be expelled by
a stronger and not less universal principle. It demanded
a regenerating force, resting not on theory but on fact, a

principle human in its form and action, but Divine in its

strength and origin ^.

Such a principle we find in the Babe wrapped in

swaddling-clothes and lying in the manger of Bethlehem.

This was indeed the X670? e/i-c^uro?, the Divine Word,
engrafted on human nature, and able to save the souls of

men ^. The Incarnation was the source of a moral revolu-

tion. It was the uplifting of the standard of moral

reform. By saving man, it was destined to save human
society. The Incarnation confronted sensuality by endur-

ance and mortification. It confronted covetousness by

putting honour upon poverty. It taught men that a

man's highest life consisteth not in the abundance of the

things that he possesseth. But its great lesson was a

lesson of humility. In the humiliation of the Highest the

nations read the truth which the Incarnate Lord taught

in words :
—" Except ye be converted, and become as

little children, ye cannot enter into the kingdom of

heaven y.^'

Do we sometimes languidly wish that we could attain

to more strength of Christian faith, and to more growth

in the Christian life ? May it not be, brethren, that wo
need to learn more fully the great lesson of Christmas

Day ? This shall be a sign unto us : we shall find the

Divine Babe, wrapped in swaddling-clothes, and lying in

a manger. Perhaps we dwell with complacency on our

real or presumed good qualities, on our gifts of nature,

even on our gifts of grace. Perhaps we talk easily and

naturally of ourselves, of that which reflects credit on us,

" Dollinger, Held, und Jud. viii. i. i. * St. James i. 21.

y St. Matthew xviii. 3.
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of that wliicli leads others to think or to talk of 11s. We
contrast ourselves with others. We contrast our pre-

sumed virtues or talents with their presumed incapacities

or faults. We find ourselves making a scientific study of

the shortcomings of other persons. We are secretly

pained when they are praised. We delicately suggest

something which detracts from their credit. We have

always a defence at hand when we are ourselves found

fault with : it is a point of honour with us to hold our

own, and to refuse to admit that we are in the wi'ong.

We assume an air of quiet superiority in conversation ; we
cultivate a judicious and elegant contempt for the opinions

of the great bulk of mankind. We are quite sure that we
see much farther and enjoy a much wider intellectual

horizon than is possible for others. We think much of

what is public and striking ; we are fascinated by gi'eat

names, great employments, great promotions, great suc-

cesses, great alliances. It does not even occui^ to us that

mere human greatness is for a Christian a thing to fear,

or a thing to pity. We are despondent at the failure of

our plans or our efibrts ; as though we had a divine right

to succeed, and were wronged by Providence when
baulked of success. We are angiy at finding that we are

thought meanly of, and we endeavour to force ourselves

to form an equally low estimate of those who, as we hear,

criticize us unfavourably. We do our works to be seen

of men, or at least so as not to escape being seen of them.

We prefer extraordinary tasks to common-place and

every-day duties. We have no taste for a life of secret

prayer and unpublished benevolence. We shrink from

labour which no eye but the Eye of God surveys. Our
good taste probably leads us to avoid gross acts of self-

assertion or vanity. Or rather our selfish instinct assures

us that self-assertion carried beyond a certain point is

apt, in a fastidious society, to defeat itself, and to provoke

I
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Gnpleasant reprisals. And yet is it not only too possible

to display before men tbat species of mecbanical modesty

wliicli is tbe poorest counterfeit of real humility, wliile yet

in our inner souls we breatbe an atmosphere wbicli is in

its principle tlie very spirit of tlie fallen archangel ?

And if this, or something like this, be the case with us,

how little do we as yet know of the moral import of the

Incarnation ! How little are we apprised of the truth,

that God has poured the condemnation and the contempt

of Heaven upon all forms of creaturely self-assertion, by
lowering Himself in the freedom of His omnipotence to

the level of a creature's life !

Be well assured that for us men humility is the law ot

progress, because it is the admission of truth. It is no

fictitious posture or state of mind; it is the seeing our-

selves as we are. We only desire improvement when we
dare to confess our imperfection ; and the All-perfect has

deigned to teach us the lesson. Even the life of Jesus

begins with the manger. ^'Magnus esse vis, a minimo

incipe Begin with confession. Confess error, confess

ignorance, confess sin. You wish to learn a language.

Acknowledge to yourself the extent of your ignorance of

its grammar. You desire to attain proficiency in an art.

Crush that rising ambition to produce striking efiects

with ease and rapidity, and see what you know of the

laws of beauty. You aspire to reform society. Study

society on a small scale, in one of the units which

compose it. Begin, for instance, by reforming yourself.

You fancy that you have peculiar aptitudes for govern-

ment and command. Look at the theory of government

from below, and measure your power of rule by your

power of obedience. You would fain save your soul.

Nay, you would be a saint. Well. It is a blessed

2 St. Aug. Serm. Ixix. 2 (vol, v.). Compare "Ad mngna nos tcndimns:

p;irva capiainus, et magni eriinus." lb. Serm. cxvii. 17.
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ambition. But humility is the condition of improvement.

You must begin by eGiifessing yourself to be a sinner.

It is here indeed_, in the spiritual sphere, that the

lesson of Christmas Day receives its widest and highest

application. "What is most necessary to faith^ but a

confession of the limits and of the weakness of human
intellect? What is most necessary to sanctification

through the means of grace, but an honest admission

of the worthlessness and poverty of the efforts of un-

assisted nature ? What is most necessary to acceptance

Avith a holy God, but an abandonment of the plea of self-

righteousness and the submission of self to the Redemp-
tive Eighteousness of Christ? ^Yhat is needed for the

lieartfelt reception of Truth which comes to us in humble
language and in familiar institutions, but the great lesson

which He teaches on Christmas Day, ^^Hio is Himself the

Author and the Substance of that truth—the lesson of

humility ?

III. Christmas, if not the first, is, in England at least,

the most welcome festival of the Church. We English

are a domestic people. And Christmas sheds the blessing

of the Son of the Highest on every household in the land.

It strengthens those family ties, which at once protect

individual purity, and are the sinews of a Christian civili-

zation. Every believing mother knows the blessing of

that awful Child-bearing ^ which the Apostle proclaims as

the salvation of womankind. Even a mother^s love for her

child,—of all natural human affections the purest and the

most unselfish,—is ennobled by the love of Mary. And
every well-instructed Christian child feels an interest in

and a fellowship with the Childhood of Jesus. The weak-

ness and dependence of lifers earliest years are dignified

^ I Tim. ii. 15 : 2a>6T/0"eTat Se 5ia t^s T^Kvo-^ovias, Cf. Hammond in loc.

Compare especially Bishop Ellicott's exhaustive note, *' Pastoral Epistles,"

in loc.
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by the story of Bethlehem. FroiD that manger where

adoring love tends the weakness of Omnipotence, there

streams a ray of sunlight which in the depths of our

Northern winter warms, and lightens, and cheers every

family that names the Name of Christ. Christmas is one

of those few festivals on which those who are severed

from the Church share something—we may trust much

—

of her joy. It is a day on which even the unthinking,

and the indifferent, and the prayerless feel an unwonted

glow, they know not whence or why, which steals over

their being with the power and mysteriousness of a

higher world. To-day there is union between Truth

and Mercy ^ as they meet in our Incarnate Lord. To-

day there is union between the purest of earthly affections

and the highest sympathies of the inhabitants of heaven.

To-day a common chord is touched, here by the family

greeting, iliere by the songs around the Throne. Those

who are separated by differences of race, by differences

of class, b}^ differences of political opinion ; those who are

ranged as foes in deadly strife on this side or on that, in

the fevered agony of a dismembered republic*^; those

who stand on opposite sides of a chasm which forbids,

alas ! the visible intercommunion with each other of the

severed branches of the Church of Jesus Christ,—^meet

to-day around His manger, to receive His message of

peace among men, and to rise above earthly troubles and

earthly separations, while engaged in a common effort of

praise and adoration. Even those to whom the Christ of

Christendom is but a dim tradition of the past, vanishing,

as it would seem, before the material progress of the

present, to-day feel something in common with Christians,

who indeed know and love the Lord That bought them.

b Ps. Ixxxv. 10.

c I'liis sennou was preached during the earlier period of the civil war in

the United States of America.
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For coming to us in tliis intimate union with our

common humanity ; commg to us witli this direct re-

cognition of our home affections
;

coming to us in a

doctrinal tradition of eighteen centuries which has lost

nothing of its strength, nothing of its intense and most

practical significance; coming to us in the pages of

His Evangelists and in the realities of His Sacraments

;

coming to us in the marvellousness of His love and in

the depths of His humiliations
; wrapped as He is in His

swaddling-clothes and laid in His manger_, Jesus Christ

takes us all captive^ at least for the moment, by the

beauty, the poetry, the largeness of His generosity,

if not by the sense of our own utter need of Him
and of the mighty strength of His salvation. May He
of His mercy raise our earthly cheerfulness into heavenly

joy, and deepen the welcome rest from daily toil on

this day of feasting into the abiding peace which passeth

all human understanding ! May we see more and more
of His living Majesty beneath the words and the forms

which shroud Him while they speak of Him ! At His

manger may we learn the blessed temper which makes
faith, repentance, perseverance, easy, and to which arc

promised the crowns of glory worn by the blessed around

His throne !



SERMON IX.

THE DIVINE VICTIM.

Gal. ii. 20.

The Son of God, Who loved me, and gave Himselffor me.

TjOES tlie solemn remonstrance^ which the Apostle of

the Gentiles has just described himself as having

addressed to St. Peter at Antioch^ continue; while the

discussion is thrown into a more argumentative and

impersonal form, down to the end of this remarkable

chapter ? Or does the narrative portion of the Epistle

to the Galatians end with the upbraiding question,

"Why compellest thou the Gentiles to Judaize^?'^ Is

St. Paul in the text still remonstrating with St. Peter?

Is he justifying his remonstrance by an explanation

which was only needed by and addressed to the Galatian

Churches ? Or must the point be left undecided, on the

ground that here as elsewhere the Apostle is careful only

for truth, and regardless of method and form in stating

it? Does the historical statement before us melt away

into the doctrinal argument which follows it by a trans-

ition, so gradual, so well-nigh imperceptible, that we

cannot say to which of the two the text most properly

belongs ?

These are questions of serious interest to the student

a Gal. ii. 14.
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of this portion of the Sacred Writings. Yet they may
be fitly set aside on so solemn an occasion as the present.

However we may answer them, they do not affect the

general import of the words, to which our thoughts this

morning will be more especially directed. And mere

gratuitous criticism is out of place during these solemn

hom-s, when the Church is kneeling beneath the Cross to

honour the Dying Agony of the Redeemer of the world.

It is sufficiently plain that the great Apostle will not

consent to fall back upon a dispensation which had indeed

of old come from heaven ; but which, like a star that had

paled before the rising sun, had already been set aside

upon the promulgation of the Gospel. The Jewish law

itself convinced St. Paul of its intrinsic insufficiency to

meet the needs of the human soul ^. Although a Jew

by nature and not a sinner of the Gentiles,^'' St. Paul

looked only to be justified by the faith of Christ, and not

by the works of the law To suppose that the whole

Jewish law was of literal, eternal, universal obligation,

was in effect to make the Divine Master Himself, Who
tiad died to free mankind from its bondage and from the

^ilt of transgressing it, a very minister of sin^.-*^ If

:he Judaizing Galatians were right, the Crucifixion had
3een needless as a fount of strength and pardon ; and the

egal ordinances were not less effective as channels of

p:ace than were the Sacraments of the Gospel. If the

Tudaizers were right, the Apostle had only to confess

hat his Christian energy had been the measm^e of his

uistake, and, like a blundering workman, to build again

he things which he had destroyed^. K righteousness

ideed came by the law, then Christ had died in vain ^.

If, on the other hand, the Apostle might trust his own
piritual life and experience, the case was far otherwise

to Gal. ii. 19. c Ibid. 15, 16. d Ibid. 17.

e Ibid. 18.
"

f Ibid. 21.
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St. Paul's whole houI was sustained^ quickened,, em-

powered^ supernaturalized^ by that mighty Event wherein

the law received its explanation as a typical system^ and

whereby its ceremonial prescriptions had lost their force.

The Son of God had died upon the Cross for the sins

of every separate child of Adam. This was that blessed

grace of God^ of which the Apostle was so profoundly

sensible^ and which he would not knowingly frustrate ^.

"I am crucified/' he cries^ '^with Christ, nevertheless

I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me; and the life

which I now live in the flesh I live by the faith of

the Son of God, Who loved me, and gave Himselfli

for me.''

The Son of God, Who loved me, and gave Himself for

me." What Person, what act is present to the mind of

the Apostle when he thus expresses himself? what idea

do his words convey to his Galatian readers ?

I. First of all, remark ' that the Apostle, even when i

speaking of 'Hhe Son of God," has his eye upon Onei

Who is not other than truly and literally Human. Nori

would St. Paul's readers have failed in this to follow him.
j

The disposition to explain away the reality of our

Saviour's Manhood belongs to the later Apostolical

age. It had not arisen when St. Paul wrote this Epistle.

Docetism had no affinities with the Judaizing tendencies

which were corrupting the Galatian Churches. On thoi

contrary, the Judaizers tended to become Humanitarian!

and Ebionitic^. Their high estimate of the legal ordi-*

nances depreciated the finished work of Jesus Christ.

Their depreciation of the redemptive work of Christ

involved as a theological consequence the further ten-

dency to depreciate His Divine Person. And it has been

g GaL ii. 21.

Compare Newman's "Arians of the Fouvtli Century," cli. i. sect. i.

pp. 21, 22.
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suggested^ that the heretical line of thought of which

Arianism was subsequently the most considerable, if not

the culminating expression, is only traced back to its

original source, when we detect it as a principle more

or less vigorous, albeit latent and unrecognized, in the

Judaizing doctrines which confronted St. Paul among his

Galatian converts.

This side of the truth then—our Lord's real Humanity

—the Galatians would have apprehended without diffi-

culty. Certainly the reality of our Lord's IManhood is

3aost prominently asserted in the later Epistles, whether

r.s the ground of His Priesthood, as in the Epistle to the

Hebrews, or, more generally, as the instrument of His

Mediatorial Work, as in that to Timothy, or as essential

to the reahty of the Incarnation^ as in St. John^s First

Epistle. " Because the children were partakers of flesh

and blood_, He likewise Himself took part in the same

In the days of His Flesh He offered strong crying and

tears to heaven ^•'^ " He was touched with the feeling of

our infirmities^ and in all points tempted like as we
are™." ^^The One Mediator between God and man'^

is " the Man Christ Jesus ""P " The spirit of Antichiist''

it is which "denies that Jesus Christ is come in the

llesh«."

Jesus, then_, is a self-sacrificing, suffering Member of

our common race? He does not belong simply and

altogether to another world, so that we men feel that we
have little or no part in Him. He has human Blood

' in His Veins. He has, let us reverently remember it,

a human Countenance. He has taken upon Him not

merely a human Body, but a human Soul. His Soul is

I human in Its endo^Tnents of reason, memory, affection,

^ ' Xewnnan's " Arians/-' pp. 25, jG. ^ Hcb. ii. 14.

' Heb. V. 7. Heb. iv. 15.

- I Tim. ii. 5. ^ ^ Sc. John \v. 3.
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imagination^, will. He has pre-eminently and manifestly

human sympathies. He is born indeed supernaturally

of a Virgin Mother. He is her only Son?. He is

brought up (with what surpassing care and tenderness

who shall say ?) in a home where poverty had but refined

the finest movements of human afi'ection. ^nd besides

His Blessed Mother, He has other relatives. There are

His honoured foster-father, and His mother's sisters, and

His cousins. There is, moreover, the little company

of friends whom He chooses from among other men, and

presses most closely to His human Heart. When, then,

He hangs upon His Cross in the anguish and in the

shame of death, we are not contemplating the strictly

unintelligible woe of a Being Who belongs only to a

distant world. He appeals directly and powerfully to

the fellow-feeling of our common nature. He appeals

to its tenderness, to its experimental knowledge of suf-

fering, to its purest, to its most unselfish compassion.

He is not (at least, historically speaking), as art has

sometimes represented Him, a solitary Form, alone

visible in the encompassing darkness, hanging in awful

desolation between earth and heaven. Thus lonely

indeed in His death-agony He may well appear to

the soul which gazes on Him, as its One Hope and

Refuge ; and which, gazing on Him, would fain forget

all beside. But in the pages of the Gospel it is

otherwise. In the Gospel narrative the race to which

He belongs, and for which He is dying, crowds around

Him ; and His Ear and His Eye are filled in death with

sickening evidences of the fickleness, and the unthank-

P Cf. *' Pearson on the Creed," i. 211. " Uciug ut once the mother of th?

Son of God and yet a virgin, she continued for ever in tlie same virginity,

according to the tradition of the Fathers and the constant doctrine of the

Church." Compare Dr. Mill, Chr. Adv. Publication for 1843, P- 3^^' sqq.

(Myth. Int., ed. Webb, p. 365. sqq.); "Jackson on the Creed," xii. p. 07.
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fulness^ and tlie scorn, and tlie liate of His fellow-men.

Close beneatli His Cross there is a friend wlio repre-

sents His human friendships ; since he has enjoyed more

intimately than any other the unspeakable privilege

of His companionship. And one besides is at hand,

to whom His Agony is a sorrow, such as we may not

fathom. His Mother is there. She has struggled

through the crowd of His enemies, that she may meet

His dying gaze and hear His last cry. But in her awful,

soul-absorbing grief, beneath the Cross of her Son, Mary
witnesses to His true Manhood. Her maternal woe

attests her Son^s real share in our common nature ; and

those who have watched the last struggles of a friend

or of a relative, more precious and loved than any else

on earth, can understand how sublimely human was

that last recognition, that tender commendation on

Mount Calvary— Behold thy son!" "Behold thy

mother^'/'

Wherever human feeling is yet fresh and keen, wherever

it has not been blunted or brutalized ; the death of a fel-

low-man raises in us men a profound and painful fellow-

feeling. But if the life which is yielded be yielded neither

in early youth nor in advanced years; if already each

natural power has been perfectly developed, and as yet

time has left upon the victim no trace of an incipient

decay; our sympathies with him are strangely intensified.

It is truer perhaps to say that they acquire nothing less

than a new character. For to represent the most finished

and highest capacities of om- common race is in some sense

to impersonate it. The man who sacrifices the strongest,

noblest life of which humanity is capable, must die, as it

seems to us, with terrible efi'ort. He must struggle in

• death against the highest energies of life. A child has

hardly yet learnt to live. An old man may feel that hia

1 St. John xix. 26, 27.

II
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time for dying lias fairly come ; and that, like ripe fruit

which is ready to fall, he may almost rejoice to be laid in his

grave by the hand of violence, since its stroke is wellnigh

in harmony with the conrse of nature. But our Holy

Lord suffered, in the prime of manhood, at the age of

thirty-three. He offered the Body which was prepared^

just when that Body had completely developed Its highest

energies, perfections, beauties. Scripture nowhere hints

that His vital powers had been ever impaired or weakened

by disease : so that when He died upon the Cross, the

keenest, strongest life of which human natui'e is capable

was wrung out of Him by a protracted torture.

Let us however steadily contemplate a Sufferer Who is

innocent of all crime, innocent not merely in act but in

motive. Let Him be holy, harmless, undefiled, separate

from sinners in His outward conversation, and yet more

in the inmost sanctuary of His Soul and Conscience. Let

Him have challenged His enemies to convince Him of

sinV^ in the confidence that their suspicious jealousy could

not sully His spotless innocence. Then His death pro-

vokes in us a still deeper sentiment. We do not now

sympathize as human beings, only with the physical suffer-

ings of a fellow-man. We do not even endeavour to enter

chiefly into His mental anguish. The appeal ofsuch a death-

scene is pre-eminently moral. It sensibly rebukes us.

We feel the feebleness, the cowardice, the aimlessness of

our own daily life in such a Presence. For a moment per-

haps the tragedy provokes our indignation against the in-

justice which enacts it ; but it certainly and permanently

commands the tribute of our reverence and of our love.

Those who have seen on Calvary, as we must fear, little else,

have seen thus much in the Death of Jesus Christ : for them

it is the closing scene of a moral victory. They dwell with

chastened enthusiasm upon that perfect harmony oi

r Hcb. X. 5. 8 Heb. vii. 26. * St. John viii. 46.
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nature, tliat absolute self-renunciation, tliat pure love, that

entire resignation, continued tlirougli life, and ending in

death,^^ as "facts independent of their feelings"/'' They

rest with grateful hearts on this spectacle of spiritual

grandeur. And, indeed, for most men to have reached

middle life is to have waded through years of greater or

less unfaithfulness to the law and light of God. Accord-

ingly, in ordinary cases, our sympathy with the suffering

of grown-up persons is diminished by our conviction,

whether consciously avowed to ourselves or not, that such

suffering has been deserved. Thus the instinct of pity

within us is held in check by the sense of justice ; and we
reahze an extreme form of this result, in hearing of a

public execution, when there has been no doubt whatever

of the guilt of the condemned criminal. But how could

we endure the narrative, still more the spectacle of pro-

longed insult and torture inflicted upon a saintly and

revered friend, or, as in the recent Indian mutiny, upon

young children, or even upon a dumb, helpless, harmless

animal ? Yet His very executioners rendered homage to

the stainless holiness of our Crucified Lord. And when
prophecy speaks of His being brought as a lamb to the

slaughter^, and when He is described as the Holy Child'^

Jesus, Scriptm'e appears to evoke and to cherish within us

this species of intense, tender, bewildered sympathy, as

proper to the contemplation of the Suffering Death of our

Most Holy Saviour.

But let us suppose further that the suffering be volun-

tary, that it be accepted for the good of a friend, of a

cause, of a country, when it might be declined in strict

u Professor Jowett, Epistles of St. Paul, ii. p. 481.

^ Isa. liii. 7. Acts viii. 32.

y Acts iv. 27, 30. Even if TraTs alludes chiefly to the Servant of Jehovah

in Isaiah liii. 11, it may be also designed to suggest the fact that favourite

slaves were frequently boys.

ill Q 2
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reason and justice. Then tlie sjmpatlietic reverence with

which we regard it is heightened by the homage which we
pay to its disinterestedness^, to its generosity, to its direct

claims upon ourselves. And when suffering is undergone

for the sake and in the sacred name of Truth, whether the

Highest Truth or the lowest, whether moral or speculative,

whether natural or revealed ; the human heart, sometimes

even in its deepest corruption, bursts forth into a very

ecstasy of wondering and thankful love. Socrates, we

know, has still his meed of this enduring homage ; even

though when dying he could prescribe the sacrifice of a

cock to ^sculapius^. And the name and memory, nay,

the very tomb of the Christian martyr has commanded

for ages a tribute of sincere reverence. This debt of reve-

rence Chiistendom really pays to the sufferings and blood,

whereby Europe was won to Christianity. For it is felt

that every man who witnesses to truth by dying for it,

gives himself, in a certain true sense, for the human race.

He proclaims the value and nobleness of our moral life^

and the relative cheapness of our animal existence. He
enlarges the horizon of oui' moral prospect. He enriches

our wills with a new and powerful motive. He endows us

with the force of his own example. He teaches us the

great lesson that no real good, political, social, or moral,

was ever achieved except at the cost of sacrifice. He
asserts the transcendent preciousness of that which is

man's best conquest or his best inheritance ; he preaches

in act and deed the preciousness of truth. And our human

Lord claimed for Himself a chief share in the sentiment

with which mankind salutes the Martyr, when standing

before His judges He exclaimed, '^^To this end was I born,

and for this cause came I into the world, that I should

bear witness unto the Truth-."

Thus it was that He gave Himself, His true. His repre*

z Plat. PliEcdo, p. 1 18 a, cli. 66. a St. John xviii. 37.
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sentative Human Life_, tlie very prime and strength of

His manhood, His undefiled Body and His stainless Soul,

to death. He was free. He might have declined to

make the sacrifice. ''No man/^ He said, ''taketh My
life from Me, but I lay it down of Myself But He
gave all that man holds dear. He surrendered His home.

His friends. His fair name among men. His credit with

and sway over the multitude. He gave the energies, the

powers, the organs and members of His Body, the

faculties and endowments of His Human Soul, without

reserve or stint. He embraced His destined Agony witL

deliberation, nay with fervour. He laid Himself out for

acute mental suffering, and for prolonged bodily torture.

He hastened through the brief years of His Ministry with

His gaze keenly, constantly fixed on that which awaited

Him. He hastened onwards to Gethsemane and to

Calvary. In each of the Gospels the condensed narra-

tive expands, as we approach the Passion, into a fulness

' of detail and statement, in order that we men may study

the generosity, the greatness, the completeness of this

Gift of gifts. The Prime and Flower of humankind. He
gave Himself as a witness to the high capacities of our

nature, and to the pre-eminent sacredness of truth. We
are men; and we may say, each of us, in this human
sense, with the Apostle, " He loved me, and gave Himself

for me."

n. Such is the Passion, if the Sufferer be supposed to

be only human. Such indeed is its aspect, if, knowing
Him to be more than Man, we fix the souFs eye for

the moment only upon His holy Humanity. But the

Apostle^s general language throughout this passage be-

comes unintelligible if we suppose Jesus Christ to be
only Man. And when St. Paul speaks of tlie Son of God,

(whatever may have been urged by Socinian expositors

l> St. John X. 18.
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to the contrary^,) lie opens upon the soul a new
and altogether distinct aspect of the Event of this day.

^ The admissions contained in the following passage are remarkable.

The theory that the earliest Jewish Christians first learnt to estimate aright

the dignity of our Lord's Person from reflecting on His work, is, of course,

an error:

—

" Plus la communaute se penetrait de la grandeur de I'oeuvre de la re-

demption, et plus elle comprenait que le Messie ne devait pas seulement

paraitre dans I'avenir pour clorre I'histoire du monde, mais qu'il etait deja

venu I'asseoir sur une nouvelle base, en regenerant I'humanite, plus aussi sa

personne lui apparaissait grande et sublime. Elle finit par se convaincre que

les anciennes revelations ne lui donnaient pas la mesure de la nouvelle, que le

Seigneur et chef de I'Eglise n'etait pas simplement le successeur des pro-

phetes, que le nom de Fils de Dieu lui appaHejiait dans un autre sens qu'a,

ceux qui I'avaient porte precedemment. Pour constater ce progres par

des citations, nous n'avons pas besoin d'intervertir I'ordre adopte dans cet

ouvrage et d'en appeler aux apotres dont les ecrits ont plus particulierement

servi de base a la theologie ecclesiastique, Paul, Jean et I'auteur de I'epitre

aux Hebreux. Leur enseignement sera Tobjet d'une etude speciale dans les

livres suivants. Nous ferons observer seulement que les ecrits de Paul, qui

remontent, pour ainsi dire, jusqu'au berceau de I'figlise, ne contiennent

aucune trace que leur doctrine christologique, si differente de celle de

rSbionitisme vulgaire, ait paru etre une innovation, ou ait donne lieu a des

contestations queloonques, a I'epoque oil ils furenf publies."—Reuss, Thiol.

Chret. i. pp. 459, 460.

The author then condenses into a striking paragraph the evidence which

the Apocalyse of St. John (he calls it " livre foncierement judeo-chretien")

yields to the fact that our Lord's Deity was taught in all its fulness in those

portions of the Apostolic Church where, according to some recent theories,

Ebionitic influences might have been expected to be felt :

—

** On doit reconnaitre sans hesitfer que Christ, dans 1'Apocalypse est eleve

au niveau de Dieu. II est nomme le premier et le dernier, le commencement

et la fin, et ces memes formules sont employees a designer I'Etre supreme.

Si la theologie est arrivee, par I'analyse speculative, a reconnaitre, dans

I'essence de Dieu, sept attributs ou perfections, il est dit expressement que

ces memes attributs appartiennent aussi a Christ. Lui seul pent nommer

Dieu son pere, qui, dans ce livre, n'est jamais appele notre pere, ce qui

prouve a la fois la distance qui le separe de nous et son affinite avec le Pere.

11 porte un nom nouveau, qui sera e'crit aussi sur front des lideles, mais ce

nom, c'est en meme temps celui du Pere, le nom de Jehovah, nom mys-

terieux aujourd'hui, mais que ceux qui doivent le porter apprendront a

prononcer de celui qui en possede le secret. Enfin, il est appele la Parole de

Dieu; il est done cette hypostase primitive, "Verbe, Esprit ou Sagesse, qui

oomme le reconnaissait deja la philosophic anterieure, avait ete creee avant
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" The Sou of God. AVlio loved me, and gave Himself for

me/'

Not to linger over tlie Scripture language, wliicb.

speaks of the Blood of God as the purchase-price of His

Church ^, and of the Crucifixion of the Lord of Glory by
His creatures ®, let us carry our thoughts to the doctrine

of our Lord's Person with which St. John prefaces his

Gospel, or to the first chapter of the Epistle to the

Hebrews. The Son of God, Who is described in the

Epistle to the Hebrews as being sent "in these last

daysV' is in St. John the Divine Word or uttered

Eeason, Who was "in the beginning with God," and

^^lio "was God^.'' In these two names, the Son and

the Word, we may study in its completeness the glory

which our Divine Saviour " had with " the Father " before

the world was As the Son, He is personally distinct

from the Everlasting Father. As the Word or Reason of

Grod, He is the Father's Equal, the Sharer of His inmost

counsels, the Partaker of His Substance and of His

Intellectual Life. If He had been revealed only as the

Son, the unbalanced phrase might have tempted us to

Ai'ianism. If only as the Word, we might have been

attracted by the plausible heresy of Sabellius. In their

combination, the two words teach and guard the Catholic

doctrine, that the Eternal Son is of One Substance with,

yet personally distinct from, the Eternal Father. When,
then we say of Jesus Christ, " He gave Himself for me,"

we are not speaking of a divinized man, whose moral

le monde, afin qu'elle appelat a son tour ce dernier a I'existence et Tornrit de

tous les tresors de sa perfection. Cost ce qui est exprime en toutes lettres

par la phrase qui nomme Christ le commencement de la creation de Dieu."

—

Ihid. pp. 461, 462. Compare Pressense, " Jesus Christ," p. 342.

^ Acts XX. 28. See Dr. Wordswoi'th's valuable note in loc. Scrivener,

"Introduction to Criticism of the New Testament," p. 445, pronounces for

the reading 0eoG.

e I Cor. ii. 8. ^ Heb. i. 2. g St. John i. i. h Ibid. xvii. 5.
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stature seemed to his contemporaries to reacli from eartli to

Heaven. Nor are we face to face with a Being, created in

ages long prior to the creation of the worlds, whose myste-

rious origin is hidden deep in the depths of God^s eternity,

yet of Whom we may say without inaccuracy, that " tliere

was a time when He was not." For this our Saviour, Who
was judged and crucified as on this day, is the Son Which

is the Word of the Father, begotten from everlasting of the

Father, Yery and Eternal God '\'' He is the Only-begot-

ten Son of God, begotten of His Father before all worlds,

God of God, Light of Light, Yery God of Yery God^"
His oneness with the Father, of Whom He was begotten

before all worlds, is imaged by the connexion of the ray of

light with its parent sun, from which, to the eye of sense, it

seems to stream down to earth in unbroken continuity

—

cLTravyacr^a rrj^ 86^7]^. And just as the impression of a seal

is co-extensive with, yet distinct from, the seal which pro-

duces it, so is the Son at once equal with, yet hypostatically

distinct from, the Person of the Everlasting Father, Whose
Image and Impress He is

—

^(^apa/cTrjp r?)? viroardaecd^^.

It is observable how both Scripture and the Catholic

Creeds first state the truth of Christ^s Divine and Eternal

Person, and then pass on to say how He sufi'ered and died.

The Godhead indeed could not sufier. But God could

take a nature which is capable of suffering. And we

know that He has condescended to do so. But Scrip-

ture and the Creeds do not pause to limit or explain the

sense in which the Eternal and Almighty Son of God

i Art. II. k Nicene Creed.

1 Heb. i. 3. So St. Greg. Nyssen., Comm. in loc. : Ttp jxkv aTravydfffiain

rh (Tv/uLcpves dySeiKi^vfxeuos' Se xopa/CT'^pt rh laoffrdaiov, oure •yap avTTjy

Trphs T7}v aTravyd(ov(rav cpvaiv iirivoeTLTai ri fi4(rov ovre rU tov xapaxTvjpoy

iXaTTucris irphs tt}V vtt' avTov xopaKT7jpi^OA<.eV7;»' virdcTTaaiv. aWa koI 8 t^v

airavyd^ovaav (pvaiu vorjaas, Kut to aTvavyaajxa ravrrfs ttui'tus KaTcy6rj<T(.

Kal Th /j.eyeOos ttjs vTrotTTCttrew iv vcS rc^ iiripaiuofjieva \apaKTripi
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became obedient to deatb. Still less do tbe Creeds

insert a new subject™ : as tbougb He Who was Very God
was other than He Who was crucified. St. John describes

the great Subject of his Gospel in its opening chapter.

He is the Word_, Who is with God, and Who is God
He is the Author of creation*', the source of Life and

Light P. St. John then traces His manifestation in the

flesh through its successive stages, His miracles. His

disputes with the Jews, His journeyings to Jerusalem.

When at the end of his Gospel, in the eighteenth and

nineteenth chapters, St. John describes Christ's humi-

hations, and Sufi*erings, and Death, he is speaking of the

Self-same Person Whom he had already described at first

as the Everlasting Keason or Word of the Supreme God.

In the same way the Creed asserts that "Very God of

Very God, for us men and for om' salvation . . . was

made man, and was crucified also for us under Pontius

Pilate And St. Paul tells the Philippians, how Christ

Jesus, being in the form of God, did not deem His

equality with God a prize to be jealously retained or

insisted on"", but emptied Himself^ of His glory, by
taking upon Him the form of a slave, by being made in

the likeness of men. And further, how, after being found

in fashion as a man. He humbled Himself by becoming

obedient even to death ; but that death—the Cross *. We
follow the descent from the Throne of Glory to the human
hfe, and from the human life to the exceptional pain and

ignominy of the Cross. But the Person is throughout

ihe Same. Thus Scripture and the Creeds lead us to

view the Atonement in the light of the Incarnation,

This was pressed by St. Cyril and the Alexandrian Synod upon the

attention of the unhappy Xestorius. Cf. Routh, Scrip. Eccles. Opusc, vol. ii.

PP- 37. .38.

° St. John i. I .
o Ibid. 3. P Ibid. 4. q Nicene Creed.

OuX o-pTrayixhu riyr]aaro rh elvai laa Qecf.

* 'Eavrhu iichuae. * Phil. ii. 6-8.
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rather than to value the Incarnation only or chiefly as a

basis and justification of those effects which are attributed

to the Atonement. If it might be said without u-reve-

rence^ the Catholic doctrine thus teaches us to approach

the Cross from above more naturally than from below.

We look at the Crucifixion in the light of the dignity of

our Saviour's Person^ without thinking exclusively of the

needs of our sinful souls. Some of the earlier Socinians

would seem to illustrate this position^ however uncon-

sciously. Their errors on the subject of our Lord's Death

are a direct consequence of their Humanitarianism. They

do not, generally speaking, concern themselves to engage

in distinct speculations as to any presumed incompatibility

between the revealed results of the great Sacrifice and the

eternal Love or Justice of God.

If, prior to information on the subject, we were to be

told that such a being as our Incarnate Lord was to teach

and act on the scene of human life ; we should anticipate

works of marvel and mystery, and words of unearthly

wisdom and of infallible truth. But if we were to be told

that He was to die, we should be unable to form any

specific conjecture as to the possible or probable results of

His death. When dealing with a problem so mysterious,

so altogether transcending the range of our limited capa-

cities, the human mind can only wait for Divine dis-

closures ^. It cannot venture to forecast them. It may

indeed reverently and reasonably surmise that in carrying

the Human Nature which He has assumed forward to

death, the Eternal Being will have other and higher pur-

poses in view than would be possible to the noblest and

saintliest of His creatures. Certainly, when the Incar-

nation is a matter of settled and serious belief, the mind

does utterly recoil from and reject any positive assertion

u Cf. Newman's Parochial Sermons, vi. 6. •* The Incarnate Son a Sufferer

and Sacrifice," especially pp. 77, 78.
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That tlie Passion of tlie Son of God involved nothing

beyond an exhibition of the highest attainments of

creaturely morality. If God had revealed nothing, it

might well have been nrged that human reason could

determine nothing as to the effects of the Passion. But

if human thought could determine nothing positively on

such a subject, it is equally incapacitated, in reason and

soberness, for deciding negatively that this or that

revealed consequence of the Passion is to be rejected as

inconsistent with some private human theory of the attri-

butes of God. Those who deny the Incarnation naturally

do not admit that Jesus Christ offered on the Cross a

full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice, oblation, and satis-

faction for the sins of the whole world But any

thoughtful man who seriously and intelligently believes

that God was really manifest in the Flesh, would at least

have great difficulty in believing that the Incarnate Victim

could die, yet with no results distinct in kind from those

which follow upon the death of His own missionaries and

martyrs. Christians who adore the self-humiliation of

Infinite Charity in the manger-cradle at Bethlehem, will

almost expect some new insights into the Mind and pur-

poses of the Supreme Being on Mount Calvary. Nor is a

revealed truth which distances or defeats the precarious

'anticipations of created reason, on that account inaccessible

to true faith ; since faith reposes with intrepid assurance

upon the Wisdom and Holiness of God '\^Tio speaks in

revelation.

Is it granted that Christ is, morally speaking, a perfect

Man ? Then He is more than Man ; since He puts for-

ward claims ^, which if they are not simple and necessary

truths, are blasphemous pretensions. Is His Divinity

confessed, honestly and frankly? Is He God in such sense^

Communion Service.

>' St. Matt. xi. 27. St. Luke x. 21. St. John viii. 58; y. 30,
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that all men should honour tlie Son^ even as they honour

the Father ^ ? Then the Gospel narrative of the Passion

is to be read by the light which is shed on the real pur-

pose of those Sacred Sufferings in the Epistles, and, in

particular, in the Epistle to the Hebrews. Indeed, to

Christians who confess the true Godhead of Christ, the

Apostolic teaching respecting His Death must seem to lie

far within the range of its possible consequences. The

Apostles teach that mankind are slaves, and that Christ

on the Cross furnishes their ransom. Christ crucified is

voluntarily devoted and accursed. He is paying the

penalty which sin inevitably merits. He is washing

human nature in the stream of His own Blood. He is re-

conciling sinful man to a holy, loving, but offended God ^.

The truth which underlies and illuminates the Apostolical

language is the truth of our Saviour^s Godhead. " It is,'^

says Hooker, "the Son of God condemned, the Son of

God, and no other person, crucified ; which only one point

of Christian belief, ilie infinite worth of the Son of God, is

the very ground of all things believed concerning life and

salvation, by that which Christ either did or suffered as

man in our behalf

What wonder then if the ritual language and sacrificial

system of the Jewish economy, to which, men tell us, the

Apostles accommodated their conceptions of the Passion,

have in truth no abiding religious interest or meaning

apart from that mighty event ! The Passion was the

reality : the Jewish sacrifices were the shadows. The

sacrifices were but relative and temporary; the Passion

was the absolute, and, in. its effects, the eternal fact which

could really explain them.

z St. John V. 23.

a Gal. iii. 13. Rom. viii. 1-3. 2 Cor. v. 21. Gal. iv. 5. ReV. i. 5»

1 St. Peter ii. 24, &c.

b Eccl. Pol., V. liii. 4.
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Wlio that thinks steadily, believinglj_, on the Di^dnity

of Christ,, can marvel at any revealed result of His death ?

The conclusion almost inevitably seems to be less, far less

than might be expected from the tremendous, the incom-

prehensible premise. Who shall, nay, who can gainsay

it, if the Divine Christ when crucified is bearing our

sins in His own Body on the tree ^ f if He is " the Lamb
slain from the foundation of the world f if " by one offer-

ing* He is perfecting for ever them that are sanctifiedf if

He is the true Melchizedek, Who since He must have

somewhat to offer, " offers Himself if He is at once an

omnipotent Priest and Victim ^ ? AMiy should we marvel

that Scripture speaks of the precious Blood that issues

forth fi'om His Wounds, with such remarkable emphasis,

with such significant and varied epithets ; that it is the

Blood of sprinkling the Blood which speaketh better

things than that of Abel " the precious Blood of Christ

as of a lamb without blemish and immaculate the Blood

with which the Church was bought ; the Blood which

cleanseth from all sin ^ ? "\^liat room is there for

astonishment if the Passion, which to sight was such a

humiliation, be to the eye of faith a signal victory ; if the

record of human condemnation, like some discredited

document, is cancelled when it is affixed to the Cross of

salvation by the very nails which pierce the sacred Flesh

of the Redeemer ^
! What wonder is it that the princi-

palities and powers of evil are stripped by the Crucified

One of their prowess and empire, and, like captives in a

Roman triumph, are compelled to illustrate the victory of

their Conqueror ^ ! '\Miat wonder, if the Passion were

thus indeed a triumph, that the Lamb in His ascende-d

^ I St. Pet. ii. 24. ^ Kev. siii. 8. Heb. x. 14; vii. 17-27.

e Heb. xii. 24. i Peter i. 19. Eph. ii. 13; i. 7. Col. i. 14. Kev. i. 5.

I St. John i. 7.

* Col. ii. 14. fe' Ibid. 15.
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glory is still " as it liad been slain that tlie King of

kings in His last recorded Apocalypse rides amid tlie

tosts of heaven clothed in a vesture dipped in Blood ^
!

"

What wonder that when the Only-begotten Son ^''has

truly suffered to reconcile His Father to us and to be a

Sacrifice^ not only for original guilt but also for all actual

sins of menj" the relations which previously subsisted

between earth and heaven, between God and His creatures,

should have been changed, and that a New Creation should

have entered into history !

Certainly, when from such chapters as the third of the

Epistle to the Romans, or the ninth of that to the Hebrews,

we look back on the Gospel narrative of the tragical

mystery of this day, we cannot but mark how through the

Redeemer's humiliations and agony His Deity flashes forth

upon us. The redeemed and regenerated Church, as she

reads the inspired story of her Lord's sufferings, may well

exclaim, The Son of God it was Who loved me and gave

Himself for me."" Every ancient utterance of His Spirit

respecting Himself is scrupulously fulfilled, and justified.

And as His very enemies advance to apprehend Him, they

involuntarily pay homage to His Omnipotence
; they go

backward and fall to the ground The Roman governor

contemplates his prisoner with embarrassment and awe,

not merely as a holy man, but as a preternatural Being.

The centurion cannot resist the inference that He is the

Son of God ^. The majestic silence of Christ, challenged

and insulted before His judges, what is it but a concrete

manifestation of God as He reigns in human history,

bearing with man's sin and unbelief and error, because He
can afford to wait— patiens quia geternus ? The

seven last Words of Christ,—how deep, how inexhaustible,

how world-embracing is their me-aning ! The rent rocks,

h Rev. V. 6. ^ Ibid. xix. 13. ^ St. John xviii. 6.

1 St.Matt. xxvii. 54. m St. Augustine.
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the darkness over all the earth_, the open graves—what

were these portents but tokens of the profound sympathy

of the natural world with the awful anguish of its Creator ?

Throughout the narrative the Divine Person of the

Sufferer is scarcely veiled beneath His suffering and

bruised Manhood. And on the other hand^ each detail of

the Passion is illuminated with terrible meaning by the

doctrine of Christ^s eternal Person. That buffeted Face,

that thorn-crowned Brow, those nailed Hands and Feet,

what are they but features, integral parts of That Nature

AVhich God has for ever united to His own ? It is none

other than the Infinite and Everlasting Being upon Whom
His creatm-es are thus venting their scorn, and hate, and

cruelty He indeed pleaded for their pardon on the

ground that they understood not the significance of their

?\ct : Father, forgive them, for they know not what they

do ".'^ But we Chi'istians do know what in very deed they

did. " We know that the Son of God is come, and hath

given us an understanding, that we may know Him That

is True, and we are in Him That is True, even in His Son

Jesus Christ. This is the True God, and Eternal Life p.^^

Our knowledge of the Divinity of Jesus is part of that

"hidden wisdom,^^ which before the Day of Pentecost

"none of the princes of this world knew; for had they

known it, they would not have crucified the Lord of

Glory ^.^^

III. "He loved me, and gave Himself for me.^' The

Eternal Being gave Himself for the creature which His

Hands had made. He gave Himself to poverty, to toil, to

humiliation, to agony, to the Cross. He gave Himself

virlp ifjLov, for my benefit; but also vTrep ifiov, in my
place. In this sense of the preposition, St. Paul claimed

° See this worked out in detail witli.uurivalled beauty by Newman, ubi

Bupra.

o St. Luke xxiii. 34. P i St. John v. 20. <l i Cor. ii 8.
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the services of Onesimus as a substitute for those wbicli

were due to Mm from Philemon

—

Xva virep crov fiol

hiaKovfj"^. Such a substitution of Christ for the guilty-

sinner is the ground of the Satisfaction which Christ has

made upon the Cross for human sin. But on what prin-

ciple did the sinless One thus take the place of the guilty?

Was it, as men speak, an arbitrary arrangement, for which

no other account can be given than the manifested Will

of the Father? No; the substitution of the suffering

Christ for the perishing sinner arose directly out of the

terms of the Incarnation. The Human Nature Which
our Lord assumed was none other than the very nature of

the sinner, only without its sin. The Son of God took

on Him human nature, not a human personality. '*^He

took not angels, but the seed of Abraham ^J' Therefore

He becomes the Redeemer of our several persons, because

He is already the Redeemer of this our common nature,

which He has made for ever His own As in Adam all

die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive.''' As

human nature was present in Adam, when by his repre-

sentative sin he ruined his posterity; so was Human
Nature present in Christ our Lord, when by the voluntary

offering of His sinless Self, He " bare our sins in His Own
Body on the tree For Christ is the second Head of

our race. Our nature is His own. He carried It with

Him through life to death. He made It do and bear

that which was utterly beyond Its native strength. His

Eternal Person gave infinite merit to Its acts and Its

sufferings. In Him It died, rose, ascended, and was

perfectly well-pleasing to the All-Holy. Thus, by no

forced or artificial transaction, but in virtue of His exist-

ing representative relation to the human family, He gave

J Cf. Bisliop Ellicott on Gal. iii. 13.

s Heb. ii. 16. Hooker, Eccl. Pol., V. Hi. 3.

' 1 Cor. XV. 20, "I St. Peter ii. i\.
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Himself to be avriXvrpov virep iravToyv—a ransom for all ^.

In intention and efficacy His snJBPerings were endured on

behalf of all who share His human nature. In point of

fact they avail to pardon those who, through faith and the

Sacraments, are livingly one with Him, so that His

Personal Acts have become their own.

And, as the Church of England asserts in her thirty-

first Article, and in the most sacred prayer of the most

solemn of her services, the Death of our Lord was thus a

"satisfaction" for human sin. It freed man, as the

earlier Fathers rejoiced to remember, from bondage to

Satan ; it also paid the debt which man owed, and which

man of himself could not pay, to the Justice and Sanctity

of God. St. Anselm ^ formalized one side of this teaching

of Scripture and the Fathers ; he did not really enlarge it.

The doctrine of a satisfaction found its place in each of

the two great schools of divinity which in the following

centuries ruled the thought of the Western Church. It

was perhaps most welcome to the Thomist divines, who
held the redemption of man to have been the primary

motive of the Divine Incarnation ^. The Scotist theology,

laying particular stress upon certain statements of St.

Paul% rejoiced especially to exhibit the Incarnation as

the eternal purpose of God, entertained irrespectively of

the sin of man ^\ According to the Scotist doctrine, the

^ I Tim. ii. 6.

y A slightly different estimate is stated with great force and ability in

Mr. Oxenham's " Catholic Doctrine of the Atonement," p. 7 5, sqq.

z For a summary of the arguments compare De Lugo, De Mysterio Incar-

nationis, disp. vii. sect, i, 2. Such passages as St. John iii. 16; i Tim. i. 5 ;

Gal. iv. 4, 5, seem decisively to support the Thomist doctrine. So the

Nicene Creed, " Who for us men, and for our salvation, came ^o\\n from

heaven, and v/as incarnate and St. Augustine, " Si homo non periisiet,

Filius hominis non venisset."

—

Serm. VIII. de Verb. Apost.
a Ephes. i. 4. Col. i. 26.

^ it is noteworthy how nearly Scotus anticipated some modern Pantheistic

t,iieories which deny the dogma of creative activity in God, and which pro-
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Incarnate Being was originally destined to be the crown

and glory of a race of sinless creatures. Tbe Passion was

a modification, so to speak, of the original design ; it was

]
prescribed and accepted by Infinite Love, with a view to

meeting the needs of sinful and perishing humanity. In

an unfallen world the Incarnate Lord would still have

offered sacrifice. For the idea of sacrifice is anterior to

that of sin ; it is an acknowledgment due from His most

perfect creatures to the high Majesty of God. But in an

unfallen world, sacrifice would have been eucharistic, not

propitiatory. When, however, the Son of God had, by

His assumed Humanity, undertaken to represent a race,

which was actually a race of sinners. His Obedience to

the Divine Will took the form of expiation, and that

which might have been only a sacrifice of thanksgiving to

the All-Good became in fact a Satisfaction for sin to the

All-Just. Scotist no less than Thomist theologians recog-

jiized both the need and the fact of a Satisfaction for sin.

That Satisfaction was not the mere payment of an

obligation which man had incurred ; it was not the ren-

dering of a bare equivalent for human sin to the outraged

Justice of God. It was more than plenary ; it was super-

abundant ; since it was offered in a finite nature, but by

claim a universal restoration of moral beings. De div. praedest. II. 46,

I. 44; especially, as to the first point, V. 311. " Dum vero Divinam

Xaturam esse finem omnium intransgressilemque terminum. Quern omnia

appetunt et in Quo limitem motus sui naturalis constituunt, conspicor;

invenio Earn neque creatam esse, neque creantem. A nullo siquidem creari

potest Natura Qufe a Seips^ est neque aliud creat. Quid creabit, dum Ipsa

omnia in omnibus fuerit, et in nullo nisi Ipsa apparebit?" A friendly critic

in the Union Review (Jan. 1866) pleads earnestly for the Scotist view of tbe

Divine Incarnation. Admitting to the full what he urges as to the force and

depth of that representation, the writer would feel less hesitation as to its

claims, if he could be sure that it had no real connexion with theories

which obliterate some of those fundamental distinctions upon which Keve-

lation itself rests. Cf. Neander, Church History, VI. pp. 167, 168, sqr)-,

who quotes the passage cited above.
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an Infinite Being. We may shrink indeed from saying

that such a Satisfaction must have exerted a peremptory

claim on the Justice of God. Needed it not_, after all^ to

be accepted by Infinite Mercy ? Might it not have been

dispensed with ? Might not the Almighty Father^ Infinite

in His resources^ have saved the world without exacting

the Death of His Son as the price of its salvation^?

Here Eevelation does not encourage conjecture. Enough
that the Satisfaction actually ofi'ered, has been as really

accepted. We may presume, without hardihood_, that, if

God might have saved us in other ways. He has chosen

the way which was in itself the best. And the freedom

of the Father's gift of His Blessed Son, the freedom of

the Son's self-oblation, are insisted on in Scripture, as

if with the object of condemning by anticipation any

mercantile estimate of Infinite Love. There is a pro-

fusion of self-sacrifice wliich meets us every where in the

history of the Passion. Throughout, it is the history of

a " plenteous Eedemption."" The bearing of the Divine

Victim is not that of one who is tendering an equivalent

for a debt which had been incurred. He does not seek

to undergo only that precise amount of ignominy and

pain which was needed for the Eedemption. He has

offered His Human Will without reserve; and His

. offering has been accepted. True ! one blow from the

soldier's sword, or hand, one lash from the scourge, one

pang of Christ's sacred Soul, one drop of His precious

Blood, might have redeemed our world, or a thousand

such worlds as ours. For each Act of submission, each

throb of pain, had infinite value in the sight of Heaven

;

not only as representing the perfect offering of our Lord's

^ Hooker, E. P., V. li. 3. " The world's salvation was without the Incar-

nation of the Son of God a thing impossible : not simply iiiipossible, but

impossible it being presupposed that the Will of God was no otherwise to

' have it saved than by the Death of His Own Son."

I
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Will, but as being penetrated by the informing presence

and boundless merits of His Divinity. Yet Jesus, Wlio

migbt have saved us tbus, was in truth enamoured of profuse

self-sacrifice. " In His love and in His pity He redeemed

us and His pity and His love knew no bounds. He
had surrendered His throne on high, His angel-ministers,

His earthly home ; He had left His Mother and His

friends; and when His doctrine and His miracles had

brought to Him fair fame and popular ascendency He
chose to become a worm and no man, the very scorn

of men and the outcast of the people^.'' And so He
gave His Face to the smiters, and His Cheeks to them

that pulled oS" the hair. He gave His Body to physical

torture; He gave His Soul to an unspeakable spiritual

Agony. He offered the long history of His suffering Life,

and of His Death of shame and pain, to atone for the

sins of us guilty men. He gave all to that Will, in

AVhich we are sanctified, by the offering of His Body ^

Less might have merited the Father^s grace ; less might

have satisfied His justice. But Jesus would display the

range, the power, the prodigal generosity of Divine

Charity. The Cross was to be not merely the instru-

ment of His punishment, but the symbol and the throne

of His conquering Love. " I, when I am lifted up from

the earth, will draw all men unto Me
He loved me, and gave Himself for me.^^ Each sinner,

each saint around His Cross might have used the words

of the Apostle. For His Blessed Mother and St. John;

for the Eoman judge and for the Roman soldiers ; for the

Chief Priest and for the Pharisee; for the vilest and

hardest of His executioners, and for the thieves who hung

dying beside Him, our Lord gave Himself to death. For

all who have been first and greatest, for all who have

d Isa. Ixiii. 9. e Pg. xxii. 6.

* Heb. X. 10. g St. John xii. 32.

il
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been least and last in human history, for all whom we
have loved or seen, for our separate souls, He gave Him-
self. True, His creatures indeed are still free to accept

and appropriate or to refuse His gift. But no lost soul

shall murmm- hereafter that the tender loving-kindness

of God has not willed to save it. No saint in glory shall

pretend that aught in him has been accepted and crowned,

save the infinite merit, the priceless gifts of his Eedeemer.

The dying love of Jesus embraces the race ; and yet it

concentrates itself with direct, and as it seems to us, with

exclusive intensity, upon each separate soul. He dies for

all, and yet He dies for each ; as if each soul were the

solitary object of His Incarnation and of His Death.

It is well that we should individually realize this.

Doubtless self may be carried even into the regions of

sacred thought with disastrous results. Men may forget

thanksgiving in prayer, the Church in the needs of the

personal soul, the glory of God in this or that end, which

they are for the moment bent on attaining. So the Atone-

ment maij be valued onlij as the source of personal peace

;

and the Incarnation (mly as an explanation of the power

and completeness of the Atonement. But to-day beneath

the Cross we may each of us legitimately fix our souFs

eye on the great Snfferer, and we may say with His

Apostle, He loved me, and gave Himself for me."

Times doubtless there are in every true life, when no

other sight than that of the Crucified is tolerable to the

soul in its torturing sense of guilt :

—

" At mens sibi conscia factis

Praemetuens adhibet stimulos, torretque flagellis

;

Xec videt interea qui terminus esse malorum

Possit, quive siet poenarum denique finis :

Atque eadem metuit magis hsec ne in morte gravescanl

Who among us has not shrunk thus fearfully from self,

li Lucret. ill. 1631— 1035.
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from God, from the thouglit of death? ^¥ho has not

known hours of solitude, of anguish, of depression, during

which the Holy Spirit of God has revealed to the soul

its inward load of sin ? At such times nothing can bring

help and comfort but the inward sight of our Lord Jesus

Christ crucified. These precious opportunities are ir-

remediably lost, if they do not lead us to His Cross.

The sinner takes his place in spirit on Calvary : he gazes

on the mangled Form, on the Eyes closing in death, on

the sacred Wounds ; he is taught by a heavenly whisper to

say with the Apostle, " He loved me, and gave Himself for

vp^e!^ It is by the Cross alone as a revelation and an

application of the eternal love of God to the soul that the

sinner is restored.

Certain it is that all sacraments, all prayers, all authori-

tative words of pardon, all sanctifying works of mercy,

draw whatever they have of power or virtue from the

Fountain which flows on Calvary. In the Death of the

Son of God we may find the consecration of every fresh-

ened sense of the fathomless abyss of being which each

of us bears within himself. This pictm'e of triumphant

suffering braces and educates all those undefined yearn-

ings for a higher, purer, more supernatural life which

force their way, ever and anon, upwards, heavenwards,

through the thick maze of earthly cares that weigh souls

downwards to the dust. On Mount Calvary is to be

found the true secret of Christian energy; the motive

which of all others is properly, intensely, pre-eminently

Christian ; the strength of each individual Christian life,

the certificate of the Churches final triumph. This volun-

tary outpouring of the Infinite Charity of God upon His

defiled and degraded creature touches the inmost heart of

man. This self-oblation of the Perfect Moral Being for

the sinner who grovels in inherited and self-augmented

oorruption, has—it is an experience of eighteen centuries
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—a controlling, subduing, elevating, tranquillizing power

whicli no other truth can equally command. It is not the

awful mysteriousness of Christ^s Pre-existent Life, it is

not either the lowliness of His manger-bed, or the scene

of His Ministry, or the Words which He spake, and which

are written for our learning, or the splendoui's of His

ascended Manhood, that have sunk deepest into the heart

of His Church. From the first and until now, among
all races, in all climes, as of old in Galatia^, rrpoeypdcf)!]

iaTavp(Ofi€vo<i. The picture upon which faith loves best

to dwell is the Crucifixion. It is the suffering Form
of the Son of Man which is most welcome and precious

to us perishing sinners : for in that Form, bruised and

pierced, we read God^s answer to otu' deepest sense of

need ; we understand, as we adore^ that we are justified

freely by Grod^s grace through the redemption that is in

Christ Jesus

Of aU days in the year Good Friday is the most fitted

for solitary intercourse with God. Let us then, to-day,

indeed seek to know nothing but Jesus Christ, and Him
crucified ^J' Let us consider Him that endured such

contradiction of sinners against Himself such agony of

Body and of Soul. Let us pray Him to deepen or to

restore within us the sense of His peace, of His pardon.

To gaze on the great Sufferer must be for all hearts that

are not utterly hard and dull, to learn a higher unselfish-

ness, a lowlier humility, a severer standard of Christian

life. The love of Jesus reproduces itself in the lives of

His working and sufi*ering children. In some shape they

are ever giving themselves for God and for their fellow-

men. True love is no thin disembodied sentiment.

Love asserts its presence in a practical, visible way, when
once it really lives. It is the very soul of all that earthly

labour which, for Christ's sake, will be owned hereafter.

' Gal. iii. i. ^ Rom. iii. 24. ' i Cor. ii. 2. ^ Heb. xii. ^.
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Jesus Christ did not die upon tlie Cross that we might

lead a self-seeking life_, whether by indulging our lower

appetites, or by wasting intellectual power upon subjects

which^ however gratifying to ourselves_, achieve nothing

for the honour of God or for the good of men. Only

when we devote ourselves according to our measure to

God^s glory, and to the enlightening, or cheering, or

supporting our brethren, do we enter into the practical

spirit of our Lord^s Death. Self-renouncement is the

temper of which His Death was the highest expression.

He died for all, that they which live should not hence-

forth live unto themselves, but unto Him Which died for

them, and rose again

Threatening clouds are now gathering over the sky of

Europe, and men say that we may daily expect to hear

that a war has commenced, of which none may venture to

limit the range or the duration °. On such a day, beneath

the Cross of HimWho died to reconcile earth and heaven,

we might indeed desire to forget even these grave

anxieties. Yet we do well to remember them, if they

should remind us, that no material improvements in the

outward aspects of human life, no mental culture, no

social refinement, no political advancement, no lapse of

years can eradicate the deep-seated evil of that nature of

ours which was represented on the Cross by a sinless

Saviour. Man will never outgrow the need of the great

Expiation. Man will never be able to dispense with the

cleansing virtue of the Atoning Blood. And it would be

a work of Christian charity, in strict harmony with the

pm-pose of this day's observance, if each one of us should

here resolve, on this very day, secretly and earnestly to

beseech Him Who alone can govern the unruly wills and

n 2 Cor. V. 15.

o This sermon was preached a few days before the beginning of the cam-

paign of Solferino, in 185Q.
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affections of sinful men_, tliat He would look once more on

tlie Face of His Anointed^ and vouchsafe to give peace in

our time to the angry and distracted nations. May He
take pity upon us, and upon Christian Europe_, ^^not

weighing our merits, but pardoning our offences through

Jesus Christ our Lord ! In ourselves, indeed, there is

nothing that should stay His Arm or invite His mercy.

But may He have respect to the Acts and Sufferings of

His Sinless Son ! . . . . Only while contemplating the

inestimable merits of the Redeemer can we dare to hope

that our Heavenly Father will overlook the countless

provocations which He receives at the hands of the

redeemed.



SERMON X.

THE RISEN LIFE.

Col. ill. I.

Jfye then he risen with Christ, seek those things that arc. clove.

ST. PAUL here implies a practical contrast without

exactly asserting it. Colosse had recently been the

scene of proselytizing activity on the part of some

religious theorists. They seem to have combined a

theosophic doctrine about the nature of God and the

office and worship of angels^ with the recommendation

of certain practical observances^ proper not so much to

the Jewish ceremonial law as to some later Cabbahstic

developments. The Apostle implicitly condemns these

speculations and observances as alike human and earthly,

and therefore as unworthy of men who had been called

to something higher, to something divine. K the

Colossians had indeed risen with Christ, let them act

as the moral, the intellectual children of His Resur-

rection. Men who did not possess a revelation from

Him in Whom dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead

bodily might fittingly occupy themselves with guesses

at truth which human thought had elevated into dogmas,

or with practical suggestions which a human authority

had prescribed as laws. TTie Colossians had risen above

* Col. ii. Q.
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tliese tilings; tliey had risen Tritli Christ. They were

emancipated from the trammels of the human and the

earthly. Let them be loyal to the idea, to the principle

of their resurrection. The risen life had its clearly de-

fined obligations no less than its glorious privileges.

Those who had in very deed shared in Christ's Resur-

rection-hfe should seek things above the level of that

tomb whichj with Him and through Him, they had left

behind. A consideration this, my brethren, sufficiently

practical, and (as the use of this Scripture in the Easter

services of itself suggests^) peculiarly suited to the

Paschal season. Brighter far than any other days in the

Christian year for the living members of God's redeemed

family are the forty days through which we now are pass-

ing. At the thought of the Divine Savioui-'s triumph

over death, the Christian heart swells with a joy, nay,

almost (may I not say it?) with a chastened pride. In

the realm of spiritual life, Easter feelings seem to cor-

respond to that union of deep thankfulness and of

triumphant exultation with which an Englishman, at any

rate, of the last generation was wont to hail the anni-

versary of "Waterloo. The Lord hath risen indeed, and
hath appeared unto Simon ^.'^ He has risen, and we
Christians have a share in His Eesurrection. "This
is the day which the Lord hath made, we will rejoice

and be glad in it . . . But high spii-its are not

without their attendant dangers; and it is never so

necessary to insist upon the practical aspects of a truth,

as when we are being carried along by the full tide of

buoyant feeling which has been stimulated by dwell-

ing on it.

I. " Eisen with Christ." Observe here, first of all, the

relation in which the miraculous, external, historical fact,

Epistle for Easter Day. c St. Luke xxiv. 34.

^ Ps. cxviii. 24.
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that Jesus Christ our Lord rose from the dead^ is made
to stand to the practical spiritual Christian life. In the

earliest teaching of the Apostles the Eesurrection promi-

nently dominates over all other Christian doctrines.

That which chiefly gives it this early prominence is

manifestly its evidential value. With the Apostles^

especially in the Pentecostal period, Christ's Resurrection

is the palmary proof, the invincible assertion of the truth

of Christianity. The story how Jesus_, after being

crucified and buried, rose in triumphant life from His

grave, provokes, as Jewish multitudes listen to it, a sense

of wondering awe. It rouses the attention even of the

most indifferent; and the interest thus created is deep-

ened by reflection ; in the event, it is deepened and con-

solidated into a defijied conviction of the truth of the

religion of Jesus Christ. The Resurrection is thus the

usual, the eflPective weapon, by which the Apostles force

their way through the dense obstructive blocks of Jewish

or heathen thought around them.

The Apostles had themselves seen Jesus since His

Resurrection. They had spoken with Him. They had

eaten with Him. I^ay, such was His mercy and His con-

descension, that they had at His invitation touched and

handled Him. They had tested a first impression again

and again and under varying circumstances. That Jesus

was literally risen, was for the Apostles a fact resting

upon distinct evidence of their senses. Accordingly their

first ministerial effort was to publish this fact, and so to

let it do its proper work in the understandings and the

consciences of men. When the author of the Acts of the

Apostles is describing the missionary action of the earliest

Church, he tells us that "with great power gave the

Apostles witness of the Resurrection of the Lord Jesus ^.'^

With this general description tally the detailed records of

e Acts Iv. 33.
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the earliest Cliristian preacHng whicli liave been preserved

to us. St. Steplien^s apology indeed was cut short by the

violence of his judges before his argument had been

allowed to reach its natural^ its inevitable climax ^. St.

Philip the Deacon,, when instructing the Ethiopian Eunuch^

is said to have " preached unto him Jesus ^.^^ St. Philip

must surely have preached Jesus Eisen^ no less than Jesus

Crucified. Specially noteworthy as to this point is the

recorded teaching of St. Peter. His words on the day of

Pentecost,

—

" This Jesus hath God raised up, whereof we
all are witnesses —sound the keynote of the Apostolical

doctrine. And yet the Eesurrection is not more pro-

minent in the teaching of St. Peter than in the teaching

of St. Paul. K St. Peter proves to the multitude on the

day of Pentecost that the Resurrection was the fulfilment

of Jewish, especially of Davidical prophecy
'

; St. Paul

proves this fulfilment, almost in the same language, in the

synagogue ofthe Pisidian Antioch ^. St. Peter is preaching

to the people in the Porch of Solomon, or he is justifying

himself before the educated sceptics who at that time

composed, or at any rate controlled the Sanhedrim. He
points fearlessly, again and again, to the Resun-ection, as

the explanation of the miraculous power which he exer-

cised, and as the warranty nay as the irresistible motive,

of his determined activity ^. St. Paul is insisting on the

great argument for natural religion before an audience

representing the jaded and languid indifi*erence which had

resulted from centuries of fruitless speculation. He
informs the Athenians at the close of his discourse of a

startling supernatural fact. The moral phenomena of the

world demanded a future judgment; the Resurrection

proved that Jesus Christ was to be the Judge If St.

^ Acts ii. 32.

Acts xvii. :i.

f Acts vii. 53, 54. g Acis viii. 35.

' Acts ii. 25—32. ^ Acts xiii. 32—37.

^ Acts iii. 15, 16; iv. 9, lo; v. 29—31.
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Peter is instructing Cornelius in preparation for his

baptism, tlie fact of the Resurrection is the most pro-

minent feature of his instruction". If St. Paul is

closing his last apology before Agrippa, the prophecy

that Messias was to die and to rise from death is the

crowning point of his self-justification These cor-

respondences might be extended; but you may be

reminded of a theory which sees in them nothing more

than a later desire to harmonize conflicting elements in

the post-Apostolic Church, and consequently a proof of

the untrustworthiness of the narrative which contains

them P. The Tubingen school, however, still professes

its belief in the Pauline authorship of the Epistles to the

Romans and to the Corinthians. But the Epistle to the

Romans opens with a reference to the Resurrection, as a

powerful demonstration of our Lord's Divinity*^. The

First Epistle to the Corinthians, written before the

earliest Gospel, exhibits the Resurrection as already part

of an Apostolical Creed ^ According to St. Paul, the

^ Acts X. 40, 41. ° Acts xxvi. 23.

P Baumgarten's Apostolic History contains a full reply to the theory of

Zeller. Baumgarten, however, it should be observed, as a presbyterian, is

naturally unable to do justice to the full teaching of the Acts of the Apostles

respecting the real character and structure of the Church of Christ. These

are admirably drami out in Bishop Wordsworth's Commentary on the

Acts.

q Rom. i. 4.

r I Cor. XV. 3, 4. Baur is somewhat embarrassed in endeavouring to

account for the upgrowth of belief in the Resurrection. He takes it for

granted that no real objective Resurrection of our Lord from the grave ever

took place. " Alle, welche an kein wirkliches niaterielles Wunder glauben,

konnen nur annehmen, dass der Glaube an die Auferstehung aus dem gauzen

geistigen Process hervorgegangen ist, welcher nach dem Tode Jesu im Geistc

der Jiinger erfolgte. Nach dem ganzen Eindruck, welchen das Lebeu Jesn,

und Seine letzten Schicksale auf sie gemacht hatten, war es fiir sie eine

schlechthinige Unmoglichkeit zu denken, dass alles, was im Glauben an

Jesus nun schon als absolute Wahrheit fiir ihr Bewusstsein feststand, in

Seinem Tode mit Einem Male zu Grabe gegangen sei. Auch in Seinem Tode

konnten sie sich Ihn nur als den Lebenden denken : Er musste als der
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ResuiTection then rested upon tlie testimony of more

than two liundred and fifty still living eye-witnesses ^

According to St. Paul, tlie Resurrection is the very

corner-stone of the whole fabric of Christian teaching*.

According to St. Paul, if the Resurrection could be dis-

Gestorbene leben, weil an Ihm, an Seiner Person alles fiir sich hieng, was sie

glaubten uud hofFten. Wie die Jiinger nach dem Tode Jesu in die Xoth-

wendigkeit Seiner Auferstehung sich hineindachten, seheu wir aus der Art und

Weise, wie siedurcli Anwendung Alttestamentliclier Stelleu Sein ganzes Schick-

sal fiir ilir religibses Bewusstsein sich zurechtzulegen suchten. Er musste ster-

ben,aberErmusste auch auferstehen, weil derTod keineGewalt iiberlhn haben

konnte. Ygl. Apg. ii. 24. Gott hat Ihn auferweckt, indem Er die Schmerzen

des Todes loste, weil es nicht moglich war, dass Er von ihm iiberwaltigt werde.

Vgl. Luc. xxiv. 26. Ueberzeugte man sich aus dem alten Testament dass es

Christus vorausbestimmt war, zu leiden und zu sterben, so war in der Noth-

wendigkeit Seines Todes auch die innere Xothwendigkeit seiner Auferstehung

enthalten. Stellt man sich nun vor, wie diese innere Xothwendigkeit in

ihrer ganzen Bedeutung vor dem Geiste der Jiinger stand, und bedenkt man
noch dazu, wie iiberhaupt das religiose Bewusstsein jener Urperiode des

Chrisienthums sehr ekstatischer Art tear, wer konnte es fiir psychologisch

uumoghch halten, dass die Gedanken, mit welchen sich die Jiinger in ihrem

Geiste so lebhaft beschaftigen, sich ihnen zu Visionen gestalteten, die ihnen

als Erscheinungen des Auferstandenen galten ? . . . Man kann daher sagen,

wenn Christus nicht leiblich auferstand, so musste Er geistig auferstehen in

dem Glauben der Jiinger" {Vorlesungen uber Keufestamentliche Theologie,

von Dr. F. C. Baur, Leips. 1864, pp. 126, 127). In plain words, the disciples

were weak-minded enthusiasts, possessed of a strong conviction that the

Messiah was prophetically destined to triumph over death. According to

Baur, Jesus never did really rise from His grave. But the fervour of the

disciples made fact and inquiry unnecessary. The disciples addressed them-

selves to their countrymen and to the Roman world as the heralds of what

was a mere fancy; and they succeeded in persuading the world and them-

selves that their fancy was a fact. . . . Surely it is easier to believe in the

Bible narrative than in this wild endeavour to propagate disbelief in it.

Jsothing is more certain than that the belief of the disciples in the Resur-

rection rested primarily on the evidence of their senses (Acts. ii. 32 ; x. 41).

Their belief in the prophetic announcements was far from being so strong as

Baur imples (Sr. Luke xxiv. 21, 25). And, as if to anticipa'ie such insinu-

ations as that of the ecstatic credulity of the disciples, the good providence

of God, " for the more confirmation of the faith, suffered His holy Apostle

Thomas to be doubtful of His Son's Resurrection." Collect for St. Thomas's
Day (St. John xx. 25—29).

I Cor. XV. 6. • t Ibid. 14.
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proved,, tlie Apostles liad propagated a lie in the Name of

God;, and the idea that Grod had pardoned sin was an

empty delusion This unchallenged Epistle^ as no other

book in the New Testament, rests the doctrine of the

Eesurrection upon its historical base, and pursues it to its

extreme theological consequences. In the light of this

great truth we behold the whole multitude of the glorified

dead gathered at length beneath the Throne of their risen

Redeemer; and thus, according to no merely idealistic

representation, but as an objective and literal fact, foretold

by the Apostle ^, death is swallowed up by the victory of

Triumphant Life.

In the text we encounter a very different aspect of the

Resurrection. St. Paul here teaches us its relation, not

to Christian belief, but to Christian living. Here the

Resurrection is not pressed upon us as a mere " historical

or external fact " or as a " detached and unfruitful

dogma;" it is a vitalizing principle in the living soul.

Indeed, all Christian doctrine is, in the living Christian

soul, inseparable from Christian practice. This practical

relation between Christian dogma and Christian morality

is especially observable in St. PauFs Epistles. Un-

doubtedly St. PauFs general method is to devote the

earlier section of an Epistle to what is mainly a doctrinal

statement, and the later portion to moral and spiritual

exhortations. But the two sections are not sharply

separated, as a dogmatic treatise might be separated by a

modern writer from a treatise on Christian morals. In St.

Paul, the moral element interpenetrates doctrine, and rises

spontaneously out of it ; while the dogmatic truth is con-

tinually re-asserted as the motive or basis of the moraUty

which the Apostle is enforcing. As a matter of method

and for the sake of intellectual distinctness, morals and

dogma may be digested by later Church writers intc

" I Cor. XV. 15, 17. ^ Ibid. 52-54.
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separate treatises. As a matter of fact tliey are inex-

tricably blended witb and necessary to each other, whether

in the heart of the Christian who is serving God, or in

the Divine Scriptui^e, which exhibits the mind of God
respecting His servants.

Now here we see the doctrine of the Resurrection doing

its work, not in the enter court of the Christian's under-

standing, but at the very heart and centre of his spiritual

life. The Christian is risen with Christ." The Resur-

rection is not merely an historical fact, a transcendent

and significant miracle, a fulfilment of some prophecies, a

warrant that other prophecies will be fulfilled. Certainly

it is an external objective event, which took place

eighteen centuries and a half ago; and we may not

resolve it into a merely subjective experience of our

Lord's first followers without utterly discrediting the

very base of Christian evidences. But the Resurrection

has a subjective side ; it is a principle of spiritual energy

as well as a fact of human history. In the text the

Resurrection is in close juxtaposition with, nay it gives

the form to, the life of the soul. It is a germinant

principle, out of which the soul derives its new life, and

by which the laws and obligations of that life must be

determined. Do you object that the Apostle's expression

is, after all, a metaphor ? I might demur to such an

objection; because St. Paul elsewhere uses language

which seems to imply that he regarded the resurrection

of a dead body from the grave and the resurrection of

a soul from moral death, as only two analogous efiects

of one and the same Divine energy y. But suppose that

we say that St. Paul is using a metaphor. "What then ?

Surely a metaphor means something; although persons

of inaccurate habits of mind sometimes seem to speak as

if Scripture was meaningless whenever it was metaphori-

y Epli. i. 18-20.

s
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cal. A metaphor conveys a trutli under tlie form of an

illustration or a picture. But it conveys a trutli just as

certainly as does a plain unmetaphorical statement. The

question before us is, "What is the truth which is latent

beneath the metaphor ? Are we to suppose that the

Apostle is recklessly flourishing a fine phrase to which he

attaches no definite idea, or that the idea which he does

attach to it is too vague, too pointless, too ethereal, if you

will, to be seized by our intelligence and stated in our

language ? It was once observed by a person of great

honesty of purpose, and gifted with a singular power of

appreciating and describing the phases of religious

experience through which he had passed, that for many
years of his life he had read St. Paul, without supposing

that the great Apostle meant to assert any thing definite

in many of his descriptions of the Christian life. For this

person, such an expression as " risen with Christ was

the mere exuberance of rhetoric. It described, as he

thought, no tangible fact; it represented no ascertainable

idea. To his apprehension, the Apostle seemed to have a

stock of phraseology at command, which was produced

from time to time ; the combinations of words being

varied, without any correspondent variation in the ideas

conveyed. He used to say, that in reading St. Paul, he

considered that all was very good, but that a great deal

was perfectly meaningless.' Now I shall presently notice

a spiritual cause of this singular intellectual misfortune.

For the moment, let us note that it is a misfortune;

unless indeed to be vague and unintelligent is seriously

desirable, when it is possible to secure intelligence and

precision. A man who closes his eyes to the dogmatic

teaching of Holy Scripture, by habitually saying to

himself that this or that statement is only a metaphor,

is, upon the best construction of his case, the victim

of an intellectual weakness. It may be that he is guilty
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of someiiimg mucli more serious than intellectual failure.

When we have to deal with a metaphor, we have simply

to ask ourselves, What is the translation—what is, so to

term it, the prosaic equivalent of the metaphor ? what is

its point ? how far may you press it without exaggerating

the aim of the writer ? how far are you bound to press it,

if you would really gain or convey an insight into the

writer^s thought ?

2. ^^Kisen with Christ/^ This Resurrection, then, is a

moral change ; it is a spuntual movement. But observe

that it is not merely a movement, a shifting of spiritual

position from a lower to a higher point in the same

sphere. That would be an elevation. It would not be a

resmTCction. A resurrection is a transfer from one state

to another. It is a passage from the darkness of the

tomb to the sunshine of the upper air. It is an exchange

of the coldness, stillness, corruption of death for the

warmth, and movement, and undecayed energies of life.

It is necessary to remark this distinction, because an

elevation, whether in thought or in morals, is sometimes

described as if it were equivalent to a resurrection of faith

and life. Whereas, in truth, individuals, families, popula-

tions are often 'elevated^ by Christianity without being in

any true sense risen with Christ.^^ A certain mental

and moral elevation is a natural result of close contact

with a Divine religion. This elevation may even be

received by those who are wholly unconscious of re-

ceiving it. It comes to men as if from a subtle influence

afloat in the atmosphere. It passes unnoticed into the

vitals of a literary school, of a philosophical system, of a

political society. It may be thenceforward detected in

the presence of half-formed ideas, and fitful currents of

thought, and instinctive turns of expression, of which no
other natural account can be given. This sort of eleva-

tion may or may not precede the conversion of a nation or

8 2
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of an individual to tlie true Faith. It may or may not

follow upon apostasy, wlietlier national or personal^ from

CKi'istianity. It may not seldom be traced in tliose who

extend to the religion which creates it a condescending

but independent patronage ; and even in those who visit

the very Faith which elevates them^ with a bitter and

relentless persecution. It arises naturally from contact

with truth; even although such contact be purely ex-

ternal, and, with reference to the endless future, worth-

less. It comes to men as they gaze on the fair form of the

Church of Christ ; with her grand Episcopal organization,

fundamentally the same, even amid divisions, throughout

the world ; with her vast theology for the intellect, and

her perpetual worship for the heart ; with her innume-

rable attractions for the educated and the refined; with

her tender, far-reaching ministries of consolation and of

mercy for the suffering and the poor. Men are 'elevated,'

as they mark the individual Christian, who is seriously

living for another world ; whose life is an outflow of acts

and words which perpetually witness to the strength

and productiveness of its central fundamental principle;

whose piety is at once consistent, intelligent, practical,

well-regulated, genial, simple, amiable, tender, as it

might seem, even to indulgence, yet withal penetrated

by the strength of decision and by the flame of zeal.

A man may not submit to, but he cannot be absolutely

uninfluenced by, a religion which he has seen closely

enough to know that it can give to a creature who carries

within him the same weaknesses anJ passions as those of

which we all are personally conscious, a heart of iron

towards himself, a heart of flesh for his neighbour, a

heart of fire for his God. Doubtless this moral spectacle

leads, in varying degrees, to the 'elevation' of him who

steadily contemplates it. It begets in him sympathies,

aspirations, instincts, the sources of which he docs not
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analyze. It is especially likely to do so^ if lie is naturally

open to impressions of moral beauty, or even if there be

in his natural composition a vein of poetry. But the

question is, "What is this ^elevation/ which reaches the

point of appreciation of a moral beauty external to itself,

really worth ? AVhat is this ^ elevation ' worth, if it only

provoke sjTnpathy, and mould the outward proprieties of

habit, and assert a place for itself in popular language ?

What is it worth—the question must be asked—if it

should do no more ? It is easy, my brethren, to overrate

the value of such superficial improvement ; and our own
times have an intellectual history which suggests peculiar

temptations to do so. But let us look at the matter in a

concrete form.

Surely Felix underwent a certain elevation of con-

science when he trembled at St. Paul's reasonings of

righteousness, temperance, and judgment to come^. Surely

Agrippa was . raised above his natural level when he could

permit himself to exclaim to the prisoner who stood before

him, Almost thou persuadest me to be a Christian ^.''^

The new Testament, however, would not authorize us to

speak of Agrippa or of Felix as risen with Christ.''^ They
are left, each of them, by the sacred narrative, where they

were. In each case the moral pulsation dies away; and

the curtain falls upon a scene of darkness. In a different

sense, the Emperor Alexander Severus may be supposed

to have undergone a certain ' elevation ' when he assigned

a niche in the private imperial Pantheon to the statue of

Jesus of Nazareth. But perhaps the instances which most

strikingly illustrate the difference between a superficial

elevation of thought or impulse, and a moral resurrection,

are to be found, not among heathen who knew Christianity

only from without, but among those who, being Christians,

Acts xxiv. 25. » Acts XXvi. 28.
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have sacrificed their faith to political considerations^ or to

the supposed claims of contemporary inquiry.

Consider the origin and the history of that remarkable

Eclectic system which in the third and fourth centuries

was the great intellectual antagonist of the religion of our

Lord^. The philosopher Ammonius was educated in the

Catechetical School of Alexandria, beneath the eye of

Pantaenus or of St. Clement. He contrived to make in-

tellectual capital out of the stock of truths which he had

learnt within the Church, by forming a system which he

inaccurately or disingenuously attributed to Plato. His

system did in fact combine the form of Christian doctrine

with the Platonic spirit and method. It looked so like

Christianity, that for a time even Origen attended his lec-

tures ; and to this day it is a controverted point whether

Ammonius himselfever actually separated from the Church.

It might have seemed to us, if we had lived in Alexandria

in the first quarter of the third century, that philosophy

was yearning to be Christian, and that the Gospel was on

the point of receiving a scientific basis at the hands of

philosophy. Yet never had the Gospel a more intelligent

and bitter opponent than it encountered in a system whose

extreme intellectual results may be seen in Porphyry'', and

whose political action found its complete expression in the

apostate Julian. The Alexandrian speculation had its day.

It began as an ofi'shoot from the Church; it learned to

look with increasing disdain upon its parentage ; it died

as an apologist of the already expiring polytheism, while

vainly endeavouring to breathe into the worn-out frame-

work of a dead superstition the incongruous appendage of

a philosophical soul. Certainly too, Julian, apostate and

persecutor as he was, was in his way, ' elevated ' by

^ Newman's Arians of the Fourth Century, chap. i. sect. 4.

c Porphyry was a pupil of Longinus, who was himself a pupil of Am«

monius Saccas.
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Christianity. In liia letters lie applauds tlie brotherly

love, the benevolence, the discipline of the Chi'istian

Church. He even advocates the Catholic doctrine of the

Trinity, if it be understood as a Platonist might under-

stand it. Gibbon represents the reign of Julian as

nothing less than a reconciliation of the piety and the

learning which had been divorced before ; and it is impos-

sible to deny that the Emperor^s intellect and character,

even to the last, bore striking traces of the powerful,

although indirect action of Christian principles. Yet was

JuHan " risen with Christ ? Nay, dare we say this of

Rousseau, who in his enthusiasm would fain enhance the

beauty of the French language that he may express his

sense of the beauty of the Gospel ? Dare we say it of

others nearer our own time, of writers of fiction, of writers

of would-be history ? Are they indeed risen with

Christ,^^ who lavish their encomiums with no sparing or

graceless hand upon the religion of our Lord, and who yet

apologize for the errors which His Teaching condemns, or

even for those dark sins, whether of body or spirit, which,

as we Christians know, bar the gates of heaven against

guilty and impenitent souls ?

Let us be well assured, that we here touch upon a dis-

tinction which is vital. The distinction between an ^ eleva-

tion ' and a ^ resurrection ^ is based upon the deeper differ-

ence that parts nature from grace. The moral elevation

of a soul, of a country, of a literature, of a class, lies

strictly within the sphere of nature. It may be accounted

for by the operation of natural causes. The spiritual

resurrection of a soul belongs to nature just as little as

does the bodily raising of a corpse. It is an evidence of

the real introduction of a Higher Power into humanity.

It is, in short, simply and emphatically, the work of the

quickening grace of God. It is essentially sz^po-natural.

^ Dpcline and Fall, vol. ii. c. 23.
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3. " Eisen wiili Clirist." At length we reacli tlie truth

which is latent beneath the Apostle's words. We are

taught by them that the life of the Christian is a super-

natural thing. You may ask, what is here meant by the

supernatural ? For it is sometimes said that the word

admits of no precise explanation; and that it is brandished

by orthodox divines, either with the unintelligent but

harmless purpose of producing rhetorical effect, or as a

shaft which may be spitefully yet effectively aimed at a

theological opponent.

Kemark then, that any idea of the supernatural presup-

poses belief in God as a personal Agent, Who is absolutely

free and omnipotent in His action ®. Clearly therefore

the supernatural must be rejected by those philosophies

which deny the primary truths of Theism. The Positivist

must see in the idea of the supernatural a stupid phantom,

which is properly relegated to what he contemptuously

calls " the theological period of human development

;

while the Pantheist will object to it, as implying a dis-

tinction which, if it be admitted, must be fatal to the

essential principles of his philosophy.

The ground of Pantheistic thought is strewn with the

ruins of doctrines, among the most ancient and the most

fundamental known to the human mind. Pantheism

confuses and crushes those great distinctions with which

metaphysical science reverently surrounds and fences the

idea of God, throned, in His majestic separation from

creatures, at the summit of human thought. It huddles

together in the entanglement of a hopeless intellectual

disorder the finite and the Infinite, Substance and the

phenomenon, Cause and its effect. Instead of seeing in

natural order the manifest imprint of Creative Intelligence,

it can even suppose that intelligence itself is the unac-

• Cf. Wetzer u. Wette Diet. art. "Naturalism."
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countable product of a still more inexplicable order.

With perfect consistency Pantheism does not tolerate a

distinction between natural life, or natural intelligence,

and a sphere which transcends them. For such a distinc-

tion presupposes the idea of God, the absolutely free and

Almighty Creator, inflicting His Will upon a passive

creation by the establishment of two distinct conditions

of intelligent and conscious being. And the -very idea of

God Himself is destroyed by the annihilation of those

distinctions which guard, to our apprehensions. His in-

communicable natui'e and His creative energy. Pantheism

cannot distinguish between nature and that which is

above it ; because to Pantheism nature is every thing. To

Pantheism nature is God, or God is nature ^. And in

order to believe in the supernatural, we must first of all

believe in the existence of a Being, Who is distinct from,

and superior to, the work of His hands.

Nor would the existence of a supernatural sphere

approve itself to the sensuous materialism which is

making such advances in our day among the masses of

the people. This materialism is sure only of what its

senses can reach. It accepts what it sees, touches, eats,

and smells. It is sceptical of all that lies beyond. Of
com^se it will shrug its shoulders when you speak of a

world, of movements, of beings, inaccessible to sense.

To discuss the question in these regions, where questions

still more fundamental have first to be discussed, is a mere
loss of time and labour. Those who do not seriously

believe in the existence of a Personal Living God,

unfettered and all-powerful in His action, are in no
position whatever to understand, I will not say the

precise definition of the supernatural, but the bare

possibility of any thing which could deserve the name.

f On the definition of Pantheism, see M, E. Saisset, lEssai de JPhilosojoftie

Helifjieuse, vol. ii. p. 315 sqq.
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They ' believe ^ in nature ; and the frontier of nature is

tlie boundary of their creed.

To recognize the supernatural, a man must first believe

in the invisible Maker of heaven and earth. And no

serious Theist can deny the possibility of the super-

natural He "WTio made the world which we touch

by sense and by natural thought, Wlio upholds, and Who
rules it, can, if He will, superadd to it another world

which of themselves neither sense nor thought can

properly touch. It may be said that this is a gratuitous

supposition of miracle. But, after all. Creation itself is

the first and most startling of all miracles. Yet you

cannot deny the doctrine of a creation, and continue

to believe in God. You cannot believe intelligently in

creation and refuse to admit the possibility, that the

Creator may in His perfect freedom, act above, beyond,

independently of that entire sphere, physical, intellectual,

and moral, which we term nature ^.

As the term supernatural enters into theology, it is

generally concerned with the relations which God has

estabUshed between Himself and man. The supernatural,

in the case of man, is that which transcends the original and

necessary conditions of human life. Between the Almighty

Creator and man the creature of His Hand, certain original

g Compare the admission of M. Th. Best, who is an eager advocate of an

advanced Eatioualism among the French Protestants :—" Cela ue veut pas

dire que nous trouvons le surnaturel impossible. Quand il s'agit de Dieu, le

mot (['impossible n'a guere de sens, et nous ne saurons jamais nous exprimer

tivec trop de reserve et de modestie."

—

Le Protestaniisme Liberal, p. 86.

Paris, 1865.

h " Supernaturale est quod superat vires activas et exactivas naturae,

nempe quod nec causae naturales facere valent, nec a Deo exigunt, ut com-

plementum sui generis : ut e. g. corpus organizatum exigit animam, ignis

calorem, quae idcirco naturalia sunt. Contra vero Divina gratia, character

sacramentalis, mortui resurrectio, quae neque viribus naturalibus haberi pos-

sunt, neque a natura exigi, supernaturalia sunt."

—

J. Z. Mellinii, Lexicon

Veterum Theologorum, pp. 82, 83.
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relations resulted from the act of creation. They are based

on the natures of the Creator and the creature respec-

tively. In describing these relations we term man's side

natural religion_, and God's side providence_, or His moral

government. God sustains^ feeds, governs; man looks

up to heaven, and at least yearns to know and to hold

converse with the Author of his being. This falls within

the province of 'nature.' But God was not bound to

dwarf His work down to these limits, as conversely He
was under no obligation to grant man aught beyond them.

He is free in creation ; He is, as the Apostle represents

Him, alike in Creation and in Providence, not less master

of His handiwork than " the potter " who is moulding the

imresisting clay \ He gives or He withholds His gifts

;

and His creatures have no claims upon Him, and no

remedy against Him. Xone can question His right or His

power, if He should will to add to the relations which first

subsisted between Himself and His intelligent creature

other relations distinct in kind and of a higher order.

The Gospel assures us that He has done so. ^Yhen

the fulness of the time was come, God sent forth His

Son .... that we might receive the adoption of sons

This 'adoption' was indeed predestined in the Divine

counsels from all eternity ^ But the word 'adoption'

describes a new relation to God, distinct from any in

which human beings had actually stood to Him, between

the fall of man and the Gospel dispensation. The Gospel,

then, did not merely reveal a Divine Fatherhood, which

had always existed, but which Christians were the first to

recognize. It introduced a new filial relation, distinct in

kind from any which had existed, or which could exist

in a state of 'nature.' "As many as received" Jesus

Christ " to them gave He power to become the sons of

God, even to them that believe on His Name ; which
i Rom. ix. 21. ^ Gal. iv. 4. 5. 1 Eph. i. 5.
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were born not of bloody nor of the will of the flesh, nor

of the will of man, but of God'".''' Under the Gospel,

God is not merely the awful Creator, the Almighty and

Majestic ruler of the world. He is pre-eminently a tender

Father; and He sheds upon His children the many
tokens of a Father's love. He sets before the child of

His adoption an inheritance worthy of so extraordinary

and glorious a relationship, namely, the possession of

Himself in a life of endless happiness. He endows His

adopted child with new powers and new capacities, which

are expressly designed to fit him for this new and magni-

ficent destiny. And as He grants new powers and new
rights, so He exacts new and corresponding duties. He
illuminates the understanding and strengthens the will

of His adopted son ; He awaits the return of a faith

and obedience which would have been impossible without

such strength and illumination. Therefore if any man
be in Christ, he is a new creation {Kaivr) /crtcrt?) : old

things are passed away
; behold, all things are become

new".''

The relationship, grounded as it is on union with the

Blessed and Only-begotten Son of God, this expectation

of an eternal home, this gift of new capacities, of heavenly

light and heavenly strength, this correlative power of faith

and obedience in the Christian sense of the words, are all

literally above nature. They are not included in its idea,

or granted under the terms • of its constitution ; they

together make up a si^pernatural life. Some similar

supernatural privileges were indeed given to man in

Paradise ; they were forfeited by the fall ; they are more

than restored ° in Jesus Christ our Lord. But the

Christian state of 'adoption' was no part of those

original relations between God and His creature man
which arose out of the fact of creation. Whether in Eden

™ St. Jolm i. 12, 13. n 2 Cor. v. 17. « Rom. v. 15.
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or after Pentecost, it is superadded to tliose relations ; it

is intrinsically of a liiglier and distinct order ; it is, in

theological language and properly, ^i/pematural.

This point may be illustrated by tlie language of a

divine to wliom tlie Cliurcli of England lias always looked

with peculiar respect, and whose learning has been widely

recognized on the Continent. The word supernatural is

employed in the sense above stated by Bishop Bull,

when in his discourse on " The State of Man before the

Fall," he tells us that at the creation man was endowed

with certain supernatural gifts and powers, in which his

perfection chiefly consisted, and without which his natural

powers were of themselves insufficient to the attainment

of a heavenly immortality p and agaiQ, that man being

designed for a supernatural end,-*^ was " furnished by Grod

with means proportioned thereto, i. e. with certain super-

natural gifts and powers which we commonly call original

righteousness ^.^^ And this is the strictest theological

sense of the term, from which other senses more or less

popular have been derived ; senses for many of which

theology is not in faii^ness to be considered responsible.

For instance, we sometimes hear men speak of mystery

and the supernatural as if they were interchangeable

terms. Whereas all that is mysteriotis is not super-

natural, and much that is supernatural is not mysteriotis.

Xature has her mysteries ; she makes us aware of

truths which are nevertheless shrouded from- the direct

gaze alike of the eye of sense and of the eye of reason.

And grace has her simple and unmysterious discoveries of

truths, which nevertheless are higher than nature and dis-

tinct from it. Xor can any yearnings or efforts of natural

thought and feeling^ to break awav from the bandasres

and associations of sense, be deemed, as such, supernatural.

Xattiral forces may, upon occasion, rise above the averj^ge

P Works, Burton's ed. Oxf. 1S46, vol. ii. p. 53. q Ibid. p. 60.
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attainments of nature ; and man's best efforts to compass

the ideal in thought and feeling are amply recognized

and provided for by philosophies which set out with a

resolute denial of the existence of the supernatural. In

point of fact nature includes the world of thought not less

truly than the world of sense ; while the supernatural

lies beyond nature, whether it be mere sense or high

intelligence. Again, it is assumed in ordinary language

that miracle and the supernatural are names for the same

thing. Whereas miracle is in any case only a small

department of the supernatural. Perhaps it might be

more correct to say that miracle is the proof of the

existence of a supernatural world, rather than a part of

it. Miracle is, strictly speaking, preternatural; it lies

off the high road of nature ; it impresses us by being at

issue with what we observe of the laws and order of God's

working in the natural world. But miracles might con-

ceivably be wrought for merely natural ends, if God had

opened with man no relations whatever that could

properly be termed supernatural. Sometimes indeed

men speak vaguely, as if every thing which excited the

sense of wonder was really supernatural. Were this so,

nature would be herself the supernatural. For nature

is the school and mother of wonders. Our ignorance

and our knowledge of the truths of natural science alike

foster our sense of wonder'; they are equally inde-

pendent of our real apprehension of the supernatm-al.

The supernatural then cannot be simply identified with

the wonderful, or the mysterious, or the miraculous

elements of religion. That which constitutes the super*

natural in the theological limitation of the term to man's

i* " If ignorance is the cause of wonder, it is downright impossible that

scientific explanation can ever take it away, since all which explanation does,

in the final resort, is to refer us back to a prior inexplicable."—Jfr. J. S.

Mill's Examination of Sir W. Hamilton's Fhilosojphy, p. 545.
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dealings -v^itli God, is the introduction of a new set of

relations between God and man, over and above tboso

relations whicb arise immediately out of tbe original fact

that man is the handiwork of God \

In short, the Apostle's expression, ''^ risen with Christ,"

is another term for the supernatural. The fountain-head

of the supernatural in the Christian life is the Incarna-

tion of our Lord. ''As our natural life,'' says Hooker,
" consisteth in the union of the body with the soul

;

so our life supernatural in the union of the soul with

God^" But how is this union to be effected? Hooker

replies by sketching the outline of an argument, which

from his day to our own has been ranked among the

choicest masterpieces of English divinity. '' Forasmuch,"

he says, ''as there is no union of God with man without

that Mean between both. Which is both, it seemeth

requisite that we first consider how God is in Christ, then

how Christ is in us, and how the sacraments do serve

to make us partakers of Christ." It is of course con-

ceivable that the virtue of the Incarnation might have

been limited to the Incarnate Lord Himself. But in fact

Christ reveals Himself as the living Centre, from Which
the higher life radiates throughout regenerate humanity.
" I am the Vine, ye are the branches. As the branch

cannot bear fruit of itself, except it abide in the vine, so

neither can ye, except ye abide in Me^." Accordingly,
" He that hath not the Son of God hath not life And
we Christians " are members of His Body, of His Flesh,

and of His Bones y." "Christ in us" is "the hope of

glory And since it is certain that " as many" infants

s On this subject see Pressense, "Jesus Christ," p. 7 :
" Qui dit surnaturel

suppose un ordre qui est en dehors et au dessus de la nature." Bushnell,

"Kature and the Supernatural," pp. 16, 17, cap. 25. Felix, Conf. i. anuee
1865.

t Eccl. Pol. V. 1. 3.

y Eph. V. 30.

u St. John XV. 4.

z Col. i. 27.

X I St. John V. 12.
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''as liave been baptized into Christ liave put on Clirist V*
because in an infant there is nothing to resist tho

effectual and triumphant operation of grace; it follows

that each of the baptized,, who have not forfeited the

Divine Gift by deadly sin, may say with the Apostle, '' I

live, yet not I, but Christ liveth in me''/'

When the Church of England refers to the Christian

life or to Christian privileges, she consistently employs

language which at the very least amounts to saying that

the life of a Christian is altogether above nature, that it

is supernatural. A baptized infant is, as such, in a state

of salvation*''' until he forfeits it by wilful sin. Every

child is taught " heartily" to '' thank his heavenly Father

for calling him into it, through Jesus Christ our Sa-

viour." And surely to be '' a very member incorporate

of the mystical Body of God's Son ^ ;" to be " a member
of Christ, a child of God, and an inheritor of the kingdom

ofheaven this is to be in a supernatural state. Surely

to enjoy the high and awful privilege of so eating the

Flesh of God's dear Son Jesus Christ, and drinking His

Blood, that our sinful bodies are made clean by His Body,

and our souls washed through His most precious BloodV
is to be within the range of a strictly supernatural means

of approach to God. It is not necessary to insist upon

this topic ; no educated man who understands the meaning

of language can doubt that the Prayer Book invariably

takes the supernatural for granted. And the Prayer

Book lies strictly within the sense of Scripture. Scrip-

ture in various ways again and again asserts the truth of

our new relationship to God by virtue of our union with

His Blessed Son. It does so nowhere more clearly than

a Gal. iii. 27, Gal. ii. 20.

d Communion Service.

^ Communion Service—Prayer of Access.

c Clmrcli Catechism.

Church Catechism.
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when the Apostle addresses the Colossians as " risen with

Christ/^

The lesson of the text often is not learnt ; becanse the

difficulty of learning it is a spiritual rather than an intel-

lectual one. A person to whom I have already alluded_,

as seeing no meaning in St. Paul, was ultimately

brought, by God^s loving providence, to face the question

of his eternal future, and to accept the great doctrines

of grace. He then saw that you must live Scripture

(if I may so speak) in order to understand it. For " the

natural man understandeth not the things of the Spirit of

God ; and they are fooKshness unto him ; neither can he

know them, because they are spiritually discerned'.*^

Although baptized, this person had lapsed through sin

into what was practically a state of unrenewed nature.

Any of the regenerate may thus forfeit his higher life,

if he be unfaithful to light and grace. In the case before

us, conversion was brought about by a signal exercise

of Divine mercy. And with the return to God, came the

return of spiritual light. St. Paul was at once read and

understood by a Hght which came not from the exercise

of his natural powers (such light he had before), but from

heaven.

To imderstand what it is to be ''''

risen with Christ," a

man must himself be leading the life of the spiritual

resurrection. To enter into the contrast between hfe and

death which the words imply, the soul^s eye must in

oractice have measured the chasm which yawns between

:hem. Mere criticism is utterly powerless when the

:]^uestion is one of spiritual appreciation. In its bearing

ipon the real meaning of the Xew Testament, textual

riticism is to practical devotion, what the anatomy of the

imman body is to the manifold sensations, to the living

eeling, to the incommunicable experience of life. If you

e I Cor. ii. 14.
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cau combine tlie exact knowledge which is won by
anatomy with the experimental sense of life_, so much the

better. But no mere anatomy could convey an idea of

the experienced sense of pain, or of nervousness, or of

buoyant animal enjoyment. To form a true idea of these

things, you must live them. Thus we may, to a great

extent, measure the reality of our religious life, by the

distinctness with which we perceive the drift and force of

Scripture language. For the real Christian, such pas-

sages as our text do not merely describe a phase of feel-

ing or a mode of thought which he looks at from without,

and which he thinks or speaks of as having passed away.

Such Scripture is a transcript of something which he sees

within himself, which he feels and acknowledges, in the

inmost sanctuary of his soul, and beneath the eye of

his God.
" Risen with Christ ! The Apostle elsewhere expands

the sense of his pregnant phrase. " We all,'' he says,

had our conversation in times past in the lusts of our

flesh, fulfilling the desires of the flesh and of the mind,

and were by nature the children of wrath even as others^/'

This is the state of death. The description cannot apply

to those who were baptized as infants, and who have, by

God's mercy, preserved baptismal grace; but all really

living souls throughout the Church must add ; " God

Who is rich in mercy, for His great love wherewith He

loved us, even when we were dead in sins, hath quickened

us together with Christ, (by grace ye are saved ;) and

hath raised us up together, and made us sit together in

heavenly places in Christ Jesus What a picture is

here of the majesty and glory and beauty of the Christian

life ! Is this resurrection side by side with Jesus imagi-

nary ? Is this picture of a soul crowned and throned in

a heavenly court, as being already a companion of saints

h Eph. ii. 3. i Eph. ii. 4—6.
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and angels, a mere mystic outline which for you has no

attractions, nay which is to you unintelligible ? Then let

me beseech you to pray with the Apostle " that the God

of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of Glory, may give

unto you the spii'it of wisdom and revelation in the know-

ledge of Him; the eyes of your understanding being

enlightened, that ye may know what is the hope of your

calling, and what the riches of the glory of His inheritance

in the saints, and what is the exceeding greatness of His

power to usward who believe, according to the working

( »f His mighty power, which He wi'ought in Christ when

He raised Him from the dead, and set Him at His own

right hand in the heavenly places

AVhy wonder that all around us Christians in the

Church is supernatural, if it be thus a continuous exercise

of the power which raised Jesus from the dead ? Or that

our Bible is essentially unlike all merely human books ?

Or that the Church, our mother and our home, is distinct

in essence from the perishing polities and societies around

it ? Or that in the holy Sacraments we have the sources

and supports of a life that natm^e could neither create nor

sustain ? Or that in Christian souls we behold graces of

which nature is incapable
;

faith, hope, charity
; charity of

the deepest, tenderest kind towards God, and for God^s

?ake, towards man
;

humility, purity, patience ; a joy

vhich no earthly pleasure could minister ; a peace which

:)asseth all understanding ? For all that really quickens

md strengthens the Christian soul is His work. Who
aised Jesus from the grave. The Eesurrection of our

jord is the measure of the risen life. The risen life is, in

he mental and moral order of things, what the Resur-

ection is among the phenomena which are discerned by
he senses. The reality of the moral fact before our eyes

13

bound up with the reality of its historical counterpart.

I

k Eph. i. 17-20.

T 2
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If CKrist's Resurrection be not a fact, then is Cliristianity

false from tlie first and altogether, and its spiritual no less

than its intellectual life is a delusion. If Christ^s Eesur-

rection be a fact—so certain that Christians would die to

attest it—then the supernatural character of the Christian

life around us corresponds with the strictly supernatural

fact from which it dates its origin. And as we take the

measure of the beauty, and power, and glory of this new

and higher life which has been thus bountifully bestowed

on men, what remains but to lift up heart and voice to God,

and cry, " It is meet, right, and our bounden duty, that we

should at all times, and in all places, give thanks unto

Thee, 0 Lord, Holy Father, Almighty, Everlasting God"?

Yes ! one thing else remains, to see that we are living

as those who are risen with Christ."'' This glorious life

has manners, a temper, a bearing, a line of conduct, a

code of honour peculiarly its own. The grace of God does

not put force upon our wills : we are free to obey or to

resist it. Therefore the Apostle adds, Seek those things

that are above.''* Surely, brethren, there is need for this

warning ; even when, as we trust, the light of heaven is

already beaming on our understandings, and the love of

God is already warming our hearts.

" Seek those things that are above." Seek, above all,

assured communion with God, real work for God, frequent

rest in the felt Presence of God, through and beyond all

these, the final reward of the soul in God. Seek thus the

supernatm^al. But seek also, if you will, that which is

highest, purest, truest, noblest, even in the sphere of

nature. As spiritual beauty is higher than strength and

sharpness cf intellect ; so intellectual culture is nobler

than mere development of muscle. Even bodily exercise

is separated by a vast interval from aimless sloth. Body,

intellect, spirit ; each has its claims. Let the best come

first in all schemes for laying out time and strength.
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"Seek tliose things tliat are above/^ AMiat a rule

for conversation ! All may do something to raise or

to degrade it. The indirect allusion^ the half-concealed

innuendo^ which stains the soul that speaks and the soul

that willinoflv listens, is a cowardlv thin"^ that skulks awav

upon the least show of a brave resistance. Each may
insist that conversation shall take and shall keep_, at least

in his presence,, a high tone. We need not obtrude

religion in quarters where to mention it will only provoke

irreverence. Yet surely as Christians^ we must bear ever

in mind that we are risen with Christ. A few men who
are simply determined to maintain a generous^ pure^

elevated standard of social intercourse^ can affect most

powerfully for good, if they cannot absolutely control,

the character of thouofht in an entire societv.

" Seek those things that are above What a rale in

making friendships ! How much, both for time and

eternity, depends on the choice of one, whose thoughts

shall mould or be moulded by our thought, whose affec-

tions shall be entwined with ours, whose will shall insen-

sibly communicate something of its vigour or its weakness,

its secret warp or its inflexible rectitude, to our will, as

?oul is pressed close to soul in the manifold intimacies of

iaily life ! Are we then seeking a friend, because his name
s to be found in the English Peerage, or because he will

3ne day be master of so many thousands a year ? Alas,

ndeed, for us, if these be our conceptions of "things

ibove ! Or are we seeking to be the friend, not of rank

md wealth, which will rightly suspect our advances, but

'f a mind and heart that can reciprocate and bless om'

Viendship ? Are we seeking to commune with some intel-

'gence, with some soul, around which there plays already,

: times, a ray of more than earthly beauty ? This were

udeed a friendship which becomes a life that is itself

. upematural.
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Seek those things that are above ! " What a motto

for a library ! Seek that which instructs rather than that

which stimulates ; that which braces, rather than that

which is attractive; the exact science, rather than the 1

vague mass of ill-assorted "views;" the poet who reveals

human nature to itself, like Shakspeare, rather than the

poet who flatters and fans sensual passion, like Byron.

What a rule even for sacred studies ! Yes, as you open

your Bible, pray that you may seek those " things that :

are above." At the entrance of this temple of sacred l!

Ti^uth you are met by her handmaids, philology, history,

geography. In the name of Truth they proffer their ser-

vices, and they do well, for their services are indispensable.

But woe to you, if, instead of leading you to their mistress,

they detain you by their own inferior charms or by their

own more noisy activities. Woe to you, if they persuade

you to read the Book of Life as a Pagan might read it, as

you yourselves might read Herodotus or Plato. Woe
indeed to you, if, while fascinated by the polish of style,

or by the power of language, or by the scenery of incident,

or by the sequence of history, or by the flow of poetic

fervour, you forget to dwell upon, nay to inquire for, the
|

"things above." The Being and Nature of God, the j

nature and destiny of the soul, the nature and consequences '

of sin, the reality and working of Redemption, the Great

Day of Award, the endless world which lies beyond the

grave—such truths as these we should first and most <

earnestly seek in Scripture. And among the many bless-

ings of the Churches guidance in the study of Scripture,
|

it may not be deemed the least, that she forces us to look I

upwards. She saves us from the folly of dwelling exclu- I

sively on the external and the human side of things. She 1

points to the leading truths, to the awful and consolatory
^

revelations which will ever command the deepest and most
|

lasting interest of the human soul. J
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Seek those things that are above/' What a solemn

word to those who are deciding their line of work for life !

Why not ask yourselves, brethren, what is really the

highest and best work ? Answer that question, not by
what you know of the world's opinion, but by what you

know of the Will of your God. If, for instance, you are

hesitating between law and medicine, it must be admitted

that modern English society seems to award a social

premium to law. Yet surely the study of the framework of

God's noblest earthly creature is a higher study than that

of any system of human jurisprudence, dashed as every

such system must be by human caprice, by human short-

sightedness, by human error. Surely the practice of a

profession, almost every activity of which is a fresh cor-

poral work of mercy, must have an increasing attraction

for those who, in the moral sense of the expression, seek

things above." Pardon me, brethren, if I speak too

boldly in a matter on which there may fairly be difference

of judgment ; but I venture to hope—nay, to believe

—

that as public opinion becomes more Christian, a higher,

nay, the very highest social consideration will be every

where assigned to the members of that noble profession

of medicine, which ministers with one hand to the pro-

gress of advancing science, while with the other it

daily lavishes its countless deeds of unknown, unacknow-

ledged generosity and kindness on the sick and suffering

poor.

Does the text bid you seek Holy Orders ? That ques-

tion must be answered by every man in the sanctuary of

his own soul. Alas for those who press to the steps of the

sanctuary only that they may keep a fellowship or please

1 friend or a parent ! Alas for those who bring to the

service of the altar a sceptical intellect or an impure

aeart ! These must earn for the Church of God a sui'c

.egacy of confusion and weakness, and for themselves, too
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probably, a forfeiture of endless peace. Those wbom God
calls to His bigbest service, He draws onwards by many
tokens of His grace and will : and tbey find, even here,

that " the Hnes bave fallen to tbem in a pleasant place,

and tbat tbey bave a goodly beritage." ISTowbere else,

among tbe various patbs of life, are consolations so fre-

quent and so pure to be met witb;—nowbere else are

bopes so brigbt voucbsafed to cbeer tbe soul^s darker

bours;—nowbere else is tbe tbougbt of deatb, witb tbe

endless Home and unfading crown beyond, so constant

and so welcome as in tbe life of a conscientious clergy-

man.

But, above all, tbe precept is a rule for tbe regulation,

for tbe employment of secret tbougbt. Our Lord appeared

after His Resurrection only at intervals. He manifested

Himself bere in tbe upper cbamber, tbere on tbe moun-

tain in Galilee, or to tbe wayside travellers, or on tbe sbore

of tbe nortbern lake. He vanisbed as He came ; His dis-

ciples knew not at any moment wbetber tbe tbin air might

not yield before their eyes tbe outline of His glorious

Form. Tbey knew not whether, as He spake with them

and blessed tbem. He might not forthwith melt away,

veiling His Sacred Presence from the rude touch of sense.

Tbe Risen Life of Jesus was as a whole bidden with

God." And in this it is typical of the life of a Christian.

Whether we will or no, tbe greater part of life is passed

alone ; and if we know any truth about ourselves at all,

we know how much depends on the upward guidance of

solitary thought ! How piteous is tbe mental degradation

and waste, of which again and again we have been guilty

when walking or sitting alone, or during the still hours of

a sleepless night ! "Wliy cannot we recall tbe stirring

precept at these times of probation, and Seek those

things tbat are above" ? Why should thought gravitate

perpetually earthward^ as if it were a senseless stone?
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Wliy should it grovel habitually amid the petty ambitions,

self-assertions, personalities, passions, lusts, which form

the moral mire through which our souls have so often to

drag heavily their anxious way ? AVhy do we not insist

at these seasons of providential opportunity, that thought

sliall rise upwards, and to heaven? Why not make an

effort of strong purpose, that whatsoever things are true,

honest, pure, lovely, of good report,^' we will think of

these things ? A passage of Holy Scripture committed

to memory ; some sentence of a great author consecrated

by the recognition of ages ; some lines of an ancient

hymn, or, if you will, of a modern one,—these may give

wings to thought. But for your own sakes, brethren, for

God^s sake, let your thought rise. Bid it, force it to rise.

Think of the Face of Jesus, of your future home in heaven,

of those revered and loved ones who have gone before you,

and who beckon you on towards them from their place of

rest in Paradise. Think of all that has ever cheered,

strengthened, quickened, braced yourselves. In such

thoughts, to such thoughts, Jesus will assuredly and

increasingly reveal Himself. As He reveals Himself,

thought will take a new shape, it will melt insensibly into

the incense of a prayer that shall greet His Presence.

And this aspiration of the soul mounting towards it^'

Som'ce and its Deliverer; this speechless language of

faith, and hope, and love, bounding upwards towards the

Everlasting Throne, and then prostrating themselves

before it; these trustful, unformed, hesitating accents

—

the language of the child who is artlessly pouring his

every grief and every joy into his Father^s ear; these are

the spirit, the essence of prayer, latent beneath the stately

movement of ancient liturgies, living ever in the secret

hearts of all the devoted children of the Church. Such
prayer, in its Divinely imparted strength and confidence,

is the very breath, the inmost movement of the super-
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natural life. It is the voice of love seeking its most

legitimate Object. Tlie heart determines the gravitation

of moral beings : and He Who possesses for the Christian

heart a supreme and irresistible attraction, is in heaven.

A true personal love of our Lord Jesus Christ makes the

seeking things above/' a constant, a necessary reality.

Without this love, all else that seems to be religious is

hollow and vain. The love of Jesus consecrates and

brings into a focus all earthly affection. It is the central

feature, the controlling principle, the mainspring, the

heart of a life which is risen from the grave of sin, and

which is abidingly supernatural. It alone forms in us a

real, personal, and practical religion; it alone generates the

thoughts, the feelings, the mental and moral habits of a

being who will have to live for ever in a higher and a better

world. May God vouchsafe of His great mercy to shed it

abroad more and more in our hearts ! May He, at the

last, when He beholds in us, not indeed our worthless

merits, but His own most precious gifts, be merciful to

us and bless us, and show us the light of His Countenance,

and be merciful unto us I



SERMON XL

OUR LORD'S ASCENSION THE CHURCH'S GAIN.

St. John xvi. 7.

It is expedientfor you that I go aicay.

AN this great festival ourBook ofCommon Prayer supplies

us witli a service which, can hardly fail to engage the

whole heart and interest of the devout worshipper. Every

modification of the ordinary ritual of the Church that lends

importance to Christmas or Whitsunday is exhibited to-

day. We have proper Psalms_, proper Lessons^ a special

Creed^ Collect,, Epistle and Gospel, and a proper Preface.

K we except the opening anthem, Easter-Day itself enjoys

no distinctions in our English Prayer Book which are

refused to Ascension-Day. The compilers of the English

Liturgy have evidently laboured to sustain the ancient

dignity of this glorious festival, and to assert for the

Ascension of our Lord in the public devotions of the

Church that prominence which is given to it in the pages

of Holy Scripture. Of the three inspired records of the

event, the Gospel for the day gives that of St. Mark ; the

Epistle that of the Acts of the Apostles; the Second

Lesson in the Morning Service that of St. Luke^s Gospel.

In the Morning Service the second ascent of the great

Jewish Lawgiver into the Mount of God, followed by the

separation of the tribe of Levi^ foreshadows the greater
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ascent of tlie Prophet of tlie New Covenant_, issuing in tlio

Pentecostal blessing and its abiding results At Even-

song a more exact anticipation ^ of the Redeemer's triumph

in the assumption of Elijali_, whose mantle falls upon his

attendant and disciple '^j is followed by the most emphatic

reference to the consequences of the Ascension which is to

be found in the Epistles of St. Paul ^. The proper Psalms

too_, whether by their plain direct literal sense^ or through

the deeper mystical sense which underlies the letter,

happily set forth the event of the day, together with its

spiritual and historical consequences. David^ when feed-

ing his flock at night under an Eastern sky, " considers

the heavens, the work of God's fingers /' he marvels that

God should have been so mindful of man as to set all

things in this beautiful world under his feet. But David

is in reality chanting the praises of the Second Adam, as

He returns to His throne crowned with glory and

honour After its long captivity, the sacred ark is at

length being carried to the royal city ; and the Psalmist-

King, girded in a linen ephod, is tracing the moral like-

ness of the man who is meet to dwell in the tabernacle

and to rest in the holy hill of Jehovah ^. But the outline

suggests an unearthly standard of perfection ; the Psalmist

is shadowing out the spotless purity of our Ascending

Lord. Then follows a celebration ^ of Israel's victory over

the combined hosts of Ammon and Syria. But the

^ Deut. X.

^ Yet in the narrative or the Ascension there is nothing parallel to the

rnrp by and in which the Prophet went up to heaven. The cloud only

shrouded our Lord's Ascending Form from the gaze of His disciples {vTr4\a-

^€1/ anh Twu 6(p6a\fj.uv avruv, Acts i. 9). For, as St. Gregory observes,

" Redemptor noster non curru, non Angelis sublevatus legitur; quia Is Qui

fecerat omnia, nimirum super omnia virtute Sua ferebatur."

—

S. Greg,

Horn. 29, in Asc. Dom., 0pp. i. 1572.

^ 2 Kings ii. ^ Ephes. iv. 816. e Pg. vili.

^ Ps. viii. 5 ; compare Heb. ii. 5—9. fc' In Ps. xv.

to In Ps. xxi.
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spiritual sense of tlie Church forthwith detects in the

"blessings of goodness/^ and in the "crown of pure

gold " set on the Conqueror's head_, and in the " long life,

even for ever and ever/' the majesty of her Lord and

Saviour, Who "has overcome the sharpness of death/-*

and to Whom "all power is given in heaven and in

earthV and " Whose kingdom shall have no end/' The

gates of the city of the Great King ^ are bidden by the

choirs of Israel on some religious festival to welcome the

sacred ark and veiled presence of the Lord of Hosts. But

Christian thought mounts forthwith to the eternal gates

of heaven, and to the countless host of spirits that sweep

around the Rising Form of the true " King of Glory /'

and it accompanies the passage of that King, the ever-

lasting Son of the Father, clothed with His Human Nature,

into the Inaccessible Light ^ After the victory over Sen-

nacherib, a Hebrew poet ™ invites the Gentile world to see

in Israel's Lord, not, as Pagans might dream, a mere
national deity, but the great King over all the earth,

^'reigning over the heathen and sitting upon His holy

seat." But we cannot forget that the " princes of the

Gentile people " were never really " joined unto the

people of the God of Abraham," until, on a greater day,

and after a greater triumph, our God and Saviour had
" gone up with a merry noise " and " with the sound of

a trump" to heaven. If at a period of great national

depression, two portions of earlier poems have been fused

into one, as we find them at this day in Ps. cviii., the

inspii-ed combination exactly expresses on this festival the

mind of the Christian Church. She " rejoices right eai^ly

i St. Matt, xxviii. 18. InPs. xxiv.

1 I Tim. vi. 16. Our Lord since His Ascension is vi^TjAc^repoy Taiv ovpavuv

yevo/j.fi'os, Heb. vii. 26. So, v-jepdww iravruv twu ovpaywv, Epb. iv. 10.

Contrast C'orrr. 2 Kings ii. ii.

In PslVlvii.
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witb. lute and liarp " for her Lord " set above tlie heavens,"

and shedding His glory over all the earth and she

reminds Him Who had promised to go forth with her

hosts/^ how Moab and Edom and Philistia, the heathen

world that lies close around her borders^ is still unsubdued

to the banner of the Cross

We may not linger here. Yet surely we have been

kindled to-day by the voices of Hebrew Psalmists, or, as

in the Collect and proper Preface, by the aspirations of

Christian Fathers °; and this bustling world in which we
live has possessed a diminished interest for us, as we
have in heart and mind gone up in the track of the

glorified Jesus, our Ascending Lord.

What mean we, let me ask, brethren, by this service ?

What has been our governing thought in offering it?

Have we dwelt first and chiefly on the glory and majesty,

the joy and gladness of our great Redeemer ? Or have

we been solely or mainly engaged with the blessings

which He is winning for ourselves ?

Selfishness is never less attractive than when it would

leave its imprint on the sacred structure of Theology.

Yet we are not unfrequently confronted by systems in

which the assurance, or satisfaction, or consciousness of

the believer is made the centre of a theological panorama,

while the revealed Nature or economies of God are

banished to its circumference. Thus, for example, the

sense of acceptance demands a theory of justification;

° So generally Tholuck (Comment, in Ps.) for the historical references of

the Proper Psalms for this day : very differently, of course, in some parti-

culars, Ewald (Dichter des A. Bundes, Zw. Th.).

o The Collect occurs in the Gelasian, the Preface in the Gregorian Sacru-

mentary. The Latin of the Preface seems to point to the age, if not to the

authorship, of St. Leo. In a.d. 400 St. Augustine speaks of this festival as

one of those "qua3 toto terrarum orbe servantur," and suggests that it may
hiive come down "ab ipsis Apostolis." Vol. ii. 125, ep. 54. Compare De

Bapt. cantr. Don., lib. iv. c. 24, n. 31.
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the doctrine of justification requires a doctrine of the

Atonement; the Atonement is insufficient unless the

Victim be Divine; the Divinity of the Saviour neces-

sitates the doctrine of the blessed Trinity^ if it is to be

held consistently with the primal truth of the Unity of

God. It may be true enough that many a soul has been

guided by the Divine mercy from a deep sense of personal

misery to gaze upon the full Light of heaven. We are

not, however^ discussing the internal history of penitents

or saints; but the principles upon which theological

systems have been formed or taught. And it is plain

that in this way the Self-sustaining, Infinite, Supreme

Being comes to be regarded as only or chiefly interest-

ing on account of the satisfaction which He yields to the

subjective yearnings of a finite and created soul. From
this it is not a long step to a habit of mind whereby the

utterances of the holy Psalmist, the historic records of

Hebrew inspiration, nay, the very Words and Acts of

Christ, are patronizingly admired or contemptuously con-

demned. Scripture is accepted or disparaged, not on

external grounds of authority and evidence, but in

deference to the consciousness of that fallen humanity

to which it is addressed as the message of the All-wise

and the All-holy. In this way men may pass easily and
rapidly through the so-termed ^ phases ^ of an evanescent

faith. Step by step the articles of the Creed of Christen-

dom are resolved into unmeaning platitudes, or are

explicitly denied. And at length the Everlasting Christ

is dragged again before the judgment-seat of His crea-

ture. Again He is mocked and bufi"eted, and scom-ged

and spat upon by some feeble intelligence, to which He
Himself has given its acumen, nay its very existence p.

Ton know, my brethren, that I am not sounding a

P Cf. Phases of Faith, c. vii., on " the Moral Perfection of Jesus."
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false alarm or describing an imaginary process. Would,
indeed^ to God tliat it were so ! You may see, if you
will_, in tlie circumstances of modern religious thought,

the fullest justification of that eagerly objective character

which belongs to Primitive Christianity. To the Apos-

tolical Christian_, the Being of God, the Natures and

Person of Jesus Christ, the mysteries of His Human Life,

and His seat at the Right Hand of the Majesty on high,

are precious, for a higher reason than any which is merely

personal. They open out to his soul the awful and serene

beauty of that Existence, in the contemplation of Which he

utterly forgets himself. "AYe praise Thee, we bless Thee,

we worship Thee, we glorify Thee, we give thanks to Thee,"

not simply for Thy mercies to usward, but that Thou art

what Thou art. We give thanks to Thee for Thy great

glory," proj)ter magnam gloriam Tuam. We thank Theo

that Thou art what Thou wouldest have been, if no

created intelligence had known and loved Thee, and if

Thou hadst lived on in the solitary majesty of Thy eternal

years.
—" We give thanks to Thee for Thy great glory."

And it is in this spirit that the true Christian first of all

considers the mystery of his Lord^s Ascension. " If ye

loved Me," said our Lord, '^ye would rejoice, because I

said, I go unto My Father ^." Self would be forgotten in

the sight of the glory of One Whom you love.

Such is, indeed, the triie Christian temper, in the

presence of this, as of all the mysteries of the Gospel.

The manifested glory, the vindicated honour of Jesus

Christ takes rank before all other considerations. At
length that Life of humiliation is over; at length that

bitter cup of suffering has been drained ; at length that

wasted Form is to become visibly "fairer than the

children of men," and the Bridegroom of the Church

is to " gird His sword upon His thigh, as becomes tlie

q at. John iiv. iS.
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Most Mighty, and according to His worship and re-

nown^/^ And so, in that last parting benediction, in

that solemn measured upward movement % in that now
glorious Form, shrouded from sight by a passing cloud,

but still visible to Faith, as It moves onwards through

trackless space, thronged by an escort of ministering

spirits, the soul beholds a solemn act of reparation for

the suffering Life which had preceded it, and rejoices

vith a joy which belongs to the highest sense of satisfied

fustice. " He emptied Himself of His glory, and took on

Bim the form of a slave, and was made in the likeness of

men : and being found in fashion as a man. He humbled

Himself, and became obedient unto death, even the death of

the Cross ;

—

wherefore also God hath highly exalted Him
We cannot say that this is all. We cannot pretend

fully to determine wherein lay the especial fitness of the

Ascension in its relation to the Person and Majesty of

Christ. Such was the glory of His Body and His Soul

after the Resurrection, that neither could become intrin-

sically more glorious ^. But Heaven was His true abode,

when He had once risen from His tomb. He lingered on

earth only in condescension to the needs of His disciples.

The Ascension was the completion of that majesty to

which the Incarnate Being was from the first destined

in the eternal counsels. And those counsels were fulfilled

when He had placed Himself at that Right Hand, where
" there are pleasures for evermore.

This, then, is our first tribute of love and duty to the

mystery of to-day, and we may now turn to that other and

very different point of view which is sanctioned by om'

Ix)rd Himself in the text. It is exj)edient for you that J

go away.^^

r Ps. xlv. 3, 4.

8 "Av^pepero. St. Lnke xxiv. 51. * Phil. ii. 7- Q.

^ S. Th. Aq., Sumrn. Th., pars 3, qu. 57, art x.

U
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- No words that ever fell from the blessed Lips of Christ

can have at first seemed to those faithful souls who heard

them to verge more closely than these on the confines of

paradox.

For let it be remembered that our Lord was speaking

on the night before His Passion. He had now taught

His followers the emptiness of all earthly aims. He had

taught them to look to Himself alone for light and

guidance, and help and strength. He had weaned their

affections from business, from home, from relatives, from

earthly cares; He had entwined those loving hearts

closely, jealously around Himself. They did not indeed,

even yet, fully know Him. But they clung to Him, all

the more perseveringly, it may be, as clinging in the dark

to One Who at least as yet had never failed them. To

Him alone could they go ; He certainly had the words of

eternal life. How then can He assure them " It is

expedient for you that I go away ? Could it be expe-

dient for men who are still pilgrims upon earth that theii*

Guide should be taken from them ? Could it be expe-

dient for pupils who are still ignorant of so much neces-

sary truth, that their great Teacher should desert them ?

Could it be expedient for spiritual children, still so

deficient in the practical realization of the Chi-istian

character, that they should be deprived of His visible

Presence, Who taught by example even more persuasively

than He taught by precept ?

^vfjL(f>ep€t vfjLLv. He Himself says. It is expedient. He
might have said expedient" for the blessed spirits of the

just made perfect, to whom, after overcoming the sharp-

ness of death. He was about to open the kingdom of

Heaven. He might have said, "expedient" for the

blessed Angels who had for thirty-three years been
" ascending and descending upon the Son of Man," and
who had now higher ministries in store for them. He
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might have said^ "expedient" for Myself, Who, after

finishing the work that was given Me to do, am to be

glorified by the Father with that glory which I had with

Him before the world was But He does saij, " for

you." My sorrowing, broken-hearted, despairing dis-

ciples, it is " expedient for you," that I, your Teacher,

and Friend, and Guide, and Strength, should leave you in

your weakness, in your wanderings, in your loneliness, in

your ignorance. You have hitherto believed Me; trust

Me now when I tell you, " It is expedient for you that I

go away."

Wherein then, it may be asked, did this expediency

lie ? Why was it for the advantage of those whom our

Lord had chosen out of the world and whom He sent

back into it as sheep in the midst of wolves ^, that He
should leave them ? How were they to be gainers by the

departure of their Lord and Master, when they had

hitherto been indebted to His visible presence, to His

voice, to His companionship, for every spiritual blessing

that they enjoyed ? Why was it better for the Apostles

and for us that the Incarnation of the Blessed Son of God
should not be visibly perpetuated into Christian history ?

What then is this transcendent gift, more precious, as it

seems, than the hearing and seeing with the eyes and

looking upon and handling the very Word of Life ^ ?

What is this gift, so great that it can more than compen-

sate for the loss of that intimate companionship with our

Lord and Saviour which was enjoyed by His first followers?

We cannot look this question too steadily in the face ; for

on the answer to it depends nothing less than our estimate

of the true character of the Christian Dispensation.

I. It may, indeed, be said with much truth that there

^ St. John xvii. 5.

« St. Matt. X. i6.

U 2

y IHd. XT. 19.

» I St. John L I.
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was a kind of natural expediency in tlie Ascension,

grounded on that law of the human mind which makes

the appreciation of present blessings so very difficult.

Memory is perpetually endeavouring to atone^ whether on

a large or a small scale, for such past ingratitude. Most

men look back with affection on the years of their child-

hood; and nations have always surrounded their early

annals with an atmosphere of poetry. The Epicurean

warns his friend against an anxiety for the future which

might forfeit or diminish present enjoyment ^. So limited

are our powers in this present state of existence, that,

generally speaking, observation must have ceased before

reflection can begin to do its work. Jacob must awake

from his sleep, before he can reflect, " Surely the Lord is

in this place and I knew it not. How dreadful is this

place !
" He must wi'estle all night with the Angel, and

even ask his name, ere he calls the name of the place

Peniel, or can understand that he has seen God face to

face, and that his life is preserved ^. It was only after the

departure of the heavenly visitant, that Gideon became
conscious of having seen an Angel of the Lord face to

face ®. And when the same awful being on another occa-

sion had departed from Manoah, then and not before,

Manoah and his wife fell on their faces to the ground

;

and Manoah said unto his wife. We shall surely die,

because we have seen God At an earlier date, and at a

more solemn moment Moses only saw the glory of God
after it had passed him, and " made haste, and bowed his

head towards the earth, and worshipped

Had Christ our Lord continued to live visibly upon the

earth, the spiritual force of the Church might have been

^ Her. 0(1., I. ix. 13; H. xi. 4; III. xxix. 29; IV. xii. 25. Epod. jiii.

Gen. xxviii, 16. ^ Ibid, xxxii. 30. « Judges vi. 22.

' Ibid. xiii. 22. g Exod. xxxiv. 8.

I
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expended in an indefinitely prolonged observation. It

was natural tliat He, the Liglit of the world, should rivet

the gaze of those who beheld Him, too completely, to allow

time and leisure for analysis, and comparison, and infer-

ence. The strength even of saintly souls might have been

fatally' overtaxed, if a moral miracle such as the Life of

Jesus Christ had been perpetuated here below. If Jesus

is to be seen by His creatures in His relative and awful

greatness. He must be withdrawn. Even on the night

before the Passion, St. Philip asks a question, which

proves that he does not yet know, Who Jesus really is ^.

On the road to Emmaus, the eyes of the two disciples are

holden that they should not know Him ; and yet when He
vanishes from their sight, they cannot but remember how
their hearts had burned within them, as He talked to them

by the way ^
! What I do, thou knowest not now, but

thou shalt know hereafter was an announcement from

His own Lips of the self-same principle. He was to be

comprehended, when He was gone. Of how many
mysteries of His life is it true that " these things under-

stood not His disciples at the first ; but when Jesus was
glorified, then remembered they that these things were

written of Him, and that they had done these things unto

Him The Life of Christ on earth which manifested

the Essential Natui^e of the Father, had first to be brought

to a. close, ere it could be di^opped as a seed that would
spring up and bear fruit, into the heart of redeemed
humanity. In the Gospels, after all, we possess only a

fragment of the witnessed deeds, and of the uttered and
remembered Words of Christ. If all had been recorded,

the world itself, we are told, could not have contained the

^ St. John xiv. 8. i St. Luke xxiv. 32. ^ St. John xiii. 7.

^ St. John xii. 16.

™ See the beautiful sermon " Christ manifested in remembrance " ia

Newman's Parochial Sermons, 4, 17,
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books tliat slioiild be written °. But tbose recorded

Words and Acts of Cbrist have engaged tbe reflective

powers of Cbristendom ever since. They are a mine

which may still be worked without risk of exhaustion.

They have been drawn out into literatures. They are the

basis of institutions. They are the spirit of codes of law.

They may have mingled with some earthly alloy, but they

are to this day quick with heavenly virtue. And each re-

presentative teacher that has unfolded, and each authori-

tative assembly that has enforced their true essential

meaning, has in adding, not to the stock of revealed

truths, but to the illuminated thought of Christendom

that surrounds them, attested the truth of our Master's

words,—" It is expedient for you that I go away.-*'

II. But further, startling as it may seem, it is never-

theless certain, that the life of the separate souls of the

Apostles must have been quickened by the departure of

their Lord. Faith, hope, and charity are the threefold

cord that links the living spirit with its God. These

graces were dwarfed or merely nascent in the Apostles

before the Ascension of our Saviour. The belief of the

Apostles did not as yet materially differ from the creed of

the devout Jew. Their hopes were centred on the right

hand and on the left of an earthly throne. Their charity,

if it twined itself round their Lord at times with even

passionate fervour, was yet discoloured by the presence of

a subtle element of sense, which dimmed its spiritual

lustre. Christ left them, leading captivity captive;

telling them, that He would come again to receive them

unto Himself
;
telling them, that He had gone to prepare

a place for them
;
telling them, that it was His desire that

where He is there should His servants be°. Like the

deserted Elisha, they reach forward after Him as He
° St. John xxi. 2^. ° Ibid. xiv. 3.
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passes away. They stretch forth their hands to Him ; their

soul crieth unto Him as a thirsty land p. And, behold,

they find springing up within themselves a new and

vigorous life. By leaving them, our Lord has made room

for the full play and power of faith : faith now apprcliends

His Manhood as well as His Godhead. Faith, which

only begins where sight ends, requires that its Great

Object should leave the sphere of sense, ere it can per-

fectly lay hold on Him. Thus to Christians Faith is a

second sight, which reveals Jesus crowned in heaven with

glory and honour, and throned within the veil where His

very presence is an intercession ^. To faith He is no mere

bright record of the past, although it were traced on the

most sacred page of history. Still less is He an ideal of

humanity that never was realized before the eye of sense.

For faith holds dailycommunion with Him, aswith a Person,

as with a vast all-comprehending Intellect, as with a resist-

less Will, as with a living Heart of surpassing tenderness.

"Whom not having seen, ye love ; in Whom, though now
ye see Him not, yet believing, ye rejoice with joy unspeak-

able and full of glory Hope, too, rivals in its growth, the

growth of faith. It dwells no longer on any restoration of

an earthly kingdom to Israel. It reaches forth into an

eternal future. It follows in the track of Jesus ; it gazes

only in that one direction; it addresses itself to super-

natural objects. The Apostles henceforth look forward to

the glorious appearing of the Lord Jesus Christ, and to

the times of refreshing, and to the crown of righteousness

which the Lord the righteous Judge should give them,

and to the seeing Him as He is ^. The mansions of the

Father^s House, the eternal fellowship of the Saints, the

endless vision of God,—these were the ambitions of their

later life. These were the fastenings of their hope, which

F Ps. cxliii. 6. q Heb. ii. 9; vii. 25. r
i St. Peter i. 8.

» I Thess. i. 10; ii. 10. 2 Tim. iv. 8. i bt. John iii. 2.
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sure and stedfast, like an anchor, was lodged within that

veil whither their Forerunner was for them entered*.

And that earthly love of Him which attached itself to His

earthly relations towards them_, to the precise outward

circumstances which surrounded His manifestation in the

flesh, how has it been purified by His departure ! Ac-

cording to St. Augustine, this carnal knowledge of Christ

our Lord was the subjective cause which delayed the

descent of the Holy Ghost until after the Ascension".

To know Christ after the flesh was incompatible with the

higher knowledge of the life of faith ; and therefore it was

expedient that He should go away. For when the treasure

of Christians had gone to heaven, the Christian heart

would follow*. When Christ was seated at the right

hand of God, love, as a matter of course, would seek

simply and constantly those things that are above, and

not the things upon the earths. And thus, historically

speaking, it is true not merely of the Passion, but of the

Ascension of our Saviour, that when lifted up from the

earth. He drew men unto Him^. He drew their intel-

lects, their wills, their afl'ections, their imaginations, their

aims, and hopes, and anticipations, and sympathies up

from this earthly scene towards Himself. He actually

quickened and enlarged their capacities for work and for

sufiering here on earth, by transferring their deepest

interests, along with His own glorious Person, to the

courts of heaven.

III. But, if the Apostles had been altogether left to the*

own resources by their ascending Lord, could they hav

formed so true, so wonderful an estimate of the bearings

cmd proportions of His Life, as by their writings to rul

the thought and kindle the enthusiasm of all the ages of

' Heb. vi. 19. " S.Aug., Tr. 94, in S. Joan.

« St.Mntt. vi. ji. y Col. iii. 1, 2. « St. John xii. 32.
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Christendom "i; Were the faith^ the hope, the love, which

gave to their lives the beauty and the force of heroism,

thrown out, as plants of native growth, from the rich soil

of their natural hearts ? Are the Epistles of St. Paul, or

is the character of St. John, to be explained by any

searching analysis of their natural gifts, of their educa-

tional antecedents, of their external contact with the

manifested Eedeemer, of the successive circumstances

and directions of their lives ? Surely not. Even though

the Pentecostal miracle had not been recorded, some

supernatural interference must have been assumed, in

order seriously to account for the moral transformation of

the Apostolical character, and for the intellectual range of

the Apostolical writings. Of itself the departure of our

risen Lord would neither have permanently illuminated

the reflections of the Church, nor yet have quickened the

graces of its separate members. But He left this earth in

His bodily form, to return as a Quickening Spirit, present

in force and virtue, before He comes to be present in

judgment. He ascended up on high to obtain gifts for

men ^ ; and having received of the Father, as the bounteous

firstfruits of His opening and omnipotent intercession, the

promise of the Holy Ghost, He shed upon the earth those

wondrous gifts which the first Christians saw and heard ^.

With the Apostles we must wait until Pentecost, if we
would enter into the full expediency of the Ascension.

And yet, in that great discourse, one sentence of which
is under consideration, and which was not given in

writing to the Christian world upon the authority of

St. John, until a lapse of nearly three-quarters of a

century had realized in experience its every promise, we
read beforehand, and in the Words of Jesus, why it was
expedient that He should go away. It was not merely

that He might prepare a place for His disciples, and then

* Ephes. iv. 8. Ps. Ixviii. i8. b Acts ii. 33.
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come again and receive them unto Himself*'. It was
because, as He says, "If I go not away, the Comforter

will not come unto you ; but if I depart, I will send Him
unto you**.^' The whole action of the Spirit upon the

intellect, and affections, and inmost character of the

Christian, as well as His felt Presence and power in

forming, enlightening, guiding, governing, and sanctify-

ing the Church, must have become a lengthened justifica-

tion of their Master's Ascension, in the eyes of the

Apostles. If the Apostles are to be guided into all truth,

if they are to be shown things to come, if they are to be

taught all things, and if all the blessed words of Christ,

whatsoever He said to them, are to be brought home with

literal accuracy to their remembrance, it is expedient that

their Lord should go If they are to do greater works

than the works of Christ, it is because I go to My
Father If dauntless missionaries of the Cross are to

bear witness of their Lord to a sinful and perishing world

;

it can only be because the Comforter, sent from the

Father by the ascended Saviour, witnesses through their

weakness to the strength and glory of their Lord^. If

the world is to be convinced of the sin of its own un-

belief, or of the righteousness of the all-holy Redeemer;

such conviction is to be a consequence of Christ's going to

the Father and being seen no more ^. Pass the eye over

that last great discourse, and mark how it bears with re-

peated effort and significance upon the statement of the

text, that the Ascension was expedient for the Apostles,

expedient for the Christian Church.

But why did these supernatural blessings, which justified

the Ascension, thus absolutely depend on it ? Why should

there exist so strict a connexion between the departure of

c St. John xiv. 3.

e Ibid. xiv. 26 ; XV, 26 ; xvi. 13.

« Ibid. XV. 26, 27.

^ Ibid. xvi. 7 ; xiv. 16.

f Ibid. xiv. 1 2.

*' Ibid- xvi. ;-io.
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our Lord and the coming of His Spirit ? Was it tliat the

glorious Intercession of Christ in heaven was to be a

main topic of consolation^ whispered by the Spirit^s teach-

ing to the heart of the bereaved Church ? Was it that

the continued presence of our Lord in the Flesh might

have stimulated earthly yearnings towards Him more or

less inconsistent with that profound appreciation of His

work and of His Person which the Spirit would dictate ?

Was it that the victory must be perfectly won, ere the gifts

for men which the Conqueror receives can be dispensed in

their fulness from on high ? Or must the mighty power of

Christ's Intercession in Heaven be revealed to Christians

by the magnificence of its first result ? or may not the

heavenly Artist descend to reproduce the image of Christ

in the conscience and heart of humanity until the Divine

Original has been completed ? All such suggestions do

but approach that fuller answer to the question which is

probably hidden in the depths of Godhead—undisclosed

and inaccessible even to faith. For if the descent of the

Spirit depends on mission from the Son as well as from

the Father, St. Augustine reminds us that the Son, " non
sic venerat a Patre, ut non maneret in Patre*.'' If it

depends on His Intercession, He interceded while yet on
earth for the unity of His followers; for their sanctification

through the truth ; for their being with Him where all

along in His Godhead He was, that they might behold

His glory ^; for those very results, in short, which were
to be due to the Pentecostal gift. Must we not conclude

that while it is doubtful whether the connexion in ques-

tion depends on a providential and free disposition on the

part of God, forming part of the economy of man's Re-

demption, or on some internal law of the Divine Life,

some relation between the Persons of the Godhead, the

sacredness of which forbids further speculation, however

» S.Aug., Tr. 94, in Joan., ubi sup. ^ St. John xvii. 11, 17, 24.
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reverent, it is in any case certain that such a connexion
was necessary ? For the Only-begotten Son, Which is in

the bosom of the Father^, to Whom we owe all that we
know concerning God, has attested its necessity. " It is

expedient for you that I go away : for if I go not away, the

Comforter will not come unto you/'

Before the Pentecostal Shower descended on the Church

there were drops which heralded Its approach. "V\Tiat

else were those burning hearts of the two disciples on the

Emmaus road"^, and that opening of their understanding

to the true sense of the prophetical Scriptures ° ? what

else that solemn bestowal of the apostolical commission,

Receive ye the Holy Ghost even though He was then

given as the warrant and author of a ministerial faculty

rather than as the inward guest of souls ? what else

that great joy with which, as on this day, the bereaved

eleven returned to Jerusalem p ? Still, for ten days—weary

and anxious days they must have been, though passed in

retreat, in prayer, in intercession,—the expected Blessing

in its fulness was withheld. For ten days the Apostles

were denied the crowning proof of the expediency of their

Lord^s departure. Our faith has never been submitted to

the ordeal of so agonizing a suspense. We live in that

Holy Home upon which, shadowed out by the tongues of

fire and the wind, the Spirit descended more than eighteen

hundred years ago. The Lord is our Shepherd : He feeds

us in the green pastures of the Church He still

"watereth her furrows, and sendeth rain into the Httle

valleys thereof, and maketh them fat with the drops of

rain, and blesseth the increase of it^"

Do we appreciate our real place in the universe of God ?

Do we understand what it is, not to have found the soul's

1 St. John i. i8. ™ St. Luke xxiv. 32. " Ibid. xxiv. 45.

o St. John XX. 22. P St. Luke xxiv. 52. ^ Ps. xxiii. i, 3.

' Ps. Ixv. 10.
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true home at tlie cost of the toil and pain of years^ but as

infants to have been brought to ^'^ Mount Sion, the City

of the Living God^ the Heavenly Jerusalem_, and to an in-

numerable company of angels, and to the general assembly

and Church of the first-born/^ and to that cleansing

' Blood ' with "Which every thing around us is sprinkled* ?

Are our eyes opened_, so that we can see the chariots of

fire and horses of fire round about the Mountain^ ? is

the horizon of our spiritual vision not really so bounded by

sense and time, as to disqualify us for entering into the

reasons for that high and blessed expediency of which our

Lord speaks to His sorrowing followers ?

Believe it, dear brethren, while Christ our Lord tarried

here in the flesh. His Apostles who saw and conversed

with Him, who walked by His side, who rested at His

feet, who lay in His breast, were further, immeasurably

further from Him than we may be, if we will. To them
He was still an external example, an external voice, an

external force. Christ in ns is the hope of glory". Om*
ascended Lord has sent down upon us that promised and

gracious Friend, "Whose office it is to unite us to Himself.

Therefore, by faith and love directed upon the known
channels of His Presence, man may renounce in a sense

liis own sinful individuahty, and be clothed with the

Sanctity and Perfection of His Saviour*. Therefore,

imited to Christ, man is no longer what he was in the state

of nature, an isolated unit; he is a member of that

spiritual organization which is Christ^s Body, and his life

has already commingled with that higher life which flows

from the Head and Heart of the redeemed Church^.

Therefore the Saviour lives in His Church ; He lives in us :

Therefore Sacraments have grace and virtue^; and prayer

^ Heb. xii. 22, 23; ix. 19 23.

" Col. i. 27. ^ Gul. ii. 20.

« St. Jobu vi. 56 58. Gal. iii. 37.

' 2 Kings vi, 17.

J" £ph. V. 30.
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is co-operation with the Perpetual Intercession of our Lord.

He intercedes*, and we pray. He claims the Divine Com-
passion, and we recommend each other to the Mercy of the

great Creator**. He offers Himself as the one Sacrifice for

sins°, and lo ! we desire God^s '^fatherly goodness merci-

fully to accept our sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving,

most humbly beseeching Him to grant that we and all

His whole Church may obtain remission of our sins, and

all other benefits of our Saviom*'s passion'^.''' If we feel

the expediency of the Ascension, we are men of prayer.

" In heart and mind we ascend thither where prayer

is not an effort but an atmosphere. We know by blessed

experience that prayer in the Church of God is not the

voice of slaves who cringe in terror before a tyrant-lord

;

that it is not the petition of mercenaries, of whose service

the highest aim is to add to what they have. Eather is it

the instinctive breathing of an informing Spirit, the voice

of children who without doubt or questioning throw them-

selves into their Father's arms% since they are conformed

to the image of His Blessed Son Jesus Christ the

Eighteous. For indeed prayer is the life-blood of the

Church. We Christians pray because, if we live spiritually,

we cannot but pray^ We are carried forward by an un-

seen force which fills the Holy House where we are sitting

Afid this torrent of prayer, this pleading of all for each

and of each for all, this mutual service perpetually sought

and as perpetually rendered, this onward upward move-

ment of souls, at once in supplication and in thanksgiving

presenting themselves as brethren of Christ our Saviour

before the Throne of our Father and our God ; this con-

a Heb. vii. 25. ^ 2 Tim. i. 3. i Thes. i. 2 ; iii. 10.

c Heb. viii. 3; ix. 14. d Communion Service.

« Gal. iv. 6. Kom. v. 5; viii. 15-17.
f I Thess. V. 17. Rom. xii. 12. Eph. vi 18. Col. iv. a. i Pet. iv. 7.

E Acts ii. 2.
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imuous spiritual activity is the fresh warm blood that

circulates through the arteries of the Church ; it is both

its deepest life and the expression of that life ; it is the

voice of its adoring love ; it is the ceaseless sigh of the

everlasting Spirit within it.

Can we realize, each one for himself, what is involved

in this expediency of our Lord's Ascension ? Not if we

imagine that we can appropriate His divine teaching by

the mere exertion of our natural faculties, and that we

owe little or nothing to His solemn voice as it speaks to

each one of us in the recesses of conscience, and as it

echoes along the records of the Undivided Church. Not

if we propose to ourselves deliberately and upon theory

a moral standard which is lower and less than that of the

Great Teacher. Not if we forget the sharp distinction

which exists, and which will exist for ever, between the

very highest, noblest, purest, truest efforts of nature, and

the heavenly action of the Spirit of Grace. Not if we are

giving up the evangelical graces of faith, and hope, and

charity, and joy, and peace, and longsuffering ; while we
are falling back upon what are merely the highest

products of the unsanctified heart, manliness, and tem-

perance, and common sense, and justice, and perseverance,

and amiability, . and integrity. Not if we thus content

ourselves with virtues which paganism might have taught

us, although the Son of God had never become Incarnate

and had never suffered on the Cross. We shall never

understand the expediency of the Ascension, if we forget

that we are the subjects of a Spiritual Dispensation, in

which forces more extraordinary are at work, and results

more wonderful are produced than any which fall under

the cognizance of sense ^. For us, this blessed day will

have no real meaning, if, now that our Lord is so very

near us, we neglect to claim and to deepen our communion
h

I Cor, ;i.
J

- 9.
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with Him in common prayer and in frequent Sacraments^;

if we are altogether unlike that holy company, which, when
their Lord had gone from their sight, returned to Jerusalem

with great joy, and were continually in the temple praising

and blessing God ^.

And there are in this place peculiar temptations to an

exaggerated sympathy with mere natural excellence, and

as our finite minds must generally have it so, to a corre-

sponding depreciation of grace. As is the aspect of the

renewed earth at this season of the year, such is human
life for the most part all the year round, within the pre-

cincts of a University. Here youth and strength are

always in the ascendant ; few have time to grow sick^ or

weak, or old. A generation is superseded before it has

lost its bloom ; and our constant changes perpetuate the

illusion
;
they maintain the freshness of a perpetual spring.

Thus we live with those who are no fair sample of the

average weakness and suflTerings of mankind. We live

among men at the very prime of life, when mind and

body rival each other in the putting forth and develop-

ment of new energies and of unsuspected force. We are

carried away with the current of natural vigour thus

poured around us ; we heed not that other side of the

picture which one English poet of the last age, as he

mused over another noble home of education, has so

touchingly remembered. We see not, we only hear from

others of that which so often follows when residence

here has ended. We forget the early sicknesses, the

early deaths, the blighted hopes, the heart-aches, the

graver anxieties of later life. We know little of those

most bitter sorrows which are caused by the sorrows of

those whom we love. We dream not of the blessed and

stern experiences which are meant to send all, and which,

by God^s grace, do send many, in utter earnest to the

» Heb. X. 25. Acts ii. 42. Jude 19. ^ St. Luke xxiv. 52, 53.
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foot of the Cross. Yet to recognize a danger is to

be on the road to escape it.

Nature indeed may well be beautiful^ since she too is

the handiwork of God. But we do not deny this^ because

we trace on her forehead the brand of a superinduced

corruption_, and 'proclaim the distinctness and superiority

of grace.

The Ascension reminds us of a Life which is higher

than this worlds and than that which belongs to it. So

much higher, so much more blessed and glorious is the

life of grace, that One Who loved us men with the

truest and purest affection, yet withdrew Himself, as on

this day, from our sight, in order to enable us, if we will,

to live it.

Brethren, let us lift up our hearts, let us lift them up

unto our ascended Lord. Let us put from us the whisper

of those who only live in and for what they see, and who
tells us that the Divine life which strikes higher and

deeper than the life of sense is visionary, unpractical,

superstitious. A life hidden with Christ is blessed

beyond all words in the manifold proofs of its intrinsic

power and of the tender enduring compassion of our

Saviour. Let us mark and seek the generation of them
that seek Him ™ ; let us, if we would be lightened, have

an eye unto Him ^Yho is the True Light °. He ever

lives, now as on the morrow of His triumph ; He lives

in the city of the saints, the Lamb Throned and Omni-

potent °. Let us " in heart and mind thither ascend, and

with Him continually dwell .''^ Let us continually, while we
tarry here, pierce the veil by prayer, and behold His

Presence in righteousness ; that hereafter we may wake

up after His likeness, and be satisfied with it p.

^ Col. iii. 3. "1 Ps. xxiv. 6. " St. John i. q,

" Kev. V. 6. P Ps. xvii. 1 1;.



SERMON XII.

FAITH IN A HOLY GHOST.

Acts xix. i, 2.

Paul having passed through the upper coasts came to Ephesus : andfinding

certain disciples, he said unto them, Have ye received the Soly Ghost

since ye believed ? And they said unto him. We have not so much as

heard whether there he any Holy Ghost.

THIS singular incident is remarkable^ as showing that

in the apostolical age, as now, there were persons,

and bodies of persons, in possession of fragments of

Revealed Truth, and yet entirely ignorant of some of its

most vital elements. The disciples,^^ whom St. Paul

found at Ephesus, must have acknowledged a certain

relation to Jesus Christ as their Master, or the name
disciples would not have been given them. From the

circumstance of their having received St. John^s baptism,

it might be argued with much seeming probabihty that

they were originally Jews ; but their entire ignorance of

the existence of the Holy Ghost is irreconcilable with

that supposition. For the Old Testament, both in its

historical and in its prophetical books, alludes so often

and so emphatically to the work of the Holy Spirit, that

no Jew could possibly have been in the condition of not

having so much as heard of His existence, although

doubtless His Divine Personality had not been revealed

to the Jewish Church. It may, indeed, be urged, that
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this would apply equally to any disciples of tlie Baptist,

since St. Jolin had foretold One Who would baptize His

people with the Holy Ghost and with fire But it is

not to be supposed that these disciples at Ephesus had

actually listened to the Baptist himself. They were

probably heathens, who had been longing for something

higher and better than the established idolatries of

Ephesus could supply. In this frame of mind they had

fallen in with Jews, who had told them of the Syrian

preacher of repentance, and of his symbolical baptism.

It is improbable that these Jews would have repeated all

the features of St. John^s teaching which we at this day

gather from the Evangelists. Thus, then, these disciples

would have found a measure of real satisfaction; and

since St. John's baptism, as well as his whole teaching,

was simply anticipatory of the work of the Redeemer,

they would have arrived at a partial and indistinct

knowledge . of Jesus Christ. Jesus was in some sense

their Master; they were His disciples. Still they had

not heard of the existence of the Holy Ghost. The

reference to the Holy Ghost which St. John's teaching

and baptism involved, might easily have fallen into the

background, and have been lost sight of in the hands of

his disciples ; and it would have corresponded to nothing

previously existing in heathen thought. But an interest-

ing question may be raised as to the motive which led

St. Paul to question professed Christians on a point which

he might have naturally taken for granted. We are not

told that the Apostle detected the grave hiatus in the

ii faith of these disciples by any supernatural insight, ^^"or

is there any sufficient ground for the opinion that St. Paul

\
expected and did not find a manifestation of those extra-

^
ordinary gifts of the Holy Ghost which were frequent in

itho
Apostolical age. At least St. Luke gives us no

a St. Matt. iii. 2.

X 2
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instance of tlie presence of any sucli gifts among tlie

Gentiles converted by St. Paul. It is probable_, as Meyer

has pointed out^ that tbe absence of some practice specifi-

cally befitting Christian faith astonished St. Paul, and led

him to question the disciples as to their spiritual know-

ledge and condition. So upon discovering the real state

of their case, St. Paul proceeds to lead on these partially-

instructed disciples, from the fragment of truth which

they actually admitted, to truth of which they were still

ignorant. He reminds them that St. John^s baptism was

only " with water ."'^ That is, it was a sign addressed to

the imagination; it was not, like a Christian sacrament,

an outward and visible sign of an accompanying inward

and spiritual grace. It only pointed on to Christ; it did

not carry with it the gift of Christ^s Xature. Therefore

Christ^s baptism was destined to supersede it. These

twelve disciples of Ephesus were not wanting in religious

faith or earnestness, but only in necessary instruction.

They at once acted upon the Apostle^s advice ; and after

being baptized and confirmed, they were favoured with

some miraculous tokens of the presence of the Holy

Spirit in the Church. The Holy Ghost came on them,

and they spake with tongues and prophesied ^.-^

The condition of " not having so much as heard whether

there be any Holy Ghost,^^ is not, I fear, literally impossi-

ble in England at the present day. In om' great cities

there are multitudes to whom the presence and work of

the Holy Spirit in Christian humanity is as utterly un-

known as any of the most abstruse truths of physical

science. There are multitudes who have not even heard

that the gracious Author of our new life in Christ is

asserted to exist. But there are also sections of the

educated world to whom the words apply, if not in their

literal sense, yet by implication, and practically. No
b Acts xix. 6.
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educated man, indeed, wlio as sucli is interested in Chi'is-

tianity as a great intellectual and moral system, whicli as

a matter of fact controls the thoughts and conduct of

millions of human beings, can fail to make himself ac-

quainted with its more prominent features. Among these,

he encounters the Chui-ch doctrine respecting the Per-

son and work of the Holy Ghost. But this intellectual

appreciation of an integral feature of the Christian faith,

may, or may not, go along with a belief in its absolute

and most significant truth. To have heard that there is

a Holy Ghost to any practical purpose, is to have accepted

certain lines of thought, and still more to be aiming at a

moral and spiritual ideal. But here it is desirable to go

into detail; and, therefore, without further preamble, let

us proceed to note certain intellectual and moral results

of a living belief in His gi-acious presence and energy,

AVhom the Church of God celebrates to-day.

I. It may, then, seem a poor and trite thing to say,

but real belief in the Holy Ghost implies an habitual

sense of the reality of a spiritual and supersensuous

world. There is in fallen human nature a constant and

profound tendency to sink under the dominion of mate-

rialistic habits of thought, that is to say, to surrender

om'selves to the fascination and so to the empii-e of the

senses. I do not now speak of formal materialistic sys-

tems, in which the conception of spirit is banished from

human thought by the decree of some pretentious theory,

which denies that there are any ultimate constituents of

being except matter and force. Materialism, considered

as a formal doctrine, enjoys, at least in England, only a

limited range of empire. English people do not like its

look; since, apart from its irreligion, it has a traditional

tendency to become pedantic. But materialism is not

always Positivism, devising a ritual for its *^ sacraments^ of

nature and humanity. It comes amonsf us in an easv,
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unofficial guise. If it is generally on parade across the

Cliannelj it mixes witli ourselves in undress^ and witli tlie

popular manners of a civilian. It avoids technicalities;

it relieves itself of the difficulties and responsibilities of

theory; it repudiates highly organized forms of thought;

it is, perhaps, content to be represented only as a ten-

dency/' a "point of view/' a ^^way of looking at things.''

Whatever it may be or do elsewhere, it comes to us

English people with an adroit appeal to the characteristic

upon which we are wont to pride ourselves. It takes us

by the arm, and, as if feeling its way to our more accessi-

ble sympathies, it delicately congratulates us on our com-

mon sense. We are told that we are too sensible a race

to run distractedly after the metaphysical and theological

phantoms which are so attractive to men of southern or

oriental^ blood. It is our pride and glory to keep to that

which is really within our grasp. Perhaps at this point

materialism makes bold to furnish us, as if incidentally,

in some popular treatise on logic, with a doctrine of the

categories which leaves no room for God, and with a

theory of human action which, without denying free will

in terms, practically sets it aside as a speculative chimera.

" Go on your way," it whispers to us English, " 0 most

practical among the peoples of the earth ! Have done

with the theological toys which amused you in the nursery

of your mental civilization. Yex not your thought with

the consideration of problems which have wearied the

human soul, for so many centuries, to no real purpose.

Believe in your senses ; believe in what you see, and eat,

and feel, and smell. Subdue the elements of the visible

world; study their laws, their uses, their combinations;

make matter more and more entirely your slave. Organize

the social system, under which man passes his brief

existence, so as to better man's estate materially. Here,

here only, progress is possible. To seek happiness else-
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where is only to build upon the quicksand of venerable

illusions, and to lose your time."

This is the language of materialism, more or less dis-

guised. The strength of the doctrine lies in the fact,

that it puts into form and words the thought of a great

number of human beings, in all generations, but especially

in our own. "Whether materialism is contemptuously

cynical, or gravely earnest, its bearing towards the idea

of an invisible world is unmistakable. It is not merely

formal materialism which is here in question ; but practical,

untheoretical, popular, perhaps unacknowledged, unrecog-

nized, unsuspected materialism. This materialism speaks

not in dry, formal, repulsive treatises, but in popular

joui-nals, and in general conversation. Let us listen to

it, as on Easter Eve, in this present year of grace, it is

congratulating itself upon the decrease, as it imagines, of

religious observances in the present day. " The thoughts

of men," it says, ^'on all important subjects, their legis-

lation, their amusements, their very language, and the

regulation of their daily habits of life, are continually

growing to be less and less influenced by definite religious

doctrines. They are continually tending to become more
and more things of this world and this life. To many
persons," the writer continues, with philosophical sang

froid, ^''this is the greatest and most interesting of all

contemporary phenomena'^."

Whether this assiertion be or be not borne out by facts,

it is plain that the writer records it with satisfaction, as

indicating movement in the right direction ; and further,

that he calculates upon a large amount of sympathy in

the educated classes who read him. But no Christian,

I venture to think, can regard his statement with other

feelings than those of keen distress ; distress that it

should be advanced at all; distress yet greater, if it

c Fall Mall Gazette, April zo, 1867.
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sliould prove to have been advanced justifiably. For the

question at bottom is_, whether we know any thing at all

about a God, and a spiritual world, or not. K not, then

the state of things upon which this writer congratulates

himself and his readers is, undoubtedly, as far as it goes,

matter for congratulation ;
only perhaps, as honest and con-

sistent men, we might wish that the relics of old creeds,

and of the institutions which presuppose their serious truth,

could be swept into oblivion a little more rapidly than

is at present likely to be the case. If, however. Chris-

tians are right in supposing that a vast body of certain

truth about God and the invisible world is in our posses-

sion ; then I say that, supposing this writer to be well-

informed, we have, as a nation, as a Church, as individuals,

the deepest reasons for self-humiliation and repentance.

In particular, how is it possible, that any belief at all in

the presence and activity of God's Holy Spirit, can co-

exist with satisfaction at an increasing insensibility to the

claims of the Unseen ? Surely this popular, untheoretic,

yet most real materialism is radically inconsistent with

any recognition whatever of the great truth which is

before the mind of the Church of Christ on this high

festival. Credo in Spintum Sanctum : " I believe in the

Holy Ghost What does that involve ? K words mean
any thing, if I have any sort of belief in the self-con-

sistency of truth, it involves at least tliis : that I believe

in the existence of a supersensuous world, within and

upon which the Divine Spirit lives and acts. This behef

is, indeed, very far short of the statement of the Xicene

Creed; it is only that amount of spiritual truth which is

common to the Church of Christ with Sabellians and

Socinians. The Socinian, who believes that the Eternal

Spirit is only a name for the Divine Influence, and the

Sabellian, who acknowledges in Him only a phase or

manifestation of the Godhead, both admit the strictly
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supernatural phenomenon of God^s spiritual action upon

our spirits,, as distinctly as do we of tlie Churchy who
recognize in the Holy Ghost a Personal Subsistence^

internal to the Everlasting Being of God^ and as such

entitled to that special adoration which we pay Him at

the beginning of our Litany, in our Ordination Service,

and in our use of the Gloria Patri, Certainly, belief in

the existence of spirit at all carries with it as great a

weight of mystery, carries us as completely beyond

the precincts of sense, and right into the heart of the

world invisible, as does any portion of revealed truth.

What in Himself the Eternal Spirit is, who shall say?

We can, perhaps, arrive at no nearer conception of a

spiritual substance at all, than is furnished by the crude

and negative idea of highly attenuated matter. And how
spirit acts on spirit; how the Divine and Infinite Spirit

acts on our human spirit ; how He penetrates it, lightens

it, warms it, strengthens it: this is and must for ever

remain, here below, within the province of high and

unsolved mystery. But to admit it at all, is to deny

with the utmost emphasis the premises of a great deal of

popular writing and popular conversation at the present

day, which may not mean to be, but which certainly is,

simple and downright materialism.

You may reply, that this practical materialism is not

refuted when its antagonism to belief in God^s Living

Spirit has been insisted on. No : for theoretical mate-

rialists, I admit, it is not refuted. Nor do the limits of

this sermon admit of my dwelling on that long array of

cogent considerations, by which the advocates of spiritual-

istic truth, both within and without the Christian pale,

have disputed the ground inch by inch with the apostles

of materialism. Yet we may pause to observe in passing,

that civilization itself, which we are told is to advance in

an inverse ratio to man's belief in the Invisible,—civiliza-
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tion itself obliges us to resist tlie advance of materialism.

"WTio were the founders of modern civilization ? I answer^

men who believed in the Invisible. And upon what does

civilization really repose ? Not upon our conquests in the

world of matter^ which may merely add to our capacities

for extraordinary brutality in generations to come ; but

upon the prevalence of moral ideas—of the idea of duty, of

the idea of justice, of the idea of conscience. Do we then

see these ideas ? can we handle them ? can we cut them up

with knives, or shape them with hammers, or measure

them with a rood, or label specimens of them on the shelf

of a museum ? No
;
they are, you say, abstract forms of

our thought. Certainly they are ; in other words, they

are products of the supersensuous world
; they altogether

belong to it, although in the concrete they exercise such

energetic jm^isdiction in the world of sense as to form the

very foundations of our social fabric. These powerful and

creative ideas are just as much out of the reach of sense

as is the action of the Holy Spirit of God upon a human
soul ; we see the ideas as we see that action, only in theii*

effects, not in themselves. A really consistent mate-

rialism has before now made war upon these ideas as

superstitious, and would have inaugurated pure barbarism

if it could have succeeded in destroying them. Certainly

to insist upon the antagonism between belief in a spiritual

world and prevalent materialistic notions, is not to have

thereby convinced the materialists of their error. But it

is to have done something towards clearing the intellec-

tual atmosphere, and that is of prime necessity in the

present circumstances of modern thought. You may
hear the same man talk materialism one minute, and at

another speak as if the spiritual agency of God were really

not out of the question. In truth we are fighting in a

fog, or in a wood, where the armies have lost sight of their

relative positions, and where even loyal soldiers have
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sometimes donned the enemy^s uniform. But those who
believe only in the philosophy of the senses are year by
year taking up^ with more and more of fatal consistency,

the line which alone is their true one. Would that those

who recognize a spiritual world—still more that believers

in the supernatural—could see what these beliefs really in-

volve, and could detach themselves from forms of thought

which are, whether avowedly so or no, yet really and

vitally at issue with their dearest convictions ! Depend
upon it, my brethren, that whether we join in the

Apostles' Creed or not, if our real inmost thought is

shaped by the so-called philosophy of experience, we have

really taken up a position which only differs from that of

the Ephesine disciples in this;—that while we cannot

plead honest ignorance, it has ceased to be a matter of

any practical consequence to us whatever, whether there

be or be not any Holy Ghost.

Surely, if one thing is certain about Christianity, it is

that Chi'istianity is an appeal from the visible to the

Invisible. Christianity is ever drawing us away from the

importunity of sense to the presence and action of the

Eternal Spirit. Xay more; Christianity pre-supposes a

spiritual world of which nature and the better philosophy

are cognizant; and then it proclaims the introduction

within this world of a higher power and principle, which

raises it above its original level, and thus constitutes the

supernatural. Surely Christianity, as a strictly super-

natural religion, is a fortiori the religion of the spiritual

;

and yet how constantly does the empire of materialistic

ideas force its way into the very sanctuary of Christian

thought. Let us take one or two leading instances.

2. There is such a. thing as a materialized estimate of

the life of our Lord Jesus Christ. I do not mean merely
such a treatment of it as that of Strauss, who strips from
the Evangelical narratives every trace of the miraculous, as
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so mucli legend accumulated by the creative imagination of

the first Christians around the simple story of the peasant-

prophet of iSTazareth. And, undoubtedly, Strauss's criti-

cism is as fatal to the moral interest of the fragment which

he consents to recognize as the true life of Jesus, as he

conceives it to be destructive of the great miracles of

Christ, of His Birth of a virgin, of His literal Eesurrection

from the dead, of His bodily Ascent to Heaven. Nor
again do I mean only a refusal to recognize the unrivalled

importance of the Life of Jesus Christ in the history of the

world. Such a refusal is an intellectual rather than a

spiritual error; it is a misconception of the whole current

of human history. Who with his eye upon history, upon

Europe, upon Christendom, whether he be a Christian or

not, can dispute the importance of the Life of Jesus?

Without Christ you cannot account for the phenomenon

presented by Christendom
;
you cannot deny the import-

ance of the Life which created Christendom. But it is

possible to get much nearer the Truth than this admission,

and yet to stand outside it. How many men at the pre-

sent day conceive of Jesus Christ only as of a Teacher of

commanding influence, "V^'llO lived in this world eighteen

centuries ago, and WTiose life has left an impression not

merely indelible^ but even yet, in some ways, deepening

!

Eecognizing this, they gather up all that can illustrate

His appearance among men. The idioms of Eastern

speech, the scenery of the lakes and hills of Palestine, the

flora, the climate, the customs of the unchanging East, all

are summoned by the highest literary skill, that they may
place vividly before us the exact circumstances which

surrounded the Life of Christ. But here too often the

appreciation of that Life really ends. Men learn habitually

to think of Christ as of One Who belongs only to human

history. They think of Him as of one who lived on the

earth eighteen centuries ago, and has passed away.
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Where He is now, ^^•llat He is, whether He can be

approached by us, whether He can act upon us, are points

from which they either turn away their thoughts, or

which perhaps they contemptuously dismiss as belonging

to the category of theological abstractions. And if St.

Paul were here, whatever else he might say about such

students, would he not certainly say this, that they l^now

Christ only after the flesh \

^^ow, belief in and communion with the Holy Spirit

rescues the Life of Christ in the thought of a living

Christian from this exclusively historical way of looking

at it. For the Holy Spirit perpetually fulfils Christ's

promise in the Church and in souls,
—

" He shall glorify

Me ;
for He shall take of Mine, and shall show it unto

you<^." There are two prominent features in a spiritual

estimate of the Life of Jesus. First, the Spirit weans

Christian thought from too exclusive an attention to the

outward^ and concentrates it upon the inward features.

It is not^ that any thing which can illustrate That precious

Life is unimportant^ God forbid; but_, that the transient

circumstances in which it was set are less important than

its imperishable spirit and substance. Thus a spiritual

estimate of the Life of Jesus concentrates attention upon
our Lord's Character as illustrated and sustained bv His

great miracles. Then it fixes upon the truth which lies

beyond, the truth apart from which His Human character

forfeits its beauty and becomes a moral deformity ; since

by that truth, alone His constant self-assertion can be

morally justified ; the truths I mean_, of His hteral^ absolute

Divinity. But a Divine Christ is an Omnipresent Christ.

The life which He lived in the flesh_, as being a transcript

in sensible form of the Eternal Mind^ has as such an

undying significance. Thus the Life of Christ is trans-

St. John xvi. 1 4..
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ferred by the Spirit from the region of merely his-

torical studies, where it is appreciated only by the

natural intelligence, to the region of spiritual experiences,

where it speaks directly to the soul. For the Spirit

forces in upon us His children the habitual recollection,

that Christ is what He was. The interest of His Life is

seen to consist in this, that it is the Life of One with

Whom we have daily, houi4y converse. To the living

soul, the Nativity, the Sermon on the Mount, the Last

Discourse, the Washing of the Disciples' Feet, the Agony,

the Cross, the Eesurrection, do not belong only to a

distant history from which we are severed by the chasm

of eighteen centuries of political, social, and intellectual

change. For the pupils of the Spirit those centuries do

not exist ; the Gospel mysteries are facts, perpetuated in-

dependently of their temporal setting, in the kingdom of

the Redemption ; and year by year, and day by day, we
kneel before the Manger, and the Cross, and the empty

Sepulchre, as before the mysteries of a kingdom which

has its place in time while yet transcending it. For the

children of the Spirit the Eternal Christ lives now, not

less truly than eighteen hundred years ago. Did He not

say, I will not leave you comfortless, I will come to

you —" Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of

the world ^'''
? And how ? Of what kind was this world-

enduring presence to be ? Politicians are present after

death, by the laws or dynasties which they have esta-

blished. The intellectual survive by the force of the ideas

to which they have given currency. The good live yet

more nobly by the persuasive beauty of their examples.

Nay, the gi^eat criminals, who have disgraced humanity,

are too often present, energetically present, in the memory
and imitation of after-generations. Was the presence of

Christ to be of this description ?—a presence not of His

« St. John xiv. i8. ^ St. Matt, xxviii. 20.
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Person, but of tlie natural effects of His liistorical appear-

ance,—differing in degree, but not in kind, from the

posthumous presence of kings and wits, and eminently

good or bad characters ? No. It was to be a real, but a

spiritual Presence. It was not to be, as some Socinianizing

theologians have imagined, a presence of the Spirit, sub-

stituted for the presence of the Saviour. The Spirit is

emphatically the Spirit of Christ, because He is the

Minister of Christ's supersensuous Presence. The second

Adam is Himself a " quickening Spirit The promise,

I will not leave you comfortless, I will come unto you."

is explained by that other promise, " If I go not away,

the Comforter will not come unto you ; but if I depart, I

will send Him unto you Christ is eminently present

with us by the presence of His Spirit. We do not see

Him, but He has not left us. He is with us invisibly, but

as truly as He was in the streets of Jerusalem, or on the

shores of the Lake of Galilee ; and the children of the

Spirit see Him, contemplate Him, chng to Him, as did

the disciples of old. The Life of Christ, in short, is of

present interest, as being the Life of our once visible but

ever living and present Lord ; and to fail to perceive this

truth, is to be practically ignorant of the effective Presence

of the Spirit; it is to have heard to no real purpose

whether there be any Holy Ghost.

3. Again, belief in the Holy Ghost rescues us from a

merely earthly and materialized estimate of the Christian

Church.

The Church of Christ has of course an earthly side.

She enters into human history, and her annals are inter-

twined with those of the kingdoms of this world; nay,

more, they have been at times chequered with degradation

and crime. She interpenetrates natural society ; and she

has relations to civil governments, which are matters of

g I Cor. XV. 45, h St. John xvi. 7.
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ordinary business and discussion. Her ministers are like

other men^ in their individual capacity^ liable to infirmities

and to error^ and depending for their usefulness very

largely upon their personal character and individual

acquirements. Her doctrines are stated in human lan-

guage; sometimes in the very language which more

natui'al thought has employed in the service of human
philosophy. Her Scriptures_, at first sights are like any

other book; they are poetry, history, ethics, correspon-

dence. Her Sacraments are, viewed on their outward side,

the simplest of rites ;—a little water sprinkled on an

infant brow;—a little bread and wine dealt out in the

early morning to a company of kneeling and silent guests.

Brethren, there are many souls in our day who lack the

spiritual sense which enables Christians to see more than

this in the Church of Christ. Their eye rests upon the

surface. They mistake the kingdom of the Spirit for a

merely human organization, patronized by the State in the

interests of civil order, education, and philanthropy. Thej

are exclusively concerned with the mere outward trappings

of the Churches temporal position, with the exact amount

of its political influence in the country, with its relation to

the Government of the day, with the incomes of its chief

pastors, and their seats in the Legislature ;—-just as it

these precarious accessories of its existing position in

England, were of the essence of that world-embracing

kingdom, which was set up in the world on the Day of

Pentecost. Men speak sometimes as if the loss of these

things would be the loss of our all; as if there were no
j

such thing as a Church which was not richly endowed and
|

honourably recognized by the civil authority. Far be it
j

from us to speak unthankfully of the blessings of a

'

national recognition of religion. Yet those blessings may
be too dearly purchased by the culpable betrayal of strictly

spiritual powers to hands utterly uncommissioned by
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Christ, if Caesar persists in claiming the things of God.

And_, apart from this, it is easy to see that the whole cur-

rent of modern legislation is setting steadily, and it may
be is presently about to set with accelerated speed, in a

direction unfavourable to any State recognition of re-

ligion. Is this a reason for despair to those who heartily

believe in and love the Church of England, as a true

portion of that kingdom which God^s Spirit organized

eighteen centuries ago, and which, amid all that is human,

and sinful, and erroneous, and disappointing in it, He
tenants at this moment ? No, assuredly. The Church is

not a mere material corporation, but a spiritual society.

Surely her indefeasible powers would only be put forth

with greater energy, when temporal succour was with-

di'awn ; and it may be that she would gain in moral

vigour, in clearness of faith, in intensity and unitedness of

purpose, what she might have lost in the countenance of

the powerful, and in the wealth bequeathed to her by past

generations of her children. One thing only need we
fear; our own blindness or disloyalty to her true temper

and requirements. An infidel writer of the last century

observed, that the main hope of a destruction of Chris-

tianity throughout Europe lay in the prevalence of two

vices among the Christian clergy—ambition and self-

indulgence. Oh, most salutary and precious warning !

for are not these two vices the most emphatic contradic-

tions of the spiritual nature of Christ's kingdom ; in which

self-denial is the soul of all the highest virtue, in which

high office means only the liability to a stricter judgment

at the great day of reckoning ? "W^e have nothing to fear,

brethren, for the future, come what may, if only as we
live in the Spirit, so also we walk in the Spirit. We have

every thing to hope, if in our thoughts about and deeds

towards the Church of God, we bear in mind that she is

something better worth our labour and our love than any

Y
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polity of this world, since we have heard indeed that there

is a Holy Ghost Who sanctifies her.

4. Once more, there is such a thing as materialized

worship ; and this is a danger from which those who
believe most earnestly in the realities of the kingdom of

the Spirit do not always escape.

That the sense of beauty may be appealed to in order to

win the soul to God, is a principle consecrated not merely

by the express language, but by the example of Scripture.

Look, for instance, at the book of the Prophet Isaiah.

Isaiah is a great teacher of moral, spiritual, doctrinal

truth. But the instrument by which Isaiah expresses his

thought is a poetry so beautiful, that mere natural good

taste, whether it be religious or not, cannot choose but

admire it. It is, of course, possible to read Isaiah only

for the sake of his poetry, and to mistake an enthusiastic

admiration of his poetry for a spiritual interest in his

teaching. But it may be presumed that if the aesthetic

attractions of Isaiah's poetry were likely to overshadow,

instead of recommending the truth which it enshrined,

Isaiah might have been guided to teach the people of

Israel in a series of dry propositions, like those of Euclid,

whose prosaic uniformity should have effectually repelled

any interest whatever of an aesthetic description. It is

obvious that whether music, or painting, or poetry, or

sculpture, be enlisted in the service of God, the advan-

tages and the risks are the same. It is possible to make

each of these arts a handmaid of spiritual truth ; it is pos-

sible in each case to be so fascinated by the graces of the

servant, as to forget the mistress whom she serves.

Now it seems to be the true and generous instinct of an

earnest piety to deem no measure of artistic beauty too

great for the embellishment of the temples and of the

service of Christ. The genuine Christian spirit is not re-

presented as to this matter by the narrow prejudices of

i
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the Puritan tradition. Even in the Catacombs the suffer-

ing Church already gave of her best to the Lord Who had

bought her, as out of the fulness of her grateful heart.

Nor is there any real connexion between spirituality of

mind and that particular slovenliness which is sometimes

termed ' simplicity/ and which is in too many cases, even

now, the leading characteristic of the public services of

our churches. But this truth should not blind us to the

fact that aesthetic aids to worship may, like other blessings,

be perverted, by coming to be regarded more or less in

the light of ends. If we find ourselves insensibly getting

to attach more importance to the visible s}Tnmetry and

beauty of the services of the Christian Sanctuary, than to

the power which we individually possess of entering into

real communion with God, and of offering to Him the best

adoration of the various faculties of our souls, we ought to

be very anxious. For after all, brethren, the kingdom of

the Spirit is the kingdom of the supersensuous. The

material beauty with which we surround our approaches

to its great Eucharistic mysteries, cannot enhance their

real sublimity
;
but, alas ! such beauty can, unless we are

on our guard, too easily eclipse it. Let us not neglect

outward order, but let our chief care be lavished on grace

and truth. Let us give of our best to the churches and

the service of our God ; but let us ever remember, that

-since, even in the Eealm of the Incarnation, He is a Spirit,

they that worship Him must worship Him in spirit and in

truth. Surely, to realize the presence of the Holy Ghost

in the soul, and in the Church, is to be anxious that that

communion with God which cannot be uttered in language,

should be more constant and fervent ; that the inner reali-

ties of worship should as far transcend its outward accom-

paniments, as the kingdom of the Invisible transcends the

world of sense. Not to feel this anxiety is to be virtually

ignorant of the meaning of the Spirit's Presence; it is

Y 2
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practically not to have heard^ at least ia one department

of our spiritual existence^ whether there be any Holy

Ghost.

5. Lastly, and above all, let it be remembered that a

living belief in the Holy Ghost implies a correspondent

elevation of character.

It implies that a man aims at something higher than

natural or conventional morality. The difference between

natural systems of morality and the ethics of the New
Testament is even wider than the difference between

natural religion, as it is called, and the dogmatic teaching

of St. John. Just as human law aims at nothing beyond

the preservation and wellbeing of society, and leaves

human conduct practically unfettered, where it does not

affect social, but only individual interests; so natural

morality proceeds upon the tacit assumption that this

world is our all, and that, such being the case, we should

make the most of it. It is in this, as distinct from any

deeper and higher sense, utilitarian. It lays stress upon

those excellences which paganism recognized; upon truth-

fulness, courage, justice, temperance. It certainly is not to

be credited, in fairness, with such unseemly eccentricities

as the doctrine which makes man's moral progress to

consist chiefly in the development and culture of a healthy

animalism
;
but, on the other hand, taken at its best, it is

separated, by a very wide interval, from the moral standard

and life set before us in the New Testament.

Certainly, my brethren, before we speak or think dis-

paragingly of natural morality, we do well to ask our-

selves how far it may not rebuke us, for falling as far

below, as we profess to rise above it. We do well to

consider how far the courage, the justice, the severe

temperance of heathens, may not rise up in judgment

against us, who breathe the atmosphere of the Spirit, and

who kneel before the Cross. There is such a thing as
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mistaking Christian privileges for Christian attainments ;

and of imagining that we are what we know we ought to

be, simply because we know it.

Let us put the matter in a concrete and homely form.

Look at the question of our every-day work, in different

positions, here in Oxford. Is not work here too often

treated as a matter of taste ? Is it not ranged side by

side in our minds only with various forms of amusement

or with employments which, although admirable in them-

selves and elsewhere, have not here the first claim on

our attention ? In short, are we not—I do not say all,

but many of us, and many of us, too, who have more or

less cause to thank God lor teaching us something of the

unspeakable importance, and of the real range of His

revealed truth—are we not very imperfectly alive to the

moral meaning of work, to the moral necessity of work, to

the moral dignity, and the moral fruits of work, as work ?

My brethren, if here I say too much, my words will give

no possible umbrage ; but if what I say is justified, ought

we not to look well to it ? It may be true that a great

many men who work hard in this place have no higher

motive for their efforts than an ambition to make the

best of this life; and no Christian would consider that

motive a satisfactory or a sufficient one. But there is

such a thing as God^s Will, expressed by His calling us,

in the course of His providence, to the discharge of a

particular set of duties; whether manual, or social, or

intellectual, it matters not. And a perception of a

measure of moral truth far lower than that which is set

before us in the Xew Testament, ought to leave us with

no practical doubt whatever as to the moral claims of

those duties, that is to say, of work, of our particular

work, whatever it may be, in this place.

This, I say, is a simple truth of morals, which a man
might master without the teaching of the Holy Ghost.
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There are plenty of reasons for paying our bills^ and for

avoiding gambling, and for economizing time, and for

being careful to state tbe truth, and for keeping clear of

those evils which bring, sooner or later, their own punish-

ments. These reasons would have had weight with con-

siderate persons, if there had been no such event at all in

the world as that of the Day of Pentecost. Let us not

neglect these ethical lessons of nature
; but, as we believe

in the truth of the Gospel, let us not be content with

them. The Eternal Spirit, too, has set up in the world a

school of morals; and He whispers within the soul a

deeper and purer code than nature dreams of. Look at the

contrast between the works of our lower self, animated by

the principle of concupiscence, and the fruits of the Spirit,

as St. Paul traces them in his Epistle to the Galatians.

The fruits of the Spirit, you will observe, are no mere

negation of the vigorous forms of wickedness which make
up the catalogue of the works of the flesh. They rise

higher than this, higher far. They have about them an

undemonstrative, passive character, singularly contrasting

with the bustling ostentation of natural morals, and

implying that, in the school of the Spirit, the soul, like

Mary at the feet of Jesus, is listening to a Teacher Who
has awed her into the silence which becomes self-know-

ledge. "The fruits of the Spirit are love, joy, peace,

longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness,

temperance How unnatural, men say, they are ! Yes

!

my brethren, they are unnatural ; not in the sense of con-

tradicting nature so much as in that of transcending it.

It is not natural to love God for His own sake, and for

God^s sake to love man as man; it is not natural to

experience an inward sunshine which no outward troubles

can overcloud, a serenity of soul which no outward pro-

vocations can really ruffle ; nor in the face of continuous

i Gal. V. 2 2. 23.
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opposition are longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith,

meekness—natural. Nature prescribes reprisals; for

nature is only flesli and blood, and vehement desires, and

hot passions, ordinarily controlled only by considerations

of social prudence. Leaning upon nature, we may as well

despair of getting beyond her as of forcing water to rise

permanently above its natural level. But if we will, we
may reach a higher standard ; since we are not really left

to our own resources. It is the Spirit that quickeneth.

He does not merely prescribe, He transforms. He is

perpetually asserting His presence by His spiritual trans-

formations ; He makes the feeble strong, and the melan-

choly bright, and the cold-blooded fervent, and the

irascible gentle, and the uninstructed wise, and the con-

ceited humble, and the timid unflinching. And now, as

of old. He filieth the hungry with good things, but the

rich He hath sent empty away^. He has but a scant

measure of endowments to bestow on those who find in

the things of sense, in the pursuit or worship of wealth,

and rank, and reputation, their deepest and most solid

satisfaction. He gives Himself most fully to those who
ask for Him secretly and often. 0 blessed gift, so

bounteously given in Baptism, and then again and again

repeated, of the Spirit of Christ ! We seek Him without,

and we find Him within us ; we seek Him in great assem-

blies, and find Him in solitude; we seek Him in the

understanding, we find Him in the heart. He enters

the soul when all the doors of sense are shut ; He gives

His benediction to each and all of its faculties ; Peace

be unto you The soul hears Him, it sees Him not ; the

soul feels Him, yet as if insensibly ; and His presence is

itself that peace of God which passeth all understanding.

Henceforth enriched by His indwelling, the souFs desire is

to desire nothing, its will to will for nothing, its care to

k St. Luke i. 53. ' St. John xx. 21.
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care for nothing, its wealth to possess nothing, out of

God, its one, its everlasting Treasure.

Brethren, this is not mysticism ; it is the experience of

those who have heard within themselves that there is a

Holy Ghost. This is the subjective side of lives which

have been spent in the purest and most unselfish benevo-

lence, but the secret of whose strength has escaped the

notice of ordinary lookers-on. Depend upon it, the king-

dom of the Spirit is as near to us as it was to our fathers

;

and that no changes of human opinion can afiect the

irrevocable gifts of God. One day, each and all, we shall

look back upon its blessed opportunities, upon its high

responsibilities, with what feelings of self-reproach or of

gratitude, who shall say ! Let us be wise while we may.

Let us " lay not up for ourselves treasures upon the earth,

where moth and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves

break through and steal ; but let us lay up for ourselves

treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust doth

corrupt, and where thieves do not break through nor

steal

» St. Watt vi. 19.



SERMON XIII.

THE DIVINE INDWELLING A MOTIVE TO
HOLINESS.

I CoE. ill. 16.

Know ifc not ihat ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God
dwelleth in you /

T^HIS kind of appeal is very characteristic of St. Paul's

rapid tui'ns of thouglit, and also of his habit of bringing

religious convictions to bear sharply and importunately

upon religious practice. There are other appeals to the

same effect in this very Epistle, and their purpose is

obvious.

The Corinthian Christians were guilty of sins both

against purity and charity. The popular idolatries of

Corinth_, aggi'avated by the commercial and maritime

importance of the place, would probably have exposed

them to considerable temptations to unclean living; and

they had even learned to look with self-complacency upon

evils which were not tolerated by heathen opinion. And
so little did they understand the love which was due to

their brethren in Christ, that they evidently regarded the

Church as only another form of political life, with its

natural divisions of opinion and its heated passions, and
its pervading earthly taint. For both evils the remedial

truth is one and the same :—Christians are members of a
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society which, the Spirit inhabits, because He dwells in

them individually, and so has made them collectively the

Body of Christ. To the one it is said, "Know ye not

that your bodies are the members of Christ ^?'^ to the

other, " Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and

that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you {

"

I. Let us consider the tact to which the Apostle

appeals ; "Ye are the temple of God;" "the Spirit of God
dwelleth in you."

I. This is not, first of all, merely a recognition of the

presence of God in nature. Doubtless, the sense of God's

encompassing, all-pervading life must be one of the main

factors in the thought of every thinking man who believes

in the existence and spirituality of God. He conceives cf

God as the Being from "Whom it is literally impossible to

escape. "AMiither shall I go then from Thy Spirit? or

whither shall I go then from Thy Presence ? if I climb up

into heaven. Thou art there : if I go down to hell. Thou

art there also. If I take the wings of the morning, and

remain in the uttermost parts of the sea; even there also

shall Thy Hand lead me ; and Thy Eight Hand shall hold

meV
God, the every where present, enwrapping, upholding,

penetrating through and through each creature of His

Hand, yet in His Uncreated Essence distinct from all, is

before the Psalmist's soul. Man, if he would, cannot be

where God is not, cannot place himself outside this all-

pervading ubiquity of God. Thus the universe is the

temple of God, and the Spirit of God dwells in it. This

is the most direct lesson of Psalm civ., which is appointed

for this afternoon's service. God is as truly present with

the lowest as with the highest forms of life : He is as

present with the lowest, and wildest, and fiercest animals,

with every variety of tree and plant, with primary rocks,

* I Cor. vi. 15. Ps. cxxxix. 7-10.
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and witli slow processes of n jneral transformations pro-

ceeding through unmeasured ages deep beneath the earth^s

crust, with heavenly bodies_, moving, in their undeviating

obedience to law, through trackless space—as with

glorified men, as with archangels. He cannot but be thus

every where present ; He cannot contract His illimitable

Being, and make comers in His universe where He is not.

And there are not, properly speaking, degrees of His pre-

sence, although there are various modes of its manifesta-

tion. He is every where, in all the proper intensity and

force of His Being, simply because He is God.

2. Yet the Apostle does not mean that the Corinthian

Christians were only God^s temple as being a part of His

imiverse. For, obviously, man, as man, is differently re-

lated to the Divine Omnipresence from any thing else in

nature. Man alone can feel it, can acknowledge it, can

respond to it. God is just as present with a plant or an

animal as with man ; but neither animal nor plant is con-

scious of the Divine contact ; both animal and plant ofiier

only the homage of an unconscious obedience to God's

law. Man, however, can know and adore his God, by the

homage of his intelligence and of his moral freedom ; and

thus the human soul is a temple of God, in a distinct sense

from any of the lower forms of life. It is a living temple,

whereof each wall, each pillar, each cornice, nay, the arches

and the very floor, are instinct ^dth the life whether of

thought or feeling, so designed and proportioned as even

by their silent symmetry to show forth their Maker's

praise. Such is the original di-aft of the soul of man; it

was to be a true temple of God, nor even in its ruins is it

altogether unvisited by Him. The moral and mental life

of man among the heathen bears abundant traces of

heavenly aid. Xot merely because God sustains all men-

tal powers, whether they promote or retard His work and

His Glorv, but because God is strictlv the autlior of all
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good thoughts and truths which heathens have reached, as

He is the strength of all natural goodness which heathens

have practised. He is the giver of all the gifts which the

Greek or the Indian may possess, no less than of the

higher and distinct inspirations of Hebrew Prophets and

of Christian Apostles. " Every good gift and every

perfect gift is from above, and cometh down from the

Father of lights

Yet St. Paul did not mean that the communicants of

the Church of Corinth were only God's temple in the same

sense as the heathen priests, and philosophers, and prosti-

tutes who thronged the neighbouring temple of Aphrodite.

For although God is present to the thought and impulse

of all beings whom He sustains in life, so far as to sustain

them. He is not present so as to approve and bless, when
the powers which He has given are perverted by His

creature to the production of that which He hates, and

which would, if it were possible, destroy Him. There is

a sense, indeed, in which man in his natural sinful state is

less properly a temple of God than is irrational nature.

For the trees and beasts have done nothing to insult God,

nothing to grieve Him, nothing to limit His authority or

to defy His will; whereas the soul of fallen man is in a

condition of normal contradiction, not to arbitrary rules

laid down by God, but to the very essence of His Being,

to those constituent moral truths which are rooted in

God's eternal self-consciousness, and which—God being

what He is—could not be other than as they are. But to

those among Adam's children who are alive in Jesus

Christ, God manifests His presence by His Spirit; and

this manifestation makes them His temples in an alto-

gether intenser sense than is possible for unregenerate

man.

3. The presence referred to by the Apostle is not

c St. James i. 17.
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only tlie presence of tlie Holy Ghost in the Church.

Primarily, indeed, the words imply that truth. Ye arc

the temple of God/' ''the Spirit of God dwelleth in" or
'' among you." It is indeed in the Church as a whole,

and not in the individual, that the full majesty of the

Spirit's presence is to be witnessed. The ''whole body

of the Church is governed and sanctified " by the Spirit,

in a deeper sense than any individual can be. In spite

of human errors, the sensible tokens of the Spirit's

presence fill the whole house wherein, thi'ough their

successors. Apostles sit to rule and to prophecy tmtil

the end of time. In spite of human lukewarmness,

tongues of fire, kindling into bm-ning words the soul's

consciousness of the sublimest truth, and the rushing

mighty wind, endowing a company of feeble peasants

with a heaven-sent impulse to save and bless humanity,

live on through the ages, not as the monopoly of the

recipients of such gifts, but as the appanage and endow-

ment of the holy Body. And there are promises attach-

ing to the Spirit's presence, which the Church, and she

alone, can realize. The Church alone, and not the indi-

vidual ; the Church alone, and not any fragment of the

Church ; not, for instance, even the great Latin Patri-

archate, between the tenth and sixteenth centuries,

severed already from the East, but not as yet itself further

subdivided by the Eeformation
;
only the entire body,

acting collectively or by fair and recognized representa-

tion, is really warranted in the certainty of guidance into

all the truth ^. And in the same way, of the whole body
alone can we say that, through the preserving breath and

vital force of the Spirit, it will never fail^. Particular

Churches, diocesan, national, provincial, patriarchal, may
become heretical; entire continents may be lost to Christ

for centui'ies ; much more may individuals, the saintliest,

^ St. John xvi. 13. e St. Matt. xvi. 18.
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the most gifted, after they liave preached to others, them-

selves become cast away ^ For as the source of her cor-

porate infallibility, as the conservative force which makes

her utter failure impossible, the Divine Spirit is giveu

only to the collective Church ; nor do the misunderstand-

ings or the errors whereby man has marred the Spirit^s

work, imply that the one gift is permanently withdrawn,

any more than the losses and divisions of Christendom,

or the advances of unbelief, can threaten, however

remotely, the guarantees which assure her possession of

the other.

Doubtless the Church is the Kingdom, the Home, the

Temple of the Spirit; but how? The Spirit governing

the Church is not like a human monarch, controlling his

subjects, so to speak, as a force above and without them.

The Spirit is not only an atmosphere, in which the

Chui'ch's members move and breathe ; He is not any

merely external power or influence. The presence of the

Spu^it in the Church is realized by His presence in the

separate souls of her children. He is given without

measure to the whole, because He is given in a measure

to each. Although He lives in souls because He lives in

the Church, yet the collective Church is the Temple of

Deity, not as being a vast abstraction, having no relations

to concrete and appreciable realities, but because the souls

of regenerated Christians, which in their totality compose

the Church, are already so many tenements in which the

Heavenly Guest vouchsafes to tarry and to bless. And
here it is that we touch upon the real groundwork of the

Apostle's appeal.

4. The presence upon which he insists is ultimately a

presence in the individual. It differs from the presence

of the Spirit with saints and prophets under the Jewish

Covenant, and still more from the occasional visits which

1 I Cor. ix.
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He may have vouchsafed to heathens^ in that, so far as

the will of the Giver is concerned, it is normal and

continuous. "The Spirit of God dwelleth in you/' No
passing visit is here, no sudden but transient illumination,

no power, fitfully given and suddenly withdrawn. "I
will dwell in them, and walk in them ; and I will be their

God, and they shall be My people*^/' Such was to be

the law of the Messianic Kingdom : each of its subjects

was to be gifted with an inward presence of the Holy
One.

This presence carries with it the gift of a new nature

—

the nature of God's sinless Son. The Spirit is the Spirit

of Christ, because He makes us Christ's members*^.

According to the New Testament, His work is not dis-

tinct from the work of Christ, as if the work of Christ for

man upon earth altogether ended at the Ascension, and

that of the Spirit began on the day of Pentecost. On the

contrary, the action of the Spirit in the Church is the

prolongation of Christ's work into Christian history. It is

the extension, it is, with due limitations we may say, the

perpetuation of the Incarnation, in its power of making
humanity partakers of the Divine Nature. Therefore, "if

any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of His

Along with this Spirit comes the gift of a new moral being,

a new capacity and direction to the affections and the will,

a clear perception of truth by the renewed intelligence.

"If any man be in Christ, he is the new creation^."

" The law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus makes free

from the law of sin and death " The fruit of the Spirit

is love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness,

faith, meekness, temperance All this is but the

result, the accompaniment of the gift of gifts itself, of the

g 2 Cor. vi. i6. Exod. xxxi. 45. Jer. xxxi. 33.
to I Cor. xii. 12, 13. » Rom. viii. 9. ^ t Cor. v. 17.

1 Rom. viii. a. Gal. v. 22.
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great cliaracteristic gift of the New Covenant, ot the

Divine indwelUng really vouchsafed to each faithful Chris-

tian soul. And it becomes us to-day to remember that

this gift dates from the morning of the first Christian

Pentecost.

II. If we have difficulty in habitually realizing such

a truth, it is, I believe, because we fail to do justice

in our ordinary thoughts to that higher side of our

composite being, which is the seat of the Spirit's Pre-

sence within us. Man is not merely a perishing animal

gifted with life, a "^vx^ ' ^® immortal spirit, a

irvevixa. Our Lord and His Apostles distinguish care-

fully between the life of the animal human organism,

which becomes extinct at death, and the immaterial, indi-

visible essence, which is indestructible, and which is the

seat and scene of the Divine Presence. Thus our Lord

excuses the Disciples, when sleeping in the garden

of Gethsemane, by drawing this distinction :
" The spirit

indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak Thus, at the

moment of His death. He commends His own Spirit into

the hands of the Father °. Here it is obvious that His

Spirit cannot be the Divine and Almighty Being; the

word must describe a created being needing, in some

sense, protection and succour; it stands for that part

of Christ's Human Nature "VYhich did not become inani-

mate at death. Conformably with this, St. Peter speaks

of our Lord as having been put to death in the flesh, but

quickened in Spirit, in Which also He went and preached

to the spirits in prison p. Here too Scripture clearly

recognizes that which remains of man after death, as a

conscious intelligence capable of understanding the Good

News of God. St. John alludes to living men as he

might speak of disembodied spirits, simply as centres of

thought and knowledge : Every spirit that confesseth

• .St, Matt. xxvi. 4J- " St. Lnke xxiii. a.6. P i St. Peter iii. 19.
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tliat Jesus Christ is come in the flesh, is of God St.

Paul gives point to this language by his well-known tri-

chotomy, as it is called, in his First Epistle to the

Thessalonians. ''1 pray God your whole spirit and

soul and body be preserved blameless unto the coming

of our Lord Jesus Christ Did St. Paul, then, believe

that man has a triple and not merely a double nature ?

Much discussion has been expended upon this question

;

but it is in reality a question of words. St. PauFs con-

trast between the flesh and the spirit, in the Epistle to

the Galatians and elsewhere, shows that he usually asso-

ciated the animal life or -^vxn ^i^h the animated body
;

and that he contrasted this merely animal vitality witli

the living spirit, which is above and distinct from it. A
life according to the flesh is a life in which animal

vitality and instincts control thought and action; a life

according to the spirit is a life ruled by the immortal

principle within man, itself renewed and reinforced by

the eternal Spirit of God ^ In like manner, the spiritual

man {irvevfiariKo^) is contrasted both with the man of

animal life, and with the man of the flesh [yjrvxi'f^o^ or

aapKLfco^)) as being two aspects of the same thing'; and

St. Paul does not really present us with an analysis of the

constitutive parts of human nature, difi'ering from that of

his Divine Master.

Now this clear recognition of the distinctness of the

human spiint from the animal life of man, which we find

in the Xew Testament, has at certain times been ob-

scured in the popular Christian thought of later days.

When the Christian revelation made its way into the

world of Gra?co-Roman ideas, it first of all came into con-

tact y/ith the dualism of Plato, which regarded body autl

I St. John iv. 3. r 1 Tliess. v. 23. " G;il. v. 16— :;4

'- 1 Cor. ii. 14— ill. 4. See as to this Auberleu's art., " Gcist tier Al^-n-

cheu," iu Herzog's Hesil-Encycl., vol. iv., p. 732.

Z
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soul as distinct substances^ and wliicli thus offered to

tlie Ckristian apologists a convenient pliilosopliical basis

for tlie defence and explanation of their faitb. But some

of tbem at least applied tbe language of Scripture re-

specting tbe spirit to tbe Platonic conception of tbe soul

;

and tbus tbe spirit came to be conceived of as a part of

tbe animal soul, or at any rate as tbe sum of its bigber

faculties. In tbe scbolastic period tbe same practical

result may be traced to tbe influence of Aristotle. Witb
Aristotle tbere is only one real substance, wbetber it bo

formalized matter or materialized form. Aristotle's lan-

guage about tbe nature of tbe soul is not consistent witb

itself; on tbe wbole, be seems to bave beld tbat tbe soul

is tbe supra-sensible form of tbe ensouled body But

tbe Cbristian revelation was already committed to tbe

souF^ immortality ; and it was difficult to see bow a being-

could be immortal unless it was an independent sub-

stance, an "aliquid quod substat et cui nibil substat."

Hence Scbolasticism projected tbe idea of substantial

forms,—'^forma3 substantiales.'" Tbe conception is not

purely Aristotelian, nor is it intrinsically Cbristian. Tbe

soul, tbus conceived of, belongs equally to vegetables,

to animals, and to men. Tbere were vegetable, animal,

and reasonable souls. In man tbe reasonable soul could

only be also tbe animal soul; tbe irvevixa of Scripture

was tbe "^vxn of Scripture. But if tbe reasonable soul

was also tbe animal life-principle, wby was it any tbing

more tban tbe life of a plant or of an animal, at a bigber

point of finisb and development; wby was it immortal

unless tbey were? It must be admitted, tbat altbougb

u Rltter, Anc. Phil. iii. p, 245. De An. ii. 4. A friend refers me to tlie

passages quoted in Zeller's " Philosophic der Griechen," 2ter Theil, ite Abth.,

pp. 234— 246, which warrant a higher estimate of Aristotle's psychology

tban that given above. But Aristotle does not seem to have been consistent

with himself.
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tlie idea of the soul, as a reasonable and independent

being, created immediately by God, was never lost sight

of, its close popular identification witli the animal life-

principle during long periods of Christian history has

supplied arguments against its spiritual essence to the

more acute materialists. And the formula, I think,

therefore I am,^^ which has been so fruitful in philosophy,

has not been without its indirect services to Christian

theology. It has given an experimental base to the

revealed representation of a spii'it, as of a self-deter-

mining being, canscious of its thought and of its free-

dom, conscious thus of its indivisible oneness, conscious

that it is an indestructible seat of personality

It is this truth which the Pentecostal Gift presupposes.

That intimate, absorbing, transforming gift of Himself by

God, presupposes a recipient, unlike all creatures that

merely grow and feel, while they are incapable of re-

flective thought and of absolutely free seJt-determination.

Man, as an immortal spu'it, is the temple ol God. But

how the Divine Spirit enters into and tenants the human,

who shall say ? The ideas of extension, of inclusiveness,

belong in fact to matter; the Uncreated Essence is as

immaterial as the created. But just so far as any one

of us bears constantly in mind the immateriality of his

real self, can he understand the high privilege to which

he is called in Christ. Not, however, that the presence

<Df the Spirit leaves man^s lower nature unsanctified and

unblessed. The presence of the Spirit, having its seat in

the immortal spirit of man, is inseparable from the pre-

sence of the Incarnate Christ, Who renews and trans-

forms, by incorporation with Himself, man's lower life of

animal instinct and feeling. This sanctification of man's

whole being radiates from the sanctification of his inmost

^ See tills traced by G. C. Mayer, art. " Geist," iu Wctzor ami WetVa
lincycl.

Z 2
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self-consciousness, involving tlie self-dedication to God of

that imperisliable centre of life, of that \" which is at

the root of all feeling and all thought, which is each

man^s true, indivisible, inmost self.

III. Let us observe, in the substance ofthe Apostle's ap-

peal, all the conditions of a really powerful religious motive.

I . Of these the first is, that the truth or fact appealed to

should not be an open question in the mind of the person to

whom the appeal is made. Not that considerations which

are regarded as only probable, or as open to dispute, have

no moral weight whatever : they have a great deal of weight

in minds which are not balancing between good and evil,

but are perplexed by having to decide between opposite

courses of conduct, neither of which could fairlybe regarded

as culpable. But a disputed fact or doctrine is of no use

whatever for the purpose of inciting to unwelcome duty or

ofresisting temptations to welcome gratification. The force

and the weapons which may suffice to keep order in the

streets of a well-disposed capital would be of little service

against a great military enemy, whose cavalry is sweeping

all before it in the open country. Indeed, those of us who
have been in the habit of watching ourselves at all accu-

rately, must know that the will soon takes alarm at the

approach of a motive which is likely to interfere with the

attainment of a cherished object; and that at its bidding the

intellect becomes particularly acute in discovering and

urging objections against the claims of the interfering

motive. Therefore the motive which is to resist strong

pressure must, if possible, be impregnable : a challenged

or discredited thesis will not do the stern work for which

a truth, accepted by the understanding as practically

axiomatic, is required.

St. PauFs appeal, then, to the inward presence of the

Holy Ghost, is of itself conclusive as to the faith of the

Church of Corinth. St. Paul wanted, if I may so speak.
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all the moral leverage that lie could cuniumud : iiutliiiig'

would have served his purpose that was not an un-

questioned certainty. St. Paul wished by his appeal to

bring into the field a power of will sufficiently strong

to make head against a large body of perverted opinion^

reinforced by two energetic and almost universal passions.

He might as well have been silent altogether as have

invoked the aid of a precariously-held or controverted

doctrine. All half-beliefs give way before strong torrents

of social pressure or of personal inclination. If such

half-beliefs are to be discussed with any chance of

strengthening them_, it must be at times when passion

has nothing to gain by stunting their growth or by
rooting them up. If the idea of an inward Presence

in the soul had been a theory of a few refined and

speculative minds, or the faith of a small school within

the Church having a turn for mystical theology; if it

had been any thing else or less than the deep, broad,

popular, strong, ineradicable faith of every Christian, as

a Christian; it would not have sufficed to bear the strain

which is put upon it by this appeal of St. Paul. St. PauFs
" Know ye not means that his readers had no doubt of

the Presence of the Holy Ghost among them and in them;

and he appeals to it, as to the shining of the sun in the

heavens, as to a fact which among them at least was

beyond dispute.

1. A second condition of a strong religious motive, is

that it shall rest upon a positive and not upon a merely

negative conviction. Not that a negative faith, so to

term it, has no power ; it has just so much power as is

necessary to assert itself. Men have died in the extremity

of pain, not only on behalf of what they have believed

to be positive truths, but simply as a preferable alternative

to acquiescence in what they have accounted falsehoods.

Yet the conviction that a creed is false, is only powerful
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as a motiTG to action so long as you are confronted

with that creed. When the false creed is out of sight,

the conviction of its falsehood has no independent and

permanently substantial existence ; the existence of the

conviction was merely relative, relative to the creed which

has now disappeared. This is a point which requires to

be insisted on, as men are apt to imagine that the moral

force of resistance to a particular creed will be continu-

ously as operative as the resistance itself may have been

momentarily vehement. Whereas, in point of fact, every

negative conviction has only strength to impel us in one

particular direction; and, as a religious motive, it

collapses altogether when you lose sight of the enemy who
has provoked it into life.

Suppose, for instance, that St. Paul had only insisted

upon the social evils of party warfare, or upon the

speculative absurdities involved in the cultus of Aphrodite.

Party spirit might be a social mischief ; but to crush the

passions which produce it, you need a strong positive

truth. Aphrodite might be a disreputable shadow; but

unless something could be done besides demonstrating

her nonentity, little would have been gained in this human
world for the cause of virtue.

We are justified, not by our rejection of error, but by

our acceptance of truth. To accept truth, it may be

necessary enough to reject error ; but it is truth, positive

truth, which illuminates and invigorates the soul of man.

To recognize the nonexistence of what is not, cannot do

more than clear away obstructions to our real improve-

ment : we are only made better and stronger by what is.

St. Paul does not say. Know ye not the moral inde-

fensibility of party spirit, or the religious indefensibility

of the popular paganism ? He does say, Know ye not

that ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God
dwelleth in you ?

"
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3. A third condition of a strong working religious

motive is, that it shall rest upon what is felt to be a

present truth. Not that the memories of the past or the

anticipations of the future are without moral power. The

future or the past may be just as certain as the present

;

but they appeal less directly to the imagination. It has

been remarked, that those who profess to unravel the

scroll of unfulfilled prophecy with certainty, do not always

regulate their worldly concerns in the way which might

be expected from their published convictions. It is not

that they are insincere ; but only that, between the actual

present and the approaching future of which they are so

certain, various contingencies, as they feel, may arise, upon

the effects of which they cannot calculate. All men know
that they will die; yet how few seriously prepare for

death ! All serious Christians believe in the Day ol

Judgment; yet who among om-selves looks forward to

it, in the same practical spirit with which we prepare

for the next examination in the schools ? The truth is,

that the moral importunity of the future is arrested by

the imagination, which suggests a variety of intervening

contingencies, not contradicting the ultimate result, but

modifying the pressure which it ought to exert upon the

will, very considerably.

And as with the future, so with the past. The ascer-

tained past is indeed certain :
^' even the gods,^^ said

a heathen, " cannot change the past.'^ But the imagina-

tion can rob the past of its legitimate moral power, as

easily as it can rob the future. It can lay stress upon

all the difference of moral and mental circumstance which

separates us from the remote past to which the appeal is

made, and which is considerable in proportion to its

remoteness. The culture of the historical imagination^

as it is termed, has of late years weakened the moral

power, while it has enhanced the aesthetic appreciation
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of the past. Would tlie examples of the practical results

of faith which are cited in the Epistle to the Hebrews
from the Old Testament^ have as much weight with an

ordinary Christian of to-day as with a Christian in the

first century ? And if not^ why not ? Partly, no doubt,

because most Christians now-a-days are less in earnest.

But partly also because we are more keenly alive to the

differences of outward and inward circumstance which

separate either the first or the nineteenth century of

Christianity from the age of the Patriarchs. Often these

differences are extremely exaggerated, especially when
the will wishes to rid itself of a troublesome motive.

Often it suits us to forget that the Eternal Laws of God's

Providences and of man's probation, subsist unchanged

amid the largest change of social, moral, intellectual

atmospheres. It may be natural to suppose that we
should have been heroes in an age of ignorance, and that

we are only dilettanti students or workers because we are

flooded with knowledge. It may be natural ; but it is

neither wise nor accurate. Yet such a disposition may
illustrate the powerlessness of the past to move us, as con-

trasted with the present. The life of a St. Boniface, or of

a St. Augustine of England, rouses in us a vague sense of

curious wonder ; but we experience a totally distinct sense

of the moral power of Christian example, when we hear of

the labours of one who, a few years since, walked our

streets, prayed in our chapels, and conversed in our halls

and common-rooms with our very selves, and who now, in

honourable rivalry with the brightest deeds of faith in by-

gone days, is winning the Melanesian islanders to Christ.

When St. Paul, then, appeals to a strong motive, he

appeals to a present fact. While he works, while they

read. Christians arc the temple of God ; the Spirit of

God dwells in them. St. Paul does not point to an age

of miracle which had toned down during centuries into
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an age wherein miracle is ^' proscribed by invariable law/^

He is not anticipating a future gift or judgment, of which

the present gives no promise or sign. The Day of Pente-

cost was not to be deemed a day apart ; it was merely the

first day of the Christian centuries. The tongues of fire

might no longer be visible; but the gift which they

symbolized would remain. The Spirit_, being the Spirit

of Christ, had made the life of Christ to be for ever in

Christendom, nothing less than a reality of the present.

Whatever the past might have been, whatever the future

might yet be, one present fact was certain ; the Christian

knows himself to be a temple of the indwelling Presence.

From the moral pressure of this conviction, enforcing

activity in good, and resistance to evil, and the constant

homage of an inward worship, there is no escape except

by a point-blank denial of it.

4. A fourth condition of a strong religious motive is,

that it shall appeal to the better side, to the more

L^enerous natural impulses of human nature. Doubtless

He who made us knows well the moral power of fear;

p.nd His revelation certainly contains doctrines and

threatenings which excite fear to a point at which it

convulses the whole composite life of man. "My flesh

trembleth for fear of Thee, and I am afraid of Thy
Judgments y." This fear of the Lord is often the blessed

beginning of spiritual wisdom. But while fear exerts

even a revolutionary power for good in the sleeping or

diseased soul, it does not maintain the Christian life

in its loftiness and fervour so eS'ectively as do more
generous motives. A time comes when perfect love

casteth out fear. It is true that the passage before us

is immediately followed by an appeal to fear :
" If any

man defile the temple of God, him shall God destroy;

for the temple of God is holy, which temple ye are

y Pf. cxix. :20. z I Cor. iii. 17.
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But fear is not the first moral idea which would be

suggested to a Christian by the knowledge that he is

a temple of God. That knowledge appeals primarily to

his generosity. All that goes to form and to sustain

among men the virtue of hospitality; all that invests

it with the charm it wears alike in the highest and

in the lowest civilizations, is called into play by the

sense of the presence of a Divine Guest,, Who trusts

His disarmed Majesty to the chivalry of His subjects.

The recollection of a wife and child at home has ere

now stayed the hand of a criminal, who would have been

reckless if he had had only to think of himself. God
commits Himself to us; and thus He throws us back

upon our sense of generosity. We are, it may be, like

some children at school, who would resist an oppressive

discipline to the last, but who are won at once by a

confidence so much beyond our deserts. Had the

Apostle said, "Know ye not that your prudence or

your self-respect should make you peaceable and pure?^^

human nature would perhaps have muttered that it knew
of impulses with which self-respect and prudence cannot

compete. But the Apostle points to the Upper Chamber

and to the baptistery, and asks, Know ye not that ye are

the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in

you?'^ And Christian faith is silent, as in the presence of

a Truth, which love has made morally irresistible.

ly. Lastly, be it remarked that this conviction furnishes

the true basis both for the moral training of children, and

for real self-improvement in later life.

I. When the doctrine of Baptismal Grace was cka,l-

lenged some years ago, surprise was expressed by some

philosophical observers of what was passing, that an

abstract question as to whether this or that effect did

not follow upon the administration of the Sacrament,

could possibly have excited so much strong feeliug as
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was actually the case. Wliat can it matter/^ men said,

whether, when you pour a little water upon the forehead

of an infant, it is right to suppose that an invisible

miracle does or does not take place Now the answer

is, that it does matter a great deal. If only the value

of our Lord's ordinance and the plain teaching of His

Apostles were at stake, if it had been possible to connect

no practical interests, as they are called, with this or that

settlement of the controversy, a Christian must have felt

that it mattered much. But in point of fact, the practical

question which was at issue was this ;—whether Christian

doctrine does or does not supply a working basis for the

education of children. For there was no question then,

as in truth no question can reasonably be raised by

Christians, touching the reality of original sin. The New
Testament and the Church are sufficiently explicit in

teaching that we are born into this world with a trans-

mitted inheritance of loss, and, in some sense, of ruin

certainly attaching to us ; and on this point, experience

may be invoked with ample effect in aid of the statements

of faith. But is a child, after baptism, still without the

indwelling Presence ; or is it true, that being by nature

the child of wi^ath," it is hereby made *^^a member of

Christ, the child of God, and an inheritor of the kingdom
of heaven," in virtue of a real communication of the Holy

Spirit at the administration of the initial Sacrament ?

The answer to that question is of the utmost practical

importance to the moral educator. If the baptized child

is in reality still unblessed and unregenerate, still waiting

for some future gift of God's transforming and invigo-

rating grace; what right has the moral educator to

complain if the child is persistently disobedient, or ill-

tempered, or untruthful ? The child has a right to say

in its secret thoughts to its instructor something of this

kird : "On the one hand, you tell me that I am an
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uniegenerate cliild^, and that until God changes my heart

no good can ever come of me. But on the other, you

expect me to produce the fruits of goodness, of real

energetic goodness; you expect me to be loving, and

unselfish, and obedient, and true. Are you not dealing

with me in the same way as the Egyptians dealt with the

Israelites, when they wished the Israelites to make bricks,

yet did not give them straw? Surely this is not just.

Of two things one : either I am not all that you mean by

unregenerate ; or else, you have no right to expect me
to bring forth the fruits of the Spirit.'^ A child may think

a great deal which it cannot put into words, and it is

especially likely to be alive to the inconsistency of a

religious theory which conflicts with its rudimentary

instinct of justice. But if, with the Church, you tell the

child, that since its Baptism it is a temple of the Holy

One j that by His Holy Spirit, the Lord Jesus Christ

has made a home in its heart ; that it must not be

ungrateful to so kind and gracious a Friend; that it

obey and be truthful, and respectful, and loving, if

it wiUs, because God enables it to be so ; that it must be

these things, because else God will leave it to itself;

—

you appeal to the child^s sense both of justice and of

generosity. In other words, the doctrine of Baptismal

Regeneration really supplies the moral leverage which is

sssential to an eSective Christian Education. I never

7mderstood the Church Catechism —they are the words

of a very thoughtful woman— until I became a mother,

and felt that I had to answer to God for the moral

training of my children. I do not know how I could

have even set to work, unless I had been sure that He
was with them; that I could count upon something

stronger than any thing I myself could give them ; that I

could appeal to His Presence and to His gifts.''

2. And as with the training of the heart in childhood,
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so with the self-education of later life. It may be true,

as S. T. Coleridge observes, that motives, or at least that

a very conscious and habitual recognition of motives, arc

"symptoms of weakness,^' as being supplements for

the deficient energy of the law within us, the living

principle In other words, we do not always go right,

in virtue of a predominant instinct which makes right

under all circumstances the natural and easy course to us.

Certainly we can afford to make—certainly we cannot

help making—this confession; and therefore, if motives

are symptoms of weakness, they are not on that account

to be despised by moral beings who may find it easier

to say fine things about a manly or a transcendental

system of ethics, as the case may be, than to act up to

that knowledge of the Will of God which they actually

possess. Do not let us deceive ourselves, dear brethren

;

we need motives, strong motives, one and all ot us. We
need them for purposes of action, and for purposes of

dogged resistance. We need them, to counteract all that

gives way and depresses from within, and to oppose all

that would crush our wills into culpable acquiescence

from without. A few strong motives, perhaps, are better

than many weak ones. A few primal truths, to us clear,

indisputable, cogent, again and again examined and

proved, and burnished like well-prized weapons, by an

admiration which will not tire of handling them, and held

up to view ever and anon, that their form and polish may
be duly honoured in the sunshine of truth, and then only

laid up, where they can be seen by the souFs quick eye,

at the moment when they are needed for action ;—these

are assuredly part of the inner furniture of every Chris-

tian who hopes to pass through this world without for-

feiting the next. And among these none is better and

more serviceable than that of the text—the motive which
» Aids to Reflection.
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appeals to the sanctity, the responsibihty, the powers, the

capabihties implied in that Inward Presence of the Eternal

Spirit, which is the great gift of the New Covenant

between God and man. In moments of moral surprise,

in moments of unusual depression, in moments of a felt

sense of isolation which threatens to take the heart out

of our whole life, in moments of spasmodic daring, when
ordinary sanctions have, as it seems, we know not why,

lost their hold upon us, it is well to fall back upon the

re-assuring, tranquillizing, invigorating resources of such

an appeal as that of the Apostle :
" Kjiow ye not that

ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God
dwelleth in you?" Let us emblazon these words, if not

on the walls of our churches, as a Whitsun decoration,

yet at least within the sanctuary of that inner temple

where the All-seeing notes our opportunities for acquiring

a clear vision and a firm grasp of truth, and still more the

use which we really make of it.
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redditus. Editio tertia, cum Appendice. [In hac editione

continentur Versiones Latinae— i. Libri Precum Publicarum

Ecclesiae Anglicanae ; 2. Liturgiae Primae Reformatae ; 3. Litur-

giae Scoticanae
; 4. Liturgiae Americanae.] With Rubrics in

Red. Small 8vo. 7^. 6d.

The First Book of Common Prayer of
Edward VI. and the Ordinal of 1549. Together with the

Order of the Communion, 1548, Reprinted entire. Edited by

the Rev. Henry Baskerville Walton, M.A., late Fellow

and Tutor of Merton College ; with Introduction by the Rev.

Peter Goldsmith Medd, M.A., Rector of North Cerney

;

Hon. Canon of St. Albans ; late Senior Fellow of University

College, Oxford ; and Rector of Barnes. Small 8vo. 6s.

OTaterl00 ?piace, Hontion
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The Prayer Book Interleaved; with
Historical Illustrations and Explanatory Notes arranged

parallel to the Text, By W. M. Campion, D.D., and

W. J. Beamont, M.A. With a Preface by the Lord Bishop

OF Winchester. Tenth Edition. Small 8vo. ^s. 6d.

"An excellent publication, conibin- The work may be commended as a
ing a portable Prayer Book luitk the very convenient manual for all rvho

history of tJie text and explanatory are interested to some extent in liturgi-

notes."—Spectator. cal studies, but ivho have not time or
'

' This book is of tlte greatest usefor tlie means for original research. It
spreading an intelligent knowledge of zvould also be most useful to examining
the English Prayer Book, and we chaplains."—Church Times.
heartily wish it a large and contiftuous
circulation.

"

—Church Review,

The Book of Common Prayer, and
Administration of the Sacraments and other Rites and Cere-

monies of the Church, according to the use of The Pro-
testant Episcopal Church in the United States of

America, together with the Psalter, or Psalms of David.

Royal 32mo. French roan limp, 2J, 6d.

An niuroinated Edition of the Book
of Common Prayer, printed in Red and Black, on fine toned

paper ; with Borders and Titles designed after the manner of

the 14th Century. By R. R. Holmes, F.S,A,, and engraved

by O. Jewitt. Crovvn 8vo. i6s.

A Book of Litanies, Metrical and Prose.
With an Evening Service. Edited by the Compiler of

"The Treasury of Devotion." And accompanying Music

arranged under the Musical Editorship of W. S. Hoyte,
Organist and Director of the Choir at All Saints', Margaret

Street, London. Crown 4to. ^s. 6d.

Also may be had, an Edition of the Words, i8mo,, 6d. ; or

in paper cover, 4//. With Hymns (A, and M,) in one vol.,

cloth, IS. lod. Separately: Metrical Litanies, iSmo., ^d.
;

or in paper cover, ^d. Prose Litanies, with an Evening

Service, in paper cover, 2^- An Evening Service, id.

anb at ©iforti anti ^umlxitjQz
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A Key to the Eiiowledge and Use of
the Book of Common Prayer. By the Rev. John Henry
Blunt, M.A., F.S.A., Editor of the "Annotated Book of

Common Prayer," &c. New Edition. Small 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Also a Cheap Edition, is. 6d.

Forming a Volume of " Keys to Christian Knowledge."

'

' /itipossible to praise too highly. 11 information seevis to be included, and
is the best short explanation of our the arrangeMient is excellent."—LiTER-
offices that we kfiow of, and would be ary Churchman.
invaluablefor the use ofcandidatesfor "A very valuable and practical
con/irmatton in the higher classes."— manual, full of information. It de-
JoHN Bull. seyves high commendation."—Church-

To us it appears that Mr. Blunt man.
has succeeded very well. A II necessary

Sacraments and Sacramental Ordi-
nances of the Church

;
being a Plain Exposition of their

History, Meaning, and Effects. By the Rev. John Henry
Blunt, M.A., F.S.A., Editor of the Annotated Book of

Common Prayer," &c. Small 8vo. 4^. 6d.

A Commentary, Ex^DOsitory and De-
votional, on the Order of the Administration of the Lord's

Supper, according to the Use of the Church of England ; to

which is added, an Appendix on Fasting Communion, Non-

communicating Attendance, Auricular Confession, the Doctrine

of Sacrifice, and the Eucharistic Sacrifice. By Edward
Meyrick Goulburn, D.D., Dean of Norwich. Sixth

Edition. Small 8vo. 6s.

Also a Cheap Edition, uniform with '
' Thoughts on Personal

Religion," and *'The Pursuit of Holiness." 3^. 6ci.

Comment upon the Collects appointed
to be used in the Church of England on Sundays and Holy

Days throughout the Year, By John James, D.D., sometime

Canon of Peterborough. New Edition. Small 8vo. 3^. 6d.

Also a Fine Edition, on Toned Paper. Crown 8vo. $s.
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The Priest to the Altar; or, Aids to
the Devout Celebration of Holy Communion, chiefly after the

Ancient English Use of Sarum. Third Edition, revised and

enlarged. Royal 8vo. 12s.

Notitia Eucharistica ; a Commentary,
Explanatory, Doctrinal, and Historical, on the Order for the

Administration of the Lord's Supper, or Holy Communion,
according to the use of the Church of England. With an

Appendix on the Office for the Communion of the Sick. By
the Rev. W. E. Scudamore, M.A., Rector of Ditchingham,

and formerly Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. Second

Edition, revised and enlarged. 8vo. 32 j-.

The Athanasian Origin of the Athan-
asian Creed. By J. S. Brewer, M.A., Preacher at the

Rolls, and Honorary Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford.

Cro\vn 8vo. 3.?. 6d.

The "Damnatory Clauses" of the
Athanasian Creed rationally explained in a Letter to the Right

Hon. W. E. Gladstone, M.P. By the Rev. Malcolm
MacColl, M.A., Rector of St. George, Botolph Lane.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

The Athanasian Creed : an Examina-
tion of Recent Theories respecting its Date and Origin.

With a Postscript referring to Professor Swainson's Account of

its Growth and Reception, which is contained in his Work
entitled "The Nicene and Apostles' Creeds, their Literary

History." By G. D. W. Ommanney, M.A., Vicar of Dray-

cot, Somerset. Crown 8vo. 8^. 6d.
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The New Mitre Hymnal, containing New
Music by Sir John Goss, Sir George Elvey, Dr. Stainer,

Henry Gadsby, Esq., J. Baptiste Calkin, Esq., Berthold
Tours, Esq., James Langran, Esq., and other eminent

Composers
;

together with Scandinavian Tunes now first

introduced into this Country. Royal 8vo. $s.

An Edition of the Words without the Music may also be

had. i8mo., cloth limp, is, ; or in cloth boards, extra

gilt, IS. 6d.

[A large reduction to purchasers of quantities. ]

Psalms and Hymns adapted to the
Services of the Church of England ; with a Supplement of

additional Hymns, and Indices. By the Rev. W. J. Hall,
M.A. 8vo., 5 J. 6d.

;
iSmo., 3^. ;

24mo., i^. 6d. ; cloth limp,

ij". 3</. ; 32mo., is. ; cloth limp, Sd.

Selection of Psalms and Hymns ; with
Accompanying Tunes selected and aiTanged by John Foster,

of Her Majesty's Chapels Royal. By the Rev. W. J. Hall,

M.A. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d. The Tunes only, is.

A Commentary, Practical and Exegeti-
cal, on the Lord's Prayer. By the Rev. W. Denton, M.A.
Small 8vo. 5^.

The Psalter, or Psalms of David. (The
Prayer Book Version. ) Printed in red and black. Small 8vo.

2s. 6d.

WiainUa ^Im, Hanson



2. Cl)C ©olp Scriptures*

The Greek Testament. With a Critically

Revised Text ; a Digest of Various Readings
;

Marginal

References to Verbal and Idiomatic Usage ;
Prolegomena

;

and a Critical and Exegetical Commentary. For the use of

Theological Students and Ministers. By Henry Alford,

D.D., late Dean of Canterbury. New Edition. 4 Volumes.

8vO. 1025'.

The Volumes are sold separately, as follows :

—

Vol. I.—The Four Gospels. 28j.

Vol. II.—Acts to 2 Corinthians. 24s.

Vol. III.—Galatians to Philemon, iSs.

Vol. IV.—Hebrews to Revelation. 2^s.

The 'Ne'w Testament for English
Readers : containing the Authorized Version, with a revised

English Text
;
Marginal References ; and a Critical and Ex-

planatory Commentary. By Henry Alford, D.D., late

Dean of Canterbury. New Edition. 2 Volumes, or 4 Parts,

8vo. 54^. 6ci.

The Volumes are sold separately, as follows :

—

Vol. I, Part I.—The Three first Gospels. I2s.

Vol. I, Part IL— St. John and the Acts. 10s. 6d.

Vol. 2, Part I.—The Epistles of St. Paul. i6s.

Vol. 2, Part II.—Hebrews to Revelation. i6j.

anb at ©iforb antJ ^atnbntigB
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The Holy Bible; with Notes and Intro-

ductions. By Chr. Wordsworth, D.D., Bishop of Lincoln,

New Edition. 6 Vols. Imperial 8vo. I20j.

The Volumes are sold separately, as follows :

—

Vol. I.—The Pentateuch. 25j.

Vol. II.—Joshua to Samuel. 15^.

Vol. III.—Kings to Esther. 15^.

Vol. IV.—^Job to Song of Solomon. 25j.

Vol. V.—Isaiah to Ezekiel. 25J.

Vol. VI.—Daniel, Minor Prophets, and Index. 15J.

The Ifew Testament of oiir Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ, in the original Greek; with Notes, Intro-

ductions, and Indices. By Chr. Wordsworth, D.D., Bishop

of Lincoln. New Edition. 2 Vols. Imperial 8vo. 60^.

The Volumes are sold separately, as follows :

—

Vol. I.—Gospels and Acts. 2^s.

Vol. II.—Epistles, Apocalypse, and Index. 375.

Notes on the Greek Testament. The
Gospel according to S. Luke. By the Rev. Arthur Carr,
M.A., Assistant-Master at Wellington College, late Fellow of

Oriel College, Oxford. Crown 8vo. 6s.

" li is a most useful and scholarly historical and archaeological informa-
work, luell adapted to the higJier classes Hon is supplied plentifully TvJien need-

of public scJwols and the students at fil to illustrate a passage ; the drift of
our colleges."—Standard. a narrative or discourse and the se-

" The notes are brief, scholarly, a7id gztettce oftJte thottghts is traced out and
based on the best a^tthorities. . . . carefully analysed ; in short, the
The introd7ictio7i luill befound to be of Gospel is treated as we treat a classical

especial value to the yo?mg student, i?i- attthor, and the student is Jiere supplied
forming hi77t, as it does, of tJie Greek with an apparatus criticus superior in
manuscripts whichform tJie basis oftlie ki7id and completeness to any we have
Greek text, aridgiviftg a most thorojigh ever seen afforded to him for the pur-
and comprehensive account of S. pose elsewhere. A very clever and tak-

Luke's life and the style of his writ- ing book.'"—Literary Churchman.
ing."—School Board Chronicle. '^Admirably adaptedfor the 7ise of

" Gram7natical pec7iliarities are those who begi7i the st7idy of the New
bro7tght into the foregrormd, and co7t- Testame7it i7i the originalafter having
trustedwith classical 7isages ; q7(estions acqiiired a fair acquai7itance with
of vario7is readi7tg are carefully 7i'oted; classical Greek."—Scotsman.
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The Amiotated Bible, beiiig a House-
hold Commentary upon the Holy Scriptures, comprehending
the Results of Modern Discovery and Criticism. By the Rev.

John Henry Blunt, M.A., F.S.A., Editor of " The Anno-
tated Book of Common Prayer," "The Dictionary of Theo-
logy," etc. etc. Three Vols. Demy 410, ^vith Maps, etc.

Vol. I. (668 pages.)—Containing the GENERAL INTRO-
DUCTION, with Text and Annotations on the Books
from GENESIS to ESTHER. 31J. 6^/.

Vol. II. (720 pages.)—Completing the OLD TESTAMENT
and APOCRYPHA. 31J. dd.

This Work has been written with the object of providing for educated readers
a compact intellectual exposition of the Holy Bible, in which they may find such
explanations and illustrations of the Sacred Books as will meet the necessities of
the ordinary, as distinguished from the laboriously learned, inquirer of the presejit

day. Great care has been taken to compress as much information as possible into

the Annotations by condensed language, by giving the results of inquiry without
adding the detailed reasonings by which those results have been arrived at, by
occupying scarcely any space with controversy, and by casting much matter into

a tabular form.
Every book has an Introduction prefixed to it, which gives some account of its

authorship, date, contents, object, and such other particulars as will put the
reader in possession of the best modern conclusions on these subjects. The
Annotations are also illustrated by text maps and other engravings when neces-
sary, and full-page coloured maps are added for the general illustration of Bibli-

cal Geography from the best authorities.

The Commentary is preceded by a General Introduction, which contains chap-
ters on the Literary History of the Bible (illustrated by engraved facsimiles, and
by specimens of English Bibles from the tenth to the seventeenth centuries), on
the trustworthiness of the Bible in its existing form, the revelation and inspiration

of Holy Scripture, the interpretation of Holy Scripture, and the liturgical use of
the Bible. There are also special Introductions to the New Testament and the
Apocrypha,

" We do not know any one pulli- tio7i to each book, and in the notes,
cation imuhich thegreat mass offacts which are more extettsive than the
relatitig to the language, tlie trans- sacred text, the Bible is treated as a
cription, tlie versions, and tlie extant literary book on its human side, and
copies of tfie Bible is contained a as a completely ifispired authority on
form at once so comprehensive, so brief its Divine side. Criticism, exegetics,
a7tdsuccinct, and so pleasant to perttse. and dogmatics, meet in a more har-
. . . The annotation all through is moniojis unity than we ha,veyet seen in
iztst what it should be, brief, sug- the work of any one author on Scrip-
gestive, and clear."—Church Quar- ture."—Edinburgh Daily Review.
TERLY Review. " Tht work, to which tJie Editor must

" Only tJwse who have made a reg- have dez'oted iinmense zeal and lcd)Our,

ular stitdy of tJie subject can even promises to be, tvlien completed, a val-
guess wiiat a gitantity of reading liable addition to Biblical literature."
Has been necessary to put before the — anchester Examiner.
reader tJie results here set down."— '"We are sure this'' AnnotatedBible'
Church Times. will be rapidly recognised as a very
"Alike in the critical introduction importafit and valuable aid for Bible

af eighty pages, in the introduc- readers."—Church Review.

anti at ©iforti anti Camirilige
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An Introduction to the Devotional
Study of the Holy Scriptures : with a Prefatory Essay on their

Inspiration, and specimens of Meditations on various passages

of them. By Edward Meyrick Goulburn, D.D., Dean of

Norwich. Tenth Edition, revised and enlarged. Small 8vo.

6s. 6</.

" T/te value of this work is too well
known to need a7iy notice on oicrpart.
The sale of 7iine large editions is siif-

^cient evidence of its appreciatioji. I

n

this, the tentli edition, the author has
added an essay oti the hispiration of
Scripture, and appended some medita-
tions originally printed in a detached
form. By so doijtg he has added to the
completeness, a7id therefore to the value
of the volume. It is strictly of a de-

votional character, though in saying
this we would not imply that the intel-

lectual eletncnt was at all wa7ited. In
its presentfor}7t it zuill be welco7/ied by
the devo7(t i7tei7tbers of the Church,
and will assist i7i the devotio7ial study
ofthe W ord ofGod,"—John Bull.

" When a book has reached its te7ith

editioti little can be said itifavojirofits
usefchiess. It has proved its value by
itspopularity. This is the case with this
volu77ie ofDean GoulbuT^i's. Still there
will be i7iany who have tiot yet tttade

persotial 7ise of it, a7id to such we ca7i

heartily reco7nme7id this 7iew editio7i.

Previoiis to this issue, the whole work
has bee7i thoro7<ghly reco7isidered a7id
revised, the essay on Inspiratio/t re-

writte7t, a7id a series of Meditations
added. The whole for77'.s a viost
desirable co77ipa7iioti for all who seek
to attai7i to a greater k7towledge of the
i7i7ier a7td spiritual teachi7ig of Holy
^fVzV."—National Church.

The Microscope of the ITew Testament.
By the late Rev. William Sewell, D.D., formerly Fellow

of Exeter College, sometime Professor of Moral Philosophy in

the University of Oxford, and Whitehall Preacher. Edited by

the Rev. W. J. Crichton, M.A. 8vo. 14^.

" The style ofthe book, i7t which the
results of the i7tost scholarly investiga-

tio7is are set Jorth i7i coi7tparatively

popitlar la7iguage, ought to reco77imend
it 7tot 07ily to t/te systematic Biblical
st7tde7it, but to the ge7ie7-al reader
luhose 7ni7idis capable ofbei7tg attracted
by ati ear7iest t7-eat7ne7it ofthe gra/idest
S7(bject to which the hu7ita7i i7itellect

can lead itself." — Manchester
Courier.

'

' Will be a zvork of deep i7iterest to

revere7it i7tvestigators of t/te Greek of
t/ie sacred canon. . . . Much light is

thrown on various co7ttroverted pas-
sages of the New Testament, ma7iy

difficulties are re77toved, and I7za7ty

obscure passages fully elucidated. We
7/tay i7istance as t7-7dy valuable addi-
tions to Biblical criticisj7t t/te essays on
" The Accojc7its of the Resurrection,"
and " The Last Sce7ies of our Lord's
Life." Lideed, all eartiest Biblical
scholars will do well to procure this

volu7/te, a7id 77take itfor a ti7ne t/ieir

C07ista7it co77ipa7iio7t. We venture to

thi7tk t/tat w/ie7i it has bee7i so used, it

will for t/iefitiire be kept withi7i easy
reac/ifor C07istant reference. It takes
a laborious lifeti7ne to produce such
results as t/iese."—National Church.
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Analytical ISTotes on Obadiah and
Habakuk, for the use of Hebrew Students. By the Rev.

William Randolph, M.A., of St. John's College, Cam-
bridge. 8vo. 5^. dd.

" SJunu a iJiought/ul study of the
original, ivitkont the advantage of
viany modern appliances."—Academy.
"Mr. Randolph is filling up a

serious gap in exegetical literature,
and has attempted to dofor individual
parts of the Heln-eiu Testament luhat
Ellicott, Lightfoot, and others are
doing forportions of the Greek Testa-
ment. We are glad to see he promises,
ifencouraged, to follozv this volume up
''by others of a similar character.'
Mr. Randolph's accu7-ate distinctions

of Hch7-ew ivords, and the pains he is

at to convey the true tneatting of the

original, show him to he a laborious
and conscientious 'worker."—\v.\'r,H Ec-
clesiastical Gazette.
" This is intended for the use of

Hebreiv studetits, who ivill find here
7'aluable help in 7nasteri?tg the subtle
niceties ofdiction, the eviphatic forms,
and the artificial arrangement of seti-

tences, so characteristic of the original.

The accuracy of its Hebrew scholar-

ship, and its clear insight into the most
abstruse difficulties of . the langjiage
made use ofby this prophetical writer,
render the work i7ivaluable even to the
scholar."— 'is ATioi<Ah Church.

The Psalms. Translated from the Hebrew.
With Notes, chiefly Exegetical. By William Kay, D.D.,

Rector of Great Leghs, late Principal of Bishop's College,

Calcutta. Third Edition. 8vo. 12s. 6d.

" Like a sowid Chiirchman, he
reverences Scripture, upholding its

authority agaimt sceptics ; atid he
does not denounce sjich as differ from
him in opifiion with a dogmatism un-
happily too common at the presefit day.
Hefice, readers will be disposed to C07i-

sider his C07iclusio7is worthy of atte7i-

tio7i ; orperhaps to adopt the77i withojit

itiqidry. It is superfi7ious to say that
tJie tra7tslatio7i is better a7id more
acc7irate on the wJiole tha7i our received
one, or that it ofte7i reproduces thesetise

ofthe origi7ial happily.

"

—Athen^um.
"Dr. Kay has profou7id revere7ice

for Divi7ie truth, a7id exhibits C07i-

siderable readi>ig, with tJie power to

make use ofit."—British Quarterly
Review.
"The executio7t ofthe work is careful

and sc/iolarly."—\JKios Review.
" To i7ientio7i tJie nattie of Dr. Kay

is etwugh to secure respectful attention
to his 7iezv tra7islatt07i of the Psalms.
It is enricJied with exegetical notes
C07itai7ii7ig a wealth ofsoimd lear7ting,

closely occasionally, perhaps too closely

cotideTtsed. Good care is taken of the
student 7iot lear7ied /« Hebrew; we
hope tJte Doctor's example willfrrevent
a7iy ab7ise of this co7tsideratio7i, and
stifnulate tJiose who profit by it to

follow hi77t i7ito the very text of tJie

a7icie7it Revelatio7i."—John Bull.

Ecclesiastes : the Authorized Version, with
a running Commentary and Paraphrase. By the Rev. Thos.

Pelham Dale, M.A., Rector of St. Vedast with St. Michael

City of London, and late Fellow of Sidney Sussex College,

Cambridge. 8vo. 7^. 6d.

antJ at ©ifarti anli CamJjn1(ge
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Euling Ideas in Early Ages and their
Relation to Old Testament Faith. Lectures delivered to

Graduates ofthe University of Oxford. By J. B. Mozley, D.D.,
late Canon of Christ Church, and Regius Professor of Divinity

in the University of Oxford. Second Edition. 8vo. los. 6d.

"Has all the same marks of a " One of the most retnarkable books
powerful and original mind zvhich in the department oftheology that has
we observed in the voliune of Univer- appeared in the present generation,
sity Sermons. Indeed, as a continuous Dr. Mozley has ".von a place in the
study of the rudimentary conditiojis of foremost rank off eligionsphilosophers

.

hitman thought, even as developed . . . It is a bold but successful atte^npt
under the immediate guidance of a to explain the peculiar morality recog-

Divhie Teacher, this volujne has a nised i7i certain transactions of the
higher intellectiitil interest than the Old Testament upon rationalgro^mds.
last.

"

—Spectator. For thefirst time in our experience we
" Canon Mozley's volume must have met with a satisfactory sohition

undeniably, we think, stand in the of what all students of the Bible have
very front raftk for its combination felt to be a most diffictdt problem. . . .

of philosophic breadth and depth of We commend Dr. Mozley s work as
insight, with a thoroughly reverent one which will accomplish in our day
treatment of its subject. . . . Treated what Bishop Battler's did in his. It is

with great ability, and with much one which should be read and studied
richness of illustration. . . . They are by everybody."— Churchman (New
entirely worthy of those on which we York).

have commented."—Guardian.

A Companion to the Old Testament

;

being a Plain Commentary on Scripture History, down to the

Birth of our Lord. Small 8vo. y. 6d.

" A very compact summary of the

Qld Testament narrative,put together
so as to explain the connection and
bearing ofits contents, and written in
a very good tone ; with afinal chapter
on the history of the Jews between the

Old and New Testaments. It will be

found very usefulfor its purpose. 1

1

does not confine itselfto merely chrono-

logical difficulties, biitcomments briefly

upon the religiotcs bearing of the text
also."—GvAKmAN.
"A most admirable Companion to

the Old Testajnent, beingfar the most
concise yet complete commentary on
Old Testament history with which we
have met. Here are combined ortho-

doxy and learnitig, an intelligent and
at the same tii7ie i7iteresting summary
of the leadingfacts ofthe sacred story.

It should be a text-book in every school,

and its value is immensely enhanced
by the copiotis and complete index. —
John Bull.

" This will befound a very valuable
aid to the right understanding of the
Bible. It throws the whole Scripture
7iarrative into 07ie from the creation
dow7twards, theaiithor thus condensing
Prideatix, Shuckford, a7id Russell,
and in the most reverential manner
bringing to his aid the writi7igs ofall
moder7i an7iotators a7id chronologists.
The book is 07ie that should have a
wide circ7ilatio7t amongst teachers
and students of all denominations.

"

—
Bookseller.

** The handbook before us is so fttll
a7id satisfactory, C07isideri7ig its com-
pass, a7id sets forth the history of the
old cove7tant with such conscientious
mi7nite7iess, that it cannotfail toprove
a godse7id to, ca7ididates for examina-
tion in the Rudimenta Religionis as
well as in the correspondi7ig school at
Cambridge. "—English Churchman,

Waterloo jpiace, Eontjon
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Key to the I^arrative of the Four
Gospels. By the Rev. John Pilkington Norris, B.D.,

Canon of Bristol, Vicar of St. Mary Redcliffe, and Examining

Chaplain to the Bishop of Manchester. New Edition. Small

8vo, 2s. 6d. Also a Cheap Edition, is. 6d.

Forming a Volume of ' * Keys to Christian Knowledge.

"

" This is very much the best book of
its kind 7ve have seen. The only faiilt

is its shortness, whichprevents itsgoing
into the details which would support
and illustrate its statements. It is,

however, a great improvement upon
any book ofits kind we kno7v. It bears
all the marks of being the condensed
work ofa real scholar, and ofa divine
too. 1 Jie bulk of the book is taken up
7vith a 'Life of Christ,' compiledfrom
the Four Gospels, so as to exhibit its

steps and stages and salient points."—
Literary Churchman.
" This book is no ordinary compen-

dium, no mere 'cram-book;' still less

is it an ordinary reading-book for
schools; but the schoohnaster, the
Sunday-school teacher, and the seeker
after a comprehensive knowledge of
Divine truth willfind it worthy of its

name. Canon Norris writes simply,
reverently, without great display of
learning, giving the result df much
careful study in a sJwrt compass, and

adorning the subject by the tenderness
and honesty with which he treats it.

We hope that this little book will have
a very wide circulation, a7id that it

will be studied; and we can promise
that those who take it up will not
readilyput it down a^ain."—Record.
" This is a golden little volume.

. . . Its design is exceedingly mo-
dest. Canon Norris writes primarily
to help 'younger students' in studying
the Gospels. But this unpretending
volume is one which all students may
st-udy with advantage. It is an ad-
mirable manual for those who take
Bible Classes through the Gospels.
Closely sifted in style, so that all is

clear and weighty ; full of -unostenta-
tious learning, and pregnant with
suggestion; deeply reverent and al-

together Evangelical in spirit ; Canon
Norris's book supplies a real want, and
ought to be welcomedby all earnest and
devout students of the Holy Gospels.'^

—London Quarterly Review,

A Key to the iN'arrative of the Acts of
the Apostles. By the Rev. John Pilkington Norris, B.D,,

Canon of Bristol, Vicar of St. Marj' Redcliffe, and Examining

Chaplain to the Bishop of Manchester. New Edition. Small

8vo. 2s. 6d. Also a Cheap Edition, is. 6d.

Forming a Volume of " Keys to Christian Knowledge."

" The book is one which we can become a general favourite. The
heartily recomfuend."—Spectator. sketch of the Acts of the Apostles is

"Few books have ever given us done in the same style; there is the
more unmixed pleasure than this."— same reverent spirit and quiet en-

LiTERARY Churchman. thnsiasm running through it, and the
" This is a sequel to Canon Norris's same instinct for seizing the leaditig

'Key to the Gospels,^ which was pub- points in the narrative."—Rkco^d.
lished two years ago, and which has
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A Devotional Commentary on the
Gospel Narrative. By the Rev. Isaac Williams, B.D.,

formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford. New Edition.

8 Vols. Crown 8vo. $s. each. Sold separately. Or the

Eight Volumes may be had in a Box, 45J.

THOUGHTS ON THE STUDY OF THE HOLY GOSPELS.
Characteristic Differences in the Four Gospels—Our Lord's Manifestations of

Himself—The Rule of Scriptural Interpretation furnished by our Lord

—

Analogies of the Gospel—Mention of Angels in the Gospels—Places of our
Lord's Abode and Ministry—Our Lord's mode of dealing with His
Apostles —Conclusion.

A HARMONY OF THE FOUR EVANGELISTS.
Our Lord's Nativity—Our Lord's Ministry (second year)—Our Lord's Ministry

(third year)—The Holy Week—Our Lord's Passion—Our Lord's Resur-
rection.

OUR LORD'S NATIVITY.
The Birth at Bethlehem—The Baptism in Jordan—The First Passover.

OUR LORD'S MINISTRY [Second Year).

The Second Passover—Christ with the Twelve—The Twelve sent forth.

OUR LORD'S MINISTRY (Third Year).

Teaching in Galilee—Teaching at Jerusalem—Last Journey from Galilee to

Jerusalem.
THE HOLY WEEK.

The Approach to Jerusalem—The Teaching in the Temple—The Discourse on
the Mount of Olives—The Last Supper.

OUR LORD'S PASSION.

The Hour of Darkness—The Agony—The Apprehension—The Condemnation—
The Day of Sorrows—The Hall of Judgment—The Crucifixion—The
Sepulture.

OUR LORD'S RESURRECTION.
The Day of Days—The Grave Visited—Christ appearing—The going to

Emmaus—The Forty Days—The Apostles assembled—The Lake of
Galilee—The Mountain in Galilee —The Return from Galilee.

" There is not a better companion to Scripture from the writings of the

he found for the season than tlie beau- early FatJiers, it is only -what every
tiful 'Devotional Commentary on the studetit knows must be true to say , that
Gospel Narrative,' by the Rev. Isaac it extracts a whole wealth of meaning
Williams. A rich tnine for devotional from each sentence, each apparently
and tlieological study."—Guardian. faint allusion, each word in the text."

"So infinite are the depths and so —Church Review.
innumerable the beauties of Scripture, "Stands absolutely alone in our
and more particularly of the Gospels, English literature ; there is, we should
that there is some difficulty in de- say, no chance of its being superseded
scribing the manifold excellences of by atiy better book of tts kind; and its

Williams' exquisite Commentary. De- merits are of the very highest order. "

riving its profound appreciation of —Literary Churchman.

TOaterloo Place, iLonli0n
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WILLIAMS' DEVOTIONAL COMMENTARY— C^7«//««^^/.

" This is, in the truest sense of the "Itxvould be difficult to select a vwre
•word, a ' Devotional Commentary ' on useful present, at a small cost, than
the Gospel narrative, opefting out every- this series -would be to a young man on
where, as it does, the spiritual beauties hisfirst e7itering into Holy Orders, and
and blessedness of the Divine message; many, tio doubt, will avail themselves
but it is something more than this, it of tlie republication of these useful
meets difficulties almost by anticipa- voluviesfor this purpose. Tliere is an
tion, and throws t/ie light of leamifig abundance of sen)i07i material to be

over soine of the very darkest passages drawn froin any Ofte of t/iem."—
in the New Testament."—Rock. Church Times.

Female Characters of Holy Scripture.
A Series of Sermons. By the Rev. Isaac Williams,

B.D., formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford. New
Edition. Crown 8vo. 5^.

CONTENTS.
Eve—Sarah—Lot's Wife—Rebekah—Leah and Rachel—Miriam—Rahab—De-

borah—Ruth—Hannah—The Witch of Endor—Bathsheba—Rizpah—The
Queen of Sheba—The Widow of Zarephath—Jezebel—The Shunammite
—Esther— Elizabeth—Anna— The Woman of Samaria—Joanna— The
Woman with the Issue of Blood —The Woman of Canaan—Martha—Mary
—Salome—The Wife of Pilate—Dorcas—The Blessed Virgin.

The Characters of the Old Testament.
A Series of Sermons. By the Rev. Isaac Williams, B.D.,

formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford. New Edition.

Crown 8vo. "^s.

CONTENTS.
Adam—Abel and Cain— Noah—Abraham— Lot—Jacob and Esau—Joseph^

Moses—Aaron— Pharaoh— Korah, Dathan, and Abiram— Balaam—
Joshua— Samson— Samuel — Saul—David— Solomon— Elijah—Ahab

—

Elisha— Hezekiah—Josiah—Jeremiah— Ezekiel—Daniel—Joel—Job

—

Isaiah—The Antichrist.

The Apocalypse. With Notes and Re-
flections. By the Rev Isaac Williams, B.D., formerly

Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford. New Edition. Crown
8vo. ^s,

Beginnmg of the Book of Genesis,
with Notes and Reflections. By the Rev. Isaac Williams,
B.D., formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford. Small

8vo. 7^. 6d.
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Short Notes on the Greek Text of
the Acts of the Apostles. By J. Hamblin Smith, M.A., of

Gonville and Caius College, late Lecturer in Classics at S.

Peter's College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6cl.

This reprint of notes drawmip by the most successful comvientators.
the editorfor the use of his oivn pupiis The classical aud non-classical idioms
iivelve years ago, ivili be found most are carefully explained, the histo-

usefil by all young sticdents of the rical allusions fully illustrated, and
original text of the Book of the Acts, especial atteiition is given to deriva-
Believijig that its atithor, iji co7t7tection tion and technical scholarship, espe-

with his visit to Syracuse, studied the daily respecting the Greek synonyms,
account of the Sicilian Expedition, tenses, and particles. The geography
Mr. Stnith makes maiiy references and Chjirch history of the Acts have
to Thjicydides, ivhose sixth book has a considerable attention given to them,
large nu7nber ofwords andphrases in and in no other work on the subject
conivion with the Acts ofthe Apostles." intended for the young is this depart-
— Edinburgh Daily Review. jnent of annotation wrought out so
" These notes are the product of a fully cind serviceably for the young."

careful study of the most recent aiid —School Board Chronicle.

Ecclesiastes for English Eeaders. The
Book called by the Jews Koheleth. Newly translated, with

Introduction, Analysis, and Notes. By the Rev. W. H. B.

Proby, M.A., formerly Tyrwhitt Hebrew Scholar in the

University of Cambridge. 8vo. ^. 6d.

The Ten Canticles of the Old Testa-
ment Canon, namely, the Songs of Moses (First and Second),

Deborah, Hannah, Isaiah (First, Second, and Third), Hezekiah,

Jonah, and Habakkuk. Newly translated, with Notes and

Remarks on their Drift and Use. By the Rev. W. H. B.

Proby, M.A., formerly Tyrwhitt Hebrew Scholar in the

University of Cambridge. 8vo. 5^'.

Genesis. With Notes. [The Hebrew Text,
with Literal Translation.] By the Rev. G. V. Garland,
M. A., late Vicar of Aslacton, Norfolk. 8vo. 2is.

The Acts of the Deacons
;

being a
Commentary, Critical and Practical, upon the Notices of St.

Stephen and St. Philip the Evangelist, contained in the Acts

of the Apostles. By Edward Meyrick Goulburn, D.D.,

Dean of Norwich. Second Edition. Small 8vo. 6s.
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A Key to the Ejiowledge and Use of
the Holy Bible. By the Rev. John Henry Blunt, M.A.,

F.S.A., Editor of the ''Dictionary of Theology," &c. &c. New
Edition. Small 8vo. 2s. 6d. Also a Cheap Edition, is. 6d.

Forming a Volume of *' Keys to Christian Knowledge."

" AtiotAer 0/ Mr. Blunt's useful and New Testametit. Lastly, there is a
workifiatilike compilations, which will serviceable appefidix ofpeculiar Bible
be most acceptable as a household book, words and their meanings."—Liter-
or in sc\ools and colleges. Itisacapi- ary Churchman.
tal book *,oo for schoolmasters andpupil " We have mzich pleasure in recom-
teachers. Its subject is arranged mending a capital handbook by the

under thi heads of—I. The Literary learned Editor of ' T/te Annotated
History of the Bible. II. Old Testa- Book of Common Prayer.'"—Church
ment Wr.ters and Writings. III. Times.
NeT.u Testament ditto. IV. Revela- " Merits cotnmendation,for the hicid
Hon and Inspiration. V. Objects of aftd orderly arrangonent in which it

the Bible. VI. Interpretation ofditto, presents a co)isiderable amotmt ofvalu-
VII. TJie Bible a guide to Faith, able and interesting matter."—Re-
VIII. The Apocrypha. IX. The CORD.
Apocrypfial Looks associated with the

Daniel the Prophet : Nine Lectures
delivered in the Divinity School of the University of Oxford.

With copious Notes. By the Rev. E. B. Pusey, D.D., Regius

Professor of Hebrew, Canon of Christ Church, Oxford. Third

Edition. 8vo. lo^. ^d.

Commentary on the Mmor Prophets

;

with Introductions to the several Books. By the Rev. E. B.

Pusey, D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew, Canon of Christ

Church, Oxford. 4to. 3ii'. ()d.

Parts I., II., III., IV., v., 5J. each. Part VI., 6s.

The Mystery of Ohiist : being an Exa-
mination of the Doctrine contained in the First Three Chapters

of the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Ephesians. By
George Staunton Barrow, M.A,, Vicar of Stowmarket.

Crown 8vo. '^s. 6d.
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Bible Eeadings for Family Prayer.
By the Rev. W. H. Ridley, M.A., Rector of Hambleden.

Crown 8vo.

Old Testament—Genesis and Exodus. 2s.

The Four Gospels, 3^. 6d.

St. Matthew and St. Mark. 2s.

St. Luke and St. John. 2s.

The Acts of the Apostles, 2s.

A Complete Concordance to the Old
and the New Testament ; or, a Dictionaiy, and Alphabetical

Index to the Bible, in two Parts. To which is added, a Con-

cordance to the Apocrypha. By Alexander Cruden,
M. A. With a Life of the Author, by Alexander Chalmers,
F.S. A., and a Portrait. Sixteenth Edition. 4to. 21s.

The Inspu^ation of Holy Scripture, its

Nature and Proof. Eight Discourses preached before the

University of Dublin. By William Lee, D.D., Archdeacon

of Dublin. Fourth Edition. 8vo. 1 5^.

On the Inspiration of the Bible. Five
Lectures delivered at Westminster Abbey. By Chr. Words-
worth, D.D., Bishop of Lincoln. Eighth Edition. Small

8vo. IS. 6d., or in paper cover, is.

Syntax and Synonyms of the Greek
Testament. By the Rev. William Webster, M.A., late

Fellow of Queen's College, Cambridge. 8vo. 9^.



3. Hl^etiotional morfes

Lil)raiy of Spiiitiial Works for Englisli
dtholics

.

Elegantly printed with red borders, on extra superfine toned

paper. Small 8vo. ^s. each.

OF THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. In 4 Books. By
Thomas A Kempis. A New Translation.

THE CHRISTIAN YEAR : Thoughts in Verse for the

Sundays and Holydays throughout the Year.

THE SPIRITUAL COMBAT ; together with the Supple-

ment and the Path of Paradise. By Laurence Scu-

POLI. A New Translation.

THE DEVOUT LIFE. By S. Francis de Sales,

Bishop and Prince of Geneva. A New Translation.

THE LOVE OF GOD. By S. Fr,\ncis de Sales,

Bishop and Prince of Geneva. A New Translation.

THE CONFESSIONS OF S. AUGUSTINE. In 10

Books. A New Translation.

TAe Volumes can also be had in Morocco and other extra bindings.

Cheap Editions, 32^^?, cloth limp, 6d. each, or cloth extra, red

edges, \s. each.

Of the Imitation of Christ. The Hidden Life of the Soul.
The Spiritual Combat. Spiritual Letters of S. Francis de
The Christian Year. Sales.

These Five Volumes, cloth extra, may be had in a Box, price is.

[Other Volumes are in preparation.]

antJ at ©iforb anli Cam!n::ti5e
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The Child Samuel. A Practical and
Devotional Commentary on the Birth and Childhood of the

Prophet Samuel, as recorded in i Sam, i., ii. 1-27, iii. De-

signed as a Help to Meditation on the Holy Scriptures for

Children and Young Persons. By Edward Meyrick Goul-

BURN, D.D,, Dean of Norwich. Small 8vo. 5J-.

The Gospel of the Childhood : a Practi-

cal and Devotional Commentary on the Single Incident of our

Blessed Lord's Childhood (St. Luke ii. 41 to the end)
;
designed

as a Help to Meditation on the Holy Scriptures, for Children

and Young Persons. By Edward Meyrick Goulburn,
D.D., Dean of Norwich. Second Edition. Square crown 8vo.

Thoughts on Personal Eeligion
;
being

a Treatise on the Christian Life in its Two Chief Elements,

Devotion and Practice. By Edward Meyrick Goulburn,
D.D., Dean of Norwich. New Edition. Small 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Also a Cheap Edition, 3j. 6d. Presentation Edition, elegantly

printed on Toned Paper. Two vols. Small 8vo. los. 6d.

The Pnrsnit of Holiness : a Sequel to
"Thoughts on Personal Religion," intended to carry the

Reader somewhat farther onward in the Spiritual Life. By
Edward Meyrick Goulburn, D.D. Sixth Edition.

Small 8vo. 5-^" Also a Cheap Edition, 3^. 6d.

Short Devotional Forms, for Morn-
ing, Night, and Midnight, and for the Third, Sixth, Ninth

Hours and_Eventide of each Day of the Week. Arranged to

meet the Exigencies of a Busy Life. By Edward Meyrick
Goulburn, D.D. Fourth Edition. 32mo. is. 6d.
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The Star of Ohildhood : a First Book of
Prayers and Instruction for Children. Compiled by a Priest.

Edited by the Rev. T. T. Carter, M.A., Rector of Clewer.

With Illustrations. Fourth Edition. Square i6mo. 2s. 6d.

The Way of Life : a Book of Prayers and
Instruction for the Young at School, with a Preparation for

Confirmation. Compiled by a Priest. Edited by the Rev.

T. T. Carter, M.A. Second Edition. i8mo. is. 6d.

The Path of Holhiess : a First Book of
Prayers, with the Service of the Holy Communion, for the

Young. Compiled by a Priest. Edited by the Rev. T. T.

Carter, M.A. With Illustrations. Third Edition. Crown
i6mo. IS. 6d.; cloth limp, is.

The Treasury of Devotion : a Manual of
Prayer for General and Daily Use. Compiled by a Priest.

Edited by the Rev. T. T. Carter, M.A. New Edition, in

Large Type. Crown 8vo. 5^-.

Smaller Edition. i8mo. 2s. 6d. ; cloth limp, 2s., or

bound with the Book of Common Prayer, 3^. 6d.

The Guide to Heaven : a Book of Prayers
for every Want. (For the Working Classes.) Compiled by

a Priest. Edited by the Rev. T. T. Carter, M.A. Seventh

Edition. iSmo. is. 6d. ; cloth limp, is.

Large-Type Edition. Crown 8vo. is. 6d. ; cloth limp, is.

Meditations on the Life and Mysteries
of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. From the French.

By the Compiler of '* The Treasury of Devotion." Edited by

the Rev. T. T. Carter, M.A. Crown 8vo.

Vol. I.—The Hidden Life of Our Lord. 3J-. 6d.

Vol. IL—The Public Life of Our Lord. 2 Parts. 5^. each.

Vol. III.—The Suffering Life and the Glorified Life of Our
Lord. 3J. 6d.
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Prayers and Meditations for the Holy
Communion. By Josephine Fletcher, With a Preface by

C. J. Ellicott, D.D., Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol.

With red rubrics and borders . New Edition. Royal 32mo. 2s. 6d.

An Edition without the red rubrics. 32mo. Cloth limp. is.

Devout beauty is the special char- objects offaith, stich as is not always
acter of this new mamial, and it ought to be fo7i7id, but which characterises
to be afavourite. Rarely has it hap-
pened to us to meet %vith so remarkable
a combiiiation of thorough practical-

ness with that almost poetic warmth
which is the highestflower of genuine
devotion."—Literary Churchman.

^'The Bishop recomme^ids it to

this mamial in an emifient degree."-
Church Review.

'

' A mong the supply of Eucharistic
Manuals, one deserves special atten-
tion and commendation. ' Prayers and
Meditatio7is ' merits the Bishop of
Glo7icester's epithets of ' warm, devout.

newly cofifirmed, to the tender-hearted and fresh. ' And it is thoroughly Eng-
a7id the devout, as having bee^t com-
piled by a youthfd perso7i, and as
being marked by a peculiar ' fresh-

ness.' We have pleasure z« second-

lish Church besides."—Guardian.
" We are by no meatis surprised that

Bishop Ellicott should have bee7t so
much struck with this little work, on

ing the recommendatio7is of the ^ood accide7itally seeing it in manuscTnpt,
Bishop. We k7iow ofno more suitable as to urge its publicatio7i, and to pre-
ma7iualfor the newly confirmed, a7id face it with his comme7idation. The
7iothing more likely to engage the devotion which it breathes is trulyfer-

sympathies ofyouthful hearts. There vetit, a7id the lariguage attractive, and
is a unio7i of the deepest spirit ofdevo- as proceedi7igfroi7i a young person the

tio7i, a rich expression ofexperimental work is altogether not a little strik-

life, with a due recognition of the "—Record.

Words to Take with Us. A Manual of
Daily and Occasional Prayers, for Private and Common Use.

With Plain Instructions and Counsels on Prayer. By W. E.

ScuDAMORE, M.A., Rector of Ditchingham, and formerly

Fellow of S. John's College, Cambridge. Fifth Edition,

revised. Small 8vo. 2.s. 6d.

Sunday Evenings in the Family.
Being Expositions of the Gospels and Articles of the Church
of England. Small 8vo. 3^-.

Private Devotions for School-boys

;

with Rules of Conduct. By William Henry, Third Lord

Lyttelton. New Edition. 32mo. 6d.
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For Days and Tears. A Book contain-
ing a Text, Short Reading, and Hymn for every Day in the

Church's Year. Selected by H. L. Sidney Lear. i6mo.

2s. 6d.
^' He7 e are no platitudes, no mere tents. The readings have been care-

' ^oody'' talk; there is in each day's fnlly selectedfrom the 7uritings ofsome
portion soimd and Jiealthfjilfood for of the most emifient divines of ancient
the mind and soul, and also for the and modern times with ivhose names
imagination, whose need of support the majority of our readers will be

and guidance is too ofteti forgotten, familiar. The compiler has displayed
Text and comment and hymn are considerable tact and judgment in

chosen 7uith a pure and cultiired taste, makingjudicious selections, and in the
and by the religious earnestness which general arrangement of the contents,

they show, tend to develop it in the This vohane commends itself to the

reader. The book is, in fact, the best cotisideration of all devoted members
of its kind we have ever seen, and for of the Church."—Court Qrcular.
the use of church people ought to super-

'

' We heartily commend both theplan
sede all others."—Literary Church- and the execution. . . . The author
MAN. has proved that good may be got from

" Will be found exceedingly useful men of the most diverse minds."—
to those wJw thoughtfully read its con- English Churchman.

A Selection from Pascal's Thoughts.
Translated by H. L. Sidney Lear. Square i6mo. Printed

on Dutch hand-made paper.

We should think highly of the
spirituality and intellectual tastes of
the man or W07na7i who ticrned to this

little book wJienever the soul was
weary, or the 7nind dull, or the heart
carezvorti, or the spirit was aspiri/ig.'—Edinburgh Daily Review.

" Makes a charmi?ig little volu7ne.
Pascal is always of interest. . . . The
Selection has bee7i made with taste."—Examiner.

" Will be welcome as a gift-book,
and will e7irich a}id purify the mind
of its readers, a7id suggests thoughts
especially valuable in time of per-
plexity a7id doubt, as i7ideed all times

Faith and Life : Readings for the greater
Holy Days, and the Sundays from Advent to Trinity. Com-
piled from Ancient Writers. By ^YILLIAM Bright, D.D.,

Canon of Christ Church, and Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical

History in the University of Oxford. Second Edition. Small

8vo. 5J.

6d.

are cn this troublous earth. The
shnple-hearted, the learned, the witty,
atid the devout, all i7iay learn some-
thifig fro77i these thoughts, and will
ceTtai7ily be the better for the learn-
ing."—John Bull.

''All 7c7ius7ially excelleiit specii7ien

of traTLslation. \_The translator's has a
delicate sense for style, both Fre7ich
and Ejtglish; a7id has the still rarer
gift of percciviitg aiid preservi7ig z«
the latter the literary equivalents of
the former la7tguage .... These
selections really put Pascal's thoiight

before 7is.

"

—Nation (New York).
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Daily Gleanings of the Saintly Life.
Compiled by C. JNI. S., with an Introduction by the Rev. M.

F. Sadler, M.A., Prebendary of Wells, and Rector of

Honiton, Devon. Small 8vo. 3^-. 6d.

" The meditations are entirely taken will bear comparison ivitk the best of
frotn the works of 'the leading divines the manuals compiled from aticient

of the Great Catholic Revival iji the sources. There is a wholesome Church
Chnrch of Engla7id in our own day.' ofEng;la7id tone about this volutne not
The passages chosen are fell of chas- always to be foiitid iii manuals of this

tened beauty afid wise instruction, and description."—National Church.

Self-Eenunciation. From the French,
With an Introduction by the Rev. T. T. Carter, M.A.,

Rector of Clewer, Berks. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Also a Cheap Edition. Small 8vo. 3^. 6d.

" It is excessively difficult to review
or criticise, in detail, a book of this
kifid, andyet its abounding merits, its

practicalness, its searching good sense
and thorojighness, and its frequent
beauty, too, tnake us wish to do some-
thi7ig more than an7iounce its publica-
tio7i The style is e77ti7tently

clear, free from redu7idance a7id pro-
lixity."—Literary Churchman.
" Few save Religioiis a7id those

brought i7ito i77i77iediate co7itact with
the7/i are, i7i allprobability, acquai7tted
with the Fre7ich treatise ofGuillore, a

portion ofwhich is 7iow, for the first

time we believe, do7ie i7ito E7iglish.

. . . . He7tce the S7titable7iess of
S7ich a book as this for those who, in

the midst of theirfamilies, are e7idea-

V07iri7ig to adva7ice z« the spiritual

life. H7i7idreds ofdevoid so2cls living

in the world have bee7L encouraged and
helped by such books as Dr. Neale's
' Ser7tt07is preached in a Religious

House.* For such the present work
will be fou7id appropriate, while for
Religious themselves it will be i7ivalu-

able."—Church Times.

Spiritual Guidance. With an Introduc-
tion by the Rev, T. T. Carter, M.A., Rector of Clewer,

Berks. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Extract from Preface.

["The special object of the volume is to supply practical advice in matters of

conscience, such as may be generally applicable. While it offers, as it is hoped,
much valuable help to Directors, it is full of suggestions, which may be useful to

any one in private. It thus fulfils a double purpose, which is not, as far as I am
aware, otherwise provided for, at least, not in so full and direct a manner."]

" As a work intended for ge7ieral be fou7id more or less applicable to all
use, it will be fou7id to C07itai7i 77i7ich perso7is a7nid the ordinary difficulties

valuable help, a7id 7nay be profitably a7id trials of life, a7id a help to the
studied by any 07ie who is desiri7ig to trai7ii7ig of the mi7id /« habits of
make progress i7i spiritual life. Much selfdiscipli7ie."—Church Times.
of the co7ite7its of this little book will
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Voices of Comfort. Edited by the Rev.
Thomas Vincent Fosbery, M.A., sometime Vicar of St.

Giles's, Reading. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. ^s. 6d.

[This Volume, of prose and poetn-, original and selected, aims at revealing the
fountains of hope and joy which underlie the griefs and sorrows of life.

It is so divided as to afford readings for a month. The key-note of each day
is given by the title prefixed to it, such as :

' The Power of the Cross of Christ,

Day 6. Conflicts of the Soul, Day 17. The Communion of Saints, Day 20.

The Comforter, Day 22. The Light of Hope, Day 25. The Coming of Christ,

Day 28.' Each day begins with passages of Holy Scripture. These are fol-

lowed by articles in prose, which are succeeded by one or more short prayers.
After these are Poems or passages of poetr^', and then very- brief extracts in

prose or verse close the section. The book is meant to meet, not merely cases of
bereavement or physical suffering, but 'to minister specially to the hidden
troubles of the heart, as they are silently weaving their dark threads into the web
of the seemingly brightest life.']

Hymns and Poems for the Sick and
Suffering. In connexion ^\-ith the Service for the Visitation of

the Sick. Selected from various Authors. Edited by the

Rev. Thomas Vincent Fosbery, M.A., sometime Vicar of

St. Giles's, Reading. New Edition. Small 8vo. 3^. 6d.

[This Volume contains 233 separate pieces ; of which about 90 are by writers
who lived prior to the eighteenth century- ; the rest are modem, and some of
these original. Amongst the names of the writers (between 70 and 80 in number)
occur those of Sir J. Beaumont ; Sir T. Brown ; F. DaWson ; Elizabeth of
Bohemia ; P. Fletcher ; G. Herbert ; Dean Hickes ; Bishop Ken ; Norris ;

Quarles ; Sandys : Bishop J. Taylor ; Henr^- Vaughan ; and Sir H. Wotton.
And of modem writers :— .NIrs. Barrett Browning

; Bishop Wilberforce ; S. T.
Coleridge ; Sir R. Grant : Miss E. Taylor : W. Wordsworth

; Archbishop Trench ;

Rev. Messrs. Chandler, Keble, Lyte, Monsell, and Moultrie.]

The Clnistian Teai^ : Thoughts in Verse
for the Sundays and Holydays throughout the Year. New
Edition, printed in large type. Crown Svo. 3J-. 6d.

Elegantly printed with red borders. i6mo. 2s. 6d. Cheap

Edition, without the red borders, cloth limp, is. ; or in paper

cover, 6d.

Forming a Volume of " Rivington's Devotional Series."

Also New Editions, forming Volumes of the ** Library of

Spiritual Works for English Catholics." Small Svo. 5^.

32mo, cloth limp, 6d. ; cloth extra, is. [See page 19.]
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Spiritual Letters to Men. By Arch-
bishop Fbnelon. By the Author of *

' Life of Fenelon, " *
' Life

of S. Francis de Sales," &c. &c. Crown 8vo. 6s.

" Clergy and laity alike will wel-
coTue this volume. Fenelon's religious

counsels have always seemed to ns to

present the most remarkable combina-
tion of high prificiple and practical
co7nmo}t-sense, and 7to^u in this Eiiglish
dress it is really -wofiderful how little

of the aroi7ia of their original expres-
sion has evaporated. Elder clergy will
delight in comparing their own experi-

ences with Fenelo)i!s ways of treatijtg

the several classes of cases here takoi
in hand. To younger clergy it will be

quite a series of speciinen examples
how to deal with that which is daily
becoming a larger and larger depart-
ment of the practical work of any
really efficient clergyman, a7id laymen
will fi7id it so straightfor^vard a7id

i7itelligible, so utterly free Jrom tech-

7iicality, a7id ^so e7ttirely syj7ipathetic

with a layma7is positio7i, that we hope
it will be largely bo7ight a7id read
amo7ig thetn. A more useful work has

rarely been do7ie than giving these
letters to E7iglish readers."—Church
Quarterly Review.

" This volut7ie should take a place
a7no7igst the most preciotis of the
Christia7i classics."—Nonconformist.

'

' 07ie of those re7ideri7igs which by
faithfubiess to their original, a7id the
idiomatic beajcty oftheir style, are real
works of art i7i their way. It is not
too 77Uich to say that these Letters read
as if they had bee7i first writte7i i7i

E7iglish, a7id that by some master-
ha7id. . . . Of the whole book it would
be diffic7ilt to speak too highly."—
Literary Churchman.
" Those who have the 'Life ofFette-

lo7i ' by this aitthor will not oi7iit to

add his ' Spiritual Letters' They are
7i7iiq7te for their delicacy and tender-
ness of se7itime7it, their subtle a7ia-

lysis of character, a7id deep insight
i7ito the hu77ia7i heart."—Church Ec-
lectic (New York).

Spiritual Letters to Women. By Arch-
bishop fenelon. By the Author of " Life of Fenelon," "Life

of S. Francis de Sales," &c. &c. Crown 8vo. ds.

"Asfor the' SpiritualLetters' they

ca7t7iot be read too ofte7t, a7id each
titne we take them up we see 7iew

beauties i7i them. The time to read
them is in the early i7ior7ii7ig, whe7i

they see7n to breathe the very atrnos-

phere of heave7i, a7id have all the

fragra7ice of fresh spiritual thought
about the77t, as the flowers carry o/i

their boso77t the early dew. A stilbiess

of devotio7i a7id wrapt co7ite77iplatio7i

ofGod and of heave7ilv thi7igs charac-
terizes every page."—Irish Ecclesias-
tical Gazette.

" Writi7tg S7ich as this will do more
to comme7id religio7i tha7i all the vai7i

dogmatic thu7tder i7i which so ma7iy

of its professors i7idulge ; whilst the

sweet a7id te7ider piety which runs'

through every page will impress the
reader with the highest co7tceivable re-

spect for the characte7 of the aiithor."—Morning Advertiser.
" This is a7i exceedi7igly well-got-up

editio7t, ad7nirably tra7islated, of Fe7i-

elo7is celebrated 'Spiritual Letters.'
The tra7islatio7i is by the aiithor of the
valuable Lives ofFenelo7L arid Boss7iet,

a7id forms a very suitable compa7iion
to the previous work. Of the Letters
the7nselves, there is 7to 7ieed to speak.
The j2idgme7it to be formed of them
depe7ids so t/iuch on the poi/it of view
from which they are regarded; but
a7iy one will be ready to ad77iit the
beatity of their thoughts, the grace of
their to7ie, a7id the 7iobility of their
sentime7its. "

—

Exa.m iner.
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A Selection from the Spiritual Letters
of S. Francis de Sales, Bishop and Prince of Geneva. Trans-

lated by the Author of "Life of S. Francis de Sales," *'A

Dominican Artist," &c. &c. Crown 8vo. 6s.

"It is a collection of eJ>istolary cor-

respondence ofrare hiterest and excel-
lence. With those who have read the
Life, there cannot but have been a
strong desire to know more ofso beatiti-

ful a character."—Church Herald.
"A few months back we had the

pleasure of welcotning the Life of S.
Francis de Sales. Here is the pro-
mised seqjiel:—the 'Selectionfrom his
Spiritual Letters ' then arinounced:—

aiid a great booti it will be to many.
The Letters are addressed to people oj

all sorts

:

—to tnen and to women

:

—
to laity and to ecclesiastics, to people
living in the world, or at court, a?id
to the inmates of Religiotts Houses.
We hope that with our readers it

7tiay be totally -needless to urge such a
volume on their notice."—Literary
Churchman.

Also a Cheap Edition, forming a Volume of the " Library

of Spiritual Works for English Catholics." 32mo, cloth limp,

dd. ; cloth extra, \s. [See page 19.]

A Manual for the Sick; with other
Devotions. By Lancelot Andrewes, D.D., sometime

Lord Bishop of Winchester. Edited with a Preface by H. P.

LiDDON, D.D., Canon of St. Paul's. With Portrait.

Third Edition. Large type. 24mo. 2s. 6d.

Our "Work for Christ among His
Suffering People. A Book for Hospital Nurses. By M. A.

MoRRELL. Small 8vo. 2s. 6d.

" The thoroughly sensible advice
contained in this book cannot fail to be

of the highest possible use; indeed, the
whole work is so emiiietitly practical,
and deserves sjich hearty recognitio7i,

that we cordially recommend it, with
the hope that it may find its way into
the hands of all who minister to the
sick within our hospital wards. The
prayers at the end of the book seem ex-
actly suited to their purpose, dealing
as they do with the trials and tieces-

sities of a nurse's daily life."—John
Bull.

It should be in the hands of every
sick-nurse who desires to fulfil her

duties from the highest atid holiest

motives."—Church Bells.
" Cotitains excellent advice on the

sttbject of n7irsing, with the aim oJ
raising its lowliest deities to a standard
ofhigh and holy motives."-—Graphic.

" This excellent little book is in-

tended for a limited class of readers,

but the practical lessons it teaches on
Jww to sanctify the labour of nursing,
and how to overcome its difficulties,

may be read with profit by those who
are called on to inirse as amateurs in
private homes, as well as by those who
have adopted the occupation as a pro-
fession."—Aunt Judy's Magazine.

anil at ^ifotti ant) ^ambritifle
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The English Poems of George Herbert,
together with his Collection of Proverbs, entitled Jacula
Prudentum. With red borders. i6mo. 2s. 6d.

Forming a Volume of '* Rivington's Devotional Series.

" This beautiful little vohime ivili

be found specially co7tvenie?tt as a
pocket matiual. The ' yacula Pru-
dentum,^ or proverbs, deserve to be
more widely known than they are at
present. In many copies oj George
Herberts writings these quaint say-
ifigs have been unfortunately omitted"
—Rock.
" George Herbert is too much a house-

hold name to require any introduction.
It will be sufficient to say that Messrs.
Rivington have published a most com-
pact and convenient edition of the
poems and proverbs of this illustrious
English divine.'''—English Church-
man.

exceedingly pretty edition, the
most attractive form we have yet seen
from this delightful author, as a gift-
book."—Ximon Review.

"A very beautiful edition of ilie

quaint old English bard. A II lovers

of the ' Holy ' Herbert will be grate-
ful to Messrs. Rivingtoti for the care
andpains they have bestowed in supply-
ifig them with this and withal con-

ve?iient copy of poems so well known
and so deservedly p>rized."—London
Quarterly Review.
"A very tasteful little book, and

will doubtless be acceptable to many."—Record.
" We commend this little book hear-

tily to our readers. It contains Her-
bert's Englishpoems and the ' Jacula
Prudentum' in a very neat volume,
which does much credit to the pub-
lishers; it will, we hope, meet with
extensive circulation as a choice gift-

book at a moderate price."—Christian
Observer.

A Short and Plaui Instruction for the
better Understanding of the Lord's Supper ; to which is annexed

the Office of the Holy Communion, with proper Helps and

Directions. By the Right Rev. Thomas Wilson, D.D.,

sometime Lord Bishop of Sodor and Man. Complete Edition,

in large type, with rubrics and borders in red. i6mo. 2.s. 6d.

Also a Cheap Edition, without the red borders, u. ; or in

paper cover, 6d.

Forming a Volume of ** Rivington's Devotional Series."

" The Messrs. Rivington have pub- elegance in which this work is got up.

lished a new and unabridged edition of —Press and St. James' Chronicle.
that deservedly popular work, Bishop "A departed Author being dead yet
Wilson on the Lord's Supper. The speaketh in a way which will never be

edition is herepresented i7i threeforms, out of date; Bishop Wilson on the

S2iited to the various members of the Lord's Supper, published by Messrs.
household."—PvBhic Opinion. Rivington, in bindings to suit all

We cannot withhold the expression tastes and pockets."— Church Re-
of our admiration of the style and view.
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Of the Imitation of Christ. By
Thomas a Kempis. AVith Red borders. i6mo. 2s. 6d.

Also a Cheap Edition, without the red borders, is. ; or in

paper cover, 6d.

Forming a Volume of Rivington's Devotional Series."

Also a New Translation, forming a Volume of the "Library

of Spiritual Works for English Catholics. " Small 8vo. 5^.

32mo, cloth limp, 6d. ; cloth extra, i^. [See page 19.]

Introduction to the Devout Life.
From the French of S. Francis de Sales, Bishop and Prince

of Geneva. A New Translation. With red borders. i6mo.

2s. 6d.

Forming a Volume of " Rivington's Devotional Series."

Also a New Translation, forming a Volume of the "Library

of Spiritual Works for English Catholics." Small 8vo. 5^.

[See page 19.]

The Love of God. By S. Francis de
Sales, Bishop and Prince of Geneva. Small 8vo. 5s.

Forming a Volume of the "Library of Spiritual Works for

English Catholics." [See page 19.]

The Eule and Exercises of Holy Liv-
ing. By the Right Rev. Jeremy Taylor, D.D., sometime

Bishop of Do\\Ti and Cormor, and Dromore. With red borders.

l6mo. 2s. 6d.

Also a Cheap Edition, without the red borders, is.

Forming a Volume of "Rivington's Devotional Series."

The Confessions of S. Augustine. In
10 Books. A New Translation. Small 8vo. 5s.

Forming a Volume of the " Library of Spiritual Works for

English Catholics. [See page 19.]
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The Spirit of S. Francis de Sales, Bishop
and Prince of Geneva. Translated from the French by the

Author of *'The Life of S. Francis de Sales," "A Dominican

Artist," &c. &c. Crown 8vo. 6s.

" S. Francis de Sales, as shown to hundred books—one only however still

us by tlie Bishop oj Belley, was clearly known tofame, the Spirit ofS. Fra7icis
as bright attd lively a companion as de Sales, which /lasfairly earned him
many a siftfier of witty reputation. tJie title of the ecclesiastical Boswell."
He was a stuctent ofhuman nature on —Saturday Review.
the highest grounds, but he ttsed his "An admirable translation of
knowledge for amusement as well as Bishop Camus' well-known collection of
edification. Naturally we learn this sayings and opinions. As a whole, we
from one of his male friends rather can tvtagine no more delightful com-
tJian from his female adorers. This panion than ' The Spirit of S. Francis
friend is jfean-Pierre Camus, Bishop de Sales,' nor, we may add, a more
ofBelley, author, we are told, of two useful one."—People's Magazine.

The Hidden Life of the Sonl. By the
Author of **A Dominican Artist," "Life of Bossuet," &c. &c.

New Edition. Small 8vo. 2.s. 6d.

Also a Cheap Edition, forming a Volume of the *
' Library

of Spiritual Works for English Catholics. " 32mo. Cloth limp,

()d. ; cloth extra, is. [See page 19.]
" It well deserves the character in God as to make recovery easy and

given it of being ' earnest and sober,' stire."—Public Opinion. .

and 7iot * sensational.'

"

—Guardian. " There is a wonderful charm about
" From the French of Jean Nicolas these readings—so calm, so true, so

Grou, a pious Priest, whose works thoroughly Christian. We do not
teach resig7tation to the Divine will, kiiow where they would come amiss.
He loved, we are told, to inculcate As materials for a consecutive series

simplicity, freedom from all afecta- of meditations for the faithful at a
tion aTid unreality, the patience and series ofearly celebrations they would
humility which are too surelygrouTided be excellent, or for private reading
in selfknowiedere to be surprised at a during Advent or Lent."—Literary
fall, but withal so allied to confidence Churchman.

A Practical Ti^eatise concerning Evil
Thoughts : wherein their Nature, Origin, and Effect are

distinctly considered and explained, with many Useful Rules

for restraining and suppressing such Thoughts ; suited to the

various conditions of Life, and the several tempers of Mankind,

more especially of melancholy Persons. By William Chil-

COT, M.A. New Edition. With red borders. i6mo. 2s. 6d.

Forming a Volume of ' * Rivington's Devotional Series.

"

Waterloo ^lace, Eontun
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The Devotional Biii^hday Book. [In-
tended to record the Birth of Relations and Friends. The
Birthdays of celebrated people are printed in the Diarj', with

Devotional Extracts in Verse and Prose suitable to the season

of the year.] With red borders. i6mo. 2s. 6d.

Forming a Volume of
'

' Rivington's Devotional Series.

The Eule and Exercises of Holy
Dying. By the Right Rev. Jeremy Taylor, D.D., sometime

Bishop of Down and Connor, and Dromore. With red borders.

l6mo. 2s. 6d.

Also a Cheap Edition, without the red borders, ij-.

The * Holy Living ' and the ' Holy Dying ' may be had

bound together in one Volume, 5j'. ; or without the red

borders, 2s. 6d.

Forming a Volume of " Ri\'ington'3 Devotional Series."

Ancient Hymns. From the Roman
Bre\dary, For Domestic Use ever)' Morning and Evening of

the Week, and on the Holy Days of the Church. To which

are added. Original Hj-mns, principally of Commemoration and

Thanksgiving for Christ's Holy Ordinances. By Richard
Mant, D.D., sometime Lord Bishop of Dov\-n and Connor,

New Edition. Small 8vo. 5^.

" Realfo€try iveddid to -uords that some of these iranslatioTis -with the
breathe the purest and the sweetest more tHodertt ones of oiir oum day.
spirit of Christian dez'otioyi. Th^ While we have no hesitation tn
translationsfrom the old Latin Hym- an-arding the palm to the latter, the
nal are close andfaithful reytderings." former are an ez^idmce of tlie earliest—Standard. germs of that yearning of tJie dez-out
" As a Hymn "writer Bishop Mant mtnd for something better than Tate

deservedly occupies a prromimnt place and Brady, and which is now so richly
in the esteem of Churchmen, and we supplied."—Chl rch Timks.
doubt not that many will be the readers " T>ie translations are graceful,
who will welcome this new edition of clear, and forcible, and the original
his translatiofis and original comfoosi- hymns deserve the highest praise.
tions."—'EsGLiSH Chl-rchmax. Bishop Mant has caught the very
"A new edition of Bishop Manfs spirit of true psalmody, atid there is

' Ancient Hymns from the Roman a tuKeful ring in his verses which
Brri*iary^ forms a handsome little especially adapts the?n for congrega-
volume, and it is interesting tocompare tiouai sinzitig.^—Rock .

antj at ©ifiirt) anti Camkitige
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Consoling Thoughts in Sickness.
Edited by Henry Bailey, B.D. Small 8vo. is. 6d.; or in

paper cover, is.

Consolatio; or, Comfort for the
Afflicted. Edited by the Rev. C. E. KenNaway. With a

Preface by Samuel Wilberforce, D.D., late Lord Bishop

of Winchester. New Edition. Small 8vo. y. 6d.

The Armoury of Prayer. A Book of
Devotion. Compiled by Berdmore Compton, Vicar of All

Saints', Margaret Street. i8mo. ^s. 6d.

"It has a marked individuality of "The f^reat characteristic of the
its own, and will no doubt meet with book is its thorough reality. It puts
a certaiyi number of persons—chiefy ifito tfie mouth of the tuorshipper words
men, it is probable— to whose spiritual which express, withotit exaggeration,
quants it isfitted above others. Those what an earliest English Christian
—and their mimber isfar larger than would feel and desire. The language
is gejterally borne in mind—willfind is neither a reproduction offoreign or
here a manual rich and abundant in medieval sentiment nor an a^ected
its materialfor devotion, but remark- reproduction ofarchaicforms, butgood
ably modern in its tone—fitted to ex- English of the Bible and Prayer Book
press the feelings and to interpret the type. . . . We cotild 7iot wish the book
aspirations of a cultured dweller in to be di^erejit, and on the whole we
towns; audit is emf>hatically a hook heartily recommend it as one of the

of and for the ti77ies."— Literary best we knoiu."—Church Bells.
Churchman.

The Light ol the Conscience. By
the Author of The Hidden Life of the Soul," &c. With an

Introduction by the Rev. T. T. Carter, M.A., Rector of

Clewer, Berks. Crown 8vo. 5^.

" // is a book of cojmsels for those " It consists offour-and-thirty short

wJio wish to lead a pioiis andgodly life, chapters or readings, every one ofthem
and may fill up a gap that has been full of quiet, seftsible, practical advice,

felt since the exterfialdevotionalhabits and directions upon sofne otie point of
oj the advariced portion ofthe present Christian living or Christian feeling,

generation have so much alteredfroin It is a very beautijul little book, and it

those ofthe last, that tlie books ofcounsel is a most thoroughly Christian little

previously in use are not deetned appli- book, a7id it is, tnoreover, what mariy

cable to those wlwfollow thefull teach- good books fall short of being, Jiamely,

ings of the extreme ritualistic party, a very wise little book. Its caljn,

for this book deals rvith the most ' ad- gentle sagacity is most striking."—

vanced' customs."—Guardian.^ Literary Churchman.
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A Manual of Devotion, chiefly for the
use of Schoolboys. By the Rev. William Baker, D.D.,

Head Master of Merchant Taylors' School. With Preface by

J. R. Woodford, D.D., Lord Bishop of Ely. Crown i6mo.

Cloth limp. i^. dd.

Family Prayers. Compiled from various
Sources (chiefly from Bishop Hamilton's Manual), and arranged

on the Liturgical Principle. By Edward Meyrick Goul-
BURN, D.D., Dean of Norwich. New Edition. Large type.

Crown 8vo. 3^. dd. Cheap Edition. i6mo. \s.

Mornmg l^otes of Praise. A Series of
Meditations upon the Morning Psalms. Dedicated to the

Countess of Cottenham. By Lady Charlotte-Maria
Pepys. New Edition. Small 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Quiet Moments; a Four Weeks' Course
of Thoughts and Meditations before Evening Prayer and at

Sunset. By Lady Charlotte-Maria Pepys. New Edi-

tion. Small 8vo. 2s. 6d.

A Book of Family Prayer. Compiled
by Walter Farquhar Hook, D.D., F.R.S., late Dean of

Chichester. Eighth Edition, with Rubrics in Red. iSmo. 2s.

Aids to Prayer
;

or, Thoughts on the
Practice of Devotion. With Forms of Prayer for Private Use.

By Daniel Moore, M. A., Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen,

and Vicar of Holy Trinity, Paddington. Second Edition.

Square 32mo. 2s. 6d.
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The Words of the Son of God, taken
from the Four Gospels, and arranged for Daily Meditation

throughout the Year. By Eleanor Plumptre. Crown 8vo.

" The quotations have been wade
iudicioiisly, and contain vnich that is

•valuable and practically useful. . . .

We sincerely -unite -with the compiler
in her desire that the pla?i adopted in
this volume may prove nseful to its

readers."—Record.
" The authoress oj this volume has

7vocien together ivith loving care and
reverent hand the sayings oJ tne Son
of God, and it ivill perhaps surprise
some of those who have not viewed our

Lords wordsfrom this aspect to find
how complete a manual they make of
doctrine and practice. . . . IVe can
most cordially recommend this volume
to our readers, not only for personal
use, but for reading at morning and
eveniug prayer ; 2vhile to the clergy it

will, we believe, be found to be a the-

saur~us of golden sayings which will
be both suggestive and useful."—
Churchman's Shilling Magazine.

The Good Shepherd
;
or, Meditations

for the Clergy upon the Example and Teaching of Christ.

By the Rev. W. E. Heygate, M.A., Rector of Brighstone.

Second Edition, revised. Small 8vo. 3^.

CONTENTS.
Thoughts on Meditation—Devotions Preparatory to Ordination—Early Life

—

Temptation—Fasting—Prayer—Divine Scripture—Retirement—Frequent
Communion— Faith— Hope — Love— Preaching— Catechizing—Private
Explanation—Intercession—Bringing Christians to Holy Communion

—

Preparation of those about to Communicate—Jesus absolving Sinners

—

Jesus celebrating the Eucharist—Care of Children—Care of the Sick and
Afflicted—The Healing of Schism—Treatment of the Worldly—Treatment
of Penitents—Care of God's House—Fear and Fearlessness of Offence

—

Bearing Reproach—Bearing Praise—Seeking out Sinners—Sorrow over
Sinners—Consoling the Sorrowful—Rebuke—Silence—Disappointment

—

Compassion—Refusing those who suppose Godliness to be Gain—Peace-
giving—Poverty— Opportunities of Speech—With Christ or Without

—

Watchfulness—In what to Glory—The Salt which has lost its Savour
—Hard Cases—Weariness— Falling Back—Consideration for Others

—

Love of Pre-eminence—The Cross my Strength—The Will of God—The
Fruit of Humiliation—The Praise of the World the Condemnation of God
—Jesus rejoicmg—Work while it is Day—Meeting again—The Reward.
Further Prayers suitable to the Clergy—Prayer for the Flock—A General
Prayer—Celebration of the Holy Eucharist—Preaching—Visitation.

The ViTgin's Lamp : Prayers and Devout
Exercises for English Sisters. By the Rev. J. M. Neale,
D.D., late Warden of Sackville College, East Grinsted.

Small 8vo. y. 6d.

cMaterloo ^place, iLcintion
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The Guide of Life : a Manual of
Prayers for Women ; with the Office of the Holy Communion,

and Devotions. By C. E. Skinner. Edited by the Rev. John
Hewett, M. a., Vicar of Babbacombe, Devon. Crown i6mo.

2s. 6d.

Clergymen -will be glad to know of tended.'^—Church Quarterly Re-
this little manual as one which they view.
may most safely put into the hands of " A very excellent manualfor single
intelligent luonten of tfie better class of young wotnett. The prayers are
those wJw have to work for their marked with a strong coDnnon-sense
living. It is very complete in its tone which is especially commendable.

'

scope, and it is not only a manual of —Church Times.
devotions, but is really what it is en- " Well-selected prayers and hymns
titled, 'a Guide ofL ife,' and is evidently for all estates andconditions ofwoman-
the work ofone who thoroughly under- kifid. It is earnest, devout, and
stands the needs and the trials of the withal, sober and loyal in its tone."-^
important class for which it is in- John Bull.

Sickness; its Trials and Blessings.
Fine Edition. Small 8vo. 3^. (>d. Cheap Edition, \s. 6d. ;

or in paper cover, is.

Help and Comfort for the Sick Poor.
By the same Author. New Edition. Small 8vo. is.

Prayers for the Sick and Dying. By
the same Author. Fourth Edition. Small 8vo. is. 6d.

From Morning to Evenmg : a Book for

Invalids. From the French of M. I'Abbe Henri Perreyve.

Translated and adapted by an Associate of the Sisterhood of

S. John Baptist, Clewer. New Edition. Crown 8vo. ^s.

Vita et Doctrina Jesu Christi; or.
Meditations on the Life of our Lord. By Avancini. In the

Original Latin. Adapted to the use of the Church of England

by a Clergyman. i8mo. 2s. 6d.

anti at ©xfortJ anlJ €^ambtilige
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The Mysteries of Mount Calvary.
Translated from the Latin of Antonio de Guevara. Edited by

the Rev. Orby Shipley, M.A. Square crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

Counsels on Holiness of Life. Trans-
lated from the Spanish of "The Sinner's Guide" by Luis de

Granada. Edited by the Rev, Orby SHIPLEY, M.A, Square

crown 8vo. ^s.

Preparation for Death. Translated from
the Italian of Alfonso, Bishop of S. Agatha. Edited by the

Rev. Orby Shipley, M.A. Square crown 8vo, 5^.

ExaroinationofConscienceupon Special
Subjects. Translated and abridged from the French of Tron-

son. Edited by the Rev. Orby Shipley, M.A. Square

crown Svo, 5^,

Christian Watchfulness, in the Pros-
pect of Sickness, Mourning, and Death, By John James,

D.D., sometime Canon of Peterborough. New Edition.

i2mo. 3^.



4. IPansl) moth.

The Book of Churcli Law. Being an
Exposition of the Legal Rights and Duties of the Clergy and

Laity of the Church of England. By the Rev. John Henry
Blunt, M.A., F.S.A. Revised by Walter G. F. Philli-

MORE, D.C.L., Barrister-at-Law, and Chancellor of the Diocese

of Lincoln. Second Edition, revised. Crown 8vo. Js. 6d.

CONTENTS.
BOOK I.

—

The Church and its Laws.—The Constitutional Status of the

Church of England—The Law of the Church of England—The Administra-
tion of Church Law.

BOOK IL

—

The Ministrations of the Church.—Holy Baptism—Confirma-
tion—The Holy Communion—Divine Service in General—Holy Matrimony
—The Churching of Women—The Visitation of the Sick—The Practice of

Confession—The Burial of the Dead.

BOOK III.—The Parochial Clergy.—Holy Orders—Licensed Curates—The
Cure of Souls.

BOOK IV.—Parochial Lav Officers.—Churchwardens—Church Trustees

—

Parish Clerks, Sextons and Beadles—Vestries.

BOOK V.

—

Churches and Churchyards.—The Acquisition of Churches and
Churchyards as Ecclesiastical Property—Churches and Ecclesiastical Persons
—Churches and Secular Persons.

BOOK VI.—The Endowments of the Parochial Clergy.—Incomes-
Parsonage Houses—The Sequestration of Benefices.

APPENDIX.—The Canons of 1603 and 1865—The Church Discipline Act of 1840
—The Benefices Resignation Act of 1871—The Ecclesiastical Dilapidations
Act of 1871—The Sequestration Act of 1871—The Public Worship Regula-
tion Act of 1874—Index.

'
' IVe have tested this work on various

points ofa crucial character, and have
found it very accurate and full in its

information. It embodies tJte results

of the most recent Acts of the Legis-
lature on tJie clerical profession ana
the rights of the laity."—Standard.

Already in our leading columns
we have directed attention to Messrs.
BluntandPhillimore's ' Book ofChurch
Law,^ as an excellent manual for
ordinary tise. It is a book which should

stand on every clergyman's shelves

readyfor use whe^i any legal matter
arises about which its possessor is in
doubt. . . . It is to be hoped that
the authorities at otir Theological
Colleges sufficiently recognize the value
ofa little legal kjwivledge on the part
of the clergy to recominend this book to

their sttidents. It would serve admir-
ably as the text-book for a set of lec

tures."—Church Times.

anti at (BxUxti atitJ d^mhtitiQz
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Flowers and Festivals; or, Directions
for the Floral Decoration of Churches. By W. A Barrett,

Mus. Bac, Oxon., of St. Paul's Cathedral. With Coloured

Illustrations. Second Edition. Square crown 8vo. 5^.

The Chorister's Guide. By W. A. Bar-
RETT, Mus. Bac, Oxon., of St. Paul's Cathedral. Second

Edition. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

". . . One ofthe most useful books admirable conciseness, and an equally
of instructionsfor choristers—a7id,'we observable completeness, all that is

may add, choral singers generally— necessary a chorister should be taught
that has ever emanated from the out ofa book, and a great deal calcu-
musical press. , . . Mr. Barretfs lated to have a value as bearing in-
teaching is not only conveyed to his directly upon his actual practice in
readers zvith the consciousness ofbeing singing."—M.V'^.iCAi. Standard.
master of his subject, but he employs " We can highly recommend the
words terse and clear, so that his Present able manual."— 'KTiVCArionhi.
meafiing may be promptly caught by Times.
the neophyte. , .

."—Athenaeum. "A very useful manual, not only for
"A nicely graduated, clear, and choristers, or rather those who may

excellent introduction to the duties of aim at becoming choristers, but for
a chorister."—Standard. otlters, who wish to enter upon the
"It seems clear and precise enough study ofmusic."— Rock.

to serve its end."—Examiner. " The work will befound ofsingular
" A useful manualfor giving boys utility by those who have to instruct

such a practical and technical know- choirs."—Church Times.
ledge ofmusic as shall enable them to "A most grateful contribution to

sing both with cofifidence and preci- tJte agencies for improvifig our Ser-
sion."—Church Herald. vices. It is characterised by all that

'

' In this little volume we have a clearness in combination with concise-

manual long calledfor by the require- ness ofstyle which has made ' Flowers
ments ofchtirch music. In a series of and Festivals ' so universally ad-
thirty-two lessons it gives, with an mired."—Toronto Herald.

Priest and Parish. By the Rev. Harry
Jones, M.A., Rector of St. George's-in-the-East, London.

Square crown 8vo. 6j. dd.

H'otes on Church Organs : their Position

and the Materials used in their Construction. By C. K. K.

Bishop. With Illustrations. Small 4to. 6j.

Materloo l^lace, ILontion
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Stones of the Temple; or, Lessons
from the Fabric and Furniture of the Church. By Walter
Field, M.A., F.S.A., late Vicar of Godmersham. "With

numerous Illustrations, New Edition. Crown 8vo. 7j. 6d.

''Any one ivho wishesfor simple in-

formation on the subjects of Church
architecture and furniture, cannot do
better thati consult ' Stones of the
Temple.'' Mr. Field modestly dis-

claims any intention of supplanting
the existing regular treatises, but his

book shozus an amount ofresearch, and
a kno7vledge of ivhat he is talkin^z

about, which make it practically use-

ful as well as pleasant. The woodcuts
are numero2ts, and some of them very
pretty."—GR.\pyiic.

' 'A very charming book, by the Rev.
Walter Field, wJw was for years
Secretary ofone of the leading Church
Societies. Mr. Field has a loving re-

verence for the beauty of the domus
mansionalis Dei, as tJie old law books
called the Parish Church
Thoroughly sound in Church feeling,
Mr. Field has chosen the medium of a
tale to embody real iticidents illustra-

tive of the vaT-ious portions of his sub-

ject. TJtere is no attempt at elabora-
tion of the narrative, which, indeed,

is rather a string of anecdotes than a
story, but each chapter bri7igs home to

the mind its cnvn lesson, afid each is

illustrated with some very interesting
engravings. . . . The work will
properly command a hearty reception

from Churchmen. The foot?iotes are
occasionally most valuable, and are
always pertinent, and the text is sure
to be popular with young folks for
Sunday reading."—Standard.

''Mr. Field!s chapters on brasses,

chancel screens, crosses, encaustic tiles,

mural paintings, porches and pave-
ments, are agreeably written, and
people with a ticrn for Ritualism will
no doubt find the7n edifying. The
ilbistrations of Church architecture
and Church ornaments are very at-

tractive."— V h-LX. Mall Gazette.
Stones of the Temple' is a grave

book, tJie result of ajittquarian, or
rather ecclesiological, tastes and of
devotio7ial feelings. We can recom-
mend it to young people of both sexes,

and it will not disappoi^it tJie most
learfted among t/tem. . . . Mr.
Field has brotight togetlier, from well-
known autJiorities, a considerable mass
of arcJuBological information, which
will interest tJie readers he especially
addresses.

"

—Athen^um .

" Very appropriate as a Christmas
present, is an elega^it and instrztctive

book. . . . A fulland clear acco7int of
the meaning atid history of the several
parts of thefabric and of tJi£f7ir7iiture

of th^ Church. It is illustrated with
a 7tui7iber ofcarefilly draw7i pict7tres,

so77ieti77ies ofe7itire churches, so77ietimes

of remarkable 77io7iu77ie7its, wi7idows, or
wallpainti7igs. We viay add that the

style ofthe C077ime7itary, which iscast in

thefon7i ofa dialogue betwee7i a parson
a7id so7)ie of hisparishio7iers, a7td hangs
together by a slight thread of story, is

qiiiet and sensible, a7idfree froi7t exag-
geration or intolerance."—Guardian.

A Handy Book on the Ecclesiastical
Dilapidations Act, 1871. With the Amendment Act, 1872.

By Edward G. Bruton, F.R.I.B.A., Diocesan Surveyor,

Oxford. With Analytical Index and Precedent Forms. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo. 5^.

antj at ©ifarli antJ Cambrilige
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The Bishopric of Souls. By Robert
Wilson Evans, B.D., late Vicar of Heversham and Arch-

deacon of Westmoreland. With an Introductory Memoir by

Edward Bickersteth, D.D., Dean of Lichfield. With
Portrait. Fifth Edition. Small 8vo. 5^. 6d.

Twenty-One Years in S. George's
Mission. An account of its Origin, Progress, and Work of

Charity. With an Appendix. By C. F. Lowder, M.A.,

Vicar of S. Peter's, London Docks. Crown 8vo. 65.

Directorium Pastorale. The Principles
and Practice of Pastoral Work in the Church of England. By
the Rev. John Henry Blunt, M.A., F.S.A., Editor of ** The
Annotated Book of Common Prayer," &c. &c. New Edition,

revised. Crown 8vo. ys. 6d.

" This is the third edition of a work chial clergy is proved by the acceptance
which has become deservedly poptdar it has already received at their hands,
as the best extant exposition of the and 710 faithful parish priest, who is

principles andpractice of the pastoral working in real earnestfor the exten-
work in the Church of Eiigland. Its sion of spiritual instruction amongst
hints and suggestions are based on all classes of his flock, will rise from
practical experience, and it isfurther the perusal ofits Pages without having
recommejided by the majority of our obtained some valuable hints as to the

Bishops at the orditiation ofpriests and bestmodeofbringifighomeour Church's
deacons."—Standard. system to the hearts of his people.''—

" Its practical usefulness to the paro- National Church.

Ars Pastoria. By Frank Parnell, M.A.,
Rector of Oxtead, near Godstone. Second Edition. Small

Svo. 2S.

Instructions for the Use of Candidates
for Holy Orders, and of the Parochial Clergy ; with Acts of

Parliament relating to the same, and Forms proposed to be

used. By Christopher Hodgson, M.A., Secretary to the

Governors of Queen Anne's Bounty. Ninth Edition. Svo.

ids.
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The Church Builder : a Quarterly Journal
of Church Extension in England and Wales. Published in

connexion with "The Incorporated Church Building Society."

14 Annual Volumes. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo. is. 6d.

New Series. Enlarged. Volumes for 1876, 1877, 1878, and

1879. 31. each.

List of Charities, General and Diocesan,
for the Relief of the Clergy, their Widows and Families. New
Edition. Small 8vo. 3^-.
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The Holy Catholic Church ; its Divme
Ideal, Ministry, and Institutions. A short Treatise. With a

Catechism on each Chapter, forming a Course of Methodical

Instruction on the subject. By Edward Meyrick Goulburn,
D.D., Dean of Norwich. Second Edition. Crown 8vo.

6s, ed.

CONTENTS.
What the Church is, and when and how it was founded—Duty of the Church

towards those who hold to the Apostles' doctrine, in separation from the
Apostles' fellowship—The Unity of the Church, and its Disruption—The
Survey of Zion's towers, bulwarks, and palaces—The Institution of the
Ministry, and its relation to the Church—The Holy Eucharist at its suc-
cessive stages—On the powers of the Church in Council—The Church
presenting, exhibiting, and defending the Truth—The Church guiding into

and illustrating the Truth—On the Prayer-Book as a Commentary on the
Bible—Index.

"Dr. Goulburn has con/erred a great "Must prove highly useficl, not
boon on the Church of England by the only to young persons, but to the
treatise before us, which vindicates her very large class, both Churchmen and
claim as a branch of tJie Catholic Dissenters, who are paitfully igjiorant
Church on the allegiance of her chil- of what the Catholic Church really is,

dren, setting forth as he does, with and ofthe peculiar andfixedcharacter
singular precision and power, tfie ofher institutions.'"—Rock.
grounds of her title-deeds, and tJie " The catechetical questions and
Christian character ofher doctrine and answers at the end ofeach chapter will
discipline."—Standard. be useful both for teachers and learners,

"His present book would have been and the side-notes at the head of the
usedfor an educational book even ifhe paragraphs are very handy."—Church
had not invited 7ne7t to make that use Times.
of it by appending a catechism to each " It contains a great deal of instruc-
particular chapter, and thtfsfounding live matter, especially in the catechisms
a course ofmethodical instrtiction upon —or, as they might be called,.dialogues
his text. We have not yet come across —atul is instinct with a spirit at once
any better bookforgiving to Dissenters temperate and uncompromising. It is

or to such inquirers as holdfast to Holy a good book for all w/io wish to under-
Scripture. It is, we 7ieed scarcely say, staTid, neither blindly asserting it nor
steeped in Scripturalness, and full of being half ashamed of it, tJie position
bright and suggestive interpretations of of a loyal member of the English
particular texts."—English Church- C^«r<rA."—Guardian.
MAN.

TOaterlo0 Place, l^ontjon
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Dictionary of Sects, Heresies, Ecclesias-
tical Parties and Schools of Religious Thought. By Various

Writers. Edited by the Rev. John Henry Blunt, M.A.,

F.S.A., Editor of the "Dictionary of Doctrinal and Historical

Theology," the "Annotated Book of Common Prayer," Sec.

Sec. Imperial 8vo. 36^. ; or in half-morocco, 48/.

" li^e douii net thai th£ Dictionary
will proz'e a use/iu -work of refer-

ence : and it may claim to give in

reasonabU compass a mass of infor-

mation respecting many religions

schools knowledge of which could pre-
viously only be enquired from amid a
host of literature. The articles are
Turitten with great fairness, and in
many cases display careful scholarly
work.

"

—Athen^elm.
"A very comprehensive and hold

undertaking, and is certainly executed
with a sufficient amount of ability

and knowledge to entitle the book to

rank very high in point of utility."—
Guardian.
" That this is a work of some learn-

ing and research is a fact wl'Jch

soon becomes obvious to the reader."—
Spectator.

"A whole library is condensed into
this admirable volume. A II autlwrities
are named, and an invaluable index
is supplied."— Notes and Queries.

" ly'e haz-e tested it rigidly, and in
almost every itistafue we Jiave been
satisfied with the account given wider
the 7tame of sects, heresy, or ecclesi-

asticalparty."—}ovi^ Bull.
is the fullest and tnost trust

worthy book of the kifid that we
possess. Tlie quantity of information
it presents in a convenient and access-

ible form is enormous, and Jiaz'ing

once appeared, it becomes ittdispensable

to t'le theological student."—Church
Times.
"// has considerable value as a

copious work of reference, Tnore espe-
cially since a list of authorities is in
most cases supplied"—Examiner.

The Doctiine of the Ohui^ch ofEngland,
as stated in Ecclesiastical Documents set forth by Authority

of Church and State, in the Reformation Period between 1536

and 1662. Edited by the Rev. John Henry Blunt, M.A.,

F.S.A., Editor of the " Dictionary of Doctrinal and Historical

Theology," the "Annotated Book of Common Prayer," &c.

&c. 8vo. *]s. 6d.

The Orthodox Doctilne of the Chui^ch
of England explained in a Commentar}- on the Thirty-Xine

Articles. By the Rev. T. I. Ball. With an Introduc-

tion by the Rev. W. J. E. Bennett, M.A., Vicar of Frome-

Selwood. Cro'wn 8vo. ^s. 6d.

antj at ©xfiDttJ ant) €amttnl3se
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Dictionary of Doctrinal and Historical
Theology. By Various Writers. Edited by the Rev. John
Henry Blunt, M.A., F.S.A., Editor of the "Annotated
Book of Common Prayer," &c. &c. Second Edition, Im-

perial 8vo. 42J-. ; or in half-morocco, ^2s. 6d.

" We kiioiv no book of its size and it is not meatit that all tJie$e remarks
hulk which supplies the i7iformation apply in their full extent to every
here given at all; far less which article. In a great Dictionary there
supplies it in an arrangement so ac- are compositions, as in a great house
cessible, with a completeness of infor- there are vessels, of various kiyids.

mation so thorough, andwith an ability Some of these at afuture day may be

in the treatmetit ofprofoufid subjects replaced by others more substantial in

so great. Dr. Hook's most useful vol- their build, morefrroportienate in thetr
ume is a work ofhigh calibre, but it is o^itline, and more elaborate in their
the work of a single mitid. We have detail. But adtnitting all this, the
here a wider range of tlioughtfrotn a whole remains a home to which the
greater variety of sides. We have student will constantly recur, sure to

here also the work ofmen who evidently find spacious chambers, substantial
krunv what they write about, a7id are furniture, and {which is most impor-
somewhat more profound {to say the tant^no stinted light."—Church Re-
least) than the writers of the current view.
Dictiofiaries ofSects and Heresies."— " Within the sphere it has maiked
Guardian. out for itself, no equally useful book

" Thus it will be obvious that it of reference exists in English for the

takes a very much wider range than elucidation of theological problems,
any undertaking of the same kind in . . . Entries which display much
our language i and that to those ofour care, research, and jjidgtnent in com-
clergy who have not the fortune to pilation, and which will make the task
spend in books, a7id wo7ild not have oftJie parish priest who is broughtfcue
the leisure to use them ifthey possessed toface with any of the practical gues-
tfiem, it will be tlie most serviceable tions which tliey involvefar easier than
a7id reliable substitute for a large lib- has been hitherto. The veryfact that
rary we ca7i thi7ik of. A7id i7i ma7ty tlie uttera7ices are here a7id tltere some-
cases, while keeping strictly within its what more guarded and hesitating
proviTtce as a Dictio7iary, it contrives than quite accords with ourjudgment,
to be m^rvellojisly suggestive ofthought is a gai7i in so far as itprotects the
andreflectio7is,7uhich a serio7is-7ni7ided work froi^i the charge of i7tculcating

man will take with hii7i and p07ider extreme views, a7id will thus secure
overfor his ow7t. elaboratio7i a7idfut7ire its admission in many places where
use. We trust most si7icerely tJiat the moderation is accoimted the crowning
book may be largely used. For apre- grace.'"—Church Times.
se7ittoaClergy77ianonhisordi7iatio7i,or "Itwillbefo7md of admirable ser-
fro77iaparishionertohispastor,itwo7dd vice to all st7idents of theology, as
be most appropriate. It may iTtdeed adva7icing and maifitaining the
be called ' a box of tools for a work- Ch'urcKs views ofi all subjects as
ing clergyman."'—Literary Church- fall within the range offairarg7iment
MAN. a7id inq7(iry. It is not ofte7i that a

Seldom has a7i English work of work of so compreJie7isive a7id so pro-
equal 7>iagnitude been so permeated fou7td a nature is marked to the veiy
with Catholic i7isti7icts, a7id at the e7id by so tnany sig7is ofwide and care-
same time seldom has a work 07i theo- ful research, sound criticism, andwell-
logy been kept so free from the drift fo7inded and well-exPressed belief."—

of rheto7dcal incrustation. Of course. Standard.
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An Eirenicon of the Eighteenth Cen-
tury. Proposal for Catholic Communion. By a Minister of

the Church of England. Edited by Henry Nutcombe Oxen-
ham, M.A. New Edition. With Introduction, Appendices,

and Notes. 8vo. los. 6(/.

"//is especial tnerit is that of put-
ting it in aJorm stifficiently sijuple ajid

telling to come home to the imdcrstand-
ings of all fairly educated persons,
however unversed in the technicalities

of controz'ersial divinity."—Church
Quarterly Review.

" Mr. Oxenham has disinterred,

and here presents to tJie public, an
historical curiosity. . . . To this

treatise h^ has prefixed a highly-in-

terestingsketch of the various attempts

which have been made from time to

time to re-establish communion between
the Churcfies"—\A-x^vi\TCi Church-
man.

^' All interested in Reunion will
welcome the reprint of an important
book on this great subject. . . . It
certainly is the most important contri-

butioti to the Reunion inovement since

the celebrated ' Essays' and deserves
to be tead and preserved by all peace-
makers.

"—Reunion' Magaz i xe .

Apostolical Succession in the Church
of England. By the Rev. Arthur W. Haddan, B.D., late

Rector of Barton-on-the-Heath. New Edition. 8vo. I2s.

" Thoroughly well ivriiten, clear

andforcible in style, and fair in tofte.

It cannot but remier valuable service

in placing the claims of tJie Church ifi

their trnte light before the English
public."—GvA-RniAU.
"Among tlie many standard tJieo-

logical works devoted to this important
SJibject Mr. Haddan's will hold a high
place. "

—

Standard.
'

' We sfwuld be glad to see the volume
widely circulated andgenerally read."
—John Bull.

" A weighty and valuable treatise.

the minds of Church people. . . .

We hope that our extracts will lead
our readers to study Mr. Haddanfor
themselves. "

—

Literary Churchman.
" This is not only a very able afid

carefully writtefi treatise upon the doc-
trine of Apostolical Succession, but it

is also a cr Im yet noble vindication oj
the validi.y of the A nglican Orders

:

itwellsustaitts the brilliant reputation
which Mr. Haddan left behind hisn at
Oxford, and it su/>ple7nents his other
profoundhistoricalresearches in ecclesi-

astical matters. This book willremain
and we Iwpe that the study ofits sound for a long time the classic work upon
and well-reasonedpages will do much English C'r^^rj."—Church Review.
to fix the importance, and tJie full "A very temperate and well-rea-

meaning oftJie doctrine in question, in soned hook."—Westminster Review.

The Civil Power in its Eelations to the
Church ; considered with Special Reference to the Court of

Final Ecclesiastical Appeal in England. By the Rev. James
Wayland Joyce, M.A., Prebendary of Hereford, and

Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Hereford. 8vo. loj. 6d.

anti at ©iforti antJ Cambritige
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The Theory of Development. A Criti-
cism of Dr. Newman's Essay on the Development of Christian

Doctrine, reprinted from "The Christian Remembrancer,"

January 1847. By J. B. Mozley, D.D,, late Canon of Christ

Church, and Regius Professor of Divinity in the University of

Oxford. Crown 8vo. 5-^'

Miscellanies, Literary and Eeligions.
By Chr. Wordsworth, D.D., Bishop of Lincoln. 3 Vols.

8vo. 36^.

The Holy Angels : Their Nature and
Employments, as recorded in the Word of God. Small 8vo.

6s.

The Principal Ecclesiastical Judg-
ments delivered in the Court of Arches, 1867- 1875. By the

Right Hon. Sir Robert Phillimore, D.C.L. 8vo. 12s.

Oar Mother Church: being Simple Talk
on High Topics. By Anne Mercier. New Edition.

Small 8vo. 3J. 6d.

" We have rarely come across a as we could do in a longer notice
hook dealing with an old subject in a than we can spare the volume. No
healthier and, as far as may be, more one can fail to comprehend the beauti-
original manner, ivhile yet thoroughly fully simple, devout, and approprriate
practical. It is intended for and language in which Mrs. Mercier em-
admirably adapted to the use of bodies what she has to say; and for
girls. Thoroughly reverent in its the facts with which she deals she has
tone, and bearing in every page taken good care to have their accuracy
marks of learned research, it is yet assured."—Standard.
easy of comprehension, and explains " The plan of this pleasant-looking
ecclesiastical terms with the accuracy hook is excellent. It is a kind ofMrs.
ofa lexicon without the accompanying Markham on the Church ofEngland,
dulness. It is to he hoped that the written especially for girls, and we
book will attain to the large circula- shall not be surprised tofind it become
tion itjustly merits."—John Bull. a favourite in schools. It is really a

^' We have never seen a book for ccnversationalhand-book to the English
girls of its class which commends Church's history, doctrine, and rittial,

itself to us more particularly. The compiledby a very diligent readerfrom
author calls her work ' simple talk on some of the best modem A nglican
great subjects,' and calls it by a name sources."—'English Churchman.
thai describes it almost as completely

?12aat£rl00 place, iL0nl»0n
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After Death. An Examination of Primi-
tive Times respecting the State of the Faithful Dead, and their

Relationship to the Living. In Two Parts. By Herbert
Mortimer Luckock, D.D., Canon of Ely, Principal of the

Theological College, Examining Chaplain to the Bishop, and
sometime Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge. Ciown 8vo. 6^".

coyTEXTS.
Part l.—TIu State of tlie Faithful Dead and the Good Offices of the Living

in their Behalf: Vincenlian Cauon—Value of the Testimony of the

Primitive Fathers—The Intermediate State—Change in the Intermediate
State—Prayers for the Dead : Reasons for our Lord's Silence on the

Subject—Testimony of Holy Scripture—Testimony of the Catacombs

—

Testimony of the Early Fathers—Testimony of the Primitive Liturgies

—

Prayers for the Pardon of Sins of Infirmity and the Effacement of Sinful

Stains—Inefficac}^ of Prayer for those who died in wilful unrepented Sin.

Part \\.— Tlie Good Offices of the Faithful Dead in Behalf of tJie Living:
Primitive Testimony to the Intercession of the Saint— Primitive Testi-

mony to the Invocation of the Saints—Trustworthiness of the Patristic

Evidence for Invocation tested—^The Primitive Liturgies and the Roman
Catacombs—Patristic Opinion on the extent of the Knowledge possessed
by the Saints—Testimony of Holy Scripture upon the same Subject

—

Beatific Vision not yet attained by any of the Saints—Conclusions drawn
from the foregoing Testimony.

Out of the Body. A Scriptural Inquiry.
By the Rev. James S. Pollock, M.A., Incumbent of S.

Alban's, Birmingham. Crown 8vo. 5-r.

CONTENTS.
Introduction—Scope of the Inquiry—The Presentiment—The Anticipation—The

Departure—The Life of the Body—The Life of the Spirit—Dream-Life- -
The Spirit-World—Spirit-Groups—Helping one another—Limits of Com-
munication—Spiritual Manifestations.

Prophecies and the Prophetic Spirit
in the Christian Era : an Historical Essay. By John J.
Ign. Von Dollinger, D.D., D.C.L. Translated, with
Introduction, Notes, and Appendices, by the Rev. Alfred
Plummer, M.A., Master of University College, Durham,
late Fellow of Trinity CoUege, Oxford. 8vo. \os. 6d.

Lectures on the Eeunion of the
Churches. By John J. Ign. Von Dollinger, D.D., D.C.L.
Authorized Translation, with Preface by Henry Nutcombe
Oxenham, M.A., late Scholar of Balliol College, Oxford.
Crown 8vo. 5^.
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Eight Lectures on the Miracles
;
being

the Bampton Lectures for 1865. By J. B. Mozley, D.D.,

late Canon of Christ Church, and Regius Professor of Divinity

Oxford. Fourth Edition, Crown 8vo. 7j. 6d.

There is great brightness a^tdbeatity are an example, and a very fine one,

tn many of the images hi which the ofa mode of theological writing which
author condettses the issttes of his is characteristic of the Church of Erig-

argtiments. And many passages are land, and almost peculiar to it. The
marked by that peculiar kind of elo- distinguishing features, a combination
quence which comes with the force of of intense serio7isness with a self-re-

close and vigorous thinking ; passages strained., severe calmness, and of very
which slime-like steal through their vigorous and wide-ranging reasoning
very temfer, and which are instinct ofi the realities of the case

with a controlled energy, that melts Mr. Mozley's book belongs to that class

away all ruggediiess of langtiage. of writings of which Butler may be

There ca7t he no question that, in tfie taken as the type. It is strong, genuine
deeper qualities ofa scientific tfieology, argume^it about difficult matters,fairly
the book is thoroughly worthy of tfie facing what is difficult, fairly trying
highest reputatioft which had been to grapple, not with what appears the

gained by Mr. Mozley's previous writ- gist aitd stro7igpoint of a question, bitt

ings.'^—Contemporary Review. with what really and at bottom is the
" Mr. Mozley's Bamptofi Lectures knot of it."—Times.

The Happiness of the Blessed con-
sidered as to the Particulars of their State : their Recognition

of each other in that State : and its Differences of Degrees.

To which are added Musings on the Church and her Services.

By Richard Mant, D.D,, sometime Lord Bishop of Down
and Connor. New Edition. Small 8vo. 3^. ^d.

"A welcome republication ofa trea- "All recognise the authority of the
tise once highly valued, and which can comma^id to set the affections on things
never lose its value. Many of our above, and such works as the one now
readers already know the fulness and before us will befound helpful towards
discrimination with which the author this good etid. We are, therefore, sin-

treats his S7(bject, which must be one of cerely glad that Messrs. Rivington
the most delightful topics ofmeditatio7i have brought out a new edition oj
to all whose Jiearts are where the only Bishop Mant's valuable treatise."—
true treasure is, and particularly to Record.
those who are entering tipon the even-
ing of life.'^—Church Review.

St. John Ohrysostom's Liturgy. Trans-
lated by H. C. Romanoff, Author of "Sketches of the Rites

and Customs of the Greco-Russian Church," &c. With Illus-

trations. Square crown 8vo. 4^. 6d.

Waterkro place, ILonbDn
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Dogmatic Faith : an Inquiry into the
Relation subsisting between Revelation and Dogma. Being

the Bampton Lectures for 1867. By Edward Garbett,

M.A., Incumbent of Christ Church, Surbiton. New Edition.

Crown 8vo. $s.

Thirty-two Tears of the Church of
England, 1842-1875 : The Charges of Archdeacon Sinclair.

Edited byWilliam Sinclair, M. A., Prebendary of Chichester,

Rector of Pulborough, late Vicar of S . George's, Leeds. With

a Preface by Archibald Campbell Tait, D.D., Archbishop

of Canterbury, and a Historical Introduction by Robert
Charles Jenkins, M. A., Hon. Canon of Canterbury, Rector

and Vicar of Lyminge. 8vo. 12s. 6d.

The Thirty-nine Articles of the Church
of England explained in a Series of Lectures. By the Rev.

R. W. Jelf, D.D., late Canon of Christ Church, Oxford, and

sometime Principal of King's College, London. Edited by

the Rev. J. R. King, M.A., Vicar of St. Peter's-in-the-East,

Oxford, and formerly Fellow and Tutor of Merton College.

8vo. 15J.

Letters from Eome on the Council.
By Quirinus. Reprinted from the "Allgemeine Zeitung."

Authorized Translation. Crown Svo. 12s.

The Pope and the Council. By Janus.
Authorized Translation from the German, Fourth Edition.

Crown 8vo. 7^. ()d.
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Sermons Preached before the Univer-
sity of Oxford. (Second Series, 1868- 1 879.) By Henry Parry
LiDDON, D.D., D.C.L., Canon of St. Paul's, and Ireland

Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford. Crown
8vo. 5s.

CONTENTS.
Prejudice and Experience—Humility and Truth—Import of Faith in a Creator—Worth of Faith in a Life to Come—Influences of the Holy Spirit-

Growth in the Apprehension of Truth—The Life of Faith and the
Athanasian Creed—Christ's Service and Public Opinion—Christ in the
Storm—Sacerdotalism—The Prophecy of the Magnificat—The Fall of
Jericho—The Courage of Faith—The Curse on Meroz—The Gospel and
the Poor—Christ and Human Law.

Sermons Preached before the Univer-
sity of Oxford. (First Series, 1859-1868.) By Henry Parry
LiDDON, D.D., D.C.L., Canon of St. Paul's, and Ireland

Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford. Sixth

Edition. Crown Svo. $s.

CONTENTS.
God and the Soul—The Law of Progress—The Honour of Humanity—The

Freedom of the Spirit—Immortality—Humility and Action—The Conflict
of Faith with undue Exaltation of Intellect—Lessons of the Holy Manger
—The Divine Victim—The Risen Life—Our Lord's Ascension, the
Church's Gain-Faith in a Holy Ghost—The Divine Indwelling a motive
to Holiness.

Some Elements of Eeligion. Lent
Lectures. By Henry Parry Liddon, D.D., D.C.L., Canon

of St. Paul's, and Ireland Professor of Exegesis in the Univer-

sity of Oxford. Second Edition. Crown Svo. 5^.

CONTENTS.
The Idea of Religion—God, the Object of Religion—The Subject of Religion,

the Soul—The Obstacle to Religion, Sin—Prayer, the Characteristic

action of Religion—The Mediator, the Guarantee of Religious Life,
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The Divinity of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ. Being the Bampton Lectures for 1866.

By Henry Parry Liddon, D.D., D.C.L., Canon of St.

Paul's, and Ireland Professor of Exegesis in the University of

Oxford. Eighth Edition. Crown 8vo. ^s.

Ohnrch Doctrine and Spiritual Life.
Sermons preached in the Chapel of Lincoln's Inn. By F. C.

Cook, M.A., Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen, Canon of

Exeter, Preacher to the Honourable Society of Lincoln's Inn.

Crown Svo. "js. 6d.

CONTENTS.
The Law given by Moses—Grace and Tnith in Jesus Christ—Baptismal Fire

—

Baptism in One Body—Hidden Life—The Manifested Life—Sabbatic
Rest—The Dignity of Prayer—The Efficacy of Prayer—Unity of the
Church—Christ Draweth all Men—Spiritual Resurrection—The Past
Required—The Intermediate State—Ministering Spirits—The Holy Spirit
as Reprover—The Holy Trinity—Testimony of the Church in the
Athanasian Creed—First Meeting of St. Peter and St. Paul at Jerusalem
—Clement of Rome, Witness to the Faith of the Early Church—Justin
Martyr, Witness to the Power of Life in the Early Church—Justin IMartyr,
Witness to the Gospels and to Eucharistic Worship—Justin Martyr, Witness
to Eucharistic Doctrine—St. Athanasius, Witness to the Permanency of
Eucharistic Doctrine—Hilary of Poictiers, Witness to the Unity of Doc-
trine and of Spiritual Life in the Early Church.

Pleadings for Christ. Being Sermons,
Doctrinal and Practical, preached in St. Andrew's Church,

Liverpool. By William Lefroy, M. A. , Incumbent. Crown

Svo. 6^.

Warnings of the Holy Week, &c. Being
a Course of Parochial Lectures for the Week before Easter

and the Easter Festivals. By the Rev. W. Adams, M.A.,

Author of "Sacred Allegories," &c. Seventh Edition.

Small Svo. 4^. 6^.

CONTENTS.
The Warning given at Bethany—The Warning of the Day of Excitement—The

Warning of the Day of Chastisement—The Warning of the Fig Tree—The
Wammg of Judas—The Warning of Pilate—The Warning of the Day of
Rest—The Signs of Our Lord's Presence—The Remedy for Anxious
Thoughts—Comfort under Despondency.
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Sermons on the Epistles and Gospels
for the Sundays and Holy Days throughout the Year. By the

Rev. Isaac Williams, B.D., Author of a " Devotional Com-
mentary on the Gospel Narrative." New Edition. 2 Vols.

Crown 8vo. 5^-. each. Sold separately.

CONTENTS OF VOL. I.

The King of Salem—The Scriptures bearing Witness—The Church bearing
Witness—The Spirit bearing Witness—The Adoption of Sons—Love
strong as Death—The Love which passeth Knowledge—Of such is the
Kingdom of Heaven—The Spirit of Adoption—The Old and the New
Man—The Day Star in the Heart—Obedience the best Sacrifice—The
Meekness and Gentleness of Christ — The Faith that overcometh the
World—Our Refuge in Public Troubles—Light and Safety in Love—
The Great Manifestation—Perseverance found in Humility— Bringing
forth Fruit with Patience—The most excellent Gift—The Call to Re-
j)entancc—The accepted Time—Perseverance in Prayer—The Unclean
Spirit returning—The Penitent refreshed—Our Life in the Knowledge
of God—The Mind of Christ—The Triumph of the Cross—The Man of
Sorrows—The Great Sacrifice—The Memorial of the Great Sacrifice—
The Fulfilment—Buried with Christ—The Power of Chnst risen—Walk-
ing in Newness of Life—Belief in the Resurrection of Christ—The Faith
that overcometh the World—Following the Lamb of God—A little while
—The Giver of all Good—Requisites of effectual Prayer—Ascending
\*ith Christ—The Days of Expectation—They shall walk with Me in
\VTiite—The Holy Spirit and Baptism—Let all Things be done in order.

CONTENTS OF VOL. IL

The Door opened in Heaven—Love the mark of God's Children—The Gospel a
Feast of Love—The Lost Sheep—Mercy the best preparation for Judg-
ment—The peaceable ordering of the World—Brotherly Love and the Life
in Christ—The Bread which God giveth—By their Fruits ye shall know
them—Looking forward, or Divine Covetousness—The Day of Visitation

—

The Prayer of the Penitent—Weakness of Faith—Love the fulfilling of the
Law—Thankfulness the Life of the Regenerate—My Beloved is Mine and
I am His—The Knowledge which is Life Eternal—The Sabbath of Christ
found in Meekness—Christ is on the Right Hand of God—The Forgive-
ness of Sins—Love and Joy in the Spirit—The Warfare and the Armour of
Saints—The Love of Christians—The Earthly and Heavenly Citizenship

—

Mutual Intercessions—Gleanings after Har\'est—Bringing unto Christ

—

Slowness in belie\ang—Grace not given in Vain—The Refiner's Fire—The
Lost Crown—Faith in the Incarnation—Value of an Inspired Gospel—The
severe and social Virtues—Go and do thou likewise—Joy at hearing the
Bridegroom's Voice—The Strength of God in Man':- Weakness—Hidden
with Christ in God—Do good, hoping for nothing again—The good ex-
change—War in Heaven—Healing and Peace—The Sacrament of Union

—

They which shall be accounted Worthy.
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Selection, adapted to the Seasons of
the Ecclesiastical Year, from the "Parochial and Plain Ser-

mons" of John Henry Newman, B.D., sonietime Vicar of

St. Mary's, Oxford. Edited by the Rev. W. J. Copeland,
B.D., Rector of Farnham, Essex. Crown 8vo. 5^.

CONTENTS.
.•—Self-denial the Test of Religious Earnestness—Divine Calls—The

Ventures of Faith—Watching. Christmas Day:—Religious Joy. Neiv
Year's Sunday:—The Lapse of Time. Epiphany:—Remembrance of
Past Mercies—Equanimity—The Immortality of the Soul—Christian

Manhood—Sincerity and Hypocrisy— Christian Sympathy. Septna-
gesinia:—Present Blessings. Se.xagesima :—Endurance the Christian's

Portion. Quinqtiagesifna:—Love the One Thing Needful. Le?it:—The
Individuality of the Soul—Life the Season of Repentance—Bodily Suffer-

ing—Tears of Christ at the Grave of Lazarus— Christ's Privations a
Meditation for Christians—The Cross of Christ the Measure of the World.
Good Friday

:

—The Crucifixion. Easter Day .'—Keeping Fast and
Festival. Easter-Tide

:

—Witnesses of the Resurrection—A Particular

Providence as Revealed in the Gospel—Christ Manifested in Remembrance
—The Invisible World—Waiting for Christ. Ascension :—Warfare the
Condition of Victory. Simday after Ascension

:

—Rising with Christ.

Whitsunday : — The Weapons of Saints. Trinity] Sunday :— The
Mysteriousness of our Present Being. Sundays after Triftity :—Holiness
Necessary for Future Blessedness—The Religious Use of Excited Feel-
ings—The Self-wise Inquirer—Scripture a Record of Human Sorrow

—

The Danger of Riches—Obedience without Love, as instanced in the
Character of Balaam—Moral Consequences of Single Sins—The Greatness
and Littleness of Human Life—Moral Effects of Communion with God

—

The Thought of God the Stay of the Soul—The Power of the Will—The
Gospel Palaces—Religion a Weariness to the Natural Man—The World
our Enemy—The Praise of Man—Religion Pleasant to the Religious-
Mental Prayer—Curiosity a Temptation to Sin—Miracles no Remedy for

Unbelief—Jeremiah : a Lesson for the Disappointed—The Shepherd of
our Souls—Doing Glory of God in Pursuits of the World.

' * The selection has been made with otcs ; and these sermons, composed in the
great jtidgmeni, and the vohime, vigotir of his years, are marked with
which is daintily pritited, has thus a the rarest grandejn and breadth of
very special value."—Church Times. thought, and can be read with profit
" The publishers of the present vol- and pleasure by all, the religions for

ume have gathered together iti a cheap theirprofoundpiety, and by the student
arid convenient form a series of Dr. oj Englishfor theirpurity of diction.

Newman's earliest sermons, preached —Morning Post.
before he entered the Latin Ch7irch. " Those who, like ourselves, have
These sermons are, ofcourse, masterly, long tised and valued the eight volumes
and, as they are not doctriyial, can be of Dr. Newman's Parochial Sermons,
read with profit andpleasure by those will be first to rejoice that a' Selection'
who belong to the past as well as to of about fifty sermons has been made,
the present creed of the learned doctor, and issued z« a handsome volume''
The selection consists, with few ex- —Literaky Churchman.
ceptions, of sermons for the most im- " Most of the stibjects treated of are
portant Church Festivals of the Year, practical, and it is not necessary to say
arid will be found admirably adapted how they are treated by such a master
for reading in the various seasons as as John Henry Newman. It is but
they pass. To praise the noble Ian- fair to add that the sclectiofi seems to

guage ofDr.Newman,an acknowledged keep steadily clearofmattersuggestive
master of English, would be superflu- ofpolemics."—Freeman's Journal.
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Parochial and Plain Sermons. By John
Henry Newman, B.D., formerly Vicar of St. Mary's, Oxford.
Edited by the Rev. W. J. Copeland, B.D., Rector of
Famham, Essex. New Edition. 8 Vols. Crown 8vo. 5^.

each. Sold separately.

CONTENTS OF VOL. I.

Holiness necessary for Future Blessedness— The Immortality of the Soul

—

Knowledge of God's Will without Obedience— Secret Truths—Self-denial
the Test of Religious Earnestness—The Spiritual Mind—Sins of Ignorance
and Weakness—God's Commandments not grievous—The Religious use
of exalted Feelings—Profession without Practice—Profession without
Hypocrisy—Profession without Ostentation—Promising without Doing

—

Religious Emotion—Religious Faith Rational—The Christian Mysteries

—

The Self-wise Inquirer—Obedience the Remedy for Religious Perplexity
—Times of Private Prayer—Forms of Private Prayer—The Resurrection
of the Body—^Witnesses of the Resurrection—Christian Reverence—The
Religion of the Day—Scripture a Record of Human Sorrow—Christian
Manhood.

CONTENTS OF VOL. 11.

The World's Benefactors—Faith without Sight—The Incarnation—Martyrdom
—Love of Relations and Friends—The Mind of Little Children—Cere-
monies of the Church—The Glory of the Christian Church—His Conver-
sion viewed in Reference to His Office—Secrecy and Suddenness of Divine
Visitations—Divine Decrees—The Reverence due to Her—Christ, a
Quickening Spirit—Saving Knowledge—Self-contemplation—Religious
Cowardice—The Gospel Witnesses—Mysteries in Religion—The Indwell-
ing Spirit—The Kingdom of the Saints—The Gospel, a Trust committed
to us—Tolerance of Religious Error—Rebuking Sin—The Christian
Ministry—Human Responsibility—Guilelessness—The Danger of Riches

—

The Powers of Nature—The Danger of Accomplishments—Christian Zeal
—Use of Saints' Days.

CONTENTS OF VOL. III.

Abraham and Lot—Wilfulness of Israel in rejecting Samuel—Saul—Early years
of David—Jeroboam—Faith and Obedience—Christian Repentance

—

Contracted Views in Religion—A particular Providence as revealed in

the Gospel—Tears of Christ at the Grave of Lazarus—Bodily Suffering

—

The Humiliation of the Eternal Son—Jewish Zeal a Pattern to Christians

—Submission to Church Authority—Contest between Truth and False-
hood in the Church—The Church Visible and Invisible—The Visible

Church an Encouragement to Faith—The Gift of the Spirit—Regenerating
Baptism— Infant Baptism—The Daily Service—The Good Part of Mary

—

Religious Worship a Remedy for Excitements—Intercession—The Inter-

mediate State.

CONTENTS OF VOL. IV.

The Strictness of the Law of Christ—Obedience without Love, as instanced in

the Character of Balaam—Moral Consequences of Single Sins—Accept-
ance of Religious Privileges compulsory—Reliance on Religious Observ-
ances—The Individuality of the Soul—Chastisement amid Mercy—Peace
and Joy amid Chastisement—The State of Grace—The Visible Church
for the sake of the Elect—The Communion of Saints—The Church a
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NEWMAN'S PAROCHIAL AND PLAIN SERMONS—
Continued.

Home for the Lonely—The Invisible World—The Greatness and Little-

ness of Human Life—Moral Effects of Communion with God—Christ

Hidden from the World—Christ Manifested in Remembrance—The Gain-
saying of Korah—The Mysteriousness of our Present Being—The Ventures
of Faith—Faith and Love—Watching—Keeping Fast and Festival.

CONTENTS OF VOL. V.

Worship, a Preparation for Christ's Coming—Reverence, a Belief in God's
Presence—Unreal Words—Shrinking from Christ's Coming—Equanimity

—

Remembrance of past J^Iercies—The Mystery of Godliness—The State of

Innocence—Christian Sympathy—Righteousness not of us, but in us—The
Law of the Spirit—The New Works of the Gospel—The State of Salva-
tion—Transgressions and Infirmities—Sins of Infirmity— Sincerity and
Hypocrisy—The Testimony of Conscience—Many called, few chosen

—

Present Blessings—Endurance, the Christian's portion—Affliction a School
of Comfort—The thought of God, the stay of the Soul—Love the one thing
needful—The Power of the Will.

CONTENTS OF VOL. VI.

Fasting, a Source of Trial— Life, the Season of Repentance—Apostolic Absti-
nence, a Pattern for Christians—Christ's Privations, a Meditation for

Christians—Christ the Son of God made Man—The Incarnate Son, a
Sufferer and Sacrifice—The Cross of Christ the Measure of the World

—

Difficulty of realizing Sacred Privileges—The Gospel Sign addressed to

Faith^The Spiritual Presence of Christ in the Church—The Eucharistic
Presence—Faith the Title for Justification—Judaism of the present day

—

"The Fellowship of the Apostles—Rising w4th Christ—Warfare the Condi-
tion of Victory—Waiting for Christ—Subjection of the Reason and Feel-
ings to the Revealed Word—The Gospel Palaces—The Visible Temple

—

Offerings for the Sanctuary—The Weapons of Saints—Faith without
Demonstration—The Mystery of the Holy Trinity—Peace in Believing.

CONTENTS OF VOL. VII.

The Lapse of Time—Religion, a Weariness to the Natural Man—The World
our Enemy—The Praise of Men—Temporal Advantages—The Season of
Epiphany—The Duty of Self-denial—The Yoke of Christ—Moses the
Type of Christ—The Crucifixion—Attendance on Holy Communion—
The Gospel Feast—Love of Religion, a new Nature—Religion pleasant
to the ReUgious—Mental Prayer—Infant Baptism—The Unity of the
Church—Steadfastness in the Old Paths.

CONTENTS OF VOL. VIIL

Reverence in Worship—Divine Calls—The Trial of Saul—The Call of David-
Curiosity a Temptation to Sin—Miracles no remedy for Unbelief—Josiah,
a Pattern for the Ignorant—Inward Witness to the Truth of the Gospel

—

Jeremiah, a Lesson for the Disappointed—Endurance of the World's Cen-
sure—Doing Glory to God in Pursuits of the World—Vanity of Human
Glory—Truth hidden when not sought after—Obedience to God the Way
to Faith in Christ—Sudden Conversions—The Shepherd of our Souls

—

Religious Joy—Ignorance of Evil.
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Lectures on the Doctrine of Justifica-
tion. By John Henry Newman, B.D., sometime Fellow
of Oriel College, Oxford. New Edition, Crown 8vo. 5^.

CONTENTS.
Faith considered as the Instrument of Justification—Love considered as the

Formal Cause of Justification—Primary Sense of the term Justification

—

Secondary Senses of the term Justification—Misuse of the term Just or
Righteous—On the Gift of Righteousness—The Characteristics of the
Gift of Righteousness^Righteousness viewed as a Gift and as a Quality

—

Righteousness the Fruit of our Lord's Resurrection—The Office of Justify-
ing Faith—The Nature of Justifying Faith—Faith viewed relatively to

Rites and Works—On preaching the Gospel—Appendix.

Sermons Bearing upon Subjects of the
Day. By John Henry Newman, B.D., sometime Fellow
of Oriel College, Oxford. Edited by the Rev. W. J.
Copeland, B.D., Rector of Farnham, Essex. New Edition.

Crown 8vo. 5^.

CONTENTS.
The Work of the Christian—Saintliness not forfeited by the Penitent—Our

Lord's Last Supper and His First—Dangers to the Penitent—The Three
Offices of Christ—Faith and Experience—Faith and the World—The
Church and the World—Indulgence in Religious Privileges—Connection
between Personal and Public Improvement—Christian Nobleness—Joshua,
a Type of Christ and His Followers—Elisha, a Type of Christ and His
Followers—The Christian Church a continuation of the Jewish—The
Principle of continuity between the Jewish and Christian Churches—The
Christian Church an Imperial Power—Sanctity the Token of the Christian
Empire—Condition of the Members of the Christian Empire—The Apos-
tolical Christian—Wisdom and Innocence—Invisible Presence of Christ

—

Outward and Inward Notes of the Church—Grounds for Steadfastness in

our Religious Profession—Elijah the Prophet of the Latter Days—Feast-
ing in Captivity—The Parting of Friends.

Fifteen Sermons preached before the
University of Oxford, between A. D. 1826 and 1843. By John
Henry Newman, B.D., sometime Fellow of Oriel College,

Oxford. New Edition, Crown 8vo. ^s.

CONTENTS.
The Philosophical Temper first enjoined by the Gospel—The Influence of Natura

and Revealed Religion respectively—Evangelical Sanctity the Perfection
of Natural Virtue—The Usurpations of Reason—Personal Influence, the
means of Propagating the Truth—Our Justice, as a Principle of Divine
Governance—Contest between Faith and Light—Human Responsibility,
as Independent of Circumstances—Wilfulness the Sin of Saul—Faith and
Reason, contrasted as Habits of Mind—The Nature of Faith in Relation
to Reason—Love the Safeguard of Faith against Superstition— Implicit
and Explicit Reason—Wisdom, as contrasted with Faith and with Bigotry
—The Theory of Developments in Religious Doctrine.
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The Catholic Sacrifice. Sermons Preached
at All Saints, Margaret Street. By the Rev. Berdmore
COMPTON, M. A., Vicar of All Saints, Margaret Street. Crown
8vo. 5j.

CONTENTS.
The Eucharistic Life—The Sacrifice of Sweet Savour—The Pure Offering

—

The Catholic Oblation—The Sacrificial Feast—The Preparation for the
Eucharist—The Introductory Ofifice—The Canon—Degrees of Apprehen-
sion—The Fascination of Christ Crucified—The Shewbread—Consecra-
tion of Worship and Work—Water, Blood, Wine—The Blood of Sprinkling
—The Mystery of Sacraments—The Oblation of Gethsemane—OfFertorj'

and Tribute Money.

The Sayings of the Great Forty Days,
between the Resurrection and Ascension, regarded as the

Outlines of the Kingdom of God. In Five Discourses. With
an Examination of Dr. Newman's Theory of Development.

By George Moberly, D.C.L., Bishop of Salisbury. Fifth

Edition. Crown 8vo. 5^.

Plain Sermons, preached at Brighstone.
By George Moberly, D.C.L., Bishop of Salisbury. Third

Edition. Crown 8vo. 5^.

CONTENTS.
Except a Man be Bom again—The Lord with the Doctors—The Draw-Net

—

will lay me down in Peace—Ye have not so learned Christ—Trinity
Sunday—My Flesh is Meat indeed—The Corn of Wheat dying and multi-
plied—The Seed Corn springing to new Life— I am the Way, the Truth,
and the Life—The Ruler of the Sea—Stewards of the Mysteries of God

—

Ephphatha—The Widow of Nain—Josiah's Discovery of the Law—The
Invisible World : Angels—Prayers, especially Daily Prayers—They all with
one consent began to make excuse—Ascension Day—The Comforter—The
Tokens of the Spirit—Elijah's Warning, Fathers c.nd Children—Thou
shalt see them no more for ever—Baskets full of Fragments—Har\'est—The
Marriage Supper of the Lamb—The Last Judgment.

Sermons preached at Winchester Col-
lege. By George Moberly, D.C.L., Bishop of Salisbury.

2 Vols. Small 8vo. 6s. 6d. each. Sold separately.
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Sermons, Parochial and Occasional.
By J. B. MozLEY, D.D., late Canon of Christ Church, and

Regius Professor of Divinity in the University of Oxford.

Crown 8vo. 7^-. 6^/.

CONTENTS.
The Right Eye and the Right Hand—Temptation treated as Opportunity—The

Influences of Habit on Devotion—Thought for the Morrow—The Relief of
Utterance—Seeking a Sign—David Numbering the People—The Heroism
of Faith—Proverbs—The Teaching of Events—Growing Worse—Our
Lord the Sacrifice for Sin—The Parable of the Sower—The Religious En-
joyment of Nature—The Threefold Office of the Holy Spirit—Wisdom
and Folly Tested by Experience—Moses, a Leader—The Unjust Steward
—Sowing to the Spirit—True Religion a Manifestation—St. Paul's Exal-
tation of Labour—Jeremiah's Witness against Idolatry—Isaiah's Estimate
of Worldly Greatness—The Shortness'of Life—The Endless State of Being
—The Witness of the Apostles—Life a Probation—Christian Mysteries
the Common Heritage—Our Lord's Hour—Fear—The Educating Power
of Strong Impressions—The Secret Justice of Temporal Providence

—

Jacob as a Prince Prevailing with God.

''His sermons are the solemn and hy all such this further instalment of
piercing reflections of a man who Dr. Mozley's sermo7is ivill he luel-

intently scriitinizes the world and corned. They will be of great 7ise to
God'sdealings with itfor the spiritual the clergy in the preparation of their
benefit of himself and others. The orvn discourses ; the^ will be of still

poetry of his serjnofis is 7inso7ight for, greater -use to them ifreadand studied
and results, where it exists, from a privately by way ofmental discipline.'"''

desire to give adequate expressioti to —Literary Churchman.
an intense appreciatio7i of what is in " We may say at once, and after
itself elevated and asto7iishing ; and readitig nearly every page of it, that
if he is thus lifted into simile or meta- there is not otte sermon here devoid of
phor, it is because h£ is at a loss to interest, and there is not one which
convey in any other 7vay the height or does not bear the same stamp which
depth or breadth of what he sees."— was impressed upon the great Univer-
GuARDiAN. sity Series No man can read
" All who have read the * University these sermojis withoutfeeling his con-

Sermons,' or the volume entitled the science stirred and cleared, and if he
Ruling Ideas as in the Ea7 ly Ages,' has zny good in him, without feeling

ofthe late Dr. Mozley, are aware with his will braced for fresh efforts."—-
what unusual profindity and origin- Church Bells.
ality of thought they are marked; afid

Seven Addresses delivered at S.

Paul's Cathedral at the Mid-Day Service, Good Friday, 1879.

By V. S. S. Coles, M.A., Rector of Shepton Beauchamp.

Small Svo. is.

CONTENTS.
Forgiveness of Sin, the First Great Need—True Prayer, the Means of Forgive-

ness— Privilege of Forgiven vSouls— Suffering of the Human Soul—SufTer-

ing of the Human Body—Perseverance in Effort—Trust in God.
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Sermons preached before the Uni-
versity of Oxford, and on various occasions. By J. B. Mozley,

D.D., late Canon of Christ Church, and 'Regius Professor

of Divinity, Oxford. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. ^s. 6d.

CONTENTS.

The Roman Council—The Pharisees—Eternal Life—The Reversal of Human
Judgment—War—Nature—The Work of the Spirit on the Natural Man
—The Atonement—Our Duty to Equals—The Peaceful Temper—The
Strength of Wishes—The unspoken Judgment of Mankind—The true test

of Spiritual Birth—Ascension Day—Gratitude—The Principle of Emula-

tion—Religion the First Choice—The Influence of Dogmatic Teaching on

Education,

" There are sermons in it which, for " A new gleam of religious genius,
penetrating insight into the mysteries . . . Keen simplicity and reality in
and anomalies of human character, the way ofputting thijigs is character-
its power of holding together strange istic of these sermons of Dr. Mozley's,

opposites, its capacityfor combinaiicm, but not less characteristic of them—
for disguise, and unconscious transfor- and this is what shows that the Chris-
mation, are as wotiderful, it may tian faith has in him appealed to a
almost be said as terrible, in their certain original faculty of the kind
revelations and suggestiofis as are to which we call 'genius

'

—is the instinc-

be found anywhere. There are fo7ir tive sympathy which he seems to have
sermons, one on the ' Pharisees' one on with the subtler shades of Christ's
'Eternal Life,' one on the 'Reversal teaching, so as t^o make it sudde7ily

of Human Judgment,' the fourth on seem new to us, as well as more won-
the 'Unspoken Judgment of Man- derful than ever."—Spectator.
kind,' which vtust almost make an " The volume possesses intrinsic
epoch in the thought and history of merits so remarkable as to be almost
any one who reads them and really u?iique. . . . There is scarcely a ser-

takes in what they say. There is in mon in it which does not possess elo-

thevt a kind of Sltakspearian mixture gttence, in a very true sense, of a high
ofsubtlety ofremark with boldness and order. But it is the eloquence not so

directness ofphrase, and with a grave, much of language as of thought. It
i>atJietic irony, which is not often cha- is the eloquence of concentration, oj

racteristic of such compositiotts."— vigorous grasp, of delicate irony, of
Times. deep but subduedpathos, ofsubtle deli-
" These are unusually remarkable cacy of totich, of broad strofig sense;

ser^nons. They are addressed to edu- it impresses tJie mind rather than
cated, reflective, and, in some cases, strikes the ear. We cannot helpfeel-
philosophical readers, and they exhibit, ing, as we read, not only that the
by turns or in combination, high philo- preaclier means what he says, but that
sophicalpoTver, a piercing appreciation he has taken pains to think out his

of human motives, vivid conceptions, meaning, and has applied to the pro-
and a great power of clothing those cess the whole energy and resources of
conceptions in the language of tren- no common intellect." — Saturday
chant aphorism, or lofty, earnest Review.
poetry."—Guardian.
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Sermons. By Henry Melvill, B.D., late

Canon of St. Paul's, and Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen.

New Edition. 2 Vols. Crown 8vo. 5^. each. Sold separately.

CONTENTS OF VOL. I.

The First Prophecy—Christ the Minister of the Church—The Impossibility of
Creature-Merit—The HumiUation of the Man Christ Jesus—The Doctrine
of the Resurrection viewed in connection with that of the Soul's Im-
mortality—The Power of Wickedness and Righteousness to reproduce
themselves—The Power of Religion to strengthen the Human Intellect

—

The Provision made by God for the Poor—St. Paul, a Tent-Maker—The
Advantages of a state of Expectation—Truth as it is in Jesus—The Dif-

ficulties of Scripture.

CONTENTS OF VOL. II.

Jacob's Vision and Vow—The continued Agency of the Father and the Son—The
Resurrection of Dry Bones—Protestantism and Popery—Christianity a
Sword—The Death of Moses—The Ascension of Christ—The Spirit upon
the Waters—The Proportion of Grace to Trial—Pleading before the Moun-
tains—Heaven—God's Way in the Sanctuary.

" Every one who can remember the well-weighed words, calm and keen
days when Canon Melvill was the logic, and solemn devoutness, mark
preacher ofthe day, will be glad to see the whole series ofmasterly discourses,

thesefour-and-twenty ofhis sermons so which embrace some of the chief doc-
nicely reproduced. His Sermons were trines ofthe Church, andset themforth
all tJie result ofrealstudy attdgenuine in clear and Scriptural strength."—
readitig, withfar more theology in them Standard.
than those of many who make much '

' The Sermons abound in thought,
more profession of theology. There are and the thotights are couched'inEnglish
sermons here which we can personally which is at once elegant in construc-
remember ; it has been apleasure to us tion and easy to read."—Church
to be reminded of them, and we are Times.
glad to see them brought before thepre- " HenryMelvill's ifitellect was large,

sent generation. We hope that they his imagination brilliant, his ardour
may be studied, for they deserve it intense, and his style strong, fervid,
thoroughly."—Literary Churchman, and picturesque. Often he seemed to

"The Sermons of Canon Melvill, glow with the inspiration ofaprophet."
now republished in two handy volumes, —American Quarterly Church Re-
need only to be mentioned to be sure of view.
a hearty welcome. Sound learning,

Lectures delivered at St. Margaret's,
Lothbury. By Henry Melvill, B.D., late Canon of St.

Paul's^ and Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen. New Edition.

Crown 8vo. ^s.

CONTENTS.
The Return of the Dispossessed Spirit—Honey from the Rock—Easter—The

Witness in Oneself—The Apocrypha—A Man a Hiding-place—The

MaUrl0o Place, Hontion
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MELVILL'S LOTHBURY LECTURES— Conlinued.

Hundredfold Recompense—The Life more than Meat—Isaiah's Vision

—

St. John the Baptist—Building the Tombs of the Prophets—Manifestation
of the Sons of God—St. Paul's Determination—The Song of Moses and
the Lamb—The Divine Longsuffering—Sowing the Seed—The Great
Multitude—The Kinsman Redeemer— St. Barnabas— Spiritual Decline.

Sermons oii Certain of the Less
Prominent Facts and References in Sacred Story. By Henry
Melvill, B.D., late Canon of St. Paul's, and Chaplain in

Ordinary to the Queen. New Edition. 2 Vols. Crown 8vo.

5J. each. Sold separately.

CONTENTS OF VOL. I.

The Faith of Joseph on his Death-bed—Angels as Remembrancers—The Burning
of the Masical Books—The Parting Hjinn—Caesar's Household—The
Sleepless Night—The Well of Bethlehem—The Thirst of Christ—The
second Delivery of the Lord's Prayer— Peculiarities in the Miracle in the

Coasts of Decapolis—The Latter Rain—The Lowly Errand—Nehemiah
before Artaxerxes—Jabez.

CONTENTS OF VOL. II.

The Young Man in the Linen Cloth—The Fire on the Shore—The Finding the

Guest-Chamber— The Spectre's Sermon a truism—Various Opinions—The
Misrepresentations of Eve—Seeking, after Finding—The Bird's Nest—
Angels our Guardians in trifles—The appearance of failure—Simon the
Cyrenian—The power of the Eye— Pilate's Wife—Examination of Cain.

" IVe are glad to see this new edition two ofthem occupied entirely with his

ofwhat we have always cottsidered to sermons on subjects of this class—are
be Melvill's best sermons, because in before us. Hispreaching was unique,
them we have his best thoKghts. . . . He selected for the mostpart texts that
Mafiy of these sermons are the strong- are not frequently treated, and when
est arg7cments yet adducedforinternal Ju chose those ofa tnore ordina?y char-
evidence of tfie veracity of tfie Scrip- acter, he getierallypresented them in a
tural narratives.'^—Standard. 7iew light, and elicitedfrom them some
" Unusually interesting truth which would fiot have suggested

No Ofie can read iiiese sermons without itself to any oilier preacher. He was
deriving instructionfrom them, with- si7ig2ilarly ingenious in some of his
out being compelled to acknowledge conceptions, and wofidetfully forcible
that new light has been cast for him afid impressive iti his mode ofdevelop-
on numerous passages of Scripture, ing and applying them."—Nonxon-
which lie must henceforth read with formist.
greater intelligetice and greater iti- TJiepnwlishers ofthese well-known,
teres t titan before." — Edinburgh almost classic sermons, have cotiferred
Coi.'R.A.NT. a boon on all lovers of our pulpit liter-

" For skill in developing the ature by this beautiful, portable eaition
significance of the less promitient ofsome of the most brilliant and origi-

facts of Holy Scripture' no 07ie could nal discourses that have been delivered
compete with tfie late Caiion Melvill, to this geTteration."—British Quar-
fo7tr volumes of whose discourses— terly Review.

anil at ©ifortJ anti Cambrilisi
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Selection from the Sermons preached
during the Latter Years of his Life, in the Parish Church of

Barnes, and in the Cathedral of St. Paul's. By Henry
Melvill, B.D., late Canon of St. Paul's, and Chaplain in

Ordinary to the Queen. New Edition. 2 Vols. Crown 8vo.

Ss. each. Sold separately.

;

CONTENTS OF VOL. I.

The Parity of the consequences of Adam's Transgression and Christ's Death—
The Song of Simeon—The Days of Old—Omissions of Scripture—The
Madman in Sport—Peace, Peace, when there is no Peace—A very lovely

Song—This is that King Ahaz—Ariel—New Wine and Old Bottles—

Demas—Michael and the Devil—The Folly of Excessive Labour—St.

Paul at Philippi—Believing a Lie—The Prodigal Son—The Foolishness

of Preaching—Knowledge and Sorrow—The Unjust Steward—The Man
born blind.

CONTENTS OF VOL. II.

Rejoicing as in Spoil — Satan a Copyist — The binding the Tares into

Bundles— Two walking together—Agreeing with the Adversary—God
speaking to Moses—Hoping in Mercy—Faith as a Grain of Mustard

Seed—Mary's Recompense—War in Heaven—Glory into Shame—The
Last Judgment—Man like to Vanity—God so Loved the World— Saul

—

And what shall this Man do?—The Sickness and Death of Elisha—Abiding

in our.Callings—Trinity Sunday.

" The main characteristics of Canon Melvill's sermons contain forty
Canon MelvilVs sermons are these— discourses preached by him in his later
they are notpolemical ', the odium theo- years, and they are prefaced by a short
logicum is nowhere to befound in them, memoir of one of the "worthiest and
and nowJiere is the spirit oftrue Chris- most impressive preachers of recent
tiancharity and love absentfrofn them, times."—Examiner.
This will widen their usefulness, for " lAany years have now elapsed since
they will on this account make a ready we first heard Henry Melvill. But
way amongst all sects and creeds of we can still recall the text, the sermon,
professing Christians. Again, these the deep impression made upon us by
sermons are eminently practical and the impassioned eloquence of the great
devotional in their tone and aim. The preacher. It was our first, and very
truths hereproclaimedpierce the heart profitable experience ofwhat influence
to its very core, so true is thepreacher's there resides in thefaithful preaching
aim, so vigorous is theforce with which of the Gospel ofthe Lord Jesus Christ,

he shoots the convictions of his own For while it was impossible to be in-

heartinto the hearts of his hearers." different to the messenger, yet the
— Standard. message was brought home by him to

" There are in the sermons before the heart and to the conscience. It is

us all MelvilVs wonted grcLce of die- pleasant in these, the latest sermons
tion, strength ofreasoning, andaptness delivered by Mr. Melvill, to find the

ofillustration.

"

—Weekly Review. samefaithful utterance. "

—

Christian
" Two other volumes of the late Observer.
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The Life of Justification. A Series of
Lectures delivered in Substance at All Saints', Margaret Street.

By the Rev. George Body, B.A., Rector of Kirkby Misper-

ton. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. 4J. 6d.

CONTENTS.

Justification the Want of Humility—Christ our Justification— Union with Christ

the Condition of Justification—Conversion and Justification—The Life of
Justification—The Progress and End of Justification.

"On the whole we have rarely met into the current language of to-day."
with a more clear, intelligible and per- — Union Review.
suasive statement of the truth as re- " Tliere is real power in these ser-

gards the important tof>ics on which mons:—power, realpower, and plenty
the z'ohime treats. Sermon 11 . in par- of it. . . . There is such a moral
ticular, will strike every one by its veraciousness about him, such a pro-
eloquence and beauty, but we scarcely found and over-7nastering belief that
like to specify it, lest in praising it we Christ has proved a bond-fide cure for
should seem to disparage the other por- unlwliness, and such an intensity of
tions ofthis admirable little work."— eagertiess to lead others to seek and
Church Times. profit by that means of attaitiing the

" These discourses sho^v that their true sanctity which alone can enter
author's position is due to something Heaven—that we wonder not at the
more and higher tJian mere flueticy, cro7vds which hang upon his preaching,
gesticulation, and flexibility of voice, nor at the success of his ferz'id appeals
He appears as having dru?t.k deeply to the human conscience. If any one
at thefountain of St. A ugustine, arid doubts our verdict, let him buy this
as understanding how to translate the volume. No one will regret its per-
burning words of tfiat mighty genius 7isal."—'LiTKRAKY Churchman.

The Ijife of Temptation. A Course of
Lectures delivered in Substance at St. Peter's, Eaton Square

;

also at All Saints', Margaret Street. By the Rev. George
Body, B.A., Rector of Kirkby Misperton. Fourth Edition.

Crown S-'^o. 4J. 6d.

CONTENTS.

The Leading into Temptation—The Rationale of Temptation—Why we are
Tempted—Safety in Temptation—^With Jesus in Temptation—The End of
Temptation.

" Regeneration and conversion seem earnest, soul-stirring words, dealing
here to occupy theirproperplaces in the with the mysteries of Christian ex-
Christian economy, and the general perience."—London Quarterly Re-
subject of temptation is worked out view.
7vith considerable ability."—Church " A collection of sermons, pious.
Times. earnest, and eloquent." ~EtiGi.isyi
" This is atiother volume of simple. Churchman.
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Sermons on Special Occasions. By
Daniel Moore, M.A., Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen,

and Vicar of Holy Trinity, Paddington. Crown 8vo. 7^. dd.

CONTENTS.
The Words of Christ imperishable—The Gospel Welcome—The Conversion of

St. Paul—The Christian's Mission—Business and Godliness—Soberness
and Watchfulness—The Joy of the Disciples at the Resurrection—The
Saviour's Ascension—Jesus in the Midst—The Moral Attractions of the
Cross—The Gospel Workmen—The Work of the Holy Spirit—The Doc-
trine of the Holy Trinity—The Law of Moral Recompenses—The Goodness
of King Joash—The Tenderness of Christ—Christ our Example in Youth
—Jacob in Life and in Death—The Spiritual Mind—Britain's Obligations
to the Gospel—The Throne in Mourning—Prayer and Providence—The
Unsearchableness of God.

The Age and the Gospel; Four Ser-
mons preached before the University of Cambridge, at the

Hulsean Lecture, 1864. With a Discourse on Final Retribu-

tion. By Daniel Moore, M. A., Chaplain in Ordinary to the

Queen, and Vicar of Holy Trinity, Paddington. Crown 8vo.

The Mystery of the Temptation : a
Course of Lectures. By the Rev. W. H. Hutchings, M.A.,

Sub-Warden of the House of Mercy, Clewer. Crown 8vo.

4^. dd.

CONTENTS.
The Entrance into the Temptation—The Fast—The Personality of Satan—

The First Temptation—The Second Temptation—The Third Temptation
— The End of the Temptation.

" We can mention ivi'ih unmixed has always been a characteristically

praise a series of lectures 071 ' The Mys- A nglican virtue has not failed in a

teryofthe Temptation' by Mr. Hutch- preacher like Mr. Htitchiii^s."—Aca-
ings of Cleaver. They are deeply demy.
thoughtful,ftdl, and -well written, in a " Students ofScripture willfind in

style which, from its calmness and ' The Mystery of the Ternptation
'

dignity, befits the subject."—Guar- sound reasoning, the evidences of close

01AN. study, and the spirit of revereyice and
" This book is one of the refreshing ferventfaith.'"—U-OK^mG Post.

proofs still occasionally met with that '* This is a volume of lectures which

the traditional culture and refitiement will repay serious study. They are

oftJieA nglican clergy is 7iot quite ex- earnest to the last degree."—Literary
hausied, nor its exhaustion implied, Churchman,
by the etidless and vulgar controversies "Very good indeed."—New York
thatfill the columns ofreligious news- Church Journal.
papers. The sober earnest^iess that

TOatetloo i^Iare, Honlioti
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The Eeligion of the Christ: its His-
toric and Literary Development considered as an Evidence of

its Origin. Being the Bampton Lectures for 1874. ^7 ^^^^

Rev. Stanley Leathes, M.A., Minister of St. Philip's,

Regent Street, and Professor of Hebrew, King's College,

London. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. yj. 6d.

The Witness of the Old Testament to
Christ. Being the Boyle Lectures for the year 1868. By the

Rev. Stanley Leathes, M.A., Minister of St. Philip's,

Regent Street, and Professor of Hebrew, King's College,

London. 8vo. 9^.

The Witness of St. Paul to Christ.
Being the Boyle Lectures for 1869. With an Appendix on

the Credibility of the Acts, in Reply to the Recent Strictures

of Dr. Davidson. By the Rev. Stanley Leathes, M.A.,
Minister of St. Philip's, Regent Street, and Professor of

Hebrew, King's College, London. 8vo. los. 6d.

The Witness of St. John to Christ.
Being the Boyle Lectures for 1870, With an Appendix on

the Authorship and Integrity of St. John's Gospel, and the

Unity of the Johannine Writings. By the Rev. Stanley
Leathes, M.A., Minister of St. Philip's, Regent Street, and
Professor of Hebrew, King's College, London. 8vo. los. 6d.

Short Sermons on the Psalms in their
Order. Preached in a Village Church. By W. J. Stracey,
M.A., Rector of Oxnead, and Vicar of Buxton, Norfolk, for-

merly Fellow of Magdalen College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo.

Vol. I.—Psalms I—XXV. 5^.

Vol. II.—Psalms XXVI—LI. 5^.
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Sermons Preached in the Temporary
Chapel of Keble College, Oxford, 1870—1876. Second

Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

CONTENTS.
The Service of God the Principle of Daily Life—The Costliness of Acceptable

Offerings—The Hearing of Sermons—The Missionary Character of all

Christian Lives—The Revelation of the Son as well in Nature as in the
Incarnation—The New Chapel—The Secret of Spiritual Strength—The
Preparation of Lent—The Spirit of the Daily Services : I. The Spiritual

Sacrifice of the Universal Priesthood. IL OflFering to God of His Own—
The Life of Love—The Resurrection—Redeeming the Time—The Devo-
tional Study of Holy Scripture—Conversion—Conversation—Enthusiasm
—Growth in the Knowledge of God—The Imitation of Christ—Manliness
—Truth—Saints' Days—Eternity—Life.

Farewell Connsels of a Pastor to his
Flock, on Topics of the Day. By Edward Meyrick Goul-
BURN, D.D,, Dean of Norwich. Third Edition. Small 8vo. 4s.

CONTENTS.
Absolution—Ritualism—The Doctrine of the Eucharist—The Atonement—The

Stability of an Orthodox Faith—The Stability of Personal Religion

—

On Preaching Christ Crucified—The Responsibility of Hearers.

The Doctrine of the Cross : specially
in its relation to the Troubles of Life. Sermons preached

during Lent in the Parish Church of New Windsor by Henry

J. Ellison, M.A. (sometime Vicar of Windsor), Honorary

Chaplain to the Queen, Honorary Canon of Christ Church, and

Rector of Haseley, Oxon. Small 8vo. 2s. 6d.

CONTENTS.
The Troubles of Life—The Doctrine of the Cross—The Christian Crucified with

Christ—The Cross of Chastisement—The Cross of Trial—Voluntary
Crosses—The Crown.

The Way of Holiness in Married Life.
A Course of Sermons preached in Lent. By the Rev. Henry
J. Ellison, M.A., Hon. Canon of Christ Church, and Vicar

of New Windsor, Berks. Second Edition. Small 8vo. 2s. 6(1
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Sermons Preached in the Parish
Church of Barnes, 1871 to 1876. By Peter Goldsmith

Medd, M.A., Rector of North Cerney, Hon. Canon of St.

Albans, and Examining Chaplain to the Bishop ; late Senior

Fellow of University College, Oxford, and Rector of Barnes.

Crown 8vo. 7j, 6d.

CONTENTS.
Thankfulness for God's Mercies—Subjection to the Civil Power—Christ's Pro-

phecy of the End—God's Purpose of Love in Creation—The Introduction

of Evil into the Creation—Christian Love—Christianity a Religion of Self-

Denial—The Nature of Sin—The Consequences of Sin (No. i)—The
Consequences of Sin (No. 2)—The Remedy of Sin (No. i)—The Remedy
of Sin (No. 2)—With Christ in Paradise—The Remedy of Sin (No. 3)—
The Remedy of Sin (No. 4)—Christ the Resurrection and the Life—The
Hope of the Resurrection—The Three Resurrections—The Hope of the

Christian—The Publican's Prayer—The Conflict of Flesh and Spirit—

Christian Unity— The Duty of Forgiveness— Present Salvation—The
Marks of the Children of God—Against Religious Narrowness—The
Necessity of Meditation on Religious Subjects—The Need of Effort in the

Christian Life—Bodily Works of Mercy—The Athanasian Creed—Con-
scious Religion—The Comfort of the Christian Faith—Appendix.

*' TJie special nurit of his volume is not often meet with a volume of dis-

its tJiozcghtfillness ; and as Mr. Medd courses of such uniform excellence,

•writes in a very condensed style, the Nothing hazardoiis is attempted ; but
thirty-tivo sermons which he hasgiven in all that Jie attempts Mr. Medd
us contain a great deal more of valu- entirely succeeds. TJie teaching is

able matter than many books of much plain, direct, and ejffective ; luhile the

larger bulk. . . . We believe that breadth of view and the liberality of
many of our readers, among tJie se?itiment are most refreshing in these

clergy as 7vell as tlte laity, will thank days whe^t the sermoft is too often

us for Jtaving drawn their attention vtade a party manifesto. Professor
to the excellences of the volume before Blackie wotild find in them both

tis."—GUARDIAN. ^ vigour' and ^grace And t/ie reader
TJiey range over a wide circle of will also find in tJiem a cotisiderable

subjects, theological and practical ; knowledge of the lie art, an intelligent

but are always full, vigorous, and compre^iension ofthe Christian system,

energetic, yet with a sobriety of style much lucid exposition of Scriptural
and an elegance of treatment ijf^t truth, and a forcible application of it

must have charmed tJie hearer just to tJie hu7nan conscietice.'"—Scottish
as t/iey win upon the reader. We do Guardian.

The Permanence of Christianity. Con-
sidered in Eight Lectures preached before the University of

Oxford, in the year 1872, on the Foundation of the late Rev.

John Bampton, M.A. By John Richard Turner Eaton,
M.A,, late Fellow and Tutor of Merton College, Rector of

Lapworth, ^Var^^'ickshire . 8vo. 12s.
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The Christian Cliaracter; Six Sermons
preached in Lent. By John Jackson, D.D., Bishop of

London. Seventh Edition. Small 8vo. 2^. 6d.

The Eeconciliation of Eeasoii and
Faith. Being Sermons on Faith, Evil, Sin and Suffering, Im-

mortality, God, Science, Prayer, and other Subjects. By
Reginald E. Molyneux, M.A. Crown 8vo. 4s.

The Soul in its Probation: Sermons
Preached at the Church of S. Alban the Martyr, Holborn,

on the Sundays in Lent, 1873. By the Rev. F. N. Oxenham,
M.A. 8vo, 5 J.

The Last Three Sermons preached at
Oxford by Philip N. Shuttleworth, D.D., sometime

Lord Bishop of Chichester. Justification through Faith—The

Merciful Character of the Gospel Covenant—The Sufficiency of

Scripture a Rule of Faith. To which is added a Letter

addressed in 1841 to a Young Clergyman, now a Priest in the

Church of Rome. New Edition. Small 8vo. 2s. 6d.

ISTot Tradition but Scripture. By the

late Philip Nicholas Shuttleworth, D.D., Warden of

New College, Oxford, and Rector of Foxley, Wilts, afterwards

Bishop of Chichester. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.



7. KeUgious ©Ducation.

A Key to Christian Doctrine and Prac-
tice, founded on the Church Catechism. By the Rev. John
Henry Blunt, M.A., F.S.A., Editor of "The Annotated

Book of Common Prayer," &c. &c. Small 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Forming a Volume of "Keys to Christian Knowledge."

" 0/cheap atid reliable text-books of into matters ofpractical application so

this nature there Jias hitherto been a freely as to make it most serviceable,

great want. We are often asked to re- either as a teacher^s sttggestioti book,

commend books for use in Church Sun- or as an intelligent pupiVs reading
day-scJwols, and ive tJierefore take this book."—Literary Churchman.
opportunity of saying that lue ktunv of " Will be very useful for the higher
none more likely to be of serz'ice both classes in Suiiday-sclwols, or rather
to teacJiers aiid scJiolars than t/tese for thefuller instruction oftJie Sunday-
' AVjvj.'" — Churchman's Shilling school teacJiers tJiemselves, wliere the

Magazine. parish priest is wise enojigh to devote a
"This is another of Mr. Blunt's certain time regularly to t/ieirprepara-

most useful manuals, with all tJie pre- tionfor their voluntary task."—Union
cision of a school book, yet diverging Review,

Household Theology : a Handbook of
Religious Infonnation respecting the Holy Bible, the Prayer

Book, the Church, the Ministry, Di\-ine Worship, the Creeds,

&c. &c. By the Rev. John Henry Blunt, M.A., F.S.A.,

Editor of "The Annotated Book of Common Prayer," &c. &c.

New Edition. Small 8vo. 3^. dd.

CONTENTS.
The Bible—The Prayer Book—The Church—Table of Dates—ISIinisterial Offices

—Divine Worship— The Creeds— A Practical Summary of Christian

Doctrine—The Great Christian Writers of Early Times—Ancient and
Modern Heresies and Sects—The Church Calendar—A short explanation

of Words used in Church History and Theology—Index.
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Manuals of Eeligious Instruction.
Edited by John Pilkington Norris, B.D., Canon of

Bristol, Vicar of St. Mary, Redcliffe, and Examining Chaplain
to the Bishop of Manchester.

3 Volumes. Small 8vo. 3^. 6d, each. Sold separately.

The Old Testament.

The New Testament.

The Prayer Book.

Or each Volume in Five Parts. \s. each Part.

[These Manuals are intended to supply a five years' course of instruction for

young people between the ages of thirteen and eighteen.

It will be seen that fifteen small graduated text-books are provided :—

Five on the Old Testament

;

Five on the New Testament

;

Five on the Catechism and Liturgy.

In preparing the last, the Editor has thought it best to spread the study of the
Catechism over several years, rather than compress it into one.

This may give rise to what may appear some needless repetition. But the
Lessons of our Catechism are of such paramount importance, that it seems de-
sirable to keep it continually in our Pupils' hands, as the best key to the study of
the Prayer Book.

There has been a grievous want of definiteness in our young people's know-
ledge of Church doctrine. Especially have the Diocesan Inspectors noticed it

in our Pupil Teachers. It has arisen, doubtless, from their Teachers assuming
that they had clear elementary ideas about religion, in which really they had
never been grounded. It is therefore thought not too much to ask them to give
one-third of their time to the study of the Prayer Book.

In the Old Testament and New Testament Manuals the greatest pains have
been taken to give them such a character as shall render it impossible for them
to supersede the Sacred Text. Two main objects the writers of the Old and
New Testament Manuals have proposed to themselves; first, to stimulate interest;

second, to supply a sort of running commentary on the inspired page. Especial
pains have been taken to draw the reader's attention to the spiritual teaching of
Holy Scripture, and to subordinate to this the merely historical interest.

The writer of the Old Testament Manual has made it his endeavour to help
the reader to see our Lord Christ in Law, in Psalms, in Prophets.

The New Testament Manual is confined to the Gospels and Acts. It was
found impossible to include any of the Epistles. But the Fourth Part of the
Prayer Book Manual will in some measure supply this deficiency.

Although they were originally prepared with special regard to Pupil Teachers,
they will be found adapted also for all students of a like age (from thirteen to
eighteen) who have not access to many books.]
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Rudiments of Theology. A First Book
for Students. By John Pilkington NoRRis, B.D., Canon

of Bristol, Vicar of St. Mary, Redcliffe, and Examining Chap-

lain to the Bishop of Manchester. Second Edition, revised.

Crown 8vo. ^s. 6d.

" It is altogethera remarkable book, and directing the student's mind to

We have seldom seen clear, incisive ' what the early Fatliers thought and
reasoning, orthodox teaching, and wrote in the days when the Church's
wide-mijidedness in such happy com- tJieologians had to hold their own
bination.

'—Literary Churchman. against an adverse world.'"—Guar-
" /4 most useful book/or theological dian.

students in the earlier part 0/ their " This work wasprepared as a hand-
course. . . . The book is one for book for theological students. But it

which the Church owes a debt ofgrati- is to reach a far voider field. It is

tude to Cation Norris, combining, as capable ofdoing a most important ser-

tt does, ortlwdoxy and learning, and vice among all classes. We have sel-

logical accuracy ofdefinition with real dom,ifever, met a more satisfactory
charity. We lieartily commend it."— or a clearerpresentation of the funda-
JoHN Bull. mental facts of tlieology than those

"We can recommend this book to given in t/tese pages. . . . The
theological st^tdents as a useful and author has the rare faculty—it

competidious manual. It is clear and a7nou7its really to genius—of sayitig

well arratiged. . . . We ventJire just the thing that ought to be said,
to believe tliat, on the whole, he is a atid ofpresenting any truth in such a
very fair exponent of the teaching of s/iape that the reader can easily take
the English Church, and that his book hold of it a7id tnake it his own. . . .

may be profitably used by tfwse for We comtnend this work to Churchmen
wliovi it is chiefly intended—that is, generally as one from which all can
cafididates for ordination."—Spec- derive pn-ofit. To the Clergy it will
TATOR. ser7.>e as a model method ofdogmatic

'

' This unpretending work supplies teaching, and to the laity it will be a
a real desideratum. . . . It seeks rich storehouse of information con-
to lead us from the shifting sands of ceryiing the things to be believed. . . .

human systems to the solid ground oj The whole thing is so admirable in
Divine revelation, wisely recognising tone, arrangement, atid style that it

as its most trustworthy interpreters will, no do7(bt, beco>ne universally
those who came nearest to its times, popular."—Churchman (New York).

The Young Churchman's Companion
to the Prayer Book. By the Rev. J. W. Gedge, M.A.,
Winchester Diocesan Inspector of Schools for West Surrey

and the Channel Islands, (Recommended by the late and

present Lord Bishops of Winchester.

)

Part I.—Morning and Evening Prayer and Litany.

Part II.—Baptismal and Confirmation Services.

Part III.—Holy Communion.

i8mo., \s. each Part ; or in paper cover, (id.
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A Catechism on Gospel History, in-
culcating Church Doctrine. By the Rev. Samuel Kettle-

well, M.A., late Vicar of St. Mark's, Leeds. Third Edition.

Small 8vo. ^s. 6d.

" This work has deservedly reached religions instriiction to their own
a third edition. Originally cojnposed children, as well as for teachers gen-
whe7i its author was at Leeds, its erally.'"—National Church.
7ise/iclness was tested in the parish ^'Sunday-school teachers and others
chicrch schools there. It has since engaged in the instrtectiott of theyoung
been enlarged and carefully revised, will find in its pages many useful
and will be found exceedingly well suggestions."—Rock.
suitedfor the tise ofparents in giving

A Help to Catechizing. For the Use of
Clergymen, Schools, and Private Families. By James Beaven,

D.D,, formerly Professor of Divinity in the University of King's

College, Toronto. New Edition. i8mo. is.

Catechetical Exercises on the Apostles'
Creed

;
chiefly from Bp. Pearson. By Edward Bicker-

STETH, D.D., Dean of Lichfield. New Edition. i8mo. is.

Questions illustrating the Thirty-Ifine
Articles of the Church of England, with Proofs from Holy

Scripture, and the Primitive Church. By Edward Bicker-

STETH, D.D., Dean of Lichfield. Sixth Edition. Small Svo.

y. 6d.

The Idle Word : Short Religious Essays
upon the Gift of Speech. By Edward Meyrick Goulburn,
D.D., Dean of Norwich. Fourth Edition. Small Svo. 3^.

CONTENTS.
The Connexion of Speech with Reason—The Connexion of Speech with Reason

—The Heavenly Analogy of the Connexion of Speech with Reason
I —An Idle Word Defined from the Decalogue—An Idle Word defined

from the Decalogue—What is an Idle Word?—Words of Business and
innocent Recreation not Idle—Speech the Instrument of Prophecy and
Sacrifice—Hints for the Guidance of Conversation—On Religious Con-
versation—Appendix.
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A Manual of Confirmation, Comprising
— I. A General Account of the Ordinance. 2. The Baptismal

Vow, and the English Order of Confirmation, with Short

Notes, Critical and Devotional. 3. Meditations and Prayers

on Passages of Holy Scripture, in connexion with the Ordi-

nance. With a Pastoral Letter instructing Catechumens

how to prepare themselves for their first Communion. By
Edward Meyrick Goulburn, D.D., Dean of Norwich.

Ninth Edition. Small 8vo. is. 6d.

Easy Lessons Addressed to Candidates
for Confirmation. By John Pilkington Norris, B.D.,

Canon of Bristol, Vicar of St. Mary, Redcliffe, and Examining

Chaplain to the Bishop of Manchester. Small 8vo. is. 6d.

"An admirable hand-book on con- adaptedfor bettereducated candidates,
yirmation. It is sound, scriptural, whose ititerest in the time-honoured
plain, and practical. It brings out formula so often repeated willprobably
only important points, and is not over- be stiviulated afresh by the novelty of
loaded with uftessential things. Be- the arrafigement. Canon Norris's ex-
sides, it has the rare merit of being planations are thoroughly clear, and
adapted to persons ofvarying ages."— it is needless to say that his teaching
Churchman (New York). is sound and moderate."—Scottish

'"Is so arra7iged as to convey the Guardian.
teaching of the Catechism to those who, ''A valuable little work, in which
from early disadvantages, are unable the principal points of the Church's
to commit it to juemory. Earnest teacJiing are clearly ajidfully setforth,
counsels are appendedfor the guidance The remarks on the Sacratnents are
of the confirmed in maturer years."— exceedingly good, and although these
National Church. 'Lessons' are primarily intended for
" The Canon aijns in the first nine those who are preparing for confirm-

lessons to transfuse the substance of the ation, they might with advantage be
Catechism into a fonn which such studied by those who, havbig passed
persons could readily apprehend; and tJiis stage, are desirous of refreshing
in this he has entirely sticceeded. His their memories respecting the doctrines
little book, however, is equally well they profess to believe."—Rock.

Catechesis
;

or, Christian Instruction
preparatory to Confirmation and First Communion. By
Charles Wordsworth, D.C.L., Bishop of St. Andrews.

New Edition. Small 8vo. 2s.
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Allegories and Tales. By the Rev. W.
E. Heygate, M.A., Rector of Erighstone. Crown 8vo. Ss.

" It is eminently original, and every
one ofits sixty-three short allegories is a
story that the dti llest childwillreadand
the intelligent child -will understand
and enjoy. Grave thought, kindly rail-

lery, biting sarcasm, grim httmour, sin-

cere indignaticn, wise counsel, a broad
charity, and other characteristics, run
through the allegories, many of which
are highly poetical and good models of
thatstyle ofcomposition.^'—Edinburgh
COURANT.
"Mr. Heygate's volume contains about

sixty short tales or allegories, all rife

with good teaching, plainly set forth,

and written in a very engaging and
attractive style. As a presentfor chil-

dren this book would be at once accept-

able and beneficial. It can be highly
commended."—Church Herald.

'
' There are both grace and precision

about these 'Allegories and Tales'
which make them charming to read

eitJierfor young orfor old. The stories
are some of tJiem quaint, some ofthem
picturesque, all of tJiem pleasant; and
the moral they inclose shines out soft
and clear as through a crystal. This
is a book that may be recofnmendedfor
apresent, not onlyforyoung people, but
for those of larger growth."—Atazu-
iEUM.

" The Rector of Brighstone has the

gift of writing moral and spiritual
lessons for the young in the most at-
tractivefashion. His 'A liegones and
Tales' are excellent specimensofstones,
with a moral, in which the moral is

not obtrusive and yet is not lost."—
English Independent.

".<4 book of very great beauty and
Po7uer. Mr. Heygate is a thoughtful,
earnest and able writer, on whom more
than any one is fallen in a striking
manner the mantle of the great author
of ' Agat/ios.'"—John Bull.

Sacred Allegories. The Shadow of the
Cross—The Distant Hills—The Old Man's Home—The King's

Messengers. By the Rev. William Adams, M.A., late

Fellow of Merton College, Oxford. New Edition. With
numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 5^.

The Four Allegories may be had separately, with Illustra-

tions. i6mo. Is. each.



Allegories and Tales 75

The First OhTonicle of ^scendune.
A Tale of the Days of Saint Dunstan. By the Rev. A, D.

Crake, B.A., Author of the ''History of the Church under

the Roman Empire," Sec. Sec. Cro\ra 8vo. 3^. 6d.

" The volume will /assess a strong period. We can scarcely imagitu it

interest, especially for the young, and possible that it should be anything else

be useful, too,for though inform a tale, than a great favourite."—Literary
it may be classed atnong ' the side-lights Churchman.
of history.'"—Standard. "// is one of the best historical tales

"Altogether the book slum<s great for the young that has been publisJied
thought and careful study of the man- for a long time."—Nonconformist.
7iers and customs of those early Saxon '

' Writteyi 'with much spirit atid a
times."—John Bull. careful attention to the best authorities

" We shall be glad when Mr. Crake oti tJte history of tlie period ofwhich lie

takes up his pen once more, to give us treats."—National Church.
a further ifistalment of the annals of " Thefacts upon which the Chronicle
the House of ^scendune."—Church is based, have been carefully brought
Times. togetlierfrom a variety ofsources, and
"A very interestingand well-written great skill has been showfi ift the co7i-

story of Sajcon times— the times of struction of the narrative. Tlie aim
Dufustan and the luipless Edwy. The of the author is certainly a good ofie,

author has evidently taken great pains and his efforts have been atie?ided with a
to examine into the real history of the considerable atrumntofsuccess."—"KoCK..

Alfgar the Dane, or the Second Chron-
icle of ^scendune, A Tale. By the Rev. A. D. Crake,
B.A., Author of the '* History of the Church under the

Roman Empire," &c. &c. Cro-wn 8vo. 3J-. 6d.

" Mr. Crake's ^Chronicles of/Escen-
dune ' haz'e t/ieir seco7id ifistalment in
^Alfgar the Dane,' a youth wlio is

saved from the massacre on S. Brice's
night to meet with many capital ad-
ventures. "

—

Guardian.
'

' Sure to be excessivelypopular with
boys, and we look forward with great
interest to the Third Chronicle, which
will tell of the Norman invasion."—
Church Times.
" As in his fortner production, Mr.

Crake seems to have taken greatpains
to be correct in hisfacts, and he has, we
really believe, covibined accuracy with
liveliness. Schoolboys, not at Blo.xhatyi

only, ought to be very grateful to him ;

tJiough in thus speaking we by no
vteans intend to imply that seniors

will not fittd this little book both inter-
estifig afid instnutive. Its tone is as
excellent as that of Mr. Crake's pre-
vious tale."—CHVRCii Quarterly Re-
view.
"Here, strung together with char-

acters in }iarf7iony with tJie times, is a
thoroughly well-ioritten history of the
later Danish invasions of England.
. . . . As a tale his work is interest-
ing; as a history it is ofvery cofisider-

able value. "

—

Nonconformist.
" It is not often that a iL'riter cotn-

bifies so completely the qualities which
go to make up tJie historian a?id the
novelist, but Mr. Crake has this happy
conjunction of facilities in afi eminefit
degree. "

—

Standard.
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Semele; or, The Spirit of Beauty: a
Venetian Tale. By the Rev. J. D. Mereweather, B.A.
English Chaplain at Venice. Small 8vo. 3^-. dd.

The Hillford Confirmation. A Tale.
By M. C. Phillpotts. New Edition. i6mo. \s.
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Bossuet and his Contemporaries.
By H. L. Sidney Lear. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6^/.

Forming a Volume of ** Christian Biographies."
" contahis so many interesting " Bossnet's daily life, his style oj

facts that it may be profitably read preaching, his association with the
even by those who already know the stirringpolitical, social, and ecclesias-

man and the period."—Spectator. tical events of his time, are presented
" Here is a clear ajidgood work, the in a simple but pictJiresque way."—

product of thorough industry and of Daily News.
honest mind."—Nonconformist. " We are always glad to welcome a

All biography is delightful, and fresh workfrom thegracefilpen of the
this story of Bossuet is eminently so." autJior of 'A DomitticaJi Artist.'"—
—Notes and Queries. Saturday Review.

Fenelon, Archbishop of Oambrai. A
Biographical Sketch. By H. L. Sidney Lear. Crown 8vo.

Forming a Volume of *' Christian Biographies."

" TJiose who k?tow—and we may be scarcely too much to extend the same
fairly ask, who does not ?—the charm- praise to the whole book."—Spectator.
ijig books which we have already had "Fenelon is thoroughly readable,

from the present writer, will need and is much more thaii a biographical
nothing more tlian the annoimcemejit sketch. There are nearly 500 pages,
ofit to make tiiem welcome this new ac- and there are very few which fail to

count ofthe life ofthe saintly Fenelon." give a reader something for glad—Church Quarterly Review. or serious thought."—Notes and
" The history of the Chzirch offers Queries.

few more attractive biographies than '''We doubt much whether the real
that of the great Archbishop, wJiom man was ever so vividly portrayed
everybody appreciated save his king." or his portrait so elegantlyframed as—Guardian. in this choice and readable book"—

'

' The delightful volume wider notice Watchman.
will add much io the well-deserved re- " One of the great charms of this
putation of its author."— Church work consists in the letters scattered
Times. Jip and dozun its pages, some addressed
" The writer has found a subject to his royal pupil, and others to his

which suits hergenius, and she handles friends. The sweet nature a7id singti-

it 7vith both skill and sympathy. . . . larfascinatiofi of the Archbishop shine
The accoimt of his life at Cambrai is forth conspicuously i7i these self-reve-
one of tJu most delightful narratives lations, which breathe a truly religious
that we have ever read. It would spirit."—English Independent.
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A Ohiistian Painter of the Nineteenth.
Century

;
being the Life of Hippolyte Flandrin. By H. L.

Sidney Lear. Crown 8vo. 3J. (id.

Forming a Volume of "Christian Biographies."

" This is a toteching and instructive
story of a life singularly ftdl of nobil-
ity, aff'ection, ajid grace, a>id it is

worthily told."— Spectator.
" Sym/athetic, popular, and free,

almost to a fault,from technicalities.

The book is -welcome as a not
untimely memorial to a man ivho
deserves to be held up as an exajnple."—Saturday Review.

" The record of a life marked by
exalted aims, andcrowned by no small

amount of honour and success, cannot
but be welcome to earliest students of
all kifids. . . . There are many
fi?ie pieces of criticism in this book,—
utterances of Flatidrin's which show
the clear wit of the ma^i, his candour,
and self-balancedjudgfnent
We have written enough to show how
interesting the book is."—Athenaeum.

" This is a charming addition to

biographical literature."—Notes and
Queries.

A Dominican Artist: A Sketch of the
Life of the Rev. Pere Besson, of the Order of St. Dominic.

By IL L. Sidney Lear. Crown 8vo. 3^. dd.

Forming a Volume of " Christian Biographies."

" TJte author of the Life of Pere
Besson 7urites with a grace andrefine-
7nent of devotional feeli7ig peculiarly
suited to a subject-matter which suffers
beyond most others from any coarse-

ness oftouch. It would be difficult to

fifid ' the simplicity and purity of a
holy life ' more exquisitely illiistrated

tfuzn in Fatlier Besson's career, both
before and after hisjoining the Domi-
nican Order under the auspices of
Lacordaire. . . . Certainly we have
never come across what could more
strictly be termed in the truest sense
' the life of a beautiful soul.' The
aitthor has done well in presenting to

Efiglish readers this si^igularly grace-
fulbiography, in which allwho can ap-
preciate genuine sitnplicity and noble-

ness of Christiafi character willffid
much to admire aud little or nothing
to condemn." —Satis-r-day Review.
"It would indeed have been a de-

plorable omission had so exquisite a
biography been by any neglect lost to

English readers, and had a character

so perfect in its simple and complete
devotion been withheld from our
admiration But we have
dwelt too long already on thisfascinat-
ing book, and must fiow leave it to our
readers.'''—Literary Churchman.
"A beautiful atid most interesting

sketch of the late Pere Besson, an
artist who forsook the easel for the
altar."—Church Times.
" Whatever a reader may think oj

Pere Besson's profession as a monk,
no one will doubt his goodness ; no one
cafi fail to profit who willpatiently
read his life, as here written by a
frie)id, whose sole defect is in being
slightly unctuous."—Athenaeum.

" The story of Pere Besson^s life is

one of mtich ititerest, and told zvith

simplicity, candour, andgoodfeelifig. "—Spectator.
" We strongly recommend it to our

readers. It is a charming biography,
that willdelight andedify both oldand

Westminster Gazette.
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The Life of Madame Louise de Fi^ance,
Daughter of Louis XV., also kno%%Ti as the Mother Terese de

S. Augustin. By H. L. Sidney Lear. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

Forming a Volume of ** Christian Biographies."
" Such a record ofdeep, earnest, self- fatnily ofLouisXV.thereissnes thisMa-

sacrificingpiety, beneath the surface of dame Louise , 7vJiose life is set be/ore us

Parisian life, during what ive all re- as a specimen ofas calm andunworldly
gardas th£ worst age ofFrench godless- devotion—of a devotion, too, full oj

ness. ought to teach us all a lesson ofJwpe shrewd sense and practical adtninis-

andfaith, let appearances be what they trative talent—as any we have ever
may. Here, from out of the court and nut withy—Literary Churchman.

The Eevival of Priestly Life in the
Seventeenth Century in France. Charles de Condren—
S. Philip Neri and Cardinal de Berulle—S. Vincent
DE Paul— Saint Sulpice and Jean Jacques Olier.

By H. L. Sidney Lear. Crown 8vo. 3^. ()d.

Forming a Volume of Christian Biographies."

"A book the authorship of which may belong, can read without quick
will command the respect of all who sympathy and emotion these touching
can honour sterling worth. No Chris- sketches of the early Oratorians and the

tian, to whatever denomination he Lazarists."—Standard.

Life of S. Francis de Sales. By H. L.
Sidney Lear. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

Forming a Volume of ** Christian Biographies."

"It is written with the delicacy, his own writings and in those of his

freshness, and absence of all affecta- most intimate and affectionatefriends,
tion which cliaracterized the former The book is written with thegrave and
works by the same hand, and which quiet grace which characterizes the
render these books so very much more productions ofits author, and cannot
pleasant reading tlian are religious fail to please those readers wlio can
biographies in general. The cliaracter sympathize with allforms of goodness
of S. Francis de Sales, Bishop of and devotion to noble purpose."—
Geneva, is a charming one. His un- Westminster Review.
affected humility, his freedotn from "A book which contains the record
dogmatism in an age when dogma ofa life as sweet, pure, attd noble, as
was placed above religion, his freedom any man by divine help, granted to

from bigotry in an age of persecution, devout sincerity ofsoul, has been per-
were alike admirable

y

—Standard. knitted to live upon earth. The ex-
" The author of 'A Dominican ample of this gentle but resohite and

Artist,^ in writing this new life ofthe e^iergetic spirit, wholly dedicated to

wise and loving Bishop and Prince of the highest conceivable good, offering
Geneva, has aimed less at historical itself, with all the temporal uses of
or ecclesiastical investigation than at mental existence, to the service of in-

a vivid arid natural representation of finite and eternal beneficence , is ex-
the inner mind and life of the subject tremely touching. It is a book worthy
of his biography , as it can be traced in ofacceptance."—Daily News.
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Henri Pcrreyve. By A. Gratry, Pretre
de rOratoire, Professeur de Morale Evangelique a la Sorbonne,

et Membre de rAcademie Fran9aise. Translated by special

permission. With Portrait. By H. L. Sidney Lear. Crown

8vo. 3J. 6d.

Forming a Volume of "Christian Biographies."

" A most touching and Powerful of tJie memoir gave himself up to the
piece of biography

,
interspersed with duties of his sacred office, and to the

profound reflections on personal reli- cultivatioft ofthe graces with which he
gion, and 071 the prospects of Chris- was endowed."—Church Times.
tianity."—Church Review. "It is easy to see that He?tri Per-
" The works of the translator of reyve. Professor ofMoral Theology at

Henri Perreyve form, for the most the Sorbontie, was a Roman Catholic
part, a series of saintly biographies priest ofno ordinary type. With com-
which have obtained a larger share of paratively little of what Protestants
popularity than is generally accorded call superstition, with great courage
to books of this description. . . . andsincerity, with a nature singularly
The description of his last days will gttileless and noble, his priestly voca-
probably be read with greater interest tion, although pursued, according to

than any other part of the book ; pre- his biographer, with unbridled zeal,

senting as it. does an example oj forti- did not stifle his human sympathies
ttide under suffering, and resignation, and aspirations. He could not believe

when cut offso soofi after enterifig upon that his faith compelled him 'to re-

a m^ich-coveted and usejul career, of nozince sense and reason,^ or that a
rare occurrence in this age of self- priest was not free to speak, act, and
assertion. This is, in fact, the essen- think like other men. Indeed, the
Hal teaching of the entire volume." Abbe Gratry makes a kind of apology—Morning Post. for his friend's free-speaking in this
" Those who take a pleasure in read- respect, and endeavours to explain

ing a beautiful account of a beautiful it. Perreyve was the beloved disciple

character would do well to procure the of Lacordaire, who left him all his

Life of 'HefiriPerreyve.^ . . . We manuscripts, notes, and papers, and
would especially recommend the book he himself attained the position of a
for the perusal ofEnglish priests, who great pulpit orator."— Pall Mall
may learn many a holy lesson from Gazette.
the devoted spirit in which the subject

The Last Days of Pere Gratiy. By Pere
Adolphe Perraud, of the Oratory, and Professor of La
Sorbonne. Translated by special permission. By the Author

of *'Life of S. Francis de Sales," &c. Crown 8vo. 3J. ^d.

Walter Kerr Hamilton, Bishop of Salis-
bury. A Sketch by Henry Parry Liddon, D.D., Canon of

St. Paul's, and Ireland Professor of Exegesis in the University

of Oxford. Second Edition. 8vo. 2.s. 6d.

Materloo ?|lace, ILonbon
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Life of S. Yincent de Paul. With Intro-

duction by the Rev. R. F. Wilson, M.A., Prebendary of

Salisbury and Vicar of Rownhams, and Chaplain to the Bishop

of Salisbury. Crown 8vo. gs.

" A most readable volume, illustrat- produced by the Gallican Church, has
ing plans and arrangements, which at last found a competent English
from the circumstances of the day are biographer. The voluvie before us has
invested with Peculiar interest."— evidently been written with conscien-

English Churchman. tious care and scrupulous industry.
"All will be pleased at reading the It is based on the best authorities,

present admirably wri tttn narrative, which have been compared with praise-
in which we do not know whether to worthy diligence ; its style is clear,

admire more the candour and eay nest- elegant, and unambitious; and it

ness of the writer or hisplain, sensible, shows a fine appreciation of tJu life

and agreeable style."—Weekly Re- and character of the man whom it

GiSTER. commemorates."— Scottish Guar-
" IFe trust that this deeply interest- dian.

ing and beautifully written biography "Mr. Wilson has done his work
will be extensively circulated in Eng- admirably and evidently con amore,
land."—Church Herald. and he completely proves the thesis
" We heartily recomtnend the iniro- with which he starts, viz., that i)i the

duction to the study of all concerned life of the Saint there is a homeliness
with ordinations."—Guardian. and simplicity, a?id a general absence
" We are glad that S. Vincent de of the miraculous or the more ascetic

Paul, one ofthe most remarkable men type ofsaintliness."—John Bull.

Life of Eobert Gray, Bishop of Cape
Town and Metropolitan of the Province ofSouth Africa. Edited

by his Son, the Rev. Charles Gray, M.A., Vicar of Helms-

ley, York. With Portrait and Map. 2 Vols. 8vo. 32J.

" This work is more than a bio- tr^ie apostolic spirit, was a faithful
graphyi it is a valuable addition to son ofthe Church, and a distinguished
the history of the ni^ieteenth centiiry. ornament of the Episcopate."—Stan-
Mr. Keble more thatt once described dard.
Bishop Gray's struggles as 'like a bit " Not only interesting as the record
out of the fourth century.'"—Guar- of a good man's life, but extremely
DIAN. valuable as materials for Church his-
" We welcome it as a worthy tribute tory"—Church Times.

to the memory ofone who possessed the

Life, Journals, and Letters of Henry
Alford, D.D., late Dean of Canterbury. Edited by his

Widow. With Portrait and Illustrations. New Edition.

Crown 8vo. 9^.
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History of the Church under the
Roman Empire, A.D. 30-476. By the Rev. A. D. Crake,
B.A. New Edition. Crown 8vo. 'js. dd.

"A compendious history ofthe Chris-
tian Church tinder the Roman Empire
will be hailed "with pleasjire by all
readers of ecclesiastical lore. . . .

The author is quite free from the
spirit of controversialism ; wherever
he refers to a prevalent practice of
ancient times he gives his authority.
In his statement offacts or opinions
he is always accurate and coficise, and
his manual is doubtless destined to a
lengthened period of popularity."—
Morning Post.
"It is very well done. It gives a

very comprehensive view oftheprogress
of events, ecclesiastical and political,

at the great centres of civilisation

during thefirstfive centuries of Chris-
tianity."—Daii.y News.
" In his well-planned and carefully

written volume of $00pages Mr. Crake
has supplied a well-known and lofig-

felt want. Relying on all the higJiest

and best authoritiesfor his mainfacts
and conclusions, and wisely making
use ofall modern research, Mr. Crake
has spared neither time nor labour to

make his work accurate, trustworthy

,

and intelligent"—Standard.
Really interesting, well suited to

the needs ofthosefor whom it waspre-
pared, and its Church tone is un-
exceptiotiable."—Church Times.
" As a volume for students and the

higher forms of our public schools it

is admirably adapted."— Church
Herald.
" We cordially recommettd it for

schools for the young.^'—English
Churchman.

'

' Mr. Crake gives us in a clear and
conciseform a narrative ofthe Church
history during the period with which
it is most important that the young
shouldfirst be made acqtiainted. The
different events appear to be described
with a judicious regard to their rela-

tive importance, and the manual may
be safely recommended."—John Bull.

" Thefacts are well marshalled, the
literary style of the book is simple and
good; while the priticiples enunciated
throughout render it a volume which
may be safely p7it into the hands of
students. For the higher forms of
grammar-schools it is exactly the book
required. Neverponderous, and fre-
quently very attractive and interest-

ing, it is at once readable andedifying,
and fills efficiently a vacant place
in elementary historical literature.

Furthermore its type is clear and bold,

and it is well broken up into para-
graphs."—Union Review.

^' It retells an oft-told tale in a
singularlyfresh andperspicuous style,

rendering the book neither above the

comprehension ofan intelligent boy or
girl offourteen or upwards, nor be-

neath the attention of an educated
man. We can imagitie no better book
as an addition to a parochial library,

as a prize, or as a reading book in the
upperforms ofmiddle-class schools."—
Scottish Guardian.

Church Memorials and Characteristics

;

being a Church History of the six First Centuries. By the late

William Roberts, Esq., M.A., F.R.S. Edited by his Son,

Arthur Roberts, M.A., Rector of Woodrising, Norfolk.

8vo. *]s. 6d.
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Essays, Historical and Theological.
By J. B. MozLEY, D.D., late Canon of Christ Church, and
Regius Professor of Divinity in the University of Oxford. Two
Vols. 8vo. 24.S.

CONTENTS.
Volume I.—Introduction and Memoir of the Author—Lord Strafford—Arch-

bishop Laud—Carlyle's Cromwell—Luther.

Volume IL—Dr. Arnold—Blanche White—Dr. Pusey's Sermon—The Book of

Job—Maurice's Theological Essays—Indian Conversion—The Argument
of Design—The Principle of Causation considered iv. Opposition to Atheis-
tic Theories—In Memoriam—List of the Author's Articles and Works.

" These volumes, we cannot douht,

will be eagerly welcomed and largely

read. They contain specimens, well
selected, and extending over a period
of thirty years, of the work of a great
i7tind ; the realgreatness ofwhich was,
indeed, well known to all students of
theology. . . . We trace in every page
the handwritifig of a vtind which,
though it may look with keen interest

on all the varyijig movements of
thought, in days past a)tdpresent, and
though it can handle with the grasp
of a mccster any form of thought with
which it comes to deal, yet is evidently
a 7nitidof deep, quiet reflection, facing
alone before God the great questions

of Triith and Being, ' brooding ' over
them {to use his own expression) until
they take definite shape, never stiffer-

ifig them to come forth in the shape of
that crude suggestion and hazy specula-

tion so fashionable in these days, Which
touch tnatiy truths without really
grasping tfiem, and raise many ques-
tions but thoroughly answer none. . . .

We hope we have said enough to give
our readers some idea of these remark-
able volumes, and to induce them to

study thetn as a whole. MaJiy other
features mightfairly claim 7iotice ; biit

these may be left to speakfor themselves.
As 2ve read, we grieve more and more
that it has pleased God to call from tcs

so able a champion of His truth, and
one hardly more impressive by the
strength of his arg^imetit than by 'the
qiiietncss and coftfidetice^ of his
spirit."—Guardian.
" We have said enough, we trust,

to iiiduce our readers to study these

volumesfor themselves. They will find
in them much that will bear, not one,

but many perusals."—Saturday Re-
view

" These essays will be welcome eveji

beyo7id the circle of those who, d7(ri7ig

his lifetime, had a7iy knowledge of, or
acquai7tta7ice with, theiT- author. They
are the products of a lucid, comprehen-
sive,a7idpowerful mind; the mind ofone
who was a st7ide7it a7id a thi7iker, but
who,by his vividgrasps ofideas, his fir}7i

faith in the principles he had made his
0W71, and his faculty of impressive
illustration, had mtich of the facility
which is usually cuquired 07ily in the
actual expe7de7tce of the world."—
British Quarterly Review.

''Selectedfrom the earliest as well
as the latest ofDr. Mozlefs wtHtings,
this collectio7i represents 7iot only the
f7illexte7tt ofhis77ientalpo'ivers,but also
the co7irse a7td ultimate issue of his in-

tellectual career; for as it wcls by ten-
acity of purpose and deter77ii7iation of
will that he obtai7ied for his opi7iio7is

recog7titio7i and estee77i, so also, owi7ig
to his argu77te7ttative tenacity a7id iji-

te7tsity of ai77t, some of these essays, ij

the prophecy tnay be hazarded, will re-

tai/i a lasti7ig place in literatiire. "

—

Athen^um.
" These Essays stand above the litie

of ephe77ieral literature. For the
more experieticed student of history
it would be difficult to 7iame a more
positively refreshing book. Dr. Mozley
was a hard hitter, and few writers
have been able to strike so decisively
071 the weak points of an adversary's
case." —Contemporary Review,
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A Key to the Knowledge of Church
History (Ancient). Edited by the Rev. John Henry Blunt,
M.A., F.S.A., Editor of "The Annotated Book of Common
Prayer," &c. &c. Small 8vo. 2s.6d. Also a Cheap Edition,

IS. 6d.

Forming a Volume of "Keys to Christian Knowledge."

"It offers a short and condensed everything that could be consistently
acco7int of the origin, growth, and con- expected ifi a volume of its character,
dition of the Church i7i allparts of the There are many notes, theological,
world,from a.d. i down to the end of scriptural, and historical, and the
the fifteeyith century. Mr. Blunfs 'get up' of the book is specially coin-

first object has been conciseness, and mendable. As a text-book for the
this has been adfnirably carried ottt, higlterforms of schools the work will
and to studefits of Ch2irch history this be acceptable to numerous teachers."—
feature will readily recommend itself. Public Opinion.
As an elemejitary work 'A Key' will "It contains some concise notes on
be specially valuable, inasmuch as it Church History, compressed into a
points out certai7i definite lines of small cojnpass, and we think it is

t/tought, by which tJwse wJw enjoy tJie likely to be useful as a book ofrefer-
opportu7tity may be guided in reading ence."—John Bull.
the statements of more elaborate his- "A very terse and reliable collection

tories. A t the same time it is butfair oj the main facts and incide?its co7i-

to Mr.Blunt to remark that, forgeneral nected with Church History.

"

—Rock.
readers, the little volujue contains

A Key to the Knowledge of Church
History (Modern). Edited by the Rev. John Henry Blunt,
M.A., F.S.A., Editor of "The Annotated Book of Common
Prayer," &c. &c. Small 8vo. 2s. 6d. Also a Cheap Edition,

IJ-. 6d.

Forming a Volume of " Keys to Christian Knowledge."

The Eeformation of the Church of
England; its History, Principles, and Results, a.d. 15 14- 1547.

By the Rev. John Henry Blunt, M.A., F.S.A., Editor of

"The Annotated Book of Common Prayer," &c. &c. Fourth

Edition. 8vo. i6s.

Perranzabuloe, the Lost Church Found

;

or. The Church of England not a New Church, but Ancient,

Apostolical, and Independent, and a Protesting Church Nine

Hundred Years before the Reformation. By the Rev. C. T.

Collins Trelawny, M. A., late Rector ofTimsbury, Somerset.

New Edition. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

Waterloo fUce, Jonbon
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The Principles of Catholic Eeform;
or, The Harmony of Catholicism and Civilization. Confer-

ences of 1878 in the Cirque d'Hiver, Paris. By Hyacinthe
LoYSON, Priest. Translated by Lady Durand. Crown 8vo,

3s. 6d. ; or in paper cover, 3s.

The Life of Alexander Lycnrgns,
Archbishop of the Cyclades. By F. M. F. Skene. With an

Introduction by the Bishop of Lincoln. Crown 8vo.

6d. ; or in paper cover, 3^.

Historical Narratives. From the Russian.
By H. C. Romanoff, Author of Sketches of the Rites and

Customs of the Greco-Russian Church," kc. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Sketches of the Eites and Customs of
the Greco-Russian Church. By H. C. Romanoff. With an

Introductory Notice by the Author of *' The Heir of Redclyffe."

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 7j. 6d.

" The volume before us is anything ' to present the English with correct
but a formal liturgical treatise. It descriptions of the ceremonies of the

might be more valuable to afew scholars Greco-Russian Church, and at the

if it were, but it would certainly fail same time with pictures of domestic
to obtain perusal at the hands of tJie life in Russian homes, especially those

great majority of those whom the of tlie clergy and the middle class of
writer, not unreasonably, hopes to fiobles and, beyond q^uestion, the
attract by the fiarrative style she Jias autJwr's labour has beeri so far suc-
adopted. WJiat she has set before its cessful that, whilst her Church scenes
is a series of brief outlines, which, by may be commetided as a series of most
their simple effort to clothe tJie infor- dramatic and picturesque tableaux,
mation given us in a livittg garb, her social sketcJies enable us to look at
reminds us of a once-popular child's certain points beneath the surface of
book which we remember a generatiofi Russian life, and materially enlarge
ago, called ''SketcJies ofHuman Man- our knowledge ofa country concerfiing
tiers.*"—Church Times. which we have still a very great deal
" The twofold object of this work is to learti."—ATHENiCUM.

Cuiions Myths of the Middle Ages.
By S. Baring-Gould, M.A., Author of "Origin and De-

velopment of Religious Belief," &c. With Illustrations, New
Edition. Crown 8vo. 6j.
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Hellenica. A Collection of Essays on
Greek Poetry, Philosophy, History, and Religion. Edited by

Evelyn Abbott, M.A., LL.D., Fellow and Tutor of Balliol

College, Oxford. 8vo. i6s.

CONTENTS.

Aeschylus. E. Myers, INI.A.—The Theology and Ethics of Sophocles. E.
Abbott, M.A., LL.D.—System of Education in Plato's Republics. R. L.
Nettleship, M.A.—Aristotle's Conception of the State. A. C. Bradley,
M.A.—Epicurus. W. L. Courtney, M.A.—The Speeches of Thucydides.
R. C. Jebb, M.A., LL.D.—Xenophon. H. G. Dakyns, M.A.—Polybius
J. L. S. Davidson, M.A.—Greek Oracles. F. W. H. Myers, M.A.

[See Rivington's Educational List.]

The Antiquities of Greece. Translated
from the German of G. F. Schoemann. By E. G. Hardy,
M.A., Head-Master of the Grammar School, Grantham, and

late Fellow of Jesus College, Oxford; and J. S. Mann, M.A.,

Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford. 8vo. iSs.

Vol. I—THE STATE.

[See Rivington's Educational List.]

Historical Biographies. Edited by the
Rev. M. Creighton, M.A., late Fellow of Merton College,

Oxford. With Maps. Small 8vo.

SIMON DE MONTFORT. 2s. 6d.

THE BLACK PRINCE. 2s. 6d.

SIR WALTER RALEGH. 3.^.

THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON. 3^. 6d.

THE DUKE OF MARLBOROUGH, ss. 6d.

[See Rivington's Educational List.]
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A History of England. By the Rev.

J. Franck Bright, M.A., Fellow of University College, and

Historical Lecturer in Balliol, New, and University Colleges,

Oxford ; late Master of the Modern School in Marlborough

College. With Numerous Maps and Plans. New Editions,

Cro^vn 8vo.

Period I.—FEUDAL MONARCHY. The Departure

of the Romans, to Richard IIL a.d. 449-1485. 4?. dd.

Period H.—PERSONAL MONARCHY. Henry VIL
to James H. a.d. 1485-1688. 5^.

Period IH.—CONSTITUTIONAL MONARCHY.
William and Mary, to the present time. a.d. 1689-

1837. 7^. dd.

[See Rivington's Educational List.]

A History of England for Children.
By George Davys, D.D,, formerly Bishop of Peterborough.

New Edition. i8mo. is. 6d.

Fables respecting the Popes of the
Middle Ages. A Contribution to Ecclesiastical History. By

John J. Ign. Von Dollinger, D.D,, D.C.L. Translated

by the Rev. Alfred Plummer, M.A., Master of University

College, Durham, late Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford.

8vo. 14J.

The Annual Eegister : a Review of Public

Events at Home and Abroad, for the Years 1863 to 1879.

New Series. 8vo. i8j. each.

anb at ©iforb anb (JTambribfie
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Lyra Apostolica. [Poems, by J. W.
BowDEN, R. H. Froude, J. Keble, J. H. Newman, R. J.

WiLBERFORCE, and J, Williams ; and a New Preface by

Cardinal Newman.] New Edition. i6mo. Red borders.

2s. 6d.

Yesterday, To-Day, and for Ever: A
Poem in Twelve Books. By Edward PIenry Bickersteth,

M.A., Vicar of Christ Church, Hampstead. One Shilling

Edition, i8mo; i6mo, with Red Borders, 2s. dd.

Forming Volumes of " Rivington's Devotional Series."

The small 8vo Edition, 3^. dd, ; and small 4to Presentation

Edition, with Red Borders, \os. 6d., may still be had.

** IVe should have noticed among Us " A poem worth reading, worthy of
kind a very magnificent presentation attentive study ; fullofnoble thcitghts

,

edition of ' Yesterday, To-day, and beautiful diction, and high imagina-
for Ever,' by the Rev. E. H. Bicker- Standard.
steth. This blank-versepoem, in tzvelve

'

' In these Ugh t miscellany days there
books, hasmade itsway into the religious is a spiritual refreshment in the
world of England and A merica with- spectacle ofa man girding up the loins
out much help from the critics. It is of his mind to the task ofproducing a
now made splendidfor its admirers by genuine epic. And it is true poetry,
morocco binding, broad margins, red There is a definiteness, a crispness
lines, and beautiful photographs.'''— about it, which in these moist, viewy.
Times. hazy days is no less invigorating than
" The most simple, the richest, and novel."—Edinburgh Daily Review.

the most perfect sacred poem which "Mr. Bickersteth writes like a vum
recent days haveproduced."—Morning who cultivates at once revere7ice and
Advertiser, earnestness of thought."—Guardian.

The Two Brothers, and other Poems. By
Edward Henry Bickersteth, M.A., Vicar of Christ

Church, Hampstead. Second Edition. Small 8vo. 6s.

Waterloo flace, ILonbon
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The Knight of Intercession, and other
Poems. By the Rev. S. J. Stone, M.A., Pembroke College,

Oxford. Fourth Eiition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

An Introduction to the Study of
Painted Glass. By A. A. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

" This modest little book, by a very most remarkable examples oj each
modest author, though little more than style. . . . We are bound to say that
a compilation, is sensibly and simply tJie sound remarks scattered through
arranged and very carefully written, the book on the principles of the art
To tJwsewhohavenottimeoropportunity luill be of jnuch use to the student in
to make a tlwrough study of the larger forming a correct judgment as to the
7uorks on the subject, andyet zuish to be merit of atiy window Jie may see."—
able to take ati intelligent interest in the Academy.
wi7ido^vs of the churclus tJuy may see ''A little volume not intended to

on their travels, it will prove a very supersede tJie larger works on the same
valuable vade-mecum. Tlie charac- subject in great art libraries, but as a
teristics ofthe different periods ofglass- brief historical iiitroduction decidedly
painting are clearly and shortly noted, most valuable."—Graphic.
and a sufficient account is given of t/ie

An Introduction to Form and Instru-
mentation, for the Use of Beginners in Composition. By W.
A. Barrett, Mus. Bac. Oxon., F.R.S.L., Vicar-Choral of St.

Paul's Cathedral, Author of " Flowers and Festivals," "The
Chorister's Guide," etc. CrowTi 8vo. 2s. 6d.

A Shadow of Dante. Being an Essay
towards studying Himself, his World, and his Pilgrimage. By
Maria Francesca Rossetti. With Illustrations. Second

Edition. Crown 8vo. loj". 6d.

" We find ike volume furnished style refreshingly independent and
with useful diagrams of the Dantesque original."—Pall RIall Gazette.
universe, of Hell, Purgatory, and the " The result has been a book which
' Rose oftlie Blessed^ and adorned with is not only delightful in itself to

a beautifulgroup of the likenesses ofthe read, but is admirably adapted as
poet, and with symbolic figures {on the an eficouragement to those students
binding) in which tJie taste and execu- who wish to obtain a preliminary
tion ofMr. D. G. Rossetti will be re- survey of the land before they attempt
cognised. The exposition appears to tofollow Dante through his long and
us remarkably well arranged and arduous pilgrimage. Of all poets
digested; the author s appreciation of Dante stands most in need of such
Dante's religious sentiments and assistance as this book offers."—
opinions is peculiarly hearty, and her Saturday Review.
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Parish. Musings
;
or, Devotional Poems.

By John S. B. Monsell, LL.D., late Vicar of S. Nicholas,

Guildford, and Rural Dean. New Edition. Small 8vo. 5^,

Also a Cheap Edition. Cloth limp, i^. dd. ; or in paper

cover, \s.

A Eeverie, and other Poems. By H.
A. Fenton, M.A. Imperial i6mo. 3^-. 6^/.

Miscellaneons Poems. By Henry
Francis Lyte, M.A. New Edition. Small 8vo. 5^.

A Dictionary of English. Philosophical
Terms. By the Rev. Francis Garden, M.A., Professor of

Theology and Rhetoric at Queen's College, London, and Sub-

Dean of Her Majesty's Chapels-Royal. Small 8vo. 4j. 6d.

At Home and Abroad ; or, First Lessons
in Geography. By J. K. Laughton, M.A., F.R.A.S.,

F.R.G.S., Mathematical Instructor and Lecturer in Meteor-

ology at the Royal Naval College. Crown Svo. 3^. dd,

Mazzaroth; or, the Constellations. By
Frances Rolleston. Royal Svo. i2j.

The Testimony of the Stars to Truths
revealed in the Bible. Abridged from the late Miss Frances
Rolleston's "Mazzaroth; or, The Constellations." By
Caroline Dent. Crown Svo. \s, 6d.
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A Life Eecord; or, The Godparent's
Gift-Book. Printed on Dutch hand-made paper. Square

i6mo. Cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. ; or in white cloth gilt, extra, 4s. 6d,

The Authorship of the "De Imita-
tione Christi." With many interesting particulars about the

Book. By Samuel Kettlewell, M.A., late Vicar of St.

Mark's, Leeds. Containing Photographic Engravings of the

**De Imitatione" written by Thomas k Kempis, 1441, and of

two other MSS. 8vo. i^s.

The Origin and Development of Keli-
gious Behef. By the Rev. S. Baring-Gould, M.A., Author

of ** Curious Myths of the Middle Ages," &c. New Edition.

Two Parts. Crown 8vo. 6s. each. Sold separately.

Part I. MOXOTHEISM and POLYTHEISM.
Part IL CHRISTIANITY.

'"The ability which Mr. Baring- tnedicBval legetid atid Teutonic mytJw-

Goiild displays in the treatment of a logy which are certain to make large
topic which branches out in so many contributions to the purpose he has in
directiofis, and requires stich precise hand. It is a contributiofi ofvery high
handling, is apparent. His pages value."—Guardian.
abound with the results of large read- ''Mr. Baring-Gould's work, from
ing and calm reflection. The man of the importance of its subject and tJie

C7ilture, thought, philosophic cast, is l7icid force ofits expositions, as -.uell as
mirrored in tJie entire argument. The from the closeness of argumefit and
book is sound a7id healthy in tone, copiousness of illustratiott with which
It excites the reader's interest, and its comprehensive views are treated,
brightens the path ofinquiry opened to is efititled to attentive study, and will
his view. The lafiguage, too, is appro- repay the reader by amusement afid
priate, neat, lucid, often happy, sotne- instruction."—Morning Post.
times wonderfully terse a7id vigorous." "Our space warns us that we ate—Athen^um. attempting in vain to compress into a

" Mr. Baring-Gould Jias undertaken few coluvins the conte?its of a work
a great a}id ambitious work. A7td no which has had few eqjials for brilli-

one can deny that he possesses some ancy, learning, and point in this
eminent qualifications for this great department of literature. We there-
work. He has a %uealth of erudition fore conclude by recommending the

of the most varied description, espe- volume itself to all students of mind
cially in those particular regions of and theology."— Church Times.
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iRtomgton^s Devotional Series*

IN ELEGANT BINDINGS, SUITABLE FOR PRESENTS.
*' 'T^O many persons there is something repulsive in a devotional

X volume unbound, and Messrs. Rivington have now turned
their attention to the binding of their Devotional Library in forms
that, like the books themselves, are neat, handsome, good, and
^\Xxz.z\:\y%"—The Bookseller.

title C^jn^tian 3Jeat.

i6mo. Elegantly printed with red borders.

Calf or Morocco limp, blind tooled .

The same, illustrated with Steel Engravings
The same, illustrated with a choice selection of

Photographs .....
Morocco su/erior .....
Russia lim/>, gilt cross.....
Russia limp, gilt lines and gilt cross, illustrated with

A choice selection of Photographs .

Turkey Morocco, limp circuit

Russia, limp circuit .....
Cheap edition, without the red borders.

YKKiiCH'R.OA'ti, red inlaid or gilt outline cross . . o i 6

The Same, illustrated with Steel Engravings . 026
French Morocco, gilt extra . . . . . 020

Clje 3fntitation of CljrtSit is also kept in the above-mentioned styles

at the same prices.

The other Volumes of " The Devotional Series,^' viz.:-

Devotional 'Btrtljliap TBoofe

!^erl)ert'0 (^EngliiS!) Poem0
atttJ Prober!)}*

^e0tertiap, Co^Dap, anti for <J£i3er

Can also he had in a variety of elegant bindings.

Dt ^alesi' DetJout 3D,ife

tHaplor'iS i^olp JLiiima:

CaiJIor'iS l^olp Dping:

Wl&on'is JLorC^jS Supper

Waterloo place, Jottlion
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on Reunion .

the Popes
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{Pere), Last Days of . 80
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